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THESIS SUMMARY
'The collected verse of John Shaw Neilson:

~

critical

edition edited from the manuscripts'.
The thesis examines approximately 491 items of correspondence
from the author to various recipients and shows that
published biographies nnd biographical commenL.s are illjudged and misleading and cloud criticism of the verse.
Neilson's method of composition, the use of amanuenses, and
the use of the exercise books in which drafts of most of his
work occur are discussed, and the influence of editors on the
poet and the texts is examined.
The edition includes all Neilson's verse, published and
unpublished.

It aims to be textually inclusive and to show

both the process of composition and the text as a historical
product.

A text is regarded as a different version if

alterations in wording are made by the author, or at his
behest, or are accepted by him in copy authorised by him
and which he has seen or heard, unless these are part of the
original impulse of composition.

A distinction is made for

practical purposes between discrete versions, which involve
a significant shift in meaning or emphasis, and theoretic
versions, which do not.
Neilson's texts have been described as a 'bibliographic
nightmare' and as a 'well-nigh insoluble textual problem'.
The thesis clarifies the problems and demonstrates that these
are capable of resolution, and does this in a manner which
will provide a sound basis for informed criticism of the
verse.
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STYLE

The style follows the recommendations of the Style
manual for authors, editors and printers, Fourth
edition, AGPS Press, Canberra, 1988.
Minimal capitalisation and single quotation marks
are used throughout.
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INTRODUCTION

BIOGRAPHY:

THE MAN AND THE MYTH

The facts of Neilson's life are few, and simply told.

They

have been discussed at length and with a good deal of
conjecture by Hugh Anderson and L.J. Blake; impressionistically
by James Devaney; and prosaically by Neilson himself.1
Nevertheless, I propose to discuss them further, for the work
of Anderson and Blake and that of Devaney is based largely on
the letters from Neilson to Devaney that make up the
'autobiography'

(along with a limited selection from the rest

of his correspondence) and an examination of the facts based on
the evidence as a whole
~

~

as opposed to the merely convenient

puts into perspective many of the so-called mysteries that

surround the man and the verse.

Devaney et al take the letters

at face value, and the failure to examine the evidence
critically undermines the criticism which draws on these
sources as much as does the lack of a decent edition of the
verse.
John Shaw Neilson was born at Penola, in South Australia, on
the 22nd February, 1872
whom died in infancy.

~

the first of seven children, one of

His father's family came to Australia

from Scotland in the late 1850s when Neilson's father was nine;
and his mother was Australian-born of Scottish parents.
Neilson's grandfather had no trade and settled in to the life
of rural work, Neilson's father following this pattern but
aspiring to something better

the independence of self-

employment as a contractor.2

1

2

H. Anderson & L.J. Blake, John Shaw Neilson, Rigby Limited
Adelaide, 1972.
J. Devaney, Shaw Neilson, Angus & Robertson, Sydney, 1944.
The autobiography of John Shaw Neilson, National Library of
Australia, Canberra, 1978; hereafter cited as Autobiography.
Anderson & Blake, John Shaw Neilson, p. 12.
Autobiography, p. 34.
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The land was sparsely settled and developing rapidly in these
years following the gold rushes, and the accompanying demands
to 'unlock the lands', which resulted in the Selection Acts of
the 60s and 70s.

Thus Neilson was born into and grew up in an

era of development and settlement: a pioneering era, a time of
social and economic flux.
The family lived in the Penola area in South Australia until
1881, when they left to take up land in the Minimay district in
Victoria: and from 1886, when he left school at the age of
fourteen, after perhaps two years interrupted attendance,
Neilson and his brothers Frank and Bill worked with their
!ather on various selections in the Mallee and Wimrnera regions,
all of them, including a sister, Annie, holding blocks at one
stage.3

But the capacity for hard work has never been enough to

make a go of it on the land and they lacked both capital, and
business sense.

Nor did they have much luck with the seasons:

and to keep themselves going they worked at labouring jobs,
often on a contract basis.
In between taking up blocks of land, being sold up, or selling
out, Neilson and his father wrote verse; and both won first
prizes in their sections in the Australian Natives Association
poetry competition in 1893. 4 Both had verse published in local
newspapers and John Shaw Neilson sent items to the Bulletin.

A.G.

Stephens recognised his talent and encouraged him to keep

writing, and when Stephens left the Bulletin to start the
Bookfellow in 1907 he wrote to Neilson asking him to send
pieces for publication and to name him his agent, thus
beginning an association between the two as poet and editor
which lasted for twenty-six years.5
Neilson summarised his life to this point simply, and with
humour, in a biographical sketch written c.1910:
I was born at Penola, S.A., a quiet little place with
white roads and plenty of gardens.
I went to school for
about 15 months there.
In 1881 I went with my people
3

4

5

Autobiography, p. 34.
Autobiography, p. 38: published in Prize poems, essay, novelette
and manuscript magazine, Australian Natives Association,
Melbourne, 1893.
McKirnrn MS, A.G. Stephens - J.S. Neilson 7 December 1906.
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to Victoria and I remember very clearly that Ned Kelly
was hanged in the winter of that year.
There was no
school at Minimay where my father selected. We did not
get [one] till I was over 13 and then I only went to
school about a year.
In 1889 we left Minimay and went to
Nhill.
I worked with my father who was contracting round
there for about 6 years.
In 1895 he started farming
again and came up to Sea Lake.
I have been working with
[him] most of my life since then.
I started writing verse when I left school but never got
anything printed till I was about 20.
I wrote some very
amateurish verses for a Nhill paper. When I was 21 the
Editor of The Australasian wrote me a very friendly note
and actually accepted two of my pieces which I am afraid
made me intolerably conceited for a long time afterwards.
Somewhere about this time I wrote a few verses for the
Weekly Times which I am particularly proud of.
In 1896 I tried the Bulletin and got a piece on the Red
page.
I tried several times again but don't remember
getting anything printed till 1901 when 'Sheedy was
Dying' came out in the Christmas Number.
Since then I
have written perhaps a dozen pieces for the Bulletin and
the Bulletin people have always treated me very well.
When the Bookfellow was alive in Sydney in 1907 I had
some verse in it, and Mr Randolph Bedford when he was
running the Clarion printed everything I sent. He
joyfully published some of my worst limericks and [if]
I was in a tearful or religious mood he did not turn
me down.
Some day I hope to get together some of [my] most decent
verse and offer [it] to my beloved countrymen.
I rather
think of calling my book
The Piper Pays
This for a heading
I am a Piper, though a pleasant craze
Piping's impalpable~ the Piper Pays.6
Neilson's mother Margaret, died in 1897; a sister, Maggie,
died in 1903, and another, Jessie, died in 1907.

John Neilson

remarried in 1911, and that year Neilson accompanied his father
and stepmother to Melbourne: this was Neilson's first visit to
the city, and he went to see about his eyes.

He had been

having trouble with his eyes since about 1890 and at times he
had to dictate his verse.

6

This, and two further visits to

ML MS A3038/l, 35a (B0148-0150) .
'When are the angels nearest' and 'Bob and Dearie' were published
in the Australasian, 28 October 1893 and 10 February 1894
respectively; 'Minnie's story' appeared in the Weekly Times,
13 June 1896 and 'Marian's child' appeared in The Bulletin,
4 May 1895.
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Melbourne, produced little except more satisfactory glasses for
reading. 7
Annie Neilson married in 1912 and moved away from home.

The

family sold more of their land, and by 1915 had only one block
left.

Bill suffered a nervous collapse of some kind and had to

have six months in Melbourne, and by this time Neilson had had
enough. 8

The ·lac_k of capital, severe droughts, and the

vagaries of the Wheat Board finished the brothers as landowners
and in March 1916 they left the land.

And from 1916, when he

was forty-four, until 1928 when he was fifty-six, Neilson
worked as a casual labourer.

In this period he had three

collections of verse published and was granted a small literary
pension. 9

The reception given for him by the members of the

Australian Literature Society in Melbourne following the
publication of New Poems in 1927 marked his acceptance as a
poet of note by the Australian literary world. 10
In 1928 he was offered and accepted a job as a messenger 'boy'
with the Country Roads Board in Melbourne and he settled
finally in Melbourne with his sister Annie and her family at
Gordon Street, Footscray, where he lived until his death in
1942.

A.G. Stephens
died in 1933, and in the following year
,

Neilson's Collected Poems was published.

After this he began

sending work to James Devaney to place, and Devaney became his
editor. 11

It was at Devaney's behest that Neilson wrote the

series of letters now known as the 'autobiography', and with
Devaney as editor Neilson's final volume of verse, Beauty
Imposes, was published in 1938.
The letters of the autobiography convey what Neilson thought
was the proper stuff of biography

~

man's life and work and his family

the surface detail of a

background~

Neilson thought was the proper tone of biography.

in what
It is these

letters and Devaney's impressions of Neilson in his later life
7

8
9

10
11

Autobiography, p. 79.
ML MS A3267, J.S. Neilson - M. Gilmore 27 October 1918.
Anderson & Blake, John Shaw Neilson, p. 145.
LaT MS 8148, Box 497/3, J.S. Neilson - Dr Booth 18 December 1927.
Autobiography, p. 144.
Anderson & Blake, John Shaw Neilson, p. 176.
NLA MS 1145/66, J.S. Neilson - J. Devaney 4 SepLember 1933.
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that have formed the basis of all biographical comment since
Devaney's book Shaw Neilson was published in 1944.
Given this summary of Neilson's life it is easy to see how the
myth of the simple navvy poet grew.

However, given the other

sources of information about Neilson, it is less easy to see
why it should have gone unquestioned for so long, for comment
by some of his contemporaries, and his family, and a large body
of correspondence show Neilson in a different light; and
nowhere more clearly than in relation to questions of his
reading, and his sight and writing.

The image of Neilson is

that of the navvy poet, who, poverty-stricken and near-blind,
had to dictate the bulk ot his work after his slght
deteriorated, who succumbed to the well-meanlny gesture of
friends who secured a less-arduous job for him with the Country
Roads Board in Melbourne, the 'stony town' he spoke critically
of, where he mistakenly thought he would have more leisure to
write.

The public imagination, deprived of a poet starving in

a garret, has substituted an even more romantic image.
Neilson himself encapsulates this false image in the final
pages of his autobiography where he writes:
Critics still puzzle me. Many assert that I am too
vague. Others that I use only the simplest of language &
that my meaning should be clear to anybody.
Those who
say I only use the simplest language cannot be far from
the truth, because my knowledge of English is so limited,
that I cannot afford to use out-of-the-way words the
meaning of which I am not often clear about.
For the
last twenty five years I have been able to read scarcely
anything and nobody reads to me.
I am therefore shut in
a world of my own.
I have no chance of studying the
language or the works of other poets.u
Devaney confirms the image when he describes Neilson as the
'poor working-man who has left us a legacy of endless wealth';
and Professor Chisholm reinforces lt when he talks of the
family's life as 'hUmble and penurious' and says the 'poet had
everything against him'

[including the lack of modern lighting

and defective eyesight] . 13
12
13

How firmly this impression is fixed

Autobiography, p. 156.
J Devaney, Shaw Neilson, p. ix.
A.R. Chisholm (ed.), The poems of Shaw Neilson, Revised
and Enlarged Edition, Angus and Robertson, Sydney, 1973, pp. 4-5.
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is evidenced by Nancy Keesing's Introduction to the

Autobiography where we find many of her comments quite at odds
with what Neilson is actually saying.

All imply that the poet

might have written better, or greater, poetry if only he had
had more money, hadn't worked at a manual job, had better
eyesight, and had a formal education.
The problem Neilson's critics have been faced with, as I have
said elsewhere, is to account for this man, simple and
ordinary, writing this poetry, often quite extraordinary.14

The

reality of Neilson's life is rather more than he chose to tell,
and often less than others choose to imagine.

This is not

because he had secrets to hide as some have supposed, or
because he was dishonest: it is, as I have said, because his
commentators have not examined the context in which he was
living and writing; because they have accepted his comments at
face value; because they have derived biographical detail from
readings of the verse; and because they have not sought
additional evidence to test their assumptions.
It is worth noting at this point that Victor Kennedy in a
commemorative address in 1948 was concerned, he said, to 'Slay
a legend'.

He went on,

'When a legend gathers around a man

while he still lives there is a dangerous tendency for it to
snowball until the man himself, or the poet as he really was,
is lost in the mists and miasmas of human fantasy.

This is

already happening with the memory of John Shaw Neilson' .15
The correspondence adds to our knowledge and understanding of
the man who, in Kennedy's words, was 'moved by human emotions,
desires and aspirations': the man described by one of his
contemporaries, a lone dissenter, as being a 'gentle soul who
wouldn't contradict anyone for the world, which is his Scotch
caution or the peasant in him,
cunning .for all that

[who had] a sort of simple

[who was] inordinately vain about his

fame, such as it is, for all his canny reticences•.1 6
14

15

16

M.D. Roberts, Feeling, force, and absolute: Conceptions of
love in the poetry of John Shaw Neilson, Litt B dissertation
U.N.E. 1978, pp.4-5.
H. Pearce papers. An address given by Victor Kennedy, in
the Public Library, Melbourne, 23 February 1948, under
the auspices of the Australasian Literary Commemorative
Association.
J Devaney, Shaw Neilson, p. 17.
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There are 491 items of correspondence extant from Neilson to
various recipients and the disposition of the items is tabled
below.

The figures given do not include numerous

straightforward business letters to Lothians (who published
Collected Poems) and items known of, but not sighted.

It is

obvious from items extant and written to Neilson that many
letters were not kept, and many of the known items are very
slight

~

greeting cards and letter cards, and notes confirming

or cancelling appointments, for.example.

However, taken

together, this is a valuable body of evidence.
TABLE 1:

OCCURRENCE OF CORRESPONDENCE

1907 - 5

1918

1909 - 2

-

9

1934 - 38

1919 - 10

1927 - 28

1935 - 21

1912 - 2

1920 -

3

1928 - 17

1936 - 37

1913 - 1

1921

-

6

1929 -

5

1937 - 40

1914 - 5

1922 -

4

1930 -

7

1938 - 62

1915 - 1

1923 - 10

1931 - 24

1939 - 41

1916 - 7

1924 - 13

1932 - 10

194J - 30

1917 - 3

1925

1933 - 16

1941 - 29

-

3

2

1926 -

THE NUMBER OF ITEMS OF CORRESPONDENCE FOLLOWS THE YEAR

Perhaps the most striking feature of the correspondence is the
~

pattern of dictation.

Prior to Neilson's move to Melbourne in

July 1928, only 17 items are in the hands of amanuenses.
However, after the move, the pattern is reversed, and only 15
items are in Neilson's own hand, which suggests that the use of
an amanuensis was to some extent as much a matter of
convenience as of necessity.
It should be noted that there are several items in Neilson's
hand (all very short) up until August 1941, and of far greater
significance, that there are autograph alterations and
insertions ln numerous letters up until 29 September 1940.
Plainly, Neilson read over at least some of his correspondence
after dictation and before sending.

The autograph items are

more relaxed in tone than those dictated; and the
correspondence written by amanuenses is far more fluent than
the 'letters' that make up the autobiography.

xiv
Moreover, after
the move to Melbourne, amanuenses were more accessible than
Neilson led his audience to believe.

He frequently commented

that his output (of any kind) was limited because he could only
get hls half-sister Lisette, or his sister Annie, for a couple
of hours on Sunday:

but analysis of the dates shows numerous

letters taken on week days.

This is confirmed by Mrs Betty

Doyle (Lisette), who said that she 'often went up' in the
-

evening to take dictation if there was a lot to be done.17

Turning to those aspects of Neilson's life that occasion
comment, with this body of evidence, and in conjunction with
the autohto0raphy, we are now in a position to speak more
sensibly about this man, John Shaw Neilson.

Neilson was not,

in the terms of his day, poverty-stricken, and his very
numerous comments about his poor sight and his inability to
read are definitely misleading.

Social, economic and

psychological factors underlie these remarks and neglect of
these factors accounts in large part for this distorted public
image.
Neilson was certainly not well-off, but for years the family
had land, and they had credit.

They worked as contractors and

took casual jobs to provide cash while they waited for the
hoped-for seasonal cheque.

This was the norm for most

settlers, and it still is for many small land-holders and for
others on the land in times of a run of bad seasons.

What

commentators forget is that poverty is always relative.
Looking for poverty, readers have found it:

all have failed to

note that the instances cited by Neilson as illustrations of
the family's penurious state in the Autobiography are

exceptions to be considered in the context of an implied norm.
So when Neilson says they 'were without credit' we should note
that this was exr.eptional, and because of the war [1914] . 18
Similarly, when they had 'no cash to buy mutton with and
lived that year to a large extent on rabbits' this is
exceptional; just that year. 19

17
18
19

Further comments Iike 'we had no

Personal interview with Mrs E. Doyle 10 December 1981.
Autobiography, p. 84.
Autobiography, p. 61.
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money, not enough for [a] postage stamp', and 'we had no
[news]papers' are frequently cited as additional instances of
poverty by those who fail to recognise that these statements
too imply a norm which is different, and an environment or
milieu that is different:

one in which the absence of

newspapers and stamps for settlers (out of towns with no mail
runs and with little in the way of transport) depended as much
on availability and accessibility as on cash.

Despite this

litany of comments about being 'hard up' the Ne'ilsons

did not

habitually live on rabbit (as many others did in those days),
nor were they habitually, or frequently, unable to afford such
medical care as was available.

Numerous visits to doctors are

mentioned throughout the autobiography, and they had property
they could sell in order to keep Neilson's brother Bill in
Melbourne for six months when he was ill.20
It is significant that the autobiography largely deals with
Neilson's years on the land and in the bush.

It was these

years of his life that he could make something of in the
telling, and it should be noted that the telling is in the
deadpan, laconic tone of voice which, with the use of
understatement and exaggeration, typifies' the Australian
'bushie':

the one who doesn't open his mouth when he speaks

'in order to keep,the flies out'; the one like the farmer
typified in the verse by P.J. Hartigan [John O'Brien],
Hanrahan 1 .21
news

~

'Said

What we see in the Autobiography is the stuff of

the bad times, and what Neilson thought Devaney wanted

to hear.

The good times, the good jobs and the assets are

there but these things didn't rate as newsworthy then any more
than now.
After Neilson left the land he worked solely as a casual
labourer until, as mentioned, he was offered and accepted a job
with the Country Roads Board in Melbourne.

To most of us now,

Neilson's livelihood in the second period of his working life
seems very precarious, and indeed he was frequently out of
work.

20
21

However, irregular employment and broken time were a

ML MS A3267, J.S. Neilson - M. Gilmore 27 October 1918.
J. McAuley (ed.), A map of Australian verse, Oxford University
Press, Melbourne, 1975, p.32.

xvi
fact of working life then.n

Neilson left numerous jobs of his

own accord before the work ran out, and the point I wish to
make here is that he could afford to leave jobs if he wanted
to.

Whether he lived well or poorly by our standards Neilson

was able to keep himself satisfactorily working this way until
the onset of the depression in the mid-twenties.

Moreover, he

was much better off than many of his fellow workers in that he
had some additional income.

He was granted a 'literary

pension' of £1 per week in 1922 by the Commonwealth Literary
Fund (when he was 50), and he referred to himself later with
quiet irony and pride as the 'navvy with a pension'

.23

It

should not be forgotten either that he received payment for
poems published in newspapers, ranging from £1 to 10/according to receipts and the correspondence.
Three factors combined to account for the move to Melbourne:
his age; the worsening economic conditions; and the fact that
he was by this time quite well-known as a poet and was now
being sought out.

It was for these reasons that he turned to

literary friends and acquaintances with influence for help in
securing a permanent job in Melbourne. 24

He was finding the

environment of work camps increasingly trying and the off er of
the job with the CRB was providential: it placed him in an
environment he enjoyed, amongst people he liked, with an
assured income.

Neilson was hoping for secure employment as a

navvy: he was quite genuinely 'very much astonished' by his
luck in getting a 'blue-collar' job. 25

Some of his commentators

sound outraged that this was all that was available to one of
the nation's better poets.
was lucky.

Viewed objectively though, Neilson

He had no marketable skills and at his age he was

very limited in what else he could do.

Whatever we might

think, Neilson was very pleased indeed with this 'easy job' and
his 'office'
22
23

address.~

S. Macintyre, The Oxford history of Australia. Volume 4:
1901 -1942, Oxford University Press, Melbourne, 1986, pp. 45-46.
ML MS 4937/5, 627-642, J.S. Neilson - A.G. Stephens
22 September 1932.
(His pension was later increased to £2 per

week) .
24

25
26

H.M. Green, A history of Australian literature, revised by
Dorothy Green, Angus & Robertson, Sydney, 1984, p. 484.
ML MS 47, J.S. Neilson - F. Wilmot 9 August 1928.
Autobiography, p. 145.
ML MS 123, J.S. Neilson - M. Gilmore 26 August 1928.
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He had a wage of £4.14.0 per week in 1930, and his pension, and
1

he was able to help with the support of his stepmother and his
half-sisters, his two brothers at various times when they were
out of work, and his sister Annie's family when his brother-inlaw was out of work. 27 There was enough money to enable his
stepsister Lily to learn the violin, and he could afford to
buy, and enjoyed buying, small luxuries like silk stockings for
Lisette, who remembers with pleasure a yellow dress and white
accessories Neilson bought for her when visiting her some time
after her marriage, and a 'beautiful maroon pram' bought and
delivered by rail for her first child. 28

Neilson didn't worry

about money unduly, as long a::; he had what he considered enough
for his needs; and whilst he mentions money and the lack of it
often, he usually does so in a very matter-of-fact way. Neither
did being in and out of work in the pre-Melbourne years worry
him unduly; in fact he and his brother Frank joked about the
large number of jobs he had had.
What did worry Neilson was his health, for in a society without
social services as we know them anyone not working was
completely dependent on either their family, or charity.

In

this context one can see why the subject of health occasions so
much comment in Neilson's letters, and it is this concern that
underlies his very numerous, and misleading, comments about his
eyes and sight, and his reading.
There is no doubt that Neilson's near-sight was poor, that it
deteriorated as he aged, and this at the time when his family
were most dependent on him.

But within this framework the

evidence of the autograph items of correspondence over many
years that shows in the analysis of dates and hands, and the
fact, completely overlooked, that he held down his job at the
CRB without difficulty for thirteen years, co11trddlcts his very
numerous comments to the effect that he was unable to read, or
to write, because his eyes were so bad.
however, explained in the letters.

The contradiction is,

Neilson was proud of his

job at the CRB, he couldn't afford to lose it, and he didn't
27
28

ML MS 4937/5, 399-402, J.S. Neilson - A.G. Stephens 4 January 1931.
Personal interview with Mrs E. Doyle 10 December 1981.
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want to lose it; but he was not a permanent member of staff.29
He became increasingly anxious about his eyes and sight, to a
large extent, for economic reasons.

Whether or not he was ill-

informed, or this anxiety about his job was misplaced, is
beside the point.

He repeatedly comments about not wanting to

strain his eyes, and it is obvious he would do nothing to
jeopardise his sight.

So great was this concern that when he

had first one, then another amanuensis on the spot, he dictated
virtually everything from that point on, whether it was
strictly necessary or not.
We do know that Neilson liked dictating, except to Frank whom
the family say constantly interrupted and thought he knew
better than 'Jock' what to say, and Neilson used to tell
Lisette he could think more easily when dictating.

Certainly

he liked to make little jokes about his 'secretary' and one
detects a note of quiet pride in the comments.

The suggestion

of handicap in the remarks about the lack of availability of
Lisette and Annie to take down material is an exaggeration, in
my view to explain to others his lack of output, a point I
shall return to.

We are thus mistaken in seeing the dictation

process as a burden or limiting factor in Neilson's life and
work.

This may have been the case, on occasion, but once he

moved to Melbourne it very quickly became his chosen and
habitual mode of writing.
The evidence concerning Neilson's reading seems even more
contradictory for, again, he mentions numerous authors in his
letters whilst at the same time and in the same letters saying
that he can't read (because his eyes are troubling him), that
his knowledge of literature is limited (because he can't read,
and because of his lack of education), until one tires of these
refrain-like comments.
explanation.

Once again there is a perfectly simple

Whilst Neilson's health generally was obviously

an ongoing worry, in part for economic reasons, a psychological
factor underlies his comments about his reading,
mechanism of a very common

kind~

a defence

the 'putting down' or

deprecation of oneself and one's work in anticipation of a 'put
down' or criticism by the other.
29

It is not that Neilson didn't

NLA MS 1145/40, J.S. Neilson - J.K. Moir 24 January 1937.
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read but that he assumed a degree of sophistication in reading
on the part of his city correspondents, and in case he be
thought ignorant he used poor eyesight, and sometimes the lack
of education, as an excuse for reading less thnn he supposed
his correspondents did. 30

Once again, what was exaggerated

initially to protect himself from possible criticism and to
enlist sympathy, was then later exaggerated to explaln his
disinclination to discuss others' work in all except very
general terms and possibly also to explain his dwindling
output.
Neilson's reading, and the influences on his verse, are
discussed in detail by Jean Page in her thesis 'The Poetry of
John Shaw Neilson'r to good effect, although it is not always
easy to distinguish between authors cited by Neilson and
speculation as to authors he might have read. 3 1

Page's

discussion goes a long way towards modifying the image of
Neilson as one isolated from literary influence apart from the
advice of his 'mentor', A.G. Stephens.

But evGn Page cannot

shake off the image of the poet as one stricken and limited by
poverty and she fails altogether to recognise that Neilson's
reading was limited, if not by inclination, by accessibility as
much as any financial considerations up until 1928.32
discussing Neilson's reading, Page is

In

unfortunately in danger

of going too far the other way and tends to credit Neilson with
more extensive reading than is warranted by the evidence.

For

what emerges very clearly from the correspondence is that
Neilson, like a good many country people then, and now (or at
least until the advent of good

~oads,

television, and the

emergence of the local newsagent as bookseller) read whatever
came his way.

Nothing in the correspondence suggests Neilson

was an avid reader and when one looks at the authors cited and
the kind of comments he makes it is apparent that his reading
was in no way systematic or studled.
brief, and

repetitious~

His

conun~nts

are always

a version of the 'I know what I like'

viewer of paintings, and his reading was mainly from
newspapers,
30
31
32

The Bulletinr The Bookfellowr very occasional

NLA MS 1145/72, J.S. Neilson - Mrs B. O'Dowd 28 May 1914.
J. Page, The poetry of John Shaw Neilson, MA thesis University of
Sydney 1981.
Page, p. 15, p. 32.
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copies of magazines, and

anthologies~

notably Palgrave's

Golden Treasury.
Close on a hundred authors are cited by Neilson in his
correspondence and verse:

of these, approximately a third are

Australian, and these are mentioned most frequently.

All are

(or were) very well-known or popular authors with the exception
of some Australian writers of purely local and personal
interest whom he came to know in Melbourne.

A cluster of names

recur throughout the thirty-four year period of the
correspondence:

Lawson, Keats, James Hebblethwaite, Randolph

Bedford, Bernard O'Dowd, Tennyson, Adam Lindsay Gordon, Hugh
Mccrae, Roderick Quinn and Ted Harrington are all cited three
or four times dt least, whilst the rest are mentioned only once
or twice, in passing.
It follows then that when Neilson said 'I don't read much' he
wasn't far from the truth.

What is evident is that he 'dipped

into' whatever he came across and things that were sent to him
as he became better known and as his correspondence grew.

His

comment to Devaney that he had 'seen a bit' of some of the
great English writers ties in with this and the superficiality
of his comments in the letters certainly supports such a view.
~

Moreover, Neilson's own comment suggests he was aware that his
references to reading could be misleading, for in a letter to
A.G. Stephens in 1931 (in response to Stephens's suggestion
that he should read Catullus) Neilson wrote 'It is really no
use sending me a book at all.
at times.

Some of my friends send me books

I acknowledge their kindness, but I sometimes have

to commit perjury when sending my thanks. 33

[My italics]

Neilson was always polite, and his 'perjury' lay in allowing
others to think he had read their work when in fact he had read
only two or three pieces:

in fact, just enough to be able to

comment on the work in the most general terms.

A letter to

John le Gay Brereton illustrates both his good manners and the
generality I speak of.

33

ML MS 4937/5, 499-507, J.S. Neilson - A.G. Stephens 6 September
1931.
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Dear Professor Brereton
I must thank you very much for the book and the kind
words written therein. When I get a chance I must ge~
some of the poems read over to me.
Anything about a swag
seems to suggest to me, in some way, Lawson.
How very
lovable are his wanderers.
So many of the city bred
don't value Lawson as he should be valued.
I trust that
you are well.
With all good wishes
Yours faithfully
[Signed]
P.S.
I was glad some time back to get a book of recent
poems from your nephew Mr _Fitzgerald.
In some way they
remind me of Whitman.
Perhaps it is chiefly the outlook.
He had done some fine things.
I like particularly one
little piece 'This insignificant meeting'.
[Initialled]~

One further point needs to be made in relation to Neilson and
reading.

As Page says,

in the letters.

'After 1927 there is a change in tone

Complaint about his weak eyesight is

persistent and comments about his literary isolation are
frequent' .35

This becomes very pronounced in 1930, and

continues so thereafter.
the Autobiography,

The statement in the final pages of

'for the last twenty-five years I

have been

able to read scarcely anything and nobody reads to me',

[my

italics] epitomises the thread of comment running through his
correspondence that plays on his lack of education, his poor
eyesight and his financial difficulties in a bid for sympathy
and attention. 36

This element of his character was always

there; i t only becomes more obvious as he aged, and waned
creatively.
Devaney accepted Neilson's statements without question and thus
firmly reinforced the fantasy which Kennedy ref erred to so soon
after Neilson's death. 37

And this is fantasy, for,

apart from

his family (whom Page notes) Neilson had a friend (Gerald
Byrne) who read to him regularly.

Moreover, contrary to

Devaney's statement that 'he had no desire to be read to',
34
35
36
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Neilson did enjoy this activity.

Neilson first met Gerald

Byrne at a reception given for Mary Gilmore and himself in
Melbourne in July of 1924 and Byrne is first mentioned in the
correspondence in a letter of thanks to Brereton in 1930, when
Neilson wrote that 'my friend Gerald Byrne did not have time to
read very much to me last Sunday' . 38
In a postscript to a
letter to Devaney in 1936 he wrote 'I never see 'All about
books' but I just heard about the discussion the other day from
Gerald Byrne', and on 21 February 1937, in a letter to Mary
Gilmore, Neilson refers to 'Gerald Byrne, whom I often see•.39
Byrne died in November 1939, and Neilson wrote then to Devaney,
'My friend Gerald Byrne was an unassuming chap and had a very
lovable disposition.

Every few months he would invite me down

to his lodging place and read to me, verse and prose.

He had

fine taste and quite a decent library•. 40
Neilson obviously enjoyed these afternoons. If further evidence
is needed to confirm that he liked to be read to it is found in
a letter to Ted Harrington:
Dear Mr Harrington
At Miss O'Flynn's the other night you offered to be so
kind as to read to me some evening. Would next Thursday
the 3rd suit you, or would Thursday week, the lOth suit
you better? How far is 36 Arden Street from North
Melbourne station? It is to the north i8 it not?
I think I can find it. I could be round between 7.30
and 8.
By the way, do you know the address of the young chap
Russe~l, the artist?
I was glad that the Evening to you was a success.
Yours faithfully
[Signed.] 41

38

39
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What is likely is that Neilson didn't wish some people to read
to him, just as he didn't wish to dictate to some.
In terms of character, these repeated bids for his
correspondent's sympathy enlarge our understanding of Neilson
as a man.

Whilst as Devaney's unnamed correspondent remarked,

'he was a gentle soul who wouldn't contradict anyone for the
world', he was very much a realist, and opportunist enough to
go along with the image of the 'navvy poet', the phrase that he
coined himself. He certainly appreciated the value of publicity
and realised full well that he enjoyed a certain cachet,
because of his background, as Australia's 'sweetest singer'.
It is doubtful he could have dune

n~ci1

to counter this image

given his comparative isolation, at least until he moved to
Melbourne, but it is interesting to note that his autobiography
~

which he was confident would be read

~

serves only to

reinforce the image of the 'unlettered navvy' in terms of both
content and style.
There is no doubt that Neilson was very proud of his
association with Stephens and of his achievement in print, and
he was not above inflating the relationship in its early days
to someone without literary 'connections'.

In a letter to

Victor Kennedy who wrote to him for advice, Neilson refers to
'my friend A.G. Stephens', and then in a subsequent letter he
refers to 'Mr Stephens [whom he has] not heard from for a long
time'

.42

He was not above offering fulsome flattery either, as

a letter to C.R. Fawcett indicates.

Fawcett liked to hang on

the coat-tails of those with talent and gave a party regularly
for Neilson on his birthday.

In thanking him for one of these,

Neilson writes 'I am pleased to count you as one amongst my
very best friends' adding 'I admire very much your tolerance
and your fine sense of humour' . 43
Simple cunning Neilson certainly had, and after Stephens's
death he never once hesitated to push Devaney to act on his
behalf.

In fact, Neilson was remarkably adept at keeping his

editors on a string, sending them just enough to keep them
42
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interested in promoting him.

Devaney, and others after him,

have referred to Neilson's disagreement with Stephens over
publishing agreements after Neilson moved to Melbourne, and it
was Devaney's opinion that Stephens 'drove too hard a bargain
with the simple poet'. 44 However, the poet was not as simple as
Devaney thought, and what emerges from the correspondence at
this time is a strong feeling on Stephens's part, with some
justification in my opinion, that he was being used by Neilson
who was not prepared to act for himself or to jeopardise his
developing friendships with the Melbourne literati by asking
them to act on his behalf, as Stephens suggested he do.
When New Poems was published, Stephens suggested Neilson 'might
be able Lo clear the lot out' if he cared to 'turn [himself]
into an agent ... and take and deliver orders 1 .45

He went on

to suggest that 'One of your friends might help you
Wilmot's job'; to which Neilson replied saying,

~

it is

'Furnley

Maurice [Wilmot] is really a good friend and chiefly on that
account I would not like to ask him to do anything for me in
the way of selling the
letters are missing:

book'.~

It is obvious that some of the

however, Stephens suggested at least two

or three times after this that Neilson enlist the help of
Melbourne friends, in the matter of another small volume of his
verse, saying 'Since you are practically unable to push the
matter yourself, can you not think of some of your Melbourne
friends, interested in poetry, who would help you'. 47

Stephens,

ever practical, saw that 'the job seems to want a 'Johnny on
the spot''·

Neilson remained adamant he could not or would not

involve his Melbourne friends and that idea came to naught.
Neilson raised the question of another book of his verse again
with Stephens in 1931, and it was then that the question of a
new agreement arose. 48

At this time Neilson's habit of

, stringing his editors along with promises of work takes on a
definite teasing quality.

Certainly at one stage during the

toing and froing about agreements, Neilson acknowledges this,
44
45
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saying to Stephens 'I have been in the habit of writing and
promising to finish things but I find it is not much use doing
so any longer'. 49

He then goes on to do exactly the same thing,

saying 'if you are not getting the book out till say, next
Easter, I might get 2 or 3 pieces out before Xmas time and you
could have them for the book'!
became terse! 50

Small wonder that Stephens

Neilson continued in just the same way with

Devaney after Stephens died but Devaney either didn't notice,
or didn't care.

At one stage when Beauty Imposes was being

prepared for publication Neilson even had the effrontery to
write to Devaney, whose wife had a history of chronic illness:
'I trust this interest in rhyming will keep you from thinking
too much of the sad trouble in which you hQve been so long'

J51

Two further points emerge from the examination of the evidence
as a whole.

Firstly, Neilson did not like 'the monotony of the

bush'; and secondly, the years after he moved to Melbourne were
the happiest of his life.

Despite the fact that he complained

frequently about the want of leisure, one has to take these
comments with the proverbial 'pinch of salt' for, after the
activity of getting his Collected Poems published in 1934, one
is left with the strong impression that if Neilson didn't write
much this was because he was hardly ever at home.
was at home he was too busy cosseting himself.

And when he

Neilson visited

his stepmother and sisters once or twice a week; he frequently
met friends in town after work; and the correspondence also
shows, quite clearly, that he visited various others at
weekends, and occasionally in the evening.

He listened to

gramophone records and the wireless with the family at Gordon
Street; discussed politics with his brother-in-law 'Mac'
[William McKimm]; sometimes went to the beach at St Kilda; and
sometimes attended lectures by the rationalist, Langley. 52

His

comments in the autobiography, that everyone draws so heavily
from, are then definitely misleading.

49
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Neilson first mentions monotony in the bush in 1912 when he
tells Mary Gilmore that the 'bush is dreadfully monotonous when
one can't read'. 53 Then in 1917 he tells Victor Kennedy he
thinks 'a bit of roving does a young fellow good, tho' I have
always kept about the one beat

myself~

unfortunate enough to take up land.

The land is alright i f you

are suited to the monotony of the land.

[My italics. ]

that's because I was
I don't think I am.54

Finally, in another letter to Mary Gilmore he

writes:
A few weeks back you wrote something about the value of
gossip. There is much truth in it. As one who is not
very fond of company, and who has lived in rather lonely
places, I thi.nk the value of solitude has been altogether
overboomed.
It is no wonder that people, especially
women, crowd into the cities.
People who write in praise
of the Bush rather hysterically often keep very
comfortable jobs in up to date towns.
But I mustn't say
more. You will think me a heretic. Closer settlement is
what we want. Houses about half a mile apart and plenty
of natural shelter left for the birds and the lovers. 55
[My italics . ]
Heresy this may be, but those who write so romantically or
'hysterically', have probably never lacked water, to say
nothing of fresh fruit and vegetables, or ice or refrigeration.
Thus, from the correspondence as a whole and the comments of
those who knew him, Neilson emerges as a fairly ordinary sort
of man, with fairly ordinary sorts of failings:

in no way

remarkable except for his verse; and a good deal of this is
very ordinary too.

What is remarkable is Neilson's affinity

with, and likeness to, so many naive painters.

Typically of

the naives, the work Neilson is known for now is highly
idiosyncratic, and distinguished by an often deceptive
simplicity.
dream~

Neilson writes of one of his fellows 'He had a
the dream was fair 1 • 56 He might well have been writing

of himself.

53
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Far from having everything against him as Chisholm says,
Neilson had more going for him than many before or since.57

His

father wrote verse; his family encouraged him from the time he
first commenced writing; and writing
stories

~was

~

both verse and short

widely accepted as an activity.

Looking at the

press of the day, it seems as though 'every man and his dog'
had a go at writing.

57

Chisholm, p. 5.

None, however, wrote quite like Neilson.
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THE VERSE:

STYLE AND DEVELOPMENT

I have discussed Neilson's verse at length in a dissertation
written in 1978, and extensive reading of the texts since then
has not led to a significant change in view.

I argued then that love was,

for Neilson,

'with birth and

death, the other fact of existence, and the ground and
condition of being':

and I concluded by saying that Neilson
found 'love itself [to be] beyond reason'. 58 In Neilson's world
the mystery and significance of love, and being, are made known
by the bard and the poet, who exhibit a profound sense of the
mutuality of being; the recognition of the other, be i t man,
tree, bird or flower, as being as opposed to object-it, in
Buber's terms. This response is neither animistic nor
pantheistic as Hanna, and since then, Page, both suggest.59
Neilson knew nature too well to view i t in that way.

Extensive

reading of this work has, however, raised further questions
about Neilson's development, and questions of approach to his
work.

Neilson's verse is an extraordinary mixture of the beautiful
and the banal; of idiosyncratic symbolism and crystalline
imagery juxtaposed with cliche, and imbued with the hackneyed
thought and images of the popular culture of his day.

It is

peopled with one-dimensional figures, and abounds with detail.
It is riddled with allusiveness:

with the images, rhythms and

verse forms of popular and folk song, and hymn; the Bible and
nursery rhyme; contemporary poets and the great English poets.
Its vocabulary is limited, simple, and occasionally strikingly
literary.

Its rhythms are sometimes flat and monotonous, and

sometimes counterpointed with great subtlety.

58
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From the academician's point of view, the verse, even at its
best, is riddled with fault.

Yet, even then, the academician

is bound to acknowledge that the best is poetry in the fullest
sense of the

term~

Judith Wright.

as do A.D. Hope, James Macauley, and

In this respect Neilson is like the naives of

the art world whose work ignores or defies the academic
tradltions of perspective and proportion; whose work is often
clumsy and gauche, and sometimes surprisingly sophisticated;
and whose work encompasses a great diversity of styles from the
restrained and the contemplative to the wildly expressionistic,
often exhibiting a curious, unsettling childlike quality.

Anatole Jakovsky, one of the first to write on the naives at
length, tries to define the naive in his book Naive Painting. 60
He states that naive painters are untutored and work unaided,
and that each has a 'uniquely different' vision of the world.
He then goes on to say, however, that 'this does not ... imply
that conversely a trained painter can never be a Naive',
demonstrating all too clearly that there can be no simple
definition, and that there are no characteristics that all
share.

Oto Bihalji-Merin points out in his Modern Primitives

that most such painters come from 'labouring classes or [are]
tied to a petit bourgois heritage'. 61

Roger Cardinal identifies

as distinguishing features of naive painters, a return to
'primary sources for their inspiration', with an instinctive
approach to their work which results in 'a view of reality
whose freshness and popular appeal are guaranteed by the
independence of conventions laid down by the academic elite' . 62
George Melly considers that 'at a time when there is a crisis of
confidence in the arts, an almost nihilistic despair, the naive asserts
63
the value of painting as a revelation' •
He sees the naive painter
as a 'solitary primitive, a tribe of one member', who is self-taught,
and whose work is distinguished by a 'unique personal vision', and
considers that an authentic naive must have three qualities:
60
61
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must be compulsive, primitive, and childlike 1 •

64

And just as the

naive painter asserts the value of painting as a revelation, so too
does Neilson as a poet, in pieces like 'O player of the flute' and
'The flautist', to mention just two examples, when he writes in the
first,

O Player of the Flute let us together
Enter the charmed towns of intense wine
Where the white girls whiten the white weather
and says to the player
O Player play put love about your pity
Lips and red kisses achings early flowers
Wisdom of wind and rain joy of a city
and in the second,
But he made sorrow
Outside all sound
For a dead man creeping
To the underground.
There is something compelling about Neilson's work as there is
about much naive painting, a quality that either repels, or
attracts and invites.

It is certainly a quality that compels

us to ask 'what manner of man was he?'

What disarms and

disturbs Neilson's critics is the seeming paradox of this man
writing this verse:

and this is the paradox of the naives.

Rousseau is of course the supreme example amongst the painters,
and one finds in Neilson's work the same mixture of the very
conventional and the fantastic as occurs in Rousseau's work.
The same use of vibrant colour and a hint of threat occurs too,
with a curious sense of calm, which results in an almost
surreal atmosphere.
Dr Vivian Smith, in reviewing The poems of Shaw Neilson in 1965
referred to Neilson then as a 'primitive of genius':

he

decided the description was not appropriate because of
Neilson's tutelage by A.G. Stephens, and because of the
sophistication he found in some of the verse. 65

However, the

extent of Stephen's tutelage of Neilson has in fact been
unknown till now (and examination of the correspondence and the
texts show this to be exaggerated), and it is now generally
agreed that the lack of technical skill and tutelage is only a
64
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characteristic of some naives.

Moreover, it is recognised that

a combination of expression and vision is equally a
distinguishing feature.
Regarding Neilson as a naive may enable the reader to accept
what is obviously art without worrying unduly about trying to
justify acceptance in spite of the flaws in the work.

For in

accepting the naive as a legitimate mode, we accept flaw, or
variance from the academic tradition, as a norm.

We accept

this variance, with its peculiar vision, as the basis of the
appeal of the work and the source of its strength and vitality.
Acceptance of Neilson as a naive, and thus, to some extent,
outside thP. mainstream of literary endeavour, would go some way
towards correcting a tendency to 'chase after hares', trying to
find and justify, or excuse, what simply isn't there.

In

making a critical assessment of naives we are faced with a
paradox:

their success, as perceived by some critics, turns on

what is perceived by others as their failure.

The naives do

not flout the rules of received traditions and techniques:
they accept these as correct and try to emulate them.

They do

not, however, succeed very well in those terms; but the
combination of their idiosyncratic expression, their
techniques, and their vision may give rise to a style with its
own peculiar charm and a result which endures as art.
It was no doubt the desire to see Neilson accorded his due as
an artist that prompted A.R. Chisholm's edition The poems of
Shaw Neilson, first published in 1965, with the purpose of
'enabling the reader to see Neilson's sensitive mind, and to
see it whole'. 66 And it was Chisholm's judgement that there
were 'no periods of development' that informs most of the
criticism of Neilson's work since that date.

Following the

publication of the Chisholm edition of Neilson's verse and the
compilation of an index of Neilson's work, Ruth Harrison
remarked that nothing less than a complete edition of the verse
was required to enable readers to see Neilson's work as a
whole.67

Professor J. Burrows raised the question again, and

also the question of chronology in such an edition, in a
66
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subsequent article arising from work on the texts with
Harrison. 68

I have only minor reservations about the chronology

proposed by Harrison and Burrows, which I shall deal with in
the next section, and it is certainly sufficient to enable
sensible discussion of Neilson's development.

I have no doubt

as to the soundness of Harrison's initial judgement that such a
text is necessary for a proper assessment of the work.
The most sustained discussion of development occurs in the two
theses cited.

The first, by Cliff Hanna,

'The mutinous heart:

A study of God, love and nature in the poetry of John Shaw
Neilson', 1975, forms the basis of Hanna's book The folly of

Spring:

A study of John Shaw Neilson's poetry, 1990.

second is by Jean Page,
1981.

The

'The poetry of John Shaw Neilson',

Both Hanna and Page divide the verse into periods on the

basis of their reading of the verse.

Page discusses Neilson's

development in four periods: 1890-1907; 1907-1909; 1909-1913;
and 1913-1920.

She finds the influence of newspapers and of

the Bulletin and the Bookfellow dominant in the first period,
and that of the contemporary literary magazines dominant in the
second.

She argues that the mature poetry of the third and

fourth periods is distinguished by 'liberation from the idioms
of conventional literary forms through the recovery of older
simpler, forms' . 69

Hanna, in John Shaw Neilson:

Poetry,

autobiography and correspondence, finds four periods in the
'mature work', which he puts at 1900-1910; 1910-1912; 1913-1919
and 1920-1929 on the basis of thought and theme. 70
However, close attention to the work of Harrison and Burrows
shows that the chronology established is of Neilson's use of
the notebooks (which contain the bulk of his verse), and that
the dating does not necessarily cover all pieces in any given
book.

Moreover, as I shall show, Neilson's manner of use of

the books varied.

I consider it preferable therefore to work

with broader periods, which allow for a reasonable degree of
uncertainty in the dating, and I would prefer an approach that
is less dependent on individual reading and interpretation and
68
69
70

J.F. Burrows, 'Shaw Neilson's originality', Southerly, 2 1972,
pp. 118-144.
Page, p. 2.
Hanna, John Shaw Neilson, p. xxv.
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one that takes account of the major events in the poet's life;
notably, his association with A.G. Stephens, and the changes in
~

his working life

from landowner and labourer to itinerant

labourer first, and then from rural worker to city dweller in a
fixed occupation.

On this basis I have divided the verse into

four periods, as tabled below.

TABLE 2:

PERIODS OF WRITING

PERIOD

DATE

EVENTS

1

1892-1905

Work published in newspapers & Bulletin

2

1906-1916

1906 Stephens offers to become his agent

AGE

Father selects land

33

1914 first book to proof stage
1916 leaves the land
3

44

1919 HeaL't u.L Spring published

1917-1927

1923 Ballad and lyrical poems published
1927 New poems published
4

56

1928 Employed by CRB, Melbourne

1928-1941

1933 Begins sending work to Devaney
1934 Collected poems published
1938 Beauty Imposes published

69

What is immediately apparent when his work is viewed as a whole
is that there is far greater variety of tone in the work than
is realised even now, and that there is far less development of
style, and thought, than has been suggested.

The verses range

in style from the very conventional in expression to the highly
idiosyncratic, and these extremes are present, after the early,
very imitative pieces were written, to a greater or lesser
extent throughout.
There are approximately 765 pieces of verse, including
complete, incomplete, and apparently unfinished poems, and
including discrete versions.

The tables following show the

breakdown.

TABT.F.

~:

NUMBER OF t'01':MS WRITTEN

TOTAL PIECES

765

COMPLETE & NEAR-COMPLETE PIECES

561

(excluding limericks & humorous quatrains)
LIMERICKS & HUMOROUS QUATRAINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 135
UNFINISHED PIECES & LINES

69

,-
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TABLE 4: NUMBERS OF POEMS PUBLISHED & UNPUBLIShED

PUBLISHED DURING NEILSON'S LIFETIME

190

(excluding limericks & humourous quatrains)
UNPUBLISHED DURING NEILSON'S LIFETIME

371

(excluding limericks & humorous quatrains)
NEVER PUBLISHED

145

(excluding limericks & humorous quatrains)

The unevenness of Neilson's verse has been noted by each of his
corrunentators in turn.

However, when considering in this way,

that is chronologically, these four periods, one notices that
the quality of the verse does not vary significantly over time.
There is good, bad and indifferent verse in each of the styles
in each of the periods, and the verse in each is equally
uneven.

A flurry of poetic activity and experimentation occurs

early in the second period, resulting in a marked increase in
skill, and a spiral-like movement occurs from there on, in
terms of both style and thought.

Professor Chisholm was then

correct, in a sense, in saying that there was little or no
development in Neilson's verse.
What has clouded the issue, and made assessment difficult, is
the occurrence in the one body of work of two very different
styles and

idiom~,

idiosyncratic.

the very conventional and the highly

Without a chronology, and with access to the

total body of the work limited, the verse in the conventional
mode has been assessed as being qualitatively less than that of
the individualist mode, and it has been assumed that
development was, in terms of quality, from one to the other.
This is not the case.
Acquaintance with the Bulletin and the Bookfellow had a strong
liberating effect on Neilson:

on his thought and style, as

Page points out; and on his psyche.

On the one hand he was

stimulated to question received truths about man, God, and
society:

and on the other, he was liberated from the kind of

proper seriousness we see in his very early verse, to fun, and
play.

Virtually all corrunentators except Oliver dismiss

Neilson's light verse.7 1
71

At most it receives token attention.

H.J. Oliver, Shaw Neilson, Oxford University Press, Melbourne,
1968.
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Certainly it lacks literary merit and is often schoolboyish and
frequently inept.

However, it seems to me that the element of

fun in this verse is refined in the process of playing with
limericks, quatrains and parody, to become manifest in often
very delicate irony, fantasy and whimsy:

to become, in my

opinion, an essential element of Neilson's idiosyncratic style.
In playing with words Neilson discovered language, ambiguity,
and paradox.
Neilson several times comments in his letters that writing
light verse lifted his spirits, and for the man bored by the
'monotony of the bush' one can see that the verse is indeed a
'flight for the weary' an escape into a world where he could
play with all sorts of ideas in all manner of ways as the fancy
took him.n

That he knew what he was doing accounts for the

often quizzical, childlike tone and the sometimes

surprising

exuberance of the rather limited language of the verse.

Images

of 'moods of unmeasured magenta', a 'ghost' in a 'curled up
lolly-tin',

and a poet who would 'walk upwards into enraged

rhyme', certainly suggest to me the stance of one stepping out
of himself, so to speak, to play awhile.73
Like many other artists, Neilson aspired to another medium, in
his case, song.

His verses are full of references to song, and

singers and bards, and he expresses a liking for popular and
folk-type songs frequently in his correspondence.
a question from Devaney,

In reply to

'How do you write?', he said that when

riding along he would frequently try to make up a tune, but
never could, and said then 'I would start to make a rhyme'. 74
The impression gained from the correspondence is that Neilson's
approach to writing was something like that of a child who,
when stimulated, or coerced, sits down to write a composition
or a poem (as children did at school years ago), quite often
remote from his or her experience.

That is, he was 'using

[his] imagination' to 'make something up'.

In Neilson's case,

the detail of the verse is from the world of his experience:
the expression, however, is something else again, and ranges
from the pedestrian to the fantastic.
72

73
74

This unsophisticated

'The flight of the weary'.
'The flight of the weary';
'Green lover'; 'O Player of the flute'.
NLA MS 1145/68, J.S. Neilson - J. Devaney 21 October 1934.
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approach to writing and his obvious delight in the child's
world, as evidenced in poems like 'Head first down',
hungry players', and 'Green lover'

'The

(all based on nursery

rhymes), once again suggests the naive.
In his formative years and until he moved to Melbourne, the
influences beyond Neilson's immediate environment, including
contact with Stephens, were fragmented and intermittent.
were sufficient to stimulate the imagination, but not to
envelop it.

They

XXXVii

TEXTS:

COMPOSITION AND CHRONOLOGY

Neilson's texts have been referred to as a 'bibliographic
nightmare', in the Report of the Subcommittee on Standards for
the Editing of Australian and New Zealand literature, and as a

'well-nigh insoluble textual problem', by H.J. Oliver in his
book Shaw Neilson.7 5

It is my contention that this is not the

case.
Of those with an interest in the texts James Devaney was the
first to work with the MSS, and the results of his efforts are
to be seen in Unpublished Poems of Shaw Neilson, published in
1947.76

Devaney's access to the MSS was limited by constraints

of time, and by suspicion on the part of Neilson's executor,
his brother Frank.

Devaney's primary concern was the

preservation of the texts, and there is no suggestion that he
considered his work to be in any way exhaustive.

He refers to

the handwriting in the notebooks as at times indecipherable,
and mentions discarded versions, lines, and stanzas of
published texts, and fragments of poems, some of which he
printed and have since been found to be parts of complete
poems.

He nowhere suggests that the texts present insuperable

difficulties.

This might be attributed to ignorance of a field

of scholarly endeavour on his part, were it not for the
experience of others, later.
A.R. Chisholm did not concern himself with the MSS and appears
to have been unaware of the quantity, and quality, of
unpublished verse when his collection The Poems of Shaw Neilson
was published in 1965.

The next comment about the MSS came

from Oliver, who considered 'Neilson's poems do present a wellnigh insoluble textual problem, partly because of his curious
method of composition, partly because of the complications
caused by his inability to write the poems out himself,
75

76

Bibliographic Society of Australia
the subcommittee on standards for
and New Zealand literature, p. 8.
J Devaney (ed.), Unpublished poems
Angus & Robertson, Sydney, 1947.

[and]

and New Zealand, Report of
the editing of Australian
Oliver, p. 20
of Shaw Neilson,
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partly because of the contributions made by Stephens'.77

Hugh

Anderson supports this view in Green Days and Cherries,
choosing to ignore the very substantial work done by Ruth
Harrison in piecing together the manuscript material since
Oliver's comments were made, in favour of reprinting early
published texts many of which had been ignored by Chisholm.78
The poems in Green days and cherries are arranged in order of
first publication and preference is given to 'a manuscript
reading to the printed

text'.~

The aim was to 'prepare a text

that shows the development of Neilson's poetic talent as well
as its growth':

but without any sort of critical apparatus the

book is of limited value to any except the casual reader.
Harrison's work on the MSS is discussed in detail in an article
published in 1968. 8
Following this, Harrison and Burrows

°

worked on dating the period of Neilson's use of individual
notebooks, and piecing together the notebooks that had been
mutilated, and these results are detailed in further articles
published in 1973 (in conjunction with Hanna) and 1975. 81
Burrows illustrates the kinds of variants that occur in some of
the texts in an article published in 1972 and he draws
attention there to the difficulty in identifying unauthorised
emendations:

but neither Harrison nor Burrows anywhere

suggests that the texts present insoluble problems, and nor
does Hanna in his recent edition of a selection of the verse. 82
I assume then that Love's comment was exaggerated to make a
point; namely, that Australian texts offer a valuable field of
endeavour for

research.~

In approaching the editing I tabled all texts, noting the
existence of MSS, and the hand, or typescript.

When they are

viewed in this way it is immediately apparent that the extent
77
78

79
80
81

82
83

Oliver, p. 20.
H. Anderson & L. Blake (eds), Green days and cherries,
Red Rooster Press, Ascot Vale, 1981.
Anderson & Blake, Green days and cherries, p. 117.
Harrison, 'Towards a reassessment of the MSS of Shaw Neilson',
Australian Literary Studies, pp. 305-313.
R. Harrison , J.F Burrows & C. Hanna, 'A gathering of fugitives',
Southerly, 3, 1973, pp. 313-322.
R. Harrison and J.F. Burrows, 'More of Neilson's fugitives',
Southerly, 3, 1975, pp. 276-293.
Hanna, John Shaw Neilson, 1991.
Bibliographic Society of Australia and New Zealand, Report, p. 8.
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of the textual problem has been exaggerated.

Poems occur in

Neilson's own hand from c.1894 to c.1928 and the autograph MSS
occurring after 1905 are nothing like even a few isolated
instances, which makes nonsense of the statement that after
1905 Neilson 'could not easily write out even a few lines of
·his own poems'. 84

Moreover, the 'ceaseless revisings in almost

illegible handwriting' are grossly exaggerated and no more than
ten to fifteen texts at most could conceivably fit this
description. 85

As to the 'almost illegible handwriting',

Neilson's handwriting is neither worse nor better than many as
copies of MSS included in the edition show.

It is distinctive

and has some idiosyncrasies, but it is easy enough to read when
one becomes accustomed to it.

In only a handful of instancca

are words completely illegible.
A.G. Stephens's role and practises as an editor will be
,discussed in the next section, along with those of R.H. Croll,
and James Devaney.

At this point I should like to consider

Neilson's composition and take up Oliver's comment about its
'curiousness'.
Professor Oliver does not elaborate on this and, in the absence
of anything to the contrary, I assume he was referring to the
outlines of poems that occur several times in the notebooks.
These consist of numbering for stanzas and two or three words
for each line (usually the first and last word, and sometimes
another word), under the title, with lines sometimes left
blank.

An early draft of 'The loving tree' occurs in the NLA

notebook under the title 'The sour tree' and a copy of the
draft outline follows that poem.

Copy from the same notebook,

of a piece apparently not completed, follows on the next page.
However, whilst this practice may seem a little odd, it does
not present difficulties for an editor that I can see:

and the

habit is less odd when one considers Neilson's working
environment prior to 1928.

He mentions several times in

correspondence that he needed peace, quiet, and time to
'write'. These comments increase in frequency after he left the
84
85

Oliver, p. 7.
Bibliographic Society of Australia and New Zealand, Report, p. 8.
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land in 1916, when he writes that he has been 'working for
other people and haven't had leisure that seems to be all
necessary for rhyming'; that he finds that 'a man needs a
certain calm to sing in'; that he can 'only write in the
daylight'; and that he 'seldom could write anything in the
summer because the heat and the flies seemed to unsettle [his]
mind'.~

Neilson summarises these comments in a letter to Devaney, 21
October 1934:
From 1905 uo till about 1915 the conditions were
generally more favourable with me for verse making than
they have been since. During these years practically all
the verse was made up out of doors.
I had a good deal of
riding and driving to do. The nearest town was about 20
miles away and later only about 10 miles away.
I got on
best I think when I was riding, driving stock to water or
at a dozen different jobs where a man had to use a hack.
Trying to compose verse in the evening surrounded by four
walls and other people has always seemed an impossibility
to me. A holiday after a man has been working hard is a
favourable time. Responsibilities, debts and plans to
make a living are all big enemies.
Sunlight and nothing particular to bother one help the
urge. At the start I usually feel inclined to hum some
tune that I know.
I have not a very good ear for music
and I have -no voice. Riding along slowly on a quiet hack
I would try to hum the tunes I knew.
I would become
dissatisfied with these.
I would try to hum tunes of my
own. This vanity I believe has been a great help to me.
In a quarter of an hour or so I would find out that I was
quite powerless to compose a tune of my own.
Then as a
sort of consolation to my wounded pride I would start to
make a rhyme.
I usually found a stanza suitable at once.
It is rarely
that I have had to alter a verse form. When I do so, it
is usually in a poor piece that is not worth printing.
When I got a stanza out I felt confident that I could
finish the thing sometime or other. The stanza might be
the first, last, or a middle one. 87
It seems clear then that a fair amount of Neilson's composition
was done in his head so to speak, not because he couldn't see
well, or write well, but because, at least injtially, this
86

87

ML MS 123, J.S. Neilson - M. Gilmore 31 December 1916.
ML MS A3267, J.S. Neilson - M. Gilmore 27 October 1918.
ML MS 123, J.S. Neilson -.M. Gilmore 14 October 1921.
Autobiography, p. 79.
NLA MS 1145/68, J.S. Neilson - J. Devaney 21 October 1934.
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activity filled the time.
aide-memoire.

The poem outlines appear to be an

This approach to writing, this mental activity,

seems to have stayed with him all his life, for in later
letters to Devaney Neilson writes that he has 'started so many
fresh pieces lately.
persevering with.

Half of them I suppose will not be worth

Some of them I haven't got down on paper

yet.' 88
Not only was a fair amount of Neilson's composition largely
mental, it would seem that he sometimes visualised the
completed form of his pieces before he started composing them,
for there are several instances of lists of pieces with
descriptive annotations.

These too are obviously aide-mP.moires

listed to help him recall his original intention.

For example

a list in the '1906' notebook has:
The tree and the woman
At thirty-seven
The young man in his strength

Ballad metre
Parody
2 long 2 short.

The '1907 notebook' has:
His heart will know
The white boat at midnight

40 lines
40 lines

and another from this date has
The strangers
The drive
Mill Warren
The mercy of Martin's mother
Among the corn
The wedding & the Spring
The voice of the helpless
The hidden friend
Celia

4 lines
5 lines
Ballad
Ballad
4 lines
4 lines
4 lines
5 lines
7 lines

long
long
long
long
irreg.
irreg.
short.

Four titles from other such lists are interesting as an
illustration of literary influences and the way Neilson thought
of metre; that is, in terms of others work:
Birth
His
Memory

88

[ML 3354/2-5, 25a]
7 Dante
4 lines <corn>
Omar 4 lines.

NLA MS 1145/68, J.S. Neilson - J. Devaney 10 August 1935.
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No texts have been found for many of these, so either they were
never put down on paper, or the texts have been lost.

The fact

that some exist, for example 'The drive', from the '1907' list
above, and 'Of strawberries I tell', from a long list in the
'1925' notebook, suggests the loss of at least some.
Neilson answered a question from Devaney about his method,
saying 'my way of writing say thirty years ago was very
different to what it is now'. 89

He did not elaborate on this

and I can only think he was ref erring to his increased use of
amanuenses after 1928 when he moved to Melbourne, for this
reliance on memory remained a part of his approach to the end,
as subsequent comments show.

AQni.n in response to a queotion

from Devaney, Neilson remarks,
still.

I saw it the other day.

'Yes I have the 'Peacock' piece
I forget all about it except

the title but I must try and get Annie to read it over to me
some Sunday ... It is in seven line stanzas and difficult to
remember.

Since I can't see what I compose the three lines

stuff suits me much better.

r90

I am certain that Neilson 'heard' his verse as much as saw it,
or saw the shape of it, and his comment about attempting to
make a tune is revealing in this context, especially when one
considers his comments about music in verse.

He remarks to

Mary Gilmore that 'Music varies so' and advises Victor Kennedy
that 'Music means so much in verse.

191

He continues 'sound

always means something', albeit 'an indefinite something
truly'.

Years later in a letter to Devaney, in relation to

what I take to be 'Nine moons in a song', he says 'Some years
back I remember reading what a musical man wrote about song
making.

He divided each song into three parts.

the answer and the echo.

The question,

I don't think he is always right, but

of course it is the chorus, the echo that always lives.

192

The

circularity of much of Neilson's verse has frequently been
remarked.

I would suggest the reason for it is to be found in

his reliance on memory and sound, on 'music', in composition to
89
90

91
92

NLA MS 1145/68, J.S. Neilson - J. Devaney 21 October 1934.
NLA MS 1145/66, J.S. Neilson - J. Devaney 13 January 1935.
ML MS 123, J.S. Neilson - M. Gilmore 15 November 1915.
LaT MS 9419/1241, J.S. Neilson - V. Kennedy 13 August 1916.
NLA MS 1145/67, J.S. Neilson - J. Devaney 26 April 1936.
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a far greater degree than most.

Moreover, given this degree of

mental composition and his strong reliance on auditory
processes to fix the lines, the move to dictation is better
viewed as a relatively easy accommodation ratt-er than the
handicap to composition and writing that has been suggested.
One further point worth noting in rGlation to method is that
Neilson's vocabulary is marked by the near-absence of technical
terminology~-

One is reminded forcefully of his lack of formal

education and of sustained reading, and his comments regarding
composition support the view of Neilson as a naive very
strongly.
Most of Neilson' s conunents about method occur in two groups of
letters:

those to Victor Kennedy in 1916, and those to James

Devaney, in connection with his 'autobiography', in 1934-1935
~both

of which have been referred to.

It should be noted

that there is no change in terminology at all, and nothing to
suggest an increase in sophistication or the critical faculty.
Writing to Kennedy, Neilson comments on Kennedy's '5 line
stuff' and advises him 'keep to level fours, or sixes, or
eights for a while', adding,

'When your ear becomes keener then

you could tackle what I would call fancy work'. 93

Then a month

later he says:
Repeat your lines over and over till you get [the] weight
in the right places.
If you listen to a band you will
get some notion of this.
Instruments must chord.
You
must avoid monotony ... note the difference between the
Marseilles Hymn and Rock of Ages or between an Irish jig
and a tune like Annie Laurie - but I can't make myself
clear . 94
Neilson couldn't make himself clear because he lacked the
critical idiom necessary for sustained discussion of method.
Just how simple Neilson's idiom was is seen in chance remarks
scattered throughout the correspondence.
a letter to Mary Gilmore:
of the irregular music.

Rhythm is 'music' in

'I think 'Appassionata' best because
It rises and falls like the best of

Whitman'; and it is 'syllables' in a letter to a young niece of

93
94

Lat MS 9419//1236, J.S. Neilson - V Kennedy 21 July 1916.
LaT MS 9419/1241, J.S. Neilson - V. Kennedy 13 August 1916.
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Devaney's, and to Devaney. 95

Metre is typically referred to in

terms of particular authors and poems, as in the lists
previously referred to, and as in a letter to Devaney when he
advises that he is 'starting a piece in the same metre as
Tennyson's 'In Memoriam'', which he finds 'an easy metre to
write in'.96

A slightly more extended statement occurs in

another letter to Devaney in which Neilson discusses a mistake
made by the Sydney Morning Herald in 'Keeping so thin':

'You

will notice they have put the in front of famine and made the
line too long.

This metre seems rather tricky.

One has to

count the lst and 2nd line and make it equal to the 3rd and
4th' . 97
If hnving difficulty with oomcthing, his practice was to oet it
aside and come back to it, as we see in a letter to his brother
Frank:
About the triolet.
I advise [you] to put it away for 2
months and then have another go at it. This is Arthur
Adams advice to a perplexed rhymer.
I have tried [it]
and found it very sound. A couple of months on it will
seem like verse written by someone else. Then it is easy
to see mistake[s]. Remember Gray was 15 year[s] at his
Elegy. 98
In summary, Neilson's method of composition differed from
others only in that the composition of at least some verse was
more or less completed in his head before being committed to
paper, and in the way he sometimes jotted down an outline of a
piece as an aide-memoire.

The composition of some poems

happened quickly and of others slowly.

All this is supported

by the evidence of the notebooks.
Devaney questioned the rightness of printing pieces not
published during Neilson's lifetime on the ground that these
pieces are unfinished,

'first drafts, and the poet's own re-

writings, without his mentor' - and goes as far as to say that

95

96
97
98

ML MS A3267, J.S. Neilson - M.
NLA MS 1145/72, J.S. Neilson 24 December 1934.
NLA MS 1145/63, J.S. Neilson NLA MS 1145/68, J.S. Neilson NLA MS 1145/63, J.S. Neilson NLA MS 1145/45, J.S. Neilson -

Gilmore 9 October 1919.
Vivienne [Montgomery]
J.
J.
J.
F.

Devaney
Devaney
Devaney
Neilson

29 November 1938.
5 September 1937.
19 January 1939.
12 February 1922.
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'It is unnecessary to stress the fact that all these poems
would have been better things had they passed through the hands
of A.G. Stephens for publication in the poet's lifetime•. 99
Judith Wright makes the same assumption.100

This is, however,

highly debatable, and it is interesting to see that Devaney
later says 'It is to be doubted much if the final printed
versions are always the best that could have been chosen•.101
Given the evidence of composition that we now have, this
blanket assumption of incompleteness is ill-founded.

It is my

contention that the notebooks were used both as a means of
record of completed poems, and as work books.

I suggest that

prior to 1928 Neilson worked on loose paper when away from
home, to a greater or lesser extent depending on the poems, and
then transferred the work to the notebooks, either himself, or
by dictation.

When at home, or at his home base at the time,

he either continued in this way, as I said, using the notebooks
as a means of record, or as work books, or both.

In support of

this idea it should be noted that in a note of expenditure
Neilson lists the purchase of foolscap; moreover, numbers of
leaves removed from the notebooks were clearly removed for
independent use, for the texts recorded in the books frequently
cross the place of the removed leaves without interruption.
I think it highly unlikely that Neilson carried any of the
notebooks around with him when working away from his home base.
In the first place, the books are in remarkably good condition
for their age, apart from the fact that the covers are worn and
spines are loose

~

the result of pages being torn out.

In the

second place, and more tellingly, the sequences of handwriting
counter any suggestion of that use.

One after another, texts

occur with no change in the hand at all, irrespective of the
hand, and this suggests to me the writing up, or taking down,
of work already accomplished.

I must point out, however,

that

rarely do the hands have that degree of evenness that occurs
when copying directly; and this further reinforces the argument
that many of Neilson's poems were in fact largely composed
99
100

Devaney, Unpublished poems of Shaw Neilson, pp. viii-ix.
J. Wright (ed.), Witnesses of Spring, Angus & Robertson,
Sydney, 1970, pp. xiv-xvii.
101 Devaney, Unpublished poems of Shaw Neilson, p. ix.
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before being written down.

It would seem that where earlier

drafts were written they were used mainly for referral, if at
all.
It follows then that the date of use of a notebook needs to be
used with caution in discussion of Neilson's poetic
development, for the occurrence of a later poem being recorded
in a book of earlier date must increase exponentially.

It must

be remembered that a chronology of use (as established by
Harrison and Burrows) is a different thing altogether from a
chronology of composition.

It should be noted that a number of

the books were in use at the same time, and some appear to have
been in use over a period of three or four years, or more.
It is a pity that Harrison and Burrows did not discuss in
detail the methods they used in establishing the chronology.
As it is, we are left to infer this from the brief comments
made by Professor Burrows in relation to some of the early
notebooks in the article mentioned above.

Presumably the

internal evidence of the poems that refer to specific events
was considered as were Neilson's own comments, as well as dates
of publication and the dates that occur in and on the books
themselves, and dates assigned on the basis of agreement
between these various factors.
arise.

However, several questions

Was there at any point a lack of agreement?

was this resolved?

If so, how

Considered from a mathematical viewpoint,

the approach used is most likely to be valid for the earlierpublished texts and earlier use and least likely to be so for
the later, for the later the date of use and publication the
greater the likelihood that the poems were written earlier.
Was this taken into account?
These questions are of crucial importance for the literary
critic and the editor, for if close agreement between the use
of a book and the composition of a text is sometimes uncertain,
then an edition, to be of value, must place the texts in broad
chronological groupings and the literary critic would be wise
to consider the poems thematically, rather than in terms of
chronological development, unless this be in very broad terms
of earlier, and later.
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Finally, since all commentators suggest that the move to
Melbourne was detrimental to Neilson's creative work and that
he didn't like Melbourne, the 'Stony town', I should like to
consider his output briefly.

Certainly, Neilson wrote less

after he commenced work with the Country Roads Board in 1928:
and he wrote less between 1916 and 1928 than he did prior to
1916.

No poem outlines or annotated lists occur in the

notebooks in use after 1928 and this could be taken as an
indication of a reduction in output.

The following table shows

the number of pieces written in each of the periods.
NUMBER OF PIECES WRITTEN PER PERIOD (LIMERICKS & HUMOROUS QUATRAINS

TABLE 5:

GIVEN 88t'JlliA'l'8LY)

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 3

PERIOD 4

76

247

141

107

LIMERICKS & HUMOUROUS QUATRAINS
111

0

76

16

4

358

145

123

Figures do not include 6 pieces which cannot be assigned to a particular period,
or fragments.

Allowance for pieces lost adds to the first two periods; that
is, in the years when the family moved from one locality to
another and in the years of Neilson's itinerancy.

However,

what the figures show, quite clearly, is support for Neilson's
comments about the environment he like to work in, rather than
support for the view that the Melbourne environment was
inimical.
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In a letter to Devaney, dated August 1934,

Nei~son

wrote:

I thought that when I came to Melbourne and had an easy
job I would have some leisure to write.
I soon found out
that I was quite mistaken.
Certainly I am getting older,
but I am sure that it is not age that prevents me from
writing.
I have now at least a dozen pieces that I could
finish if I had any reasonable leisure.
I don't wish to
complain but I merely wish to state facts.102
It is the frequent comments of this kind that have given rise
to the idea that the Melbourne environment was inimical to the
poet's output, and Melbourne, the 'Stony Town', an anathema to
Neilson.

However, these comments, when viewed in the context

of his correspondence as a whole, are in fact an excuse rather
than a reason for his lack of output, and, typically, a bid for
sympathy.

The period of greatest output was the second period, 1905-1916,
the period of Neilson's coming to maturity, in creative terms;
the years when the Neilsons were largely self-employed.

In

these years Neilson found an activity that compensated for the
monotony of the bush; an activity that was, in terms of his
social milieu, a legitimate vehicle for questioning, and play.
The unnamed critic who told Devaney that Neilson was
'inordinately proud of his fame

for all his canny

reticences' was not far off the mark.103

Melbourne was heady

wine for Neilson, and I give the greatest credence to his
comment that 'I do not seem to want to [write].
have exhausted

myself~

no more inspiration.'104

I'm afraid I
Neilson'$

writing, in my opinion, was born of frustration; it was, in
psychological terms, a compensatory process.
these later years than ever before.

He was happier in

Living with his sister and

her growing family meant it wasn't always convenient to write:
more importantly, away from the 'monotony of the bush', Neilson
no longer needed to write.

102
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EDITORS:

A.G. STEPHENS, R.H. CROLL AND JAMES DEVANEY

Neilson came to AG Stephens's notice when Stephens was subeditor of the Bulletin.

Stephens was the creator and editor of

the Red Page from its beginning in 1894 until he left the

Bulletin to work for himself in 1906, when he wrote to Neilson
and offered him his services as an agent.

Small wonder that

Neilson wrote to Victor Kennedy boasting of 'my friend A.G.
Stephens' for, as H. M. Green points out, Stephens was the most
influential figure in the Australian literary sphere in the
late 1800s and early

1900s.I~

Stephens regarded the creation of a text as a co-operative
process, as his letter to Neilson indicates:
Dear Mr Neilson
I received verses 'The lover sings', but have been so
busy setting up my bookshop that I deferred reply.
'It
is the last' I received this morning.
Both these pieces
are truly poetic, but they are very imperfect, and often
your meaning is not visible through the words.
I shall
have to spend considerable time in revision, and will
then submit to you the revised version for approval. At
present they are worth 12/6 ~ enclosed ~ but I hope to
allow you a little more on publication.
On 3rd January next I shall issue The Bookfellow, a new
weekly magazine and Australasian literary review.
I
shall have pleasure in sending you a copy regularly.
It
is in this paper, which will be a substantial thing, very
well turned out, that I shall print your verses.
But I
can do more for you than this.
I shall have a chance to
review and praise your work, (which I believe entitled to
praise and notice), and with my back lifting under you I
hope you will presently get the credit to which you are
entitled.
I should like you to make me your agent for
the disposal and publication of all literary work that
you may do, and to offer me in the first instance any of
your verse. Will you do this? This is the relation in
which I stand to Will Ogilvie and others whose books I
have published, and for whom I hold powers of attorney.
I look forward to the time when you will have enough
material of good quality to enable me to publish a little
book for you.
Trusting you are well
105 H.M. Green, p. 762.

1

Faithfully,
[Signed] 1 ~

Neilson accepted this arrangement and the relationship between
the two was amicable, and sustained by respect, apart from a
disagreement over a new financial arrangement in 1931.
The extent of Stephens's contribution to the texts, and the
extent of his influence on Neilson as a poet, have been
questioned since the early 1930s, and these questions remain
unanswered.
Devaney first questioned Neilson about Stephens's contribution
to the texts in either late 1934 or early 1935 and Neilson
replied to him at length in a letter dated 27 January 1935:
Question No. 1.
How many lines did A.G. Stephens supply for your verse?
I should say of the one hundred pieces in the books [and]
the Collected Works, he did not supply more than twenty
full lines and perhaps as many half lines or parts of
lines. Occasionally he would put in a word of his own
instead of my word.
The last night when I was in Sydney and said goodbye to
A.G. and Chris Brennan, Brennan walked a part of the way
home with me.
I remember that when we were walking close
by St Mary's Cathedral he told me that A.G. confessed to
him that when he, Stephens, had altered my verse himself
he found out that very often it was not a success.
I
don't remember ever A.G. saying the same to me in writing
but he did not make it a practice of putting in a line or
half a line of his own till about 1927.
From that date
on he seemed to think that he knew better than I did
sometimes after I had sent the alterations.
This was
particularly noticeable in the case of 'The Irish
welcome' 1927 and 'The good season' in 1929, and 'Song
for a honeymoon' 1930. In the Irish piece I found it
difficult to compromise with him. In it there are two or
three lines which are his and which I believe I could
have bettered myself. The line about the fairies
dancing, is his.
A.G. had a genius for knowing when a thing was wrong when
he first saw it. When he pointed the defects out to me I
usually fixed it up in a few weeks to his satisfaction.
I could usually do it at the second try.
In odd cases
where there were a good many faults I abandoned the piece
altogether.
In 'The good season' there are one or two
lines of his, put in which I could have easily beaten;
but I owed him so much and I could see that his judgement
106
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was beginning to fail slightly.
little.

I had to give and take a

We wrote to each other a good deal over 'Song for a
honeymoon'.
I owe A.G. a great lot in this piece. At
first it was very slow and I had to cut out a good many
verses on his advice.
I don't suppose there are more
than two or three lines of his in it, but the value of
his advice made the piece.
At times when he was in New Zealand or when I was kicking
-about after the War [1914-1918] we did not correspond
regularly and he might ta_ke the liberty_ of putting in a
word or a phrase to make a thing printable; but generally
speaking he gave me an opportunity to alter everything.
I think it was about ten years ago that he complained
that one stanza in 'Sheedy was dying' needed alteration.
I pointed out that the last four lines in the eight line
At.~nza belonqed to him.
He admitted this but said that
when it was ~ent to the Bulletin in 1901 he thought that
I might not bother replying if he wrote to me. A.G. was
evidently in a rather vexed mood when he spoke of some of
the lines belonging to him [12 October 1932]. Of course
any editor will suggest a word or a line to a rhymer in
difficulties.
From about 1909 till 1925, I wrote for A.G. without any
payment. Had I been paid 10/- for each verse I gave him
I don't suppose the whole lot would have run into £20.
The critical work that he did in looking after my verse
in those years would I think be worth well over £100.
The best line of his that he put into any verse of mine
was:Lifting the eyes of the heart to the height of the
sky.
This is in ~'The birds go by' in 1926.
[Signed]
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However, close examination of the correspondence and the texts
shows that Neilson's various statements about Stephens's
contribution to the texts are in fact misleading.

Not only did

Stephens contribute more to the texts than has been thought,
his editing of some texts positively detracts from them.

What

emerges quite clearly is that Neilson not only accepted
alterations to the texts, but that he invited cooperation in
the texts from his editors:
out on 12 October 1932,

as Stephens rather tersely pointed

(with good cause one might add), he had

'much overpassed the line of merely editorial duty:

with the

result that a number of lines in your published works belong to
me and not to you.

107
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Moreover, it is doubtful if Neilson even recognised alterations
to the texts.

This is hardly surprising when one considers his

ambivalent attitude towards his work, and his disinclination to
read his work, once published.

Certainly, he only questioned

two alterations of Stephens's in published texts, and those are
the two cited:

'Sheedy was dying', about which he was confused,

and 'The birds go by'.

Furthermore, it is doubtful that he

would have questioned 'Sheedy' if Stephens had not criticised
it in the School Magazine . 109 . Whilst Neilson says thCit Stephens
took 'the liberty of putting in a word or a phrase to make a
thing printable', when he was 'kicking about after the War',
his own approach to preparing his father's texts for printing
Ahnwf-1 qlli.te clearly that he, and his brother Frank, reqarded
such editorial interference as acceptable practice, for he
wrote to Devaney in 1938:
Frank and I have been working at some old pieces of my
father's
I have been doing alterations and Frank is
doing the writing.
A few of the rhymes were wrong and I
set them right and I have made the sense clear in places
where it was vague.
I have tried to stick pretty close
to what my father wrote.110
The only proof marked by Neilson is that for Green days and
cherries where he indicated poems, or parts of poems, that he

wanted to alter by means of encircling the part of the text and
placing large crosses in both margins.

Thereafter, he

communicated alterations he wanted to make in correspondence.
He nowhere questions punctuation, or alterations made by
Stephens, except as I have said; and only one instance exists
where he justified his decisions at any length, and that is in
the case of 'Song for a honeymoon'.
Two letters to Stephens, dated 15 February 1919 and 17 August
1919, concerning Heart of Spring,

show his attitude to his work

and his reliance on Stephens as editor.

109
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About my own verse.
I quite forget what suggestion[s] [I
made].
I think they were chiefly about 'Little milliner'
which I shortened. Some were about pieces you have left
out.
I would like you to alter [the] title of 'To a
nesting mallee bird' to the old style 'To a lowan'.
Lowans are sometimes called Mallee Hens but hen is of
course impossible. I don't feel fit to try and alter
[any] of the amateurish pieces such as
'Heart longs' and
'Day is thine'. They will have to take their chance and
the Milliner too ... I will send the proof on if I can
think of anything to suggest but I don't feel very
<strongly> about the verse except 'Heart longs' and
'Milliner'.
But you ought to know.
They will pass in a
crowd . 111
Following publication of Heart of Spring, Neilson then wrote:
I am glad you put in 'Scent o'the lover' and 'The wedding
in September'.
I never thought the Wedding would be so
readable ... I'm not very keen noticing mistakes. My
brother Frank spotted the accjrlP.nt on page 40.
I notice
blend instead of blind in last stanza of 'Inland born'.
You have managed the arrangement wonderfully well.
Whenever I drop into my worst and weakest you seem to be
able to lift me out nicely.in
From the evidence available, it looks as though Stephens's
advice to Neilson and his involvement with the texts depended
as much on what he was involved with at the time as on the
texts themselves.

Although there are MSS of poems with

requests for revision marked, and with suggestions for
rewording (which have attracted a lot of attention), these are
in fact only a small percentage of what passed through
Stephens's hands.

Despite Neilson's comment to Nettie Palmer

that 'all my stuff got eaten up'

[in the mouse plague in 1917],

other comments indicate that the correspondence with Stephens
was in fact very spasmodic, up until 1919, and support the
statement that 'From about 1919 up till 1927, I had some of
A.G.'s best letters (typed ones).

The ones he wrote in his own

hand were mere scrawls, and seldom contained anything
worthwhile.113
Stephens certainly suggested alternative lines for some of the
poems; but the lines contributed are only ever occasional
lines, never more than one in a stanza, and there are probably
111
112
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no more than ten altogether.

However, alterations of a

different order occur throughout the texts and no doubt it was
recognition of these that led Devaney to revise his opinion of
Stephen's editing after he had handled the MSS.
The MS of the early poem 'Sheedy was dying' shows the addition
of Stephens's lines; and it also shows the substitution of
occasional words; this is a frequent occurrence throughout the
texts, usually being a change from an idiom that has some
vitality to one that is less colloquial and
a consequent loss of tone and immediacy.

mo~e

correct, with

For example, in

'Sheedy was dying', the plain, direct line 'That he shall rest'
becomes

'So~

to his

rest~';

and again, the colloquial

'Straight to his fellow-men' becomes 'Truth to his fellow-men'.
In a similar way, and with the same effect, Stephens frequently
substituted a more obviously poetic word for something simpler
and more direct, such as the substitution of 'prance', for the
more precise and idiomatic 'baulk' in the line 'They had silver
manes and we made them baulk', in 'The land where I was born'.
One sees the same thing again in 'As far as my heart can go',
where 'Or the mountains' becomes 'O'er the mountains', and 'The
mouth of my little lady' becomes 'The mouth of my little
sweetheart'.

Stephens's punctuation adds to this effect too.

'As far as my heart can go' is a quiet, reflective piece and in
the third stanza the stresses fall on 'me' and 'my':
No smile for me from the city -- no salty call for me
The mouth of my little lady is as far as my eyes can see.
Stephens adds exclamation marks in the first of the two lines
after 'city' and 'me', and by making a sharp break after 'city'
Neilson's emphases, and the quiet, reflective tone are lost.
In this case, Stephens has missed the point of the poem (or
chosen to ignore it), and tried to give importance to what is a
relatively slight piece by means of the punctuation.
Revisions' of this kind occur frequently.
The effect of revisions that arise from a too-hasty reading or
an insensitive ear are most obvious in 'The hen in the bushes',
where Stephens transposed the last word of several lines to the
beginning of the next to avoid an awkward ending.

However, the
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seemingly awkward endings create necessary emphases and his
changes make the rhythm monotonous.

This is particularly

evident in stanzas three, four and five, shown here with
Stephens's arrangement on the right:
As a queen guarding her
Jewels so rare
Patiently all the day
I see her there

As a Queen guarding
Her jewels so rare
Patiently all the day
I see her there

'Tis the Old Tyrant to
Her body come
He will leave us all
Weighted and dumb

'Tis the Old Tyrant
To her body come
He who will leave us
Weighted and dumb

He the Old Tyrant will
Many men slay
He will most gladly burn
Women away

He the Old Tyrant
Will many men slay
He will most gladly
Burn women away

In the MS version of the poem the emphasis is on 'her jewels',

'all the day', and 'her there', in stanza three; 'her body' and
'us all', in stanza four; and 'many men' and 'gladly burn
women' in stanza five.

The effect of these emphases is to

focus attention on the commonality of experience, and this is
lessened by Stephens's arrangement which, because of the more
even rhythm, shifts the focus and places the emphasis firmly on
the bird.
Similarly, in 'Song without wine', the change from four-line
stanzas to two-line stanzas creates monotony that is avoided in
the original by the effect of the slight emphases created by
the shorter lines.

One sees again the result of hasty reading

in this poem where, despite his frequent admonitions to Neilson
to 'make his meaning visible through the words', Stephens
cancelled the third stanza of the poem, which contains the
point of the poem and makes sense of the title.IM
Stephens did, however, return to the MSS of previously
published poems, almost invariably, when preparing work for
publication in book form and the effect of a subsequent reading
of the text can be seen in 'Those shaded eyes'. Stephens reordered the stanzas and dropped two stanzas from the poem for
publication in the Bookfellow (adding one of two additional
114 ML MS 3354/1, Item 1, A.G. Stephens - J.S. Neilson 7 December 1906.
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stanzas), and then printed the piece in New Poems as he had
originally typed it, one assumes from the now missing fair
copy.
The result of Stephens's various changes is always a more
polished

product, with a more conventional and more obviously

poetic idiom, but the cumulative effect is a flattening of
tone, with a loss of immediacy and critical vitality.
Certainly, Stephens did seem on occasion somewhat irascible,
and particularly, as Neilson said, in the later 1920s
following letters show.

~as

the

What must be remembered, however, is

the quality of the verse sent to him in the first place.
Whilst Stephens often made a too-hasty reading and tended to
inflate pieces by revisions which are more overtly poetic,
Neilson's judgement of his own verse was not good, the quality
of his verse remained uneven throughout his writing life, and
as Stephens came to see, if Neilson didn't get a piece right
quickly, the quality suffered.

As Stephens pointed out to

Neilson, he now had 'a good name', which he, Stephens, wanted
to protect.

These two letters also show the value of

Stephens's advice:
Dear Neilson
Yours llth with list: useful; will copy pieces for
Serle. There is ample good for a booklet.
Sorry ~ but I have to push three pieces back to you:
see
no chance of sale; and would not use them for book as
they stand. They want your strong pulse and your magic
touch.
They look like a sick man's work:
if you are
worrying, give it up and go round the friends; they will
do you good.
If your savings are running short, go and
see Serle: he can find you some gardening jobs: stop you
moping and set the blood circulating.
Put away the
verses till Spring or better time: no use flogging an
unwilling head.
There is a useful idea in all, and occasional worthy
lines; but the wholes, as they stand, are below your
recent level of work.
Song of the Yellow. ~ I do not know why the birds should
sing yellow rather than red; and you do not show me.
Stanza 1 line 3 is not clear. Do birds pipe competing
with young Love? or do they, possessing Y.L. come to
pipe yellow? Too many yellows unless carried on a
stronger current of thought or feeling.
Look at the word
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in itself ~ the repetition suggests a ribald commentary.
Second stanza is all right
gets over.
Stanza 3 is dull and comes in bits

~no

flow.

Child Being There. Good idea; not enough strength in
treatment. You have the frame and the picture; but not
the emotion. Spinner would take it if you fancy it; and
some people would praise it; but seems a pity to waste
the real intrinsic value. Keep it for a hot mood, and
rewrite with force.
Quarryman is too long for motive, merit, and possible
effect; and some parts are near bathos. Look at stanza
14, The Walrus and the Carpenter come very close. Look
at line 1 of this stanza ~ with Saddle-er. Cut the piece
to half present length; banishing repetitious lines and
picking the strongest to survive. But wait till you can
grip it firmly; this is too laxly held.
The lot suggest to me that, for some reason or other, you
are not fit to write at present; then do not try. Rest
your head; keep your body healthy; divert your thoughts.
Green lover is out with Aussie ~ no answer yet; Days of
October ~ give me a reminder in Sept. for Worker; Hen in
bushes looks too fine for the editors.
What's the matter? Are you really ill?
you left Sydney well. Why the fall?
Cheer up Jock.

Got no cash?

All things pass .11s

Neilson's reply to this letter is missing, but Stephens was
reassured, as his next letter indicates.
Yours 18th. I also returned the Peter ballad which you
do not acknowledge ~ asking some revision.
Send back Song in Yellow ~ Worker might take it ~ it is
good in kind but not in purpose ~ and much better than
the rubbish they print. You see, now you have a good
name I do not like printing anything below your quality
or your credit. Noblesse oblige ~ which means that fame
has its responsibilities.
Keep 'em short, unless they insist on being long. Meat
off the blade at every cut. The long drawling drone of
the 'come-all-ye' is good for the voice, but not for the
modern pen.

115 NLA MS 1145/74B, A.G.

Stephens - J.S. Neilson 13 May 1927.
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Also dodge the hypothetical~ the 'if' poem~ the wail
poem ~ the man I might have been or the poet I would like
to be. Direct action.
Subjects outside yourself.
CheerO ~glad you're all right ~was beginning to worry
when I read those unfortunately ancient wails.11 6
It is to be doubted if Neilson was capable of acting on advice
given in the terms Stephens used in his letter of 13 May 1927:
and he blithely disregarded the advice in the letter of 21 May
1927 and continued to write, as he had always done, the same
peculiar mixture of verse, in the same range of voices, all the
time circling around the same narrow range of themes.
Stephens's criticisms of his verse, and the alterations that he
made to wording, line length, and stant::d leutj Ll1 lufluem.:l::!Ll wl1ciL
Neilson first wrote not at all.

Wlwt Stephens did influence

was Neilson's revisions, for the editor's opinions reinforced
Neilson's perception of what was proper poetry.

Professor

Burrows, in his examination of Neilson's early poetry, noted a
tendency for Neilson's revisions to 'consist ... in the
imposition of a 'poetic' mode on what had begun as a more
direct emotion':

this tendency remained with him throughout

his life, and it is more than likely that it was the poet's
perception of poetry that influenced what was sent to Stephens,
rather than Stephens' s taste .111
Nothing came of either the selection of verse that was proposed
by Melbourne friends, or the collected edition of verse that
Neilson and Stephens discussed.

Stephens died in 1933, and a

collection of the verse was published by Lothian's in 1934,
with a short Introduction by Robert Croll, who edited the book.
Neilson submitted a 'list of suggestions' in a letter dated 19
November 1933 and Croll responded to these, without comment.
Dear Mr Croll
I am enclosing a sheet containing some suggestions which
I have numbered which will be a help to you when you
start to go over the pieces.
I could not get 'The
Whistling Jack' which was published five years ago in the
Australasian. My stepsister looked through a lot of old
116
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files but could not find it. Any how I am going to try
Mrs Fowler, she may dig it up.
I don't know that you
would care to use it, but I would like you to see it.
A.G. always said that I was short of nature pieces.
I am
going to get three pieces written off out of some old
books.
Each of these was criticised rather severely by
A.G.
He was very hard to please at times.
I feel sure
that he would have printed them all if he had been making
a collection himself. Mrs Robertson tells me that he
left a typed list which contained many pieces much
inferior to them. One of them, 'The poor country' is a
nature piece.
I am sending two fresh stanzas for 'Sheedy
was dying'. I think the fourth one is very unsatisfactory
as it is. A.G. thought so too. When it was printed
years ago, he altered it without asking me, and he didn't
do the job very well.
I left with you my brother's letter which suggests one or
two slight alterations. There are two others in the
'Flowering almond' and 'Her eyes foretold of happiness'.
I may be able to pass them to you on Monday along with
the MSS.
I have found 'Marietta' (Mrs Gibson) and will
be able to get a photo on Monday. I am sending these
things along because if I don't I will probably forget
half of it when I see you.
Yours faithfully
[Signed] 118
Enclosure with letter:
LIST OF SUGGESTIONS
That 'The gentle water-bird' be the last piece in the
book, and that 'For Mary Gilmore' should be printed over
it, as it was originally written for her.
That the name of 'A bush scene' should be altered to
'Along a river'. This is what it was first called.
That 'The little milliner' which was in Heart of Spring
but was left out of Mrs Dyer's book [Ballad and lyrical
poems], be left out of the Collected Works.
That the poem 'He was the Christ' be left out and the
'Good season' put in, in lieu of it. A.G. agreed to
this.
I can explain better the reason when I see you.
That I wish to give [permission to] Mrs Robertson's
suggestion for what it is worth, namely, that there
should be a big change in the placing of the pieces, so
as to avoid monotony. Also that Mrs Robertson be allowed
to read the Proofs.

118

NLA MS 605/43, with enclosure at NLA MS 605/30,
J.S. Neilson - R.H. Croll 19 November 1933.
The name Mrs Gibson occurs in a list of names in the '1940
notebook. Mrs Robertson was A.G. Stephens's daughter.
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That the little unnamed piece at the front of New Poems
be called 'The magpie in the moonlight'.
It is generally
called 'The song without wine' but that is too vague.
It
is the male song to the female when she is on the nest in
the moonlight.
There can be no doubt that Neilson was anxious that the
collected poems should be a success, and he appears to have
'read' the proofs of the Collected Poems, and Beauty Imposes,
more carefully than he did those of his other books.
sister Annie read the proofs aloud to Neilson.)

(His

However,

Hanna's comment that 'Neilson was allowed to choose and alter
whatever he wished'

(for Collected Poems) implies that Neilson

had not been allowed to do so previously. 119

This is not the

case, and Stephens respected Neilson's expressed wishes, Which
were very few.

Hanna may be alluding to Stephens's reaction to

Neilson's 'black-list' of poems that he wished to drop from the
collection, first proposed in 1931:

however, examination of

the correspondence shows that each had a different kind of
collection in mind initially, and then, that Neilson was using
his poems as a lever in the negotiating process with Stephens
about the terms of a proposed financial agreement.

In the

finish, the Collected Poems reflects Stephens's advice, that
the collection should be a decent-sized book which would 'let
the public see the whole man at work'. 120

If Neilson appears to

have taken greater pains with the proofs of his last two books,
it may be because he had more faith in Stephens's editorial
ability than he did in that of either Croll or Devaney.
Neilson began sending verse to James Devaney in 1933 when he
sent him 'The ballad of remembrance', saying 'it opens too
suddenly', and adding that he 'could easily write a few other
stanzas to slow it off a bit' . 121

He thus effectively invited

Devaney to fill the role played by Stephens.

He then formally

asked Devaney to act in the same way as Stephens had done in a
letter dated 13 January 1935:
I would like you to mark 'the birds' where you think it
could be altered to advantage. Send it back to me and if
we can get it into any shape we might have a try with
some of the papers.
119 Hanna, John Shaw Neilson, p. 3.
120 ML MS 4937/5, 455, A.G. Stephens - J.S. Neilson 23 July 1931.
121 NLA MS 1145/66, J.S. Neilson - J. Devaney 4 September 1933.
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The arrangement that I had with A.G. was that he was to
have a third of what an editor paid. That would be seven
shillings to him if we got a guinea. This would go to
pay expense of typing and posting etc.
He might have to
try it on several papers.
It is not so easy to get my
verse into papers as some people think.
I would be very
pleased if you would fall into this arrangement.
I don't
want you to be spending your own money on it. All I
could sell of course would be the right to publish, not
the copyright. This would have to be explained when
verse was sent.
I would like if possible to dodge Fink's
people. They are so dreadfully vulgar in every way.1 22

Devaney sent two of Neilson's pieces to the Sydney Morning
Herald for him, and edited his last book, Beauty Imposes.
Probably no more than twenty pieces were sent to Devaney
though, and of these, several were copies of earlier poems.

He

offered advice, as asked, and though the tone of his advice
stands in marked contrast to Stephens's, he did not hesitate to
give it, as one of the very few extant letters shows.
Dear Shaw Neilson
My congratulations on your three new pieces. They are
the real thing, well up to standard.
I'm sending typed
copies of them back with a few remarks. There are lines
enough here in the best Shaw Neilson vein like:
It has no wisdom that the wise man knows
and
And the waves are as thoughts coming out to the
edge of a dream
though the word 'waves' here made me wonder a little.
I have always associated these stately, dignified, aloof
water-birds with calm waters.
I like 'The crane is my
neighbour' the best of these three. There's one small
point I might mention.
In Australia there is only one
crane, the brolga or native companion. All the other
birds commonly called cranes in this country are really
herons. The bird you mean is no doubt the one which
everyone calls the blue crane (the ornithologists call it
the white-faced or white-fronted heron).
I don't
consider this matter at all important, but perhaps you
could have a brief footnote to the poem something like
this:
[The white-faced heron, known to country folk as
the blue crane]. What do you think? You must remember
that after. many years the old popular names will be
dropped and every heron will be called a heron.
This
sort of thing is a nuisance, but there it is.
The jig piece is decidedly a success and full of
delightful lines. The one about sleepy children coming
back home in the trains on Sunday evenings is one of the
things only you can do ~ all the old delicacy and keen
12 2
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insight and sympathy.
I think 'Sunday evening' a better
title for this than 'On Sunday evening'.
Your poem 'The time of tumult' is such a perfect little
lyric that you must really be patient about rounding it
off.
I don't think you realise yourself what a splendid
lyric this one is!
It seems to me now in final form
except that one word 'ruddy'. The phrase 'ruddy Spring'
is perfectly good, but it is not the best for your whole
line:
Tempest of all the colours, ruddy Spring
A three-syllabled word there instead of a two-syllabled
one would be exact. Besides, that word 'ruddy' suggests
more an overseas Spring than ours. Your ear is right as
usual about the clash of R's in
'hovering Spring'.
Other words you suggest are:
Sovereign, and Circling.
The original word 'whispering' brings in I-N-G twice,
'whispering Spring'. Therefore I don't think the word we
are after should end in I-N-G.
I daren't suggest
anything. And yet, what about:
Tempest of all the colours, carnival Spring
or 'jubilee' or 'revelry'.
But you will find the one perfect word; perhaps something
with 'of' after it.
Yes, I'll get all the 15 pieces [for Beauty imposes]
in order now, and you'll hear from me soon.
Very sincerely yours
[Signed] . 123

One can only speculate about what Stephens would have thought
of the very large number of pieces that Neilson chose not to
send to him.

At least we know what Devaney thought, for he

ends the Introduction to his edition, Unpublished poems of Shaw
Neilson, saying:

After living with [the note-books] for some months I am
convinced that here is buried gold well worth the
digging.
It has been a labour of love, on behalf of a
poet notoriously careless about his work and curiously
uncritical as to best and worst.U4

None of the editions of the verse can be considered
satisfactory from the point of view of a critic, and now that
the full extent of Neilson's work is known they cannot be
regarded as satisfactory readers' editions either.

The

Collected Poems, which contains some revisions of earlier

12 3 McKirnm MS, J. Devaney - J.S. Neilson 17 April 1936.
124 Devaney, Unpublished poems of Shaw Neilson, p. xii.
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poems, reprints numerous texts in which unidentified editorial
revisions occur and none but the most sanguine could regard
this as a satisfactory edition now.

James Devaney's work for

the Unpublished poems of Shaw Neilson

was hurried, and a

number of lines that he cites as fragments have now been
identified as parts of complete poems.

The texts in A.R.

Chisholm's book The poems of Shaw Neilson were taken from
earlier published editions, and the arrangement of the poems
has been rejected as unsatisfactory since work has been done on
assigning a chronology to the texts.

The texts in Witnesses of

Spring, edited by Judith Wright, show signs of undue haste in

the preparation, for, apart from some misreadings of the MSS,
Miss Wright conflates versions of some of the poems without
sufficient warrant, and sometimes omits stanzas for no good
reason.

In Green days and cherries, edited by Hugh Anderson

and Les Blake, published and manuscript versions of texts are
used with insufficient differentiation.
The most recent edition of the verse, John Shaw Neilson:
Poetry, autobiography and correspondence, edited by Cliff

Hanna, claims to include 'the first textually valid collection
of Shaw Neilson's verse', and 'seeks to remove as much as is
possible the incursions of other hands'. 125

However,

inconsistencies in treatment occur, alterations by Stephens are
sometimes removed, and sometimes not, and Neilson's revisions
are not always accounted for.

For example, the edition

reprints the texts from Collected Poems and Beauty Imposes,
'which were supervised by the poet', and which are therefore
considered to be the most reliable of the texts published
during Neilson's lifetime; but the Sun text of 'Old Nell
Dickerson' is presented in favour of the Collected Poems text,
presumably because the latter contains several alterations by
Stephens

~

ignoring the fact that Neilson made further

alterations to this text for Collected Poems

~whilst

other

texts which contain alterations by Stephens, like 'The lover
sings' and 'Her eyes', are reprinted without comment. 126
MS of 'Polly and Dad and the old spring cart' has revised
125 Hanna, John Shaw Neilson:
correspondence, p. xxix.
126 Hanna, John Shaw Neilson:
correspondence, p. 3.

Poetry, autobiography and
Poetry, autobiography and

The
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stanzas and a revised line which Hanna has ignored:

and what

appears to be the final version of 'The fire unquenched', which
is signed and marked 'Finis', is ignored in favour of another
version.
Examples like this raise questions, again, about textual
validity and it is to be hoped that a critical edition of
Neilson's verse will clarify and resolve some of the problems
associated with the texts.
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THE EDITION:

EDITORIAL PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURES

It is not the purpose of this introduction to argue a case in
editorial theory.

However, the appearance here of Neilson's

texts in a condition that may startle some readers because of
their lack of punctuation needs putting in the context of
recent developments in editorial theory and methods.

That

context is itself much wider than it may have seemed even
twenty-five years ago, and concepts of authenticity, intention,
and textural integrity, in which the textual critic has to
deal, arc oharcd of couroc by other diociplinco.127

Ao Oliver

says in Julian Barnes's novel Talking it over, 'the current
talismanic concept', in the restoration of paintings, 'is
reversibility' . 128 Just as the restorer of paintings 'must
appreciate that her certainties are only temporary, her
finalities provisional', so the editor of this edition has
chosen to see Neilson's texts as needing, as it were, an
'isolating varnish' rather than retouching with the decorator's
brush.

If a text may be regarded as a multi-dimensional space

with many occupants, the treatment here of Neilson's texts
expresses a scepticism about the interventionist,
intellectualizing~and

highly conventionalizing presence of A.G.

Stephens, acting in the fashion of his time.

That scepticism

has been coloured by the reservations held by recent editors
regarding the imposition or retention of the punctuation styles
of other editors and printers.

Among these are Robert

Kimborough (on Conrad); Simon Gatrell (on Hardy); and Peter
Shillingsburg (on Thackeray).

The controversy over Joyce's

Ulysses is pertinent, too.

127

Paul Eggert (ed.),
Editing in Australia, English Department,
University College of ADFA, Campbell, ACT, 1990.
128 Julian Barnes, Talking it over, Picador, London, 1992, p. 124.
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THE EDITION
The purpose of the edition is two-fold:

firstly, to enable readers

to see Neilson's work as a whole and so provide a sound basis for
critical judgements, and in particular, judgement about development;
and secondly, to enable readers to make informed judgements about
the process of composition and, related to this, the influence
of his editors and their contributions to the texts, in particular,
A. G. Stephens.
The edition includes all Neilson's verse, published and unpublished,
including limericks and humorous quatrains.

The edition aims to

be textually inclusive and to show the work as both process and
product, and a versional approach has been adopted as most
appropriate to this aim.
The edition regards as authorised those MSS which the author worked
on himself or which were demonstrably commissioned by him, and
those texts published at his behest and which he influenced by
personal revision, or by revision undertaken at his request during
the printing process.

(Texts for which the author supplied

printer's copy would be included:
of this occurrence.)

however, there are no instances

On this basis, one would expect the texts

having the greatest authority to be the holograph MSS; the proofs
of Green days and cherries marked by the author; Collected Poems,
edited by Robert Croll; and Beauty Imposes, edited by James Devaney.
However, the proofs of Green days and cherries were not corrected
or revised by the author for printing.

Rather, whole blocks of

texts were marked to indicate dissatisfaction with the text and
the need for revision; in which case, holograph MSS must be regarded
as being more authoritative.

The texts in Collected Poems are

reprinted from earlier editions or other printed sources and contain
transmissional errors and non-authorial changes, which we must
assume the author 'registered', and accepted,

be~ause

the proofs

were read to him by his sister and he said he listened to them
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carefully.

However, whilst these texts may be regarded as

authoritative, this is a passive authority, authority by default
as it were, and these texts do not satisfy the aims of the edition
as well as MSS in this case.

The texts having the greatest

authority, therefore, with some few exceptions from Collected Poems
and Beauty Imposes, are the MSS.
Work on this edition has necessarily proceeded over many years.
Inevitably, decisions about policy had to be reviewed as the work
proceeded.

Inconsistencies may occur and the editor must beg the

reader's indulgence when this happens.

READING TEXT, TEXTUAL VERSION, AND MULTIPLE VERSIONS
One textual version of a poem is chosen as the edition base-text,
the choice of version pref erred being determined by the aims of
the edition.

This base-text is presented as the preferred text,

or reading text.

The term 'preferred text' is used in preference

to 'preferred version' because, in the case of the Neilson texts,
there is frequently only one textual version and hence, no choice
to be made, and because the use of the term copy-text may cause
confusion about the principles governing the edition.
A text is regarded here as the sum of its elements in their 'mutual
relationship on multiple structural levels' rather than the
'additive accretion of its elements', as Hans Gabler puts it, and
on this basis, the version of the text edited is emended only in
128a
instances of demonstrable textual error.
A text is regarded
here as a different version if alterations in wording are made
by the author, or at his behest.

Authorial revision of a text,

or revision that can be seen to have been authorised by him, is

128a Hans Walter Gabler, 'Textual studies and criticism', in Paul
Eggert (ed.), Editing in Australia, University College ADFA,
Campbell ACT, 1990, p. 9
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not regarded as creating a new version if part of the original
impulse of composition (or the same, one impulse of composition).
On this basis, even a single authorial revision
possibility of a new version of a text.

creates the

Clearly, it is neither

possible, nor necessary, to present every version as a separate
entity and for practical purposes versions are presented in the
edition only-when there is a significant shift in meaning or
emphasis, in which case they are considered as discrete versions,
as opposed to theoretic versions.
The text presented as the preferred text (or preferred version)
is, in order of preference, the fair copy or fair draft (or the
last of either of these if there is more than one) of a discrete
version, on the basis that these texts are most likely to contain
the least number of instances of editorial intervention, and so
best meet the aims of the edition.

However, this is not always

the case, and a draft or a printed text may be taken as the
preferred text in preference to a fair copy, depending on the
circumstances of the text.
A problem encountered with texts in the second period (that is,
in the first

phase~of

Neilson's relationship with Stephens as

editor) is the situation that occurs when the various texts of
a poem may be regarded as part of the original impulse of
composition of a version, no fair copy is known, and the published
text contains variants which may emanate from both the author and
editor but which cannot be identified.

These cases are considered

individually and a decision made on the basis of the circumstances
of each text.
Problems of a different kind are those caused by the taking down
of the poems by amanuenses.

Errors crept in at the dictation stage

and mishearings occurred fairly frequently.

Most of these are

readily identifiable, but complications can occur, and present
a problem to the editor, because of Neilson's occasional use of
words in a sense that is archaic (but apposite), or merely unusual.
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The editor may assume a mishearing where none occurred, as Wright
seems to have done in 'After sundown', where 'rebel' is substituted
for 'revel' in line 5, and in 'From the edge of the city', where
'soil' is substituted for 'souls' in line 7.
Occasionally Neilson's writing sprawls over the pages with sometimes
only two or three words to a line and his intention in relation
to line length can take some unravelling.

Sometimes he is clearly

undecided about line length and stanza form.

In the first case

the difficulties can usually be resolved by attending to rhyme
a.ml Ly Llu.st! t!.x.arnl11a Lluu uf L11t! liawlw1 l Ll11g awl lil.s [ u1111a Lluu uf

capitals in a given context (for this is variable):

and in the

second case, judgement has to be exercised within the context of
individual poems, which are always identified in the notes.

A

further complication occurs when an amanuensis is in doubt about
line length and stanza form.

Neilson of ten read over poems that

he dictated, or had them read back to him, and made corrections
that overcame this particular problem.

However, poems occur where

this practice was not followed and these instances are dealt with
on a case-by-case basis, like those above.
Problems of far greater magnitude are encountered in reconciling
the aims of the edition with the MSS, which lack the punctuation
which Neilson expected his editor to supply, and which lack the
finish, in terms of line indentation, which he accepted from his
editors.

Some autograph MSS have lines indented, and in some it

is extremely difficult to discern his intention because he is
writing so quickly and the writing sprawls so badly.

Some of the

MSS in his sister Annie's hand are indented and some not; and the
verse in Lisette's hand (the least number of the scribal MSS) is
laid out with indented lines.
Two options present themselves.

The editor might supply the

punctuation (and indent the lines), as Neilson expected, in a style
in keeping with the published texts.

Alternatively, the editor

might supply punctuation and line indentation where this is absent
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in the MSS and re-punctuate those published texts presented as
preferred texts if the original punctuation supplied is considered
unsuitable.
It might reasonably be assumed that the punctuation in the hands
of amanuenses would reflect the poet's own distribution of pauses,
and on this basis it might be argued-that this should be retained.
However, whilst this is assuredly the-case in 'Sheedy was dying'~
taken down by his father, John Neilson, and also the case in those
MSS in his half-sister Lisette's hand, this is not the case in
many of the MSS which occur in his sister Annie's hand.

Annie

frequently had difficulty in distinguishing between a pause which
related to structure and a pause that occurred when Neilson was
thinking.

Many of the MSS in her hand are only partially

punctuated, and the punctuation in most of them (which are the
bulk of those in the hands of amanuenses) is certainly not a
reliable guide to structure.

Nor did Neilson leave any directions

concerning the state of his texts (published or unpublished) in
any future printed form.
Consideration was given to presenting Neilson's own punctuation
in the reading text but this very partial and very scattered
punctuation could be a positive distraction to the reader.

Because

fully two-thirds of Neilson's texts (excluding limericks and
humorous quatrains) remained unpublished at the time of his death,
and given the needs of the reader 'to see Neilson whole' and to
see a 'pure' text, a policy of minimal intervention was adopted
and the texts are presented without punctuation and with the lines
left-justified in the manner of the greatest number of the autograph
MSS, in the interests of presenting a homogenous whole.
In most of Neilson's texts the absence of punctuation does not
affect the reading of the poem because the reader compensates by
using the line endings as the equivalent of punctuation and because
Neilson's lines are for the most part syntactical as well as
metrical units.

However, his rhythms are sometimes quite subtle
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and punctuation in some instances can be critical to understanding.
An unpunctuated text in some instances may be more distracting
for the reader than a partially punctuated text and a positive
hindrance to reading.

A better course of action may have been

to present a punctuated reading text-in at least these cases, after
discussing the difficulty, or alternatively, to treat these cases
in the same way as 'The lament for Sadie' was treated; that is,
by presenting a punctuated text after the reading text.

These

options will need to be considered for a published edition.
The same kind of difficulty is created by the treatment of those
poems which finish a syntactical unit in mid-line.

In the first

draft of the edition the initial capital used to indicate the
commencement of a new sentence was retained in these lines.

In

the second, this capital was dropped because the retention of the
capitals, without punctuation, disturbed the emphases of the lines
more than did the omission.

Again, this procedure will need to

reassessed for a published edition.
All authorial variants of any kind are shown, except in the case
of inconsistency in the spelling of

1

grey/gray 1 , which is

regularised and corrected silently in the following texts: 'The
lover sings', page 37, line 33 and note 34; 'Marjorie, Mother and
I', page 39, line 2 and note 2; 'The sympathiser', page 74, line
2; and 'Poor sweet pretty Joey', page 304, line 13.
for Sadie', inconsistency in the spelling of

1

In 'The lament

0 1 in lines 8 and

23 has been corrected, and noted; and in 'The Madman's lady',
inconsistency in the use of capitals in 'Lady' has been corrected,
and noted.

These instances of inconsistency occur as the result

of haste on the author's part.
The accidentals of amanuenses are treated differently.

Misspellings

in the work in scribal hands are corrected silently, unless these
might conceivably be open to doubt.

Inconsistent spellings in

the work in scribal hands and printed sources are regularised.

Titles had significance for Neilson and there are numerous instances
of title changes.

Numerous lists of titles of pieces either to

complete or to commence occur in the notebooks.

The title is

therefore regarded as an integral part of a text and the title
used in the edition is that of the preferred text (except in the
case of limericks and humorous quatrains).
Transcriptions of texts are identified but otherwise ignored, unless
stated.

LIMERICKS AND HUMOROUS QUATRAINS
These are included in the body of the work in keeping with the
purpose of the edition but they are treated differently because
they are of no literary merit and of only the slightest textual
interest.
In each case the first occurrence is given as the preferred text
and variants are shown if it is thought that they may be of
interest.

The title of a published verse is usually used, purely

as a matter of convenience.

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Annotation in the edition is highly selective and governed by the
presumption of a wide general knowledge in the assumed scholarly
readership.

No gloss is provided for terms which, though applied

by Neilson in an unusual sense, may be easily located in the Shorter
Oxford English Dictionary.

Slang expressions which are not easily

located in generally available reference sources are glossed, as
are terms which are local or personal corruptions of other

terw~.

References to the names of persons are discussed briefly in notes
only if they refer to local figures who may not be generally well
known.

These are noted in the first instance only.

References

to events or places are discussed only if these are of largely
local significance, and therefore judged to be obscure.
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THE ARRANGEMENT
A strict chronological order is not possible because the
precise date of composition is rarely known.

Approximate dates

can be assigned to groups of the manuscripts, however, and the
verse has therefore been grouped in periods on the basis of the
work of Harrison and Burrows.

Poems are presented in

alphabetical order of title (or first line) within periods.
Fragments are presented separately at the end of the work.

EMENDATIONS
All manuscripts have been reproduced with fidelity to the
originals and there are very few editorial emendations.

Any

changes of this kind arise from errors of haste in writing, or
copying, or from mishearing by an amanuensis, and these are
shown in footnotes.

SPELLING, CAPITALS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Neilson's spelling was good and the errors that occur in his
hand are usually errors of haste; that is, letters left out,
rather than misspelling.
as was Frank Neilson's.

Lisette Neilson's spelling was good,
Annie Neilson's varied.

Numerous

spelling errors occur in her hand when she first started taking
down poems; her spelling improved as she took more dictation;
and it then deteriorated in the late 1920s and 1930s, no doubt
because of tiredness.

Inconsistencies in the spelling of

common words such as 'colour/color' and 'grey/gray' have been
regularised, and all spelling errors have been corrected
silently.

Misspellings that might affect meaning are shown in

the notes.
Abbreviations are spelt out unless it is thought an authorial
abbreviation is more appropriate in the particular context.
Neilson usually used an ampersand, sometimes abbreviated
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'though' to 'tho', and sometimes abbreviated personal and place
names.

Rhythm is usually a sufficient guide when considering

words of more than one syllable and alterations of this kind
which may open to doubt.
Neilson used capitals freely and quite clearly to indicate
emphasis in many cases. Capitals in his hand are retained with
the exception of the letter 'k'.

He habitually wrote a capital

'k' and judgement has had to be used in many instances.
Capitals in the hands of amanuenses are retained unless the
context, in terms of meaning or a pattern of occurrences,
suggests that a lower case letter is more appropriate.

PUNCTUATION
Neilson used very little punctuation and after about 1910
virtually none.

He used an occasional stop, very occasional

parentheses, and most often a dash.
apostrophes:

these are added.

He rarely used

His rhythms are sometimes quite

subtle, and punctuation therefore can be critical.

For this

reason, and in keeping with the aims of the edition, texts are
presented unpunctuated.
footnotes.

Neilson's own punctuation is shown in

The punctuation of amanuenses is shown only if it

is considered to be of particular relevance.

HANDWRITING
Examples of handwriting occur in the work, reproduced in
photographic form.
The size of Neilson's writing varies greatly and size appears
to be related less to age or time and more to his health and
general state of well-being at any given time.

Drafts occur in

both pen and pencil, often in the same MS, and what he was
writing with has little affect on the writing.

Some peculiar

letter formations can present problems, and these peculiarities
are exaggerated by what is often obviously hasty writing.
example,

'~ing'

For

at the end of a word frequently tails off into
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a scrawl (particularly if it is hard up against the right-hand
edge of a page), and this formation can easily be mistaken for
a 'y'.

Similarly, an 's' at the end of a word, again,

particularly if it falls towards the right-hand edge of a page,
can easily be mistaken for a 'y'.
As mentioned above, Neilson habitually wrote a capital 'k'
irrespective of context; he also failed to cross the letter ' t '
as often as not, and often failed to dot an ' i ' , and a hasty
reading can easily confuse these letters with ' l ' and 'e'.
These idiosyncrasies can cause confusion, especially when the
habit is coupled with a misspelling, or the omissions of a
letter, as in the case of 'impetuou!:l', whlc..:h
'impeleous', and 'impetious'.

ciJ:JJ:.lt::ld...t:::i

c1.::i

Again, close examination of the

writing in a given context is usually sufficient to work out
what is meant, and consideration of rhythm and rhyme may
resolve any doubt.
The handwriting of Neilson's amanuenses is fortunately clear
and easy to read except, sometimes, for the capitals ' l ' and
's' in Annie Neilson's hand.
Handwriting and typescript are identified in the notes by
initials in square brackets.

LINE NUMBERS
Every tenth line is numbered in poems of twenty lines or more
for convenience.

PRESENTATION
Consistency in presentation has been aimed for but has been
sacrificed in favour of clarity if considered necessary.

The

title is given first, then headnotes, reading text and
footnotes.

The wide range of variants met with are shown by

various means ranging from lemrnata, notes and reproduction of
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full texts as appropriate, except for slips of the pen made by
amanuenses, which are not shown.
In order of headnotes is as follows:

holograph MSS, with

notebook locations given first and the frame numbers of
Mitchell Library microfilm; other MSS; and publication, all in
chronological order.

These locations are followed by receipts

and correspondence, and then comments.

Manuscripts are

designated A, B, C and so on for ease of identification in the
notes, and the preferred text is identified.
MSS are identified as 'incomplete' if part of the text is
missing because of mutilation:
torn or cut.

that is, if a leaf has been

(In these circumstances completion is a

possibility if the missing part of the leaf is recovered.)
Verses apparently never completed are identified as
'unfinished'.
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THE MANUSCRIPTS
The bulk of Neilson's manuscripts occur in exercise books
(commonly referred to as 'notebooks') held by the Mitchell
Library, with the exception of one, which is held by the
National Library of Australia.

Other manuscripts occur as

loose pages, many of them as fair copies of poems (often on
pages from writing pads) attached to letters.
None of the notebooks are entire, and it is obvious that pages
were removed before poems were recorded in the books, or drafts
written.

Further mutilation occurred after Neilson's death

when his brother Frank assigned dates to the notebooks and
removed pages, and part-pages, some of which were then pasted
into a ledger (or stuck in with sticking plaster in some
instances!): ML MS A3038/l.

Staff at the Mitchell Library

'floated' these off, and the extensive work involved in piecing
together the manuscripts is described in articles by Harrison,
Burrows and Hanna in articles in Southerly.129
The notebooks are listed below, with the date assigned by Frank
Neilson given in inverted commas first, and the 'conjectural
dates' assigned by Harrison and Burrows given next, in
brackets.

The McKimm MSS referred to in the articles above

have since been purchased by the Mitchell Library and both the
former McKimm MS number and the Mitchell Library call number
are given.
Some of the notebooks were given the same dates by Frank
Neilson.

Books with the same date are identified here (and

throughout the text) by the letters A, B, C and so on after the
date given by Frank Neilson.

It should be noted that these

letters reflect the order in which the notebooks were first
examined and do not reflect chronology.

12 9 Harrison, Burrows & Hanna, Southerly, 3, 1973, pp. 313-322.
Harrison and Burrows, Southerly, 3, 1975, 277-293.
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Some of the notebooks contain records of rainfall, on the
inside covers, and most contain records of personal and
household accounts, usually on the pages at the back of the
books.

These are noted here if they indicate the period in

which a notebook was in use.
1.

A part-notebook (c.1892), ML MS 3354/2, Item 1.
Formerly McKimm MS 1.

2.

A part-notebook (c.1893), ML MS 3354/2, Item 2.
Formerly McKimm MS 2.

3.

'1895' notebook, (c.1893-1894), ML MS A3036.
ML MS 3354/2, Item 3 (formerly McKimm MS 3) is part of
this book.
Annotated inside front cover, 'all verse in this
book written by John when in 'teens': about 1895
verse' [ FN] .

4.

A twenty-six leaf fragment of a notebook (c.1893-1896),
ML MS 3354/2, Item 4.
Formerly McKimm MS 4.

5.

'1906' notebook (c.July 1906-July 1907), ML MS A3036.
With date '1906' on front cover [FN]; inside front cover
has 'July 29/06' and '1906' added above [JSN]; rainfall
recorded '17/4/07', inside front cover [FN], and
'Rainfall 1907', with figures [JSN], inside back cover.

6.

'1908' notebook (c.1907+ ), ML MS A3036.
Inside front cover has 'about 1908'
records of rainfall [JSN], n.d.

[FN], and

7.

'1907' notebook (July 1907- ), ML MS A3036.
Inside front cover has '1907' [FN]; rainfall figures
for 1907, July-November [JSN]; and an account
'9/<11>/1907'.

8.

'1915' E notebook, white covered (1908), ML MS A3036.
Has '1915' written on leaf 1a [FN].

9.

A reconstruction of a notebook (1908-1909), ML MS 3354/2,
Item 5 (an amalgamation of what was formerly McKimm MSS
5, 6 and 7 with the addition of some separate leaves from
McKimm MS 8 ) .

10.

'1909' notebook (c.May-December 1909), ML MS A3036.
On front cover '1909' and annotation 'only some of
Shaw Neilson's handwriting' [FN]; inside front cover
has date '1909' [FN]. Accounts with dates occur at
19b ('McKimm and his 2 mates started work for us
June 6th/1910 at 25/- a week' [JSN]; at 2oa, 'Paid
May Browney up till Wed evening June 22nd, 1910'
[JSN]; and reading from the back of the book,
columns ruled in ink and headed 'July 09' [FN], at
2ob; and 'Francis Neilson ... 1909 March ... In
Current account with Corn Bank Sea Lake', at 22b.
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11.

'1915'c notebook (c.1910-1911), ML MS A3036.
A blue, marbled cover, with date '1915' on front
cover [ FN] .

12.

'1910' notebook (c.November 1910-early 1911), ML MS
A3036.
Inside front cover has date '1910' [FN] and inside
back cover has 'about 1910' [FN]. Accounts, reading
from back of book:
21b has an entry 'balance owing
Jan 3/1911' [JSN].

13.

'1912' notebook (c.1911-1913), ML MS A3036.
Has '1912' on front cover and '1912 verse' written
on inside front cover [FN]. Accounts occur
throughout this book, with dates: at 12a,
'Balance
Feb 8/1913' [JSN]; at 2oa, 'July 16/13' [JSN]
(includes purchase of foolscap); at 23b, 'Feb
28/13' [JSN]; at 28b, 'April 23/12' [JSNJ .

14.

Notebook at NLA MS 1145/60, the book bound and the
original covers lost (
-1913).

15.

'1915'B notebook (1913), ML MS A3036.
Front cover has date '1915' and inside front cover
has 'about 1915 verse' [FN]; inside back cover has
accounts, n.d.

16.

'1915'D notebook (1917), ML MS A3036.
A pink covered book, with '1915' written on leaf 1a
and annotation on inside front cover, 'Shaw
Neilson['s] own writing in this book:
some value as
curio. 1915' [FN].

17.

'1915'A Notebook (1921), ML MS A3036.
A maroon coloured cover, with date 1 1915' on front
cover and annotation on inside front cover, ''Farm
Green' [and] 'On One String' about 1915' [FN].

18.

'1930' notebook (c.1924-May 1925), ML MS A3037.
Inside front cover has date '1935', overwritten
'1930s' [FN]. Accounts at back of book, with
notes at 36b [FN & JSN], 'started work 6th
May/25'.

19.

'1925' notebook (16 May 1925), ML MS A3037.
The cover and inside front cover have the date
'1925' [FN], and the leaf at 1a, has a place name
and date, 'Kiamil, May 16/25' [JSN], with '1925'
[FN] above. Accounts dated '22.8.25', 'Aug 30/25',
'Sept 5' and '11/9/25' [JSN] occur at the back of
the book, at leaf 31.

20.

'1927'B notebook, with label 'Southern Cross' and '26'
pencilled on label (mid-1927 ), ML MS A3037.
With date '1927' on front cover [FN].

21.

'1927'C notebook, with label 'Victorian Exercise'
(c.September-December 1927 ), ML MS A3037.
Inside front cover has '1927-verse' [FN].
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22.

'1927'A notebook, with label 'Southern Cross Exercise
Book' and date '30/12/27' [A] in name space, and an
address [A] and the date 'about 1920' [FN] on inside
front cover.

23.

'1929' notebook (December 1929), ML MS A3037.
Inside front cover has date '3/12/29' [A], and date
'1929' [FN].

24.

'1939' notebook (1931-1934), ML MS A3037.
Inside front cover has date 'About 1929'

[FN].

25.

'1940' notebook (April-November 1934), ML MS A3037.
Cover has name and date on front cover (pencilled
faintly in shield space) 'J S Neilson, Footscray,
8/4/34' [JSN], and date '1940' superimposed [FN].
Inside front cover has annotation 'I have gone over
all this copy; some of it in <final> copy' [FN].
'About 1940' [rN].

26.

'1934' notebook (November 1934-0ctober 1935),
ML MS A3037.
Inside front cover has 'Footscray, November 18th,
1934' [L], and the date '1934' [FN].
James
Devaney's address [in 1936] is written on the inside
back cover [L] .

27.

'1935' notebook (1935 May+ ), ML MS A3037.
The front cover has 'Footscray, 21.7.35' [L] and
inside front cover has '1938 to 40' [FN].

28.

'1936' notebook (1936), ML MS A3037.
The front cover has name and date 'J.S. Neilson,
Footscray, 4-1-36' [L], and inside front has James
Devaney's address [in 1936].

Numerous

leaves, not part of known notebooks, are located at

other call numbers.
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ML MSS 4937/10, Item 1 (formerly ML MS A821N).
This is a bound volume, typescript (carbon copies), which
contains verses by John Neilson, John Shaw Neilson, and Lola
Ridge.
The pieces by John Shaw Neilson have an Introductory comment:
'This collection includes verses published and unpublished
which do not appear in either of the two printed collections',
and a further comment in Stephens's hand,

'Author of "Heart of

Spring", Sydney, 1919'.
The typed comments at the end of pieces indicate that the
copies were made at various times and that the pieces were
gathered together prior to publication of Heart of Spring.
Stephens's later annotations indicate that the comments were
made after Green days and cherries was set in type and that
none of the texts are later than c.1916.

On this basis these

texts are placed in Period 2 (1906-1916), unless an earlier
date is known.
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'GREEN DAYS AND CHERRIES':

A NOTE

Hugh Anderson gives details of one copy of this item, held by
the State Library of Victoria (LaTrobe Library), in his
annotated bibliography and cites the inscription by A.G.
Stephens:
This is No. 1 of three copies thus bound from proofs
of book set in type for J.S. Neilson in 1914. After
being proved and held in type for some months the edition
was cancelled and type was distributed without
publication. Black ink revisions are author's.
[Signed] . 130
Confusion has arisen because there is a fourth, unbound copy at
the Mitchell Library, divided between MSS 4937/7, Item 4 and
Item 5, which also includes some pages of the proof of Heart of
Spring.

These sheets of proof from the two different sources

have been cut and pasted onto light card.

These were in turn

glued to heavier card which was at some time bound, and have
now been removed from the [library] binding, and are now loose
in the packets with other materials.
The inscriptions in the three bound volumes vary in content and
length; the contents of copy 3 differs from the contents of
copies 1 and 2; the order in which the poems occur is the same
in copies 2 and 3 but different in copy 1; and the corrections
to the copy vary.
The second bound copy is held by the Mitchell Library, ML MSS
4937/29, Item 4 (formerly classified at ML A2305, pp. 235-63),
and the third bound copy is held by the National Library of New
Zealand at the Alexander Turnbull Library, at MS Papers 2842.
The inscription in Copy 3 is the most detailed:
Shaw Neilson's First Book, 1914
A book of collected verses, published and unpublished,
by J. Shaw Neilson, of Victoria, Australia, was
130

H. Anderson, Shaw Neilson; An annotated bibliography and
checklist. 1893-1964, Revised edition, The Wentworth Press,
Sydney, 1964, p. 14.
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announced for publication in 1914, under the title
'Green Days and Cherries'.
The verses supplied by the author were put in type and
three sets of proofs were pulled in galley form.
One set
was revised by the undersigned; one set was supplied to
the author for revision; and one set was held in reserve.
The author at this time was suffering a partial loss of
eyesight, and he was also dissatisfied with the quality
of some of the pieces, which he proposed to rewrite.
This revising he could not accomplish to his
satisfaction, and, after nearly a year, it was agreed
between the author and the undersigned as publisher that
it would be better to publish a varied and enlarged book,
with some omissions, in a form different from that
originally designed.
The standing type was then distributed.
The three sets of proofs have been bound into three books
of uniform style of which this is No. 3 and last ~on
behalf of the first and finest Australian poetical writer
past or present.
3 Jan., 1915.
[Signed]
Copy No. 1 is undated, and has a fair copy of 'The girl with
the black hair'

(in Neilson's hand) bound in.

Copy No. 2,

which is dated 'Sydney, Dec. 1, 1915', has a fair copy of 'Her
eyes'

(in Neilson's hand) bound in.

Copy No. 1 contains poems not in the other copies.
Additionally, this copy has comments, and suggestions for
revision in Stephens's hand, and texts marked by Neilson for
further attention.
All references in notes in the edition are to Copy No. 1,
unless otherwise stated, and variants are noted.
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SYMBOLS

to indicate a line ending.
to indicate an editorial interpolation.

<
[

>

... ]

to indicate a conjectural reading.
to indicate an indecipherable word of approximately
the same number of letters as there are dots.

r

1

to indicate cancelled letters, word5 or lines.

L

J

to indicate letters or words changed by writing
over them.

<<

>>

to indicate letters, words or lines inserted
above or below the preceding letters, words or
lines.

I

to indicate that words to the left of the slash
have been added in the left-hand margin.

II

to indicate that words to the right of the
double slash marks have been added in the right-hand
margin.

to indicate that words are exactly the same.

to indicate that words are similar in meaning,
but not exactly the same.
to indicate a poem without a title, and to indicate
a fragment.
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ABBREVIATIONS
BOOKS OF POETRY
BLP

Ballad and lyrical poems, 1923.

BI

Beauty Imposes, 1938.

CP

Collected Poems, 1934.

GDC

Green days and cherries, c.1914.

GDC(A&B)

Green days and cherries, edited by Anderson & Blake,
1981.

HS

Heart of Spring, 1919.

NP

New poems, 1927.

UP

Unpublished poems of Shaw Neilson, 1947.

ws

Witnesses of Spring, 1970.

OTHER BOOKS
ADB

Australian Dictionary of Biography.

DOAC

A dictionary of Australian colloquialisms.

SOED

The Shorter Oxford English dictionary.

HI

Untitled.

Unpublished Index, compiled by

Ruth Harrison.
LIBRARIES
LaT

LaTrobe Library, Melbourne.

ML

Mitchell Library, Sydney.

NLA

National Library of Australia, Canberra.

MSS are located at the Mitchell Library, Sydney, unless
otherwise stated.
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HANDWRITING
People whose handwriting occurs in the MSS, or who made
typescript; and people with whom Neilson corresponded
frequently.
A

Annie McKimm (n~e Neilson), sister.

AGS

A. G. Stephens.

EN

Elizabeth Neilson, step-mother.

FN

Frank (Francis) Neilson, brother.

J

Jessie Neilson, sister.

JD

James Devaney.

JN

John Neilson, father.

JSN

John Shaw Neilson.

L

Lisette (Elizabeth) Doyle (n~e Neilson), half::;is te:r:.

MG

Mary Gilmore.

RHC

Robert H. Croll.

w

William (Bill) Neilson, brother.

WN

William Neilson, cousin.

Neilson (John Shaw) is abbreviated to 'N' in passages of
commentary in the notes.
The page numbe1:$of poems in published editions are given as
numerals, without further identification, in the notes.

PERIOD 1:

c.1892-1905

2
~

'A friendless youth he was but full of hope'

ML MS 3354/2, Item 1, 3a-4b [JSN], draft, incomplete, 1x11-line stanza,
1 x 5-line stanza, and an incomplete stanza, untitled. The poem follows
immediately after another that is ruled off, and the leaf is torn off. 'ThTo
stanzas of uniform length seems an appropriate arrangement.

A friendless youth he was but full of hope
And hope is strong a blessed thing is hope
It leads us on through many toilsome years
And shows us through the mists the bright blue sky
And he was young and very prone to rage
Against all kinds of vile iniquities
Such wrongs as doom our fellows to a life
Where purity and goodness starve and die
If he had faults they were most lovable
And of that wild impetuous kind which are
The simple outburst of an honest soul
So at the outstart of his life he said
My search will be for Truth
And come what may let Fortune frown or smile
God helping me I shall not turn aside
Until I solve these mysteries
Then there arose on every side great men
In their own minds who boasted
[Incomplete]
2 J And hope is strong rer to conquer1 [ ..•• J that kills
is hope MS.
10 impetuous] impeleous MS, a consistent misspelling.
13 Truth] Truth and Truth MS.
16 I solve these] I solve of these MS.
17 there arose] there are arose MS.

I A blessed

thing

THE ANGEL OF THE DEW
ML MS 3354/2, Item 4, 12b-13a [JSN], fair draft.

We were standing close together and your hand was in
my hand
How we planned
Oh the castles that we builded in the undiscovered land

3

I remember we were happy and your eyes were all aglow
Soft and low
Was your voice my little sweetheart in the moonlight
long ago
Looking upwards to the heavens we remembered God was
there
And the air
Seemed so full of hidden sweetness round about us
everywhere
Silvery was the light and holy and the angel of the dew
In the blue
Saw your pretty face and kissed it but of course you
never knew
4] I remember we were happy f and your hand was in my hand 1 and your eyes
were all aglow MS.

AS THE YEARS GO BY
'1895', lb-2a (A0007) [JSN], fair draft.

When the songbirds all were singing
Just as if they had been trained
And the skies were blue and lovely
Just as if it never rained
Then a stalwart youth and handsome
And a maid who wore a smile
Slowly walked and softly whispered
In a very loving style
Years have passed and there are changes
North and south and west and east
Time is grim man's lamentations
Do not trouble him the least
Where are now that youth and maiden
Other lovers bill and coo
Other songbirds now are singing
But the same old skies are blue
2 as if they had] as if <<they>> had MS.
4 as if it never] as if <<it>> never MS.
11 grim man's] grim - man's MS.

4

BABY'S ASLEEP
NLA MS 1145/76, p.13, typescript, transcription [FN], HI, not at this location.
McKimm MS, typescript, transcription [FN].
Nhill and Tatiara Mail 22 April 1893, p.3, verse dated 'Nhill, April 20, 1893'.
The preferred text is the Nhill and Tatiara Mail.
text have been retained.

Baby's asleep. His little life is
And grievous pain will trouble him
Short was his stay in this strange
Now we shall deck his little grave
Baby's asleep.

Sane stops from the published

o'er
no more
world of ours
with flowers

We loved him fondly. Who can measure love
The purPAt thing thAt ~nmeA from God above
We loved him fondly. Ah we miss him now
Cold are his little hands cold is his brow
Baby's asleep.
One thought alone can lessen the sharp pain
Though parted now we soon shall meet again
This treasured thought within our hearts we keep
He is not dead he only is asleep
Yes baby's asleep.
Anderson & Blake, in JSN (1972, p.46), refer to this as being in 'one of the
first of his numerous exercise books', and as 'verses that he titled 'Lines
Written to Baby Neilson - died in 1889'. This suggests access to MSS so far
not located.

BABY'S PRAYER
ML MS 3354/2, Item 2, lla [JSN], fair draft.

Baby is very bright
She will not sleep tonight
She prattles all the while
In her own sweet bird-like style
Go to sleep my dear
She answers soft and clear
I'm <loan to tay my pay'rs

10

And what was baby's prayer
I cannot let you know
'Twas all that baby knew

7] 'I'm doan to tay my pay'rs' MS.

5

'Twas very sweet and low
After a day of care
'Twas music to my ear
To hear my baby's prayer

20

We grow and we forget
That God our father knows
The things that make us fret
The same of all our woes
We struggle on and we
At last begin to see
That life though made of cares
Is lightened much by prayers

19] '!'his line ]s rP.peated in the MS, presurrebly unintentionally.

21 life though made] life risl <<tho>> made MS.
22 Is l LButj MS.

BEFORE THE LOOKING-GLASS
ML MS 3354/2, Item 1, Sa [JSN], fair draft. '1895', la-lb (A0006-7) [JSN], fair
draft. McKimn MS, typescript, transcription [FN].
Nhill And Tatiara Mail 9 May 1894, p.3. Printed in the Border Watch 11 May 1943
as 'believed hitherto unpublished' •
The Nhill Mail text differs from the MSS in having different lines 3 & 4 and
a new stanza 3. It is unlikely that the editor would have altered the text to
this extent and this is assumed to be authorial revision.
a
a b
3354/2-1, 5 =A; '1895', 1 -1 =B.
The Nhill Mail is the preferred text.

When Jenny was a little girl
Not more than ten years old
The sun shone on her sunny hair
And it was all like gold
She looked within the looking-glass
And there she did espy
A pretty face and so she said
What a pretty girl am I
10

When seven summers passed and found
Sweet Jenny seventeen

3] Her eyes were like the bluebells
4] Her hair like unto gold ~; ~·
7 and so] and randl so A.

~;

B.

6

In all the country near and far
No fairer girl was seen
She looked within the looking-glass
And there she did espy
A pretty face and so she thought
What a pretty girl am I

20

The Jenny of old time is gone
She vanished from our view
A woman stands before the glass
As Jenny used to do
No pretty blush is on her face
I hear her slowly say
In steady half-complaining tones
My hair is growing grey

Stanza 3, lines l'/-24, ~ & ~reads:
Jenny has seen the seasons pass ~·
Jenny has seen the sumners pass ~·
Her girlish glee is gone ~ & ~·
And girlish hopes and early friends ~·
And early friends and early hopes ~·
How few are living on ~ & ~·
She stands before the looking-glass ~ & ~·
What do we hear her say ~ & ~·
She says in low and sober voice ~ & ~·
My hair is going grey ~ & ~·

BOB AND DEARIE
a

b

ML MS 3354/2, Item 1, 9 -9 [JSN], draft, incanplete.
Australasian 10 February 1894, p.256.
The MS is in a part-notebook and the leaves following, which should contain the
final line of the poem, are missing. The draft differs substantially from the
published version which is therefore taken as the preferred text.

She was a charming little girl
Brown-haired blue-eyed and very pretty
Her proper name was Catherine
They should have called her Kate or Kitty
But no they chose another name
4 should] might MS.
5] But no her parents

rrather

choseJ chose a name MS.

7

And why they did so is no query
She was a pet an only child
They naturally called her Dearie
10

20

There were few children in the bush
And we were much alone together
We loved to play and plan and dream
We loved the bright sunshiny weather
Then dreaming did not make us sad
Then laughter did not make us weary
Those were the days the glad old days
When I was Bob and she was Dearie
A little thing may change our lives
It may be but a kind word spoken
A book a look an idle thought
A slight mistake a promise broken
And so it was a little thing
That caused us playmates to be parted
She to the city went and I
Lived on where first our friendship started

7] She was so fair they were so fond MS.
11-16] MS reads:
In spring time when the wild flowers came
Our lives were sunny as the weather
I will not tell our childish romps
Perchance 'twould make the old folks weary
But we rejoiced and that's enough
And I was Bob and she was Dearie
17-24] MS reads:
But everything is full of change
Upon this planet which we travel
And it contains some mysteries
Which wise men cannot well unravel
And so it came to pass that we
Two little playmates must be parted
She to the city went and I
Lived on where first our friendship started

8

30

40

As years advanced the dreaming ceased
And with it hopes that were the brightest
For men may have their sober joys
But youthful hearts are ever lightest
Life had realities for me
Of griefs and troubles I had plenty
I learnt what good and evil meant
And so I reached the age of twenty
And now I have a bushy beard
My skin is brown as any berry
I laugh and joke among my mates
I have the name of being merry
But oh they know not this poor heart
They know not of the inner sorrow
The bitterness of wasted years
The anxious look-out for the morrow
I lead a reckless rambling life
All full of devilry and drinking
But often on a quiet night
When all the little stars are blinking
I grow ashamed of what I am
Of all my gay companions weary
A brown-haired blue-eyed vision comes
And I am Bob and she is Dearie

25] = MS 41.
26-32] MS 41-[48] reads:
r rl As years advanced the drearnings ceased
And with many boyish notions
I found what good and evil meant
I lived a life of wild emotions
The joy was always mixed with pain
The cares were heavy thick and plenty
But still I thought of other days
[line missing]
33-40] A new stanza.
41-48] A new stanza.
Discarded stanzas
Stanza 4, lines 25-32:
I dreamt the dream all young folk dream
I cut a figure great and splendid
IAnd every time I gained a throWf
fMy Queen no other was than Deariel
I often dreamt I was a Rug
By many a knight and page attended
In picturing pageants wondrous grand
My fertile brain grew never weary
And every time I gained a throne
My Queen no other was than Dearie

9
Stanza 5, lines 33-40:
Oh what is life without its dream
A very tiresane sorry matter
Oh grudge not Youth it[s] airy things
Nor LdrownedJ drown them with sordid clatter
How soon we learn that ev'ry life
Is full of paltry care and scheming
And bitterly we then do preach
Against this harmless thing called dreaming

THE CHILD WE LOST
The Bulletin 4 January 1902; GDC; HS 71; CP 64.
Neilson said that he corrmenced this in 1900 but it was 'very imperfect and [he]
only got a few stanzas out' (Autobiography p.53). It was sent to The Bulletin
and returned with the conment that it 'wanted a lot of alterations', which he
did (Autobiography p.55). There are substantial differences between The Bulletin
text and that in GDC and subsequent publications and these are taken as Stephens's
alterations.
The Bulletin is the preferred text.

Six weeks it was till Christmas time
The summer seemed not far away
The white sheep ran upon the hills
The white lambs bleated all the day
Gladness was over all the land
Like something out of God's own hand
His children fair would understand

10

20

The garden was a world of bloom
The cherry trees were red and green
Two miles away the white smoke rose
And always did there come between
The glory that we feel and know
When sunlight seems to overflow
Into a green warm world below
Our brown-eyed beauty claimed a kiss
Sweet were her words and full of play
Light as the dancing thistledown
Was all her airy talk that day
Of flowers and skies and heavenly things
And sometimes softest whisperings
Like music trembling on the strings

2 The surrrner] And sumner GDC; HS; CP.
5] Oh, never was the world more fair GDC.
Oh, never was the earth more fair HS; CP.
6] There was a sweetness in the air GDC; HS; CP.
7] That does not linger everywhere GDC; That sang of heaven everywhere HS; CP.
10 Two miles] A league HS; CP.

10

Life to the child was very fair
Up from the ranges far and blue
The sun came rosily each morn
Lighting the little world she knew
It was the time when bush-birds sing
And children's thoughts go wandering
And Summertime makes love to Spring
30

40

The seasons sixteen times had turned
Gladsome or bltter dark or fair
Since to our lives there came a love
The love that lighteneth every care
The children like the flowers unfold
The new life struggling with the old
Would not and dare not be controlled
We kissed her for a little time
We watched her wandering till she grew
Smaller and smaller till the sky
Closed round about her and we knew
The world could never be so fair
As in the dear old days that were
When sweet lights trembled everywhere
The angels spoke not that bright day
Alas that angels love the gloom
Fondly we dreamed she might have turned
Back to the well-loved garden-bloom
0 gentle heart so soft and kind
0 big bright eyes so bright and blind
What was it that you sought to find

50

Back in the dim grey time they tell
Of children tempted far away
In the white glimmering of the moon
In twilight or at dawn of day
One evening when the sun was down
A woman came her eyes were brown
But our child came not from the town

24] To shine up:::m the world she knew GDC; HS; CP.
28 And Sllltlmertime] When Summer-time GDC; HS; CP.!.
32] A joy that lightened every care HS; CP.
33] We watched her wandering down the hill GDC; HS; CP.
34] We watched her lovingly until GDC; HS; CP.
35] She seemed like someone standing still GDC; HS; CP.
36-42] anitted in GDC; HS; CP.
43-56] ;/: 35-48 GDC; HS; CP. 43 that angels] that they GDC; HS; CP.
44] Had they but whispered, she had turned GDC; HS; CP.
48 bright eyes] brown eyes HS; CP.
52 glimmering] flirnmering CP.
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DARBY'S DREAM
1

b

1895', 12 -14

a

(A0018-9) [JSN], fair draft.

McKirnm MS, typescript, transcription [FN].

'1895 1 is the preferred text.

Old Darby was a-sleeping but wide awake-lay Joan
And Darby heaved a heavy sigh but not to say a moan
Old Joan said he's a-dreaming his dreams are bad I fear
Hi what's the matter Darby
Hi wake up Darby dear

10

Old Darby woke up quickly and lifted up his head
Could you not let me sleep Joan he rather tersely said
Why you were dreaming Darby your dreams were bad I fear
I thought that you were troubled
So I woke you Darby dear
Ah yes he answered slowly strange thoughts were in my brain
For all the trees had blossomed to welcome me again
And all the flowers were blooming and all the sky was blue
And I was young and lusty
And all my body new

20

My father and my mother they greeted me with joy
My mother fondly kissed me I was her favourite boy
My sisters and my brothers came crowding to the door
And all was noisy laughter
As in the days of yore
And I still dreaming wandered to a lovely little dell
And there I met my sweetheart she whom I loved so well
She was so like an angel she was so sweet and shy
And I was very lovesick
I could but only sigh

30

At last love made me bolder I took her hand in mine
And growing bolder kissed her she blushed and looked divine
I told her that I loved her I claimed her for my own
I waited for her answer
And then you woke me Joan
Joan was as good a wife I think as any could be
But she was sorely troubled with the pangs of jealousy
A man the age of Darby how shocking did it seem
That he for some old sweetheart
Should be sighing in a dream

12
20
21
22
30

For] LAnd_J MS.
yore] yearl yore MS.
And I still dreaming] And I dreaming <<still>> MS.
And there] I Where I waSl J And there MS.
then you] then - you MS.

r

12

40

So she began severely I'd really like to know
Who was the angel-sweetheart that you loved so long ago
For though we have been married now nearly 40 years
I've never had a secret
You've had one it appears
Old Darby answered sweetly in a cheery kindly tone
Why were you really jealous like a lovesick maiden Joan
The sweetheart that I love now and dreamt of dear was you
For tho' I'm growing older
Still my love is always new

THE DRUNKARD'S SONG
ML MB 3351/3, Itom 3, 'Jb [JSN], fair draft,

unfinish~.

In the Silver Creek rush I did very well
I made a hundred a day
For 3 or 4 weeks and then what then
I flung that money away
Not into the sea I wish I had
Had it sunk forever so far
It couldn't have dragged as now it does
When I fling it over the bar
And you can preach as long as you like
But as long as the bar is there
I'll spend the last penny that I can earn
Why what in the deuce do I care
For saintly women or earnest men
Or angels in human form
Good resolutions are nowhere compared
With the love of the liquor warm
Is it to strengthen this poor old frame
That I empty the brimming glass
Ah no 'tis to bring it sorrow and shame
[Unfinished]

1 Creek rush I] Creek «rush» I MS.
6 Had] LE I• •• lJ MS.
15 Good resolutions are] Good <<resolutions>> are

MS.
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THE EARTH BORN
1 1895', 17a-17b (~0022-3)
[JSN], draft, 1 x 6-line stanza & 2 x 5-line-~tanzas,
all cancelled; 21 -22a (A0027) [JSN], draft, 3 x 5-line stanzas; 26a-26 (A00312) [JSN], fair draft, 3 x 5-line stanzas.

a
b
b
a
a
b
17 -17 = A·1 21 -22 = B· 26 -26 = C.
,
a
b I
'!he fair draft 26 -26 (C) is the preferred text.

Lord I am down among the misty ways
For fellowship and sympathy I yearn
I cannot tell which way I ought to turn
I long to see the red sun rise and burn
And scatter all this dull and dreary maze
Lord I am struggling through the gloom
And watching ver.y closely if I may
Catch but a glimpse of light from far away
And longing much to hear the angels say
That for a pardoned sinner there is room
Lord I am watching watching through the night
And listening for the heavenly harmonies
Guessing and wondering at great mysteries
At all my poor dim darkened vision sees
Lord I am watching watching for the light

= A 1.
2] Forgetting half of such things as I learn A 2.
3] Still preaching kindness and myself so stern~ 3.
4] '!hat friends and neverrrore return A 4.
An additional line in~ reads: While all the time so living love does burn
5] Deep down within me on cold weary days ~ 6.
6-10] = A 7-11.
8] Catchringl but a glancel glimpse of light from ofl far away !?_.
10 pardoned sinner there] pardoned [sinner] there ~ 11.
11-15] f-A 12-16.
11 watchi;;:g through] watching for thel in the ~ 12.
13 Guessing and wondering at] And wondering guessing at ~ 14.
15 Lord] Yes Lord A 16
1]

r

r

r

I
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EMILY WYNN
'1895 1 , 22a-23a (A0027-8) [JSN], draft, 5 stanzas, 6 lines cancelled and the
poem continued. ML MS 4937/5, typescript [AGS], 7 stanzas, annotated 'This
appeared in Nhill Mail a good few years ago'. McK:irmn MS, typescript,
transcription [FN].
Nhill and Tatiara Mail 4 July 1894, p.3, 5 stanzas entitled 'Emily Winn'; GDC,
7 stanzas, annotated [AGS].
AGS - JSN 23 May 1931. JSN - AGS 7 June 1931. Stephens suggested N revise this
piece for a projected collection: he liked the poem and said that 'three-fourths
of the frame and the refrain are good, and she has an individuality'. He advised
N to eliminate the 'tall shining dandy' and to give 'some of the lines a better
run'. N replied that he didn't think he could do anything with it since he wrote
it so long ago. The Nhill Mail text has lines not in the holograph MS, and the
typescript and GDC differ frcrn lx>th the early versions in substance and line
length. Stephens wrote 'wants something like grieve for this' to the left of
stanzas 1 & 2 of GDC and N encircled the text and marked it with large crosses
in the :margin to innicate dissatisfaction.
'1895', 22a-23a =A; ML MS 4937/5 =B.
The Nhill Mail text is the preferred text. ~· NI'M & GDC are keyed to ~ in the
notes to show the developnent of the text. Short lines have been run on and
the ensuing capitals eliminated for ease of comparison, and line breaks are shown.

Emily Wynn
Is old and decrepit and haggard and thin
Little is left of her save bone and skin
And a small bitter soul
And a terrible temper she cannot control

10

20

In the days that are gone
A long time ago
Then Emily Wynn
Had many a beau
For her face was so fair
She had glossy black hair
And a lily-white skin
Her feet were so light
When she danced all the night
And her heart was so gay
That she sang all the day
And petted and courted
Was Emily Wynn
From the big busy town
To the quiet little village
Her lover came down
You never could find
A man with such polish
So smooth and refined

15

He had elegant clothes
And a clean-shaven chin
And he soon won the heart
Of sweet Emily Wynn
30

40

50

Old
She
She
All
And

But his speeches were false
And his love was a lie
And what could she d-0
But sit down and cry
So she sat down and cried
And her sweet nature died
And her features grew thin
And the lily-like beauty
Went out of her skin
And never a lover
Had Emily Wynn
Old Emily Wynn
She sits at the window
As people pass by
She shakes her old head
And she says as she sighs
All men are the same
They are full of smooth lies
And women are foolish
And cannot be wise
So says this old dame
Who is haggard and thin
Of whom there is little
Left save bone and skin
And yet she was one time
Sweet Emily Wynn

Einily Wynn ~ l; GDC 1.
sits at the windowlas people pass by~ 2; GDC 2.
shakes her old head and she says with a sigh~ 3; GDC 3.
men are the sarneJthey are full of smJOth lies ~ 4; GDC 4.
wanen are foolish they cannot be wise ~ 5; GDC 5.

Einily Wynn ~ 1; NIM 1.
Old Einily Wynn ~ 6; GDC 6.
Is old and decrepit [ and haggard and thin ~
Is stiff and decrepit and haggard and thin~
Little is left of her I save bone and skin~
And a small bitter soul ~ 6; N'I'M 4; ~ 9; GDC
And a terrible temper [ she cannot control ~

2-3; N'I'M 2.
7; GDC 7.
4-5; NIM 3; ~ 8; GDC 8.
9.
7-8; NIM 5; ~ 10; GDC 10.

In the days that are gone [ a long time ago ~ 9-10; NIM 6-7.
In the days that were golden in the hours that have passed B 11; GDC 11.
'Ihen Einily Wynn [ had many a beau ~ 11 -12 ; NI'M 8-9 •
She gathered the manna and dreamed it would last ~ 12; GDC 12.
For her face was so fair ~ 13; N'I'M 10.
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Her face was delightful I her lily-white skin~ 13-14; GDC 13.
She had glossy black hair I and a lily-white skin ~ 14-15; NIM 11-12.
Her feet were so light N'I'M 13; ~· ~· GDC 0.
When she danced all the night NIM 14; ~· ~· GDC 0.
And her heart was so gay NTM 15; ~· ~· GDC 0.
That she sang all the day NIM 16; ~· ~· GOC 0.
And petted and courted I was Emily Wynn~ 16-17; N'I'M 17-18.
Was a joy and a beauty to Emily Wynn ~ 15; GDC 14.
From the big busy town

I

l:.o the y_uiel:. lll:.tle vlllaye ~ 18-19; NIM 19-20.

To her quiet little home from the big busy town ~ 16.
To her quiet old home from the big busy town GDC 15.

Her lover came down ~ 20; N'IM 21.
tall shining dandy to court her came down ~ 17; GDC 16.
You never could find NTM 22;
~. ~. GDC 0.
He was handsome and kind I and he looked so refined~ 21-22.
A man with such polish I so smooth and refined NTM 23-24; ~. GDC 0.
He had elegant clothes I and a clean-shaven chin A 23-24; N'IM 25-26; GDC 17.
He'd elegant clothes and a clean-shaven chin B 18.
IIe soon won the heart I of sweet I!inily Wynn~ 25 2G.
And he soon won the heart I of sweet Emily Wynn NTM 27-28.
Oh he soon won the heart of sweet Emily Wynn ~ 19; GDC 18.
A

But his speeches were false I and his love was a lie ~ 27-28; N'I'M 29-30.
But his speecl:i it was false and his love was a lie ~ 20; GDC 19.
And what could she do
but sit down and cry~ 29-30; N'IM 31-32; ~ 21; GDC 20.
[B has 'and sit', an obvious error.]
* ~ & GDC introduce four new lines here to create a new stanza (~ stanza 5, lines
lines 20-25; GDC stanza 5, lines 19-24):
Oh weary is waiting we find to our cost
So many have waited so many have lost
The tears trickle down on the lily-white skin
No rrore did they court her poor Emily Wynn
So she sat down and cried ~ 31; NTM 33; ~ 0; GDC 0.
* ~ & GDC introduce two new lines here to create a new stanza (~ stanza 6, lines
26-30; GDC stanza 6, lines 25-28):
Oh what could she do when her lover had gone
She talked about dying but still she lived on
And her sweet nature died I and her features grew thin ~ 32-33; N'I'M 34-35.
Her sweet voice grew harder her sweet face grew thin B 28; GDC 27.
And the lily-white beauty ] went out of her skin~ 34:35; NTM 36-37.
The lily-like beauty went out of her skin~ 29; GDC 0.
And never a lover I had Emily Wynn~ 36-37; NTM 38-39; ~ 30; GDC 28.
Old Emily Wynn ~ 38; NTM 40; ~ 31; GDC 29.
She sits at the window I as people pass by A 39-40; NTM 41-42; B 32; GDC 30.
And she shakes her old head I and she says ;ith a sigh~ 41-42.She shakes her old head I and she says as she sighs N'IM 43-44.
She shakes her old head and she says with a sigh~ 33; GDC 31.
All men are the same I they are full of smcoth lies ~ 43-44; NIM 45-46; B 34;
GDC 32.
And women are foolish I and cannot be wise ~ 45-46; N'IM 47-48.
And women are foolish they cannot be wise ~ 35; GDC 33.
So says this old dame~ 47; N'IM 49.
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Who is haggard and thin ~ 0; NI'M 50.
Of whom there is little ~ 48 ; N'I'M 51.
Left save bone and skin ~ 49; NI'M 52.
And yet she was one time ~ 50; NI'M 53.
Sweet Emily Wynn ~ 51; NTM 54.
A cancelled line follows A 43:
rAnd women are silly l
Six cancelled lines follow A 45:
rso says this old dame
Who is haggard and thin
Of whom there is little
Left save bone and skin
And yet she was one time
Sweet Emily Wynnl

A FACE IN THE CROWD
a
a
ML MS 3354/2, Item 2, 9 -10 [JSN], a draft, and a fair draft. This is unusual
in having the piece written, continuously, as a draft with no stanza divisions,
and then rewritten, imnediately following, with revisions and stanza divisions.
The fair draft is the preferred text.

A crowd a mighty crowd
A face a pretty face
The years make all things dim
But cannot yet efface
Some of the sweeter things
Some of the cruel stings
A look a gentle look
A smile a kindly smile
A face that told a tale
In a strange heart-touching style
A face that might have been
In fairer regions seen
1]

rA

face in a pretty facel
A crowd rin thel a mighty crowd ~·
3-6] All I remember now
Time never can efface
That one soft gentle look
That sad yet kindly smile ~7-12] The years the long years go
I'm lonely all the while
But there are thousand[s] more
Whose hopes were bright as mine
Whose hearts are just as sore A 7-11.

18

Oh in whatever land
The owner of the face
Tarries a little while
To run the little race
May God's good angels stay
Beside her all the way
~,

line 8, is repeated in e=or, from the bottom of 9
13] rThe owner of the face 1
I pray she may be glad ~ 12.
13 Oh in] And in ~ 13.
15 Tarries] fShe1 Tarries ~ 15.
17 God's good angels] God's own angels~ 17.

a

b

to the top of 9 •

FATHER O'CONNOR

ML MS 3354/2, Item 2, 3a-4a [JSN], fair draft, 1 x 6-line stanza numbered 1, followed
by 24 lines numbered 2. Five x 6-line stanzas were clearly intended.

He's a little old man and his hair's snowy white
His voice still is cheery his eyes still are bright
Those old feet of his cover many a mile
He walks and he talks and he prays all the while
And if there's a man that I'm willing to honour
It's surely no other than Father O'Connor

10

About his ancestors I'm not very sure
They must have been honest they might have been poor
He's been in the city this many a year
All sorts and all sizes admire him here
And if there's a man that I'm willing to honour
It's surely no other than Father O'Connor
He's not very famous his rich friends are few
He won't stoop to flatter as other men do
The gospel he preaches is always the same
There are folks who reckon it narrow and tame
But if there's a man that I'm willing to honour
, It's surely no other than Father O'Connor

20

8
9

'Twas down in the slums and a woman was dying
A girl and a bit of a boy were crying
The good Father prayed in his kind earnest way
'Twould soften a devil to hear that man pray

r

been honest they might] been honestl « IPoor1 » they might MS.
He's been in] He's llivedl «been» in MS.

19

She died may the good God have mercy upon her
Was all that was said by old Father O'Connor

30

I met a young Methodist parson one day
And these were the first words that I heard him say
The priest though a good man is still in the dark
Says I look ye here you young Methodist spark
Now if there's a man that I'm willing to honour
It's surely no other than Father O'Connor

23 She died] She ldidl died MS.
28 look ye here] look Lyouj here MS.

FATHER O'HOOLIGAN'S WALKING STICK
a

ML MS 3354/2, Item 6, 3

[JSN], fair draft, unfinished.

The MS is annotated 'This

poem was afterwc:U:ds finished and lengthened by Frank' [FN], C:1.rnl this second verslon

appears in 'The fable and fantasy dialogues' by Frank Neilson, pp.135-136 (McK:imn
MS) , with 9 x 6-line stanzas.

When Father O'Hooligan's end was near
He called the friends that he held most dear
For the Father's eyes were growing dim
And the blessed saints were a'calling him
Last of all to his presence came
His favourite nephew Mick by name
The Father says with a smile to Mick
I give you my blessing and walking stick
The stick was knotted and very rough
And very heavy and very tough
And greatly differed in many ways
From the walking sticks used nowadays
A very lucky fellow was Mick
To be possessed of that walking stick
When Father O'Hooligan's end was near
There was many a sigh and many a tear
For the Father's eyes were growing dim
And the blessed saints were a'calling him
[Unfinished]

20

THE FORTUNE TELLER
a
b
ML MS 3354/2, Item 4, 13 -13 [JSN], fair draft.

Before the fortune teller two little maidens stood
One was as grave and solemn as a figure cut in wood
One was a laughing spirit of a gay and gladsome mood
And both were very eager to learn what e'er they could
He took the grave maid's little hand and said with sombre air
I see much poverty and pain sorrow and work and care
But one good man will love you and think you very fair
He looked into the maiden's face and lo a smile was there
He took the laughing maiden's hand and said as if in play
You will have gold and silver fine lands and dresses gay
But you'll never have a sweetheart and you will be old and gray
And lonely but the tears came as she pulled her hand away
4] And both were very eager to learn ran thatl «what e'er» they could MS.
8 lo a smile] lo - a smile MS.
12 lonely but] lonely -but MS.

FROM THE CRADLE TO THE GRAVE
ML MS 3354/2, Item 1, 3a-3b [JSN], fair draft, 3 stanzas, untitled, 2 stanzas numbered
1 & 2 and the third unnumbered. '1895', 4a (A0009) [JSN], fair draft, 2 stanzas.
3354/2, Item 1 = A; '1895' = B.
The preferred text is '1895', 4a (B).

The baby came with trouble
And sorrow to the earth
While some with sin were saddened
And some were mad with mirth
The infant life was misty
The child life half a dream
It had its little sorrows
And bitter did they seem
1-4] A soul came out Heaven
And lit upon the earth
The great world hardly noticed
''I.Was but an infant's birth
A.
3]
fThe great world hardly I Andl While some with sin were saddened B.
5 The infant] Its infant ~6 The child-life] Its child-life A.
7] It had its own wild sorrows A.
8] As mountains did they seem~-

21
And many many lessons
It quickly learnt and still
One blunder brought another
And multiplied until
The downhill journey started
The tired feet grew lame
The road was hard to travel
And then the Reaper came
9] And manyfmany-1 <<bitter>> lessons~10] It learnt quickly learnt and still
11] The blunders still grew bigger ~-

~·

Discarded stanza~· lines 17-24, reads:
We daily meet each other
We kiss and say we love
We dimly dream of good things
Good things that are above
We feel a strange heart bursting
But 'tis a mystery
For no one yet has written
His own soul's history

THE FUNERAL
Nhill and Tatiara Mail 1 April 1893, p.3.
[FN], with a note' ••• early rare verse'.

NIA MS 1145/76, p.18, transcription

On the village edge the little boys
Were shouting aloud their childish joys
They ceased their rowdy pranks awhile
The rowdiest urchin did not smile
The merry were wise the bold were shy
As they saw the funeral passing by

10

The dark plumes then went down the street
Down past the tavern where cross roads meet
Where men were drinking their wine and gin
With loud coarse laughter and drunken din
The drunken were sobered they knew not why
As they saw the funeral passing by
It passed on then by the quiet old manse
The parson's daughter was out by chance
She stood at the gate she saw the crepe
The hearse the mourners the coffin's shape
Father she called a tear in her eye
As she saw the funeral passing by

22

20

30

The parson walked down to the gate
Grey-headed was he his form once straight
Was bent his looks were far away
He said as the funeral passed that day
How many forget we too must die
Till they see a funeral passing by
It passed on then to the churchyard grey
A wedding party came down the way
As sorrow and joy passed side by side
The groom held closer the fair young bride
These words she murmured Till death us part
He said I love you with all my heart

THE GIRL OF THE PERIOD
ML MS 3354/2, Item 2, 6b, 7a-7b [JSN], draft, with fair draft immediately following.
Draft

= A;

fair draft

= B.

The fair draft (B) is the preferred text.

The minister stood in the pulpit
And preached in his bitterest manner
Against all the follies of fashion
And thundered and thundered and thundered
Against the poor girl of the period
The lecturer stood on the platform
Condemning as vile and deceitful
The num'rous devices of women
And specially strong did he thunder
Against the poor girl of the period
The editor sat in his sanctum
And put all his poor wits together
In one superhuman endeavour
To wipe out forever if needed
This terrible girl of the period
2 bitterest manner] bitterest lfashionl manner !!; B.
7] !And used alll
Condemning in accents of thunder !!·
8 women] woman A.
9 And] But A.
10 the poor] Lthisj poor.!!·
11 "'!'he El::litor sat in his sanctum" !!; B.
!! has 2 cancelled lines following line 12:
r To wipe out for ever if needed
This terrible girl of the periodl
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THE GOOD AND THE TRUE
ML MS 3354/2, Item 2, 2a [JSN], fair draft.

They are faithful they are few
Oh the work they have to do
In this sneering jeering ·world
Where the lip of scorn is curled
Where the weak are flogged along
For the pleasure of the strong
Where all things are sifted out
And all creeds are tossed about
In the hottest thickest fight
They are clad in radiance bright
They are weary weak and worn
They are hailed with shouts of scorn
They are waging war with sin
Will they ultimately win
8 creeds] creed[s] MS.

HARRY AND ME
a
b
ML MS 3354/2, Item 4, 18 -19 [JSN], draft, 11 stanzas numbered 5-11, stanza 5
encircled and with a line drawn through it, entitled 'No.b3'; 20 [JSN], 2 stanzas
numbered 5 & 6, revisions, under title 'Harry and me'; 22 [JSN], 2 stanzas numbered
7 & 8 and ruled off after last line, revisions, under title 'Harry and me'.

N may have intended a se=nd, shorter version of the poem: however, his intention
is not clear. The draftbfrom 18a-19b is therefore taken as the base text and the
rexiseg stanza
from 20b is incorp:irated.
18 -19 = A; 20 = B; 22 = C.

g

Harry was always a careful chap and some folks reckoned him
mean
But no one ever said that o'me whatever I might have been
The block that I had was as good as his the very same kind
of ground
But he thought more of a threepenny bit than ever I did of
a pound
I was one of the careless sort and I muddled things at the
start
But Harry always fallowed his land and kept it in good heart
And me I had to potter along the best way that I could
For the less you have the more you are robbed that's easily
understood
1 reckoned him] reckoned rtheml him A.
3 kind of ground] kind of llan1 ground!'!·
4 than ever] that ever A.

24
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Lizzy my wife was a delicate girl but a good wife all the
same
And if ever I failed in any one thing well she was never
to blame
But doctor's bills are terrible things and you know when
a man's in debt
The more he tries to get out of it the further in he'll
get
Harry he married a stylish girl she came from the Big One
flat
Her father was a Peninsula man and a jolly poor one at that
He hadn't much when he left South Aus but he struck the
seasons fair
And didn't he put on lots of style when he got a buggy and
pair

20

I never saw much o'Harry's wife and he never saw much o'mine
We never mixed or visited for I was always afraid of a shine
I mortally hate all family rows I been dragged into a few
And women's tongues are dangerous things and that I very
well knew
Often on Saturdays I'd go into the town in my old Spring
dray
And Harry would pass with his buggy and pair and'ud hardly
say good day
And tongues that waggled would waggle again and generally
all agree
What a well-doing chap that Harry was what a different man
to me
I mind the time when our youngest died I was extra hardup too
So I made the coffin and painted it black and reckoned that
it would do
I went to Harry to borrow his trap though I didn't feel
much inclined
And I'm dashed if he didn't hum and haw till I told him
he needn't mind

9 wife was a delicate girl] wife [was] a delicate foelel girl ~~ she A.
14 Her father] fHarryl Her father ~15 South Aus] South Aus[tralia] ?:· 'Peninsula man' in the previous line is
therefore probably a geographic reference.
10 well she] well

17-20] f 17-20 ?:·
17 I never saw rrn.ich] I never [saw] much A.

18 always afraid of] always <<afraid>> of~18] We never mixed or visited much L••• J I was always afraid of a shine A.
J,.9] Lizzy was jealous as women are and what d'ye think I'm blest ?:·
20] If she'ud send the kiddies to Sunday School where Ltherj their cousins were
better dressed A.
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I tell you I felt it pretty hard when that poor little baby died
I was worn out with the worry and that and with sitting up nights
beside
And I hadn't a shilling to bless myself and Harry he knew it well
But there are things that money won't buy and things that a man
won't sell
Lizzy died with her old complaint and then my trouble began
'Mong half a dozen o'helpless kids well what is the good of
a man
I couldn't get on without a wife I married in less than a year
And then the Bank got hold of my land and I never could get it
clear

40

It came at last as I thought it
out
I had to manage as best I could
I don't care a bit what any one
And struggled and tried to keep
-~-

~-

would they took and turned me
and worked for the 'cockies' about
says I worked and I'm pretty tough
the farm but I wasn't clever enough
-~-

I'm not as strong as I used to be and I feel it every day
But I'm bound to work in rain or shine for to keep the wolf at
bay
And I tell you what in these hard times it's a pretty difficult
job
When you have to work the whole week through for a miserly fifteen
bob
30 and that and with sitting] and that «and» with sitting ~·
32 money won't buy], money won't [buy] ~·
34 well what l well - what A.
37 at last as I thought] at last LasJ at last as I thought ~·
38 I!Bilage] Lma ••• ageJ ~.
43 I tell you what] I [tell] you what ~·
Discarded stanzas
B stanza 6:
Lizzy was jealous of Harry's wife and [she'ud] show it every day
In IlBilY a little thing she'ud do and many a thing she'ud say
One of our lads fha.dl was a bit cross-eyed and they had a red-haired child
And their mothers were always passing remarks for to make each other wild
C stanzas 7 & 8:
We often heard how Harry['s] wife would say with a pitiful air
That to have such a queer-looking cross-eyed boy was a terrible sad affair
And Lizzy fshe often made1 remarked the red-haired girl and gammoned she thought
it sad
She said if a girl of hers was red she thought it'ud drive her mad
Harry and his wife always dressed in the very best of clothes
Envy's a thing we all have got and it's wonderful how it grows
We have kept our fonesl «lot» from the Sunday School out of real pure jealousy
Because their cousins were better dressed than ever our ones could be
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HE WAS THE CHRIST
ML MS 4937/10, Item 1, types=ipt [AGS], annotated ''l'his was sent 'Australasian'
some months ago. It Il\3.y have appeared.'
Australasian 8 April 1905, p.832; The Bookfellow 31 March 1922, p.32.
JSN - AGS 7 June 1931; 26 July 1931; 2 August 1931; 22 September 1932; 9 October
1932. AGS - JSN 26 July 1931. JSN - RHC 19 November 1933. The poem is cited
as one that N Wc:IIlted to drop from a collection of his work. He said first that
it was one of 1 2 or 3' he now 'disliked very much 1 , and then that he thought
it was 'right enough' but did not now 'represent [his] present outlook', and
Stephens agreed to drop the piece. 'l'his was published in the Australasian several
months before Stephens offered to act as N's agent and the typescript is therefore
most likely a transcription of that text.
The Australasian is the preferred text.

Our
Our
The
The

laws the wisest haste to die
creeds like idle tales are told
loving heart the lips that bless
shadowy centuries make not old

This life that ever runs to
He felt it all its rise and
The bitterness the ache and
All that the moving myriads

pain
glow
toil
know

He drew no sword yet all men's swords
Grew bloodier in the blood-red years
Only the hope that would not die
Shone trem'lous in a world of tears
The white
And still
His heart
He writes

mist dances in our eyes
in every age and land
beats for the little child
of mercy on the sand

7 and toil] the toil MS; Boo.
9 yet all] but all MS; Boo.
10 Grew bloodier] Grew redder Boo.
12 trem'lous] tremulous MS; Boo.
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'I sat for hours a'thinking on'
b

ML MS 3354/2, Item 2, 10 [JSN], draft, unfinished, 3 stanzas, 2 numbered, with
a change in line length after the first stanza. The shorter lines from the second
and third stanzas have been adopted throughout.

I sat for hours a'thinking on
The great and grievous wrongs
Of the people and the tenor of
Their melancholy songs
And I read a Book wherein was
Wisdom more than man can know
Of a man who lived and suffered
Many hundred years ago
10

20

And I went to bed a'thinking
As I never thought before
Of the troubles and the sorrows
That have spread the wide world o'er
And presently I slumbered
And dreamed a wondrous dream
I dreamt that Heaven was opened
And Christ had come again
I had forgotten half
That God is still the same
As when in early years
I learnt to lisp His name
In a bewildered way
I prayed to God each day
My pray~rs . . • . •
[Unfinished]

5-6] fAnd I read with care and gladness
In an old and much loved bookl
And I read a l book J wherein was
Wisdom more than man can know MS.
16] This line cancelled in the MS.
19 As when] As I inl when MS.
23] My rheartless hopelessl prayers MS.
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IN OTHER YEARS
b

a

ML MS 3354/2, Item 2, 7 -8. [JSN], draft ~th several lines.and 3 stanzas
6
cancelled, entitled 'The first dream'; 8 -9 [JSN], draft, with 2 stanzas
cancelled.
b

7 -8

a

= A;

b

8 -9

a

= B.

The second draft (B) is the preferred text.

When I was just a little fellow
Not more than five years old
In weather mild and mellow
I saw the sun set yellow
And thought it was of gold
I saw the beauteous rainbow bending
Across the thundery sky
Its brilliant colours blending
I could not see their ending
And wondered greatly why

10

I loved to see the big moon beaming
And making all things clear
While all the stars were gleaming
To set my soul a-dreaming
Dreams fanciful and queer
I loved to hear the thunder mutter
Up in a great black cloud
Like a giant prone to stutter
The worfis he could not utter
Nor dared to speak aloud

20

1-5] "/' ?! 1-5.
1]
often tryl ?!· a false start.
2 five] four A.
6 beauteous rainbow] rainbow beauteous A.
7 the thundery] the great black ?!·
11-15] "/' ?! 11-15.
11]
saw the white rroon growing biggerl
saw the white moon glistening gleamingl
frosty nights and clear1
I loved to see the moonlight streaming ?!·
12] On frosty nights and clear ?!·
13] The little stars were gleaming?!·
14 To set] They set A.
16-20]
loved to h;ar the thunder rnutterl
rWhen all the sky was black1
Like rsornel «a» Lgreatj giant prone to stutter
The words he could not utter ?!• immediately following stanza 3.
16-20] = ?! 16-20, under numbering '4' following cancelled lines.

rr

rr
rr

ran

rr
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Oh how I wished my boyhood over
That I might be a man
That I might play the rover
Ah I was then in clover
'Twas ere my cares began
24] Ah ryetl I was «then» in clover ~·
25] rMy cares had not beganl
''Iw.:lo ere my cares began ~·

Discarded stanzas
~

~'

stanza 5, cancelled:
rI will conclude these verses lest you
Should weary of the theme
The things «that» I loved best too
Would scarcely interest you
'Twas bl
lines following cancelled stanza 5:
rThe years have passed I'm growing older
Although I'm still called young
The sky seemed fairer then and brighter
At least I think 'twas so
I lived but what's the use of writing «talking»
I loved a thousand things
My head was filled with many a notion
Forgotten long ago
I'll sail with gentle motion
Back o'er the same old ocean
While gent'le breezes blowl

B cancelled stanza 5:
rMy head was filled with many a notion
Forgotten long ago
I'll sail with gentle motion
Back o'er the same old ocean
While gentle breezes blowl
stanza, cancelled, following cancelled stanza 5:
rBut ah the things that used to gladden
Seem to me now less fair
A thousand wrong things madden
A thousand others sadden
And life is full of care
I loved to spend my time in thinking
That I should be a man1

~unnumbered
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JACK McLEOD
ML MS 3354/2, Item 2, llb [JSN], fair draft, inccmplete.

When Jack McLeod left home in town
He went to work for Nicholas Brown
Blacksmith Nicholas grim'and staid
Who did a regular roaring trade
Down in the little bush township where
The skies and the flowers and the girls were fair

10

Jack McLeod was a lively lad
Though little enough spare time he had
He danced in a very bewitching way
He loved the company of the gay
Down in the little bush township where
The skies and the flowers and the girls were fair
Many a night the swift young feet
Lightly danced to the music sweet
The dancers smiled and hurried along
Full of laughter and love and song
Down in the little bush township where
The skies and the flowers and the girls were fair

20

Who can write of a maiden's face
Who can tell of a maiden's grace
Some were gayer and better dressed
[Incomplete]

5 bush township] bush rvillagel <<township>> MS.
11 bush township] bush f villagel <<township>> MS.
12 The skies] The rbirdsl skies MS.
97 bush township] bush village MS.
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THE KING IS DEAD
1

1895', 4b (A0010) [JSN], fair draft.

The King is dead long live the King
There never was a King like him
It seemeth well his praise to sing
Now that his dear old eyes are dim
Now that his kindly tongue is still
We'll love the things he used to say
Forget him no we never will
He had a kindly winning way
3 seemeth well his] seerneth <<well>> his MS.

LIFE
1

1895', la (A0006) [JSN], fair draft.

It too shall perish all this fair white flesh
This baby body beautiful and fresh
Some day some hour will give its final beat
And other feet will tread this lovely earth
And other hearts be full of grief or mirth
It seemeth strange as strange as any dream
For what is life an everflowing stream
That swiftly runneth to the mighty sea
Now seeming sad now murmuring merrily
Small time to ponder ere it nears the shore
The sea is ready and cries out for more
3 which many troubles] which «rrany» troubles MS.
5 And] rBl And MS.
7 life an] life - an MS.
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LOVE AND LIFE
b

'1895', 3 -4

a

(A0009) [JSN], fair draft.

I heard the cry of all who cry
Men maidens wives and widowed mothers
Some suffered for their own sad sins
Some suffered for the sins of others
They murmured we are tired of life
We will not bear it any longer
Oh Love and Life are little things
When Sorrow rages growing stronger
10

20

Upon a morning soft and sweet
I walked and life did seem a blessing
I gathered hope from everything
And quite forgot all weary guessing
Oh Love and Life are sweet I cried
Though Death will soul and body sever
'Tis but a change a happy change
And Love and Life are one forever
Oh Love and Life Oh Life and Love
So strangely wisely wed together
I may not learn the mystery
And so I guess I know not whether
The angels know when Love was born
Or when with Life it first was mated
But surely there will come a time
When those who love will not be hated

2 widowed mothers] Lwidowsj rrothers MS.
14 body sever] body rtogetherl «sever» MS.
5-6] They munnured "we are tired of life
We will not bear it any longer" MS.

LOVE COMES IN SUMMER
b

ML MS 3354/2, Item 4, 26

[A], fair draft.

Love comes in Summer when the sky is blue
Sweet are the days to the hearts that are true
But the hearts of the false are heavy with care
Over the bright world everywhere
Love
Life
Love
Life

comes in Summer when the
is a hard lesson Love is
comes in Summer when the
is a long voyage Love is

days are long
a song
world is warm
a storm

33
Love comes in Summer for a little while
Roses grow round about sweet faces smile
At the end of the Summer oh where will it go
When its warm little prisons are chilly as snow

THE LOVE OF LIGHT
Nhill and Tatiara Mail 7 June 1893, text dated 'May 30th'.

Truly the light is sweet
It is a pleasant thing to see the sun
So sang King Solomon
Long years ago and we can still repeat
Truly the light is sweet

10

20

Thank God for all the light
The light for all mankind
It maketh all things bright
It bringeth great delight
To many a weary mind
The sick man loves the light
The night is Oh so long
He has no rest
The ever-gnawing pain
Half maddens his poor brain
His mind is sore distressed
He prays for light
The thing that he loves best
He prays and God is kind
The sweet light comes and soothes
his weary mind
The bridegroom and the bride
Both love the light
She stands close by his side
She says the sky is clear
The sun is warm and bright
Tho' every day must bring a certain night
Let us be of good cheer
God loves us and he blesses us with light

30

The old man loves the light
His step is feeble and his hair is grey
He has short time to stay
He soon shall pass away
While shadows herald the approach of night
He looks and loves to look upon the light

34

The light is very kind
It shineth everywhere
Far in the sin-cursed town
This holy light falls on
Unholy places there
40

50

It shines upon the sea
The great wide open sea
Its glory never dies
Out of our wondering eyes
Wherever we may be
The light is full of love
And sweetest sympathy
It kills the thought of care
It banishes despair
All things go merrily
Beneath its kindly glow
It maketh all things bright
Around above below
It bringeth great delight
It maketh all things bright
We dearly love the light

THE LOVER SINGS
'1906', 2b-3a & Sb (A0041 & A0044) [A], fj31-r draft, 6 stanzas stanzas 1-3 at 3a,
6
stanza 1 cancelled, new stanza 1 & 2 at 2 , and stanza 5 at 5 , with stanzas 2 &
] , fair
. draft, 5 stanzas; 11a -11 b
3 (2 a ) renumbered 3 & 4; 10a -10b (A0048-9 ) [A
(A0049-50) [A], draft, 5 stanzas. NLA MS 1145/73 [A], fair copy, dated
1
2 Nov, 1906 1 [AGS].
The Bockfellow 1 June 1912, p.154; GDC; HS 41; BLP 86; CP 37.
Receipt, dated 13 December 1906, NLA MS 1145/19.
AGS - JSN 7 December 1906 (offers to act as N's agent and canments on the poem).
JSN - RHC 19 March 1934, LaT MS 8910, Box 1206/4(b) (suggestions for autograph lines
for CP). JSN - JD 21 October 1934, NLA MS 1145/68 (finished this and 'It is the
last' quite quickly, ' inside a nonth' ) •
SteJ;i1ens wrote that 'The lover sings' and 'It is the last' were 'truly poetic' but
'very imperfect', and told N that he would have to spend 'considerable time in
revision' before submitting the revised version 'for approval'. It seems likely
therefore that subsequent alterations are Stephens' s. He later read lines 17 &
18 as speech and altered the proofs of GDC to corresp:>nd with this reading; he
cancelled 'His' at line 17 and added 'My' in the margin, underlined lines 17 & 18,
and added on Copy 1 '?suppose we put the song-words in italic, as if a quotation
- the actual song. What do you think? Same style as Pretty Gleaner. Or let it
stand?' He also questioned the wording of lines 31 & 32 with a question mark and
suggested alteration in the margin of copy 1, and again, underlined the lines. N
circled this last stanza and marked it with crosses in the margin to indicate the
need for revision.
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1906', 2b-3a & Sb= A; '1906', lOa-lOb = B;
NLA MS 1145/73 = D.
The fair copy (D) is the preferred text.
1

1

1906', lla-llb = C;

It is not dark it is not day
The earth is quietning in the dew
Shall we not love her all men may
Lo here a lover passes too
Down a green shadowy path he goes
And in his hand he bears a rose
Still singing that his heart is true

10

Creeps the low night [cloud] where the eve
Growth still thicker and anon
The lover sings and doth he grieve
For red-lip kisses three days gone
Hark how he sings high heavenly clear
Chief messenger of light to cheer
The brown earth and that bides thereon

1-7] f ~ 8-14; f ~; f ~2 is quietning in] is quieting in ~; ~; 9 lies quivering to Boo; GDC; HS; BLP;
CP.
3 l And all can love her i f they may ~·
And all Imay 1 «can» love her if they may ~·
!All men can love her if they mayl ~·
5] A down the darkening path he goes ~; ~·
6] Im his right hand he bears a rosel C.
8-14] f ~ 15-21; f ~; = ~8] In the warm stillness of the eve ~; B.
Creeps ibelowl <<the low>> night cloud
Jl <<where>> the eve~·
8 low night [cloud]] 'cloud' anitted in the fair copy£, an error in copying;
low darkness Boo; GDC; HS; BLP; CP.
9] No wondering star as yet has shone~No saffron star as yet has shone ~·
9 still thicker] more gloomy Boo; GDC; HS; BLP; CP.
10] He would not if he could believe A.
In his glad heart he may not grieve B.
The lover sings !how shalll «and dotli.» he grieve C.
11] That all love Lhurriesj hastens to be gone ~·
For red-lip kisses lost or gone ~·
12] His is the message all may hear~·
Hark how he singeth high and clear ~·
13] That will not hurt or fail or fear A.
14 earth and] earth or A.

r[ ....
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Listen and ye shall leave the earth
Brooding no more o'er baser things
His lily-love hath [tears and mirth]
Like to a running flower she clings
Glories have come up in her eyes
Wrapt in a fire he falls he lies
Not for himself the lover sings
In every loveless lane or way
Hearts have been heavy prison-cold
For all who only moan and pray
Still doth he sing he sang of old
Joy-bearer bard of better things
Not for himself the lover sings
Singer of Summer uncontrolled

30

Mournen; move inward f ram the gloom
Not for himself the lover sings

15-21] f ~ 1-7; f ~; f f·
15 ye] we Boo; GDC; HS; BLP; CP.
15] He is the Emperor of the Earth.?!; ~; f·
16] He is the boldest of the Kings ~·
Close by him in the heart of things ~·
His love hath heard deep whispering f ·
16 o'er] on Boo.
17] Proud is her pain and mad her mirth ~·
His lily-love in tears and mirth ~; f·
His lily-love that like to a ~, an error in copying.
17 [tears and mirth] l rosy worth Boo. Space left blank in D.
17] My/ rHisl lily love hath rosy worth [AGS] GDC.
17 His] My HS; BLP; CP.
18 running] happy Boo; GDC; HS; BLP; CP.
19] What is it that he fears or feels ~; ~; f.
19 her eyes] his eyes Boo; GDC; HS; BLP; CP.
20] Lo [<So>] soon he stoops and stooping kneels~; ~; f·
Wrapt in a fire he leaps he flies Boo; GDC; HS; BLP; CP.
22-28] f ~ 29-35; f ~; f f ·
22] For all who perish by the way ~·
From every llifelessl <<la>> <<loveless>> lane and way ~·
rFrornl <<In>> every loveless lane and way f.
23] For hearts that have a prison cold~; ~; cancelled line f·
25] Full voiced he sings he sang of old ~; ~.
ILo howl <<Still doth>> he singfsl he sang of old f·
26 Joy bearer] Joy Lbetterj f·
28] His songs intrepid uncontrolled.?!·
29-35] f ~ 22-28; f ~; = f·
29 inward] o/ filnward [AGS] GDC Copies 2-4; onward HS; BLP; CP.
29] Mourners come dripping in the gloom~;~-

37
Give us they cry the buds the bloom
All paradise and many Springs
Star follows star in the dull grey
Deep is the dark it drinks the day
For very love of God he sings
31] They journeyed far they found no roan ~·
In the wide earth there was no room B.
Give us fthey cry thel the living?/ buds the bloan [AGS] GOC Copy 1.
32] They came through blood and bickerings ~·
Because of Palaces and Kings ~·
The long light on our journeyings HS; BLP; CP.
33 So [<Lo>] does he sing but dark and day ~·
He holds the world while dark and day ~·
34] Like shadows fall like shadows play~·
Float flickering in the white and grey ~·
A cancelled stanza 1:
rHe is the f Errpirel Emperor of the world
He is the proudest of the Kings
Bright eyed she waits her hair is curled
Like to a running flower she clings
He hath not been a slave of art
Boldly fran out his full heart
Not for himself the lover singsl

MARIAN'S CHILD
The Bulletin 4 May 1895, p.24. The Bulletin reciter:
recitation, Sydney, 1901, p.56.
The Bulletin is the preferred text.

First we thought of the river
But the body might be found
And it did not seem so cruel
To bury it in the ground
So small it seemed so helpless
I hardened my heart like stone
She kissed it over and over
And then I heard her groan
10

I took it out of her bosom
It cried and cried and cried
I carried it down the garden
The moon was bright outside

A collection of verses for
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I dug a hole with a shovel
And laid the baby down
I shovelled the sand upon it
The sand was soft and brown

20
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SO

But ah its cry was bitter
I scarce could cover it in
And when at last 'twas hidden
I sank beneath my sin
Down at the foot of the garclen
Where the moon-made shadows fell
I sold myself to the Devil
And bought a home in hell
Down at the foot of the garden
Where the weeds grew rank and wild
Under the shivering willows
I murdered Marian's child
My heart was wildly beating
My eyes and cheeks were wet
For I heard the baby crying
0 God I hear it yet
I hear it crying crying
Just as I heard it cry
In Marian's arms in the morning
When I knew that it must die
Neither of us was woman
I was the younger one
And we strove to tell each other
What a wise thing we had done
Why should it live to plague us
Why should it ever begin
Travelling roads of trouble
Soiling its soul with sin
Marian ah she remembers
In spite of all her tears
Sweet children call her mother
These many many years
Yet when I saw my darling
Her blue eyes seemed to swell
Annie she said do you hear it
Listen I hear it well
In the night I hear it calling
With a muffled plaintive wail
And my heart stands still to count its sobs
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And always I try and fail
For I think the depth of my baby's grief
Will never fathomed be
Till the fires are lit in the bottomless pit
To blast eternity
Once in a southern city
Joy came into my life
He loved me kissed me thought me
Worthy to be his wife
No I will never marry
God I had rather die
If ever I had a baby
'Twould curse me with its cry
For down at the foot of the garden
Where the moon-made shadows fell
I sold myself to the Devil
And bought a home in hell

56 And always] And ever B.R.

MARJORIE, MOTHER AND I
a
b
•1g9s• 29 -30 (A0034-6) [JSN], draft, 5 stanzas, entitled 'Our troubles';
6
30 -31 (A0036-7) [JSN], fair draft, 5 stanzas.

a
b
b
b
29 -30 = A; 30 -31 = B.
The fair draft (B) is the preferred text.

Poor Mother she is washing
Her hair is grey and she's
She's often cross when she
And finds that things have
But poor old Mother she is
She's tired we're poor and

all day long
not very strong
comes home at night
not been going right
not to blame
Marjorie is lame

Title] 'Marjorie' spelt 'Majorie' throughout in
1] Mother must work she washes all day long ~·
2] Her hair is grey but she is stout and strong
3 She's often] Sometimes she's~·
6 She's tired] She's tired, ~·
6 is lame] is [to] blilllle ~·

~·
~·

40
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'Tis years ago since father ran away
He was no good I've heard the neighbours say
Once I told Mother what the neighbours said
She turned away and looked all white and red
And when I asked her what was father's name
She said be quiet it only brings you shame
And Marjorie all day she sews and sews
Hemming and putting buttons on in rows
She can't [go] out much she would like to read
But there are many many things we need
And cannot get the books we have are few
And Marjorie has read them through and through

20

Sometimes she reads aloud I like to hear
Her reading for her voice is sweet and clear
She reads the saddest books the oftenest
And so I think she likes that sort the best
But she is gay and glad enough at times
And jokes and laughs and says such funny rhymes

8) 'He was no good' I've heard the neighbours say ~9 the neighbours] our neighbours ~10] She looked away and turned all white and red ?!·
11] I've never heard her mention father's name A.
12) She said 'be quiet it only brings you shame' ~And Marjorie is quiet because she's lame~13 And Marjorie] !My sisterl And Marjorie ~~ Poor Marjorie
14) Long seams and sometimes buttons on in rows ?!·
16 many many things l many things ~19-24 l A 19-26 reads:
I very often sit by Marjorie's chair
And catch a hold of he[r] long yellow hair
Sometimes when sewing [ 's] over and she's free
She gets a book and reads things out to me
I do not care for fairy stories now
They only are for babies anyhow
I like to hear <<of>> wild lands far away
When I grow up I think I'll go some day

~-
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I like to sit close up to Marjorie's chair
And catch hold of her long yellow hair
It :is so pretty once I tell her so
She said God makes all pretty things to grow
The world is full of nice things everywhere
Though some of us get but a little share

25-30] ~ 27-32 reads:
But MarJorie she likes the Bible best
Joseph and David Samuel and the rest
What strange old stories they are to be sure
They make me half forget that we are poor
She reads a chapter and then <<rrnakesl >> for a choice
She reads one verse in a <<fal>> low chanting voice
27] It is so pretty. rWhenl <<Once>> I tell her so~·
28
She said God] She said "God B.
30
share] share' B.

THE MILLIONAIRE
Nhill md '.Il3.tiara Mail 22 March 1893.

The millionaire is a mighty man
Right from Beersheba even to Dan
What is virtue and what is truth
What is honour and worth forsooth
All to the backseats sit you there
Make room for the mighty millionaire

10

What are his virtues What has he done
Says John Smith's daughter or John Brown's son
Silence Silence have charity
A millionaire is a rarity
Ignore his vices and breathe a prayer
To God for this mighty millionaire
But is it true that he drinks and swears
And that his morals are light affairs
And is it true that he gained by fraud
These mighty millions we love to laud
Hush Hush show charity everywhere
But most of all to the millionaire

20

True he has faults but then we're all
Prone to evil and liable to fall
Whiten his blackness all you can
Call him a Christian gentleman
Give him a cushioned and easy chair
All hail to the mighty millionaire

42

MINNIE'S STORY
Weekly Times 13 June 1896, p.12.

Walter Barry courted me
More than twenty years ago
And I loved him with a love
Strong as human heart may know
Walter Barry's eyes were bright
Walter Barry's voice was gay
Often do those glad old times
Seem as near as yesterday

10
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There were eight of us in all
I was second next to Jim
Mother had a worried life
Care and work had made it grim
In the heat of harvest time
We were working and 'twas then
Mother died my mother died
Oh to see her face again
I remember well a bed
And a sweet white face thereon
My grave promise and the words
Mind the children when I'm gone
One last look and tears and prayers
Friends we'd never seen before
Work and weariness and pain
And a black hearse at the door
Work and worry all the week
Not an hour for rest or play
Sunday was the only time
For a blessed holiday
At the foot of Pannan's range
All the plains are fair to see
There on Sunday afternoons
Walter used to walk with me
Happiness in some sweet love
Men and women seek to find
As they seek it even then
Care is creeping close behind
Little words make joy and pain
In a simple history
Little words oh burning words
Minnie will you marry me
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Could I tell him my sweet love
Could I bravely answer no
Could I tell him to forget

43

As my tears began to flow
Should I tell him he must wait
He was strong and loved to rule
So I stammered till I cried
Like a little girl at school

SO
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Then his voice grew hard and cold
And his manners seemed to change
Close about my heart there crept
Something chilly cold ond strange
Still he kissed me when he left
Kissed my cheek and called me dear
But I trembled all the while
Trembled with a new-born fear
Then there came another girl
Happy rosy full of smiles
Soon she won his love from me
With a woman's little wiles
Katy Crcggan was her name
How I hate her even yet
Though the grass is on her grave
'Tis a hard thing to forget
So I worked year in year out
Till the children one by one
Grew and needed not my care
What I promised I had done
Some are married down in town
Some had travelled far to try
Life in further fairer fields
And a lonely soul was I
Walter Barry came one day
Katy had been dead a year
And he offered me a home
Spoke of love and called me dear
Oh the meanness of the man
Was I not a woman still
Had I not a woman's heart
Had I not a woman's will

80
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Walter Barry then I said
And I looked straight at his eyes
Once you spoke of love to me
But your words were only lies
Once you would not wait for me
Still you love me so you say
Ah your love is little worth
Now my hair and life are gray
And he answered not a word
Standing downcast and ashamed
So I told him what I thought
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All my pent up anger flamed
Then I turned and walked away
As my tears began to flow
Bitter still as those I shed
More than twenty years ago

THE MIRTH-MAKERS
Nhill and Tatiara Mail 24 January 1894.

Who will dance on a weary day
To chase all troublesome things away
I will dance a sunbeam cried
I will dance by the sandy shore
By the castle wall and the cottage door
I'll dance as I never danced before
And mirth will follow me far and wide
The day is weary and very long
Who will sing us a gladsome song
I will sing said a little bird
Songs as sweet as you ever heard
I'll sing merrily all the day
And all sad things will hurry away
Who will laugh in the midst of pain
To make this old world glad again
I will laugh said a little stream
Things are not so bad as they seem
I will laugh as I run to the sea
And the waves will answer me merrily

MISS McKELLAR OF BRADLEY'S PLAINS
a
b a
b a
ML MS 3354/2, Item 1, 1 , 2 -3 , 5 -6 [J~J, draft. The text is ruled off after
stanza 8, interrupted, and continued at 5 with a second stanza 8 which is an
attempted revision of the first.

Miss McKellar of Bradley's Plains
Was a young lady within whose veins
'Twas generally understood there ran
The blood of a very famous clan
Mighty men of the ancient time
Celebrated in Scottish rhyme
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John McKellar was old gray and grim
Burly of body and long of limb
And proud of the wool that he used to grow
And pretty honest as Squatters go
A man who commonly used to take
Various things for his stomach's sake
Mrs McKellar his worthy wife
Led a very domestic life
A woman as good as you'd wish to see
But rather inclined to think that she
Was something more than the usual run
Of those who laboured beneath the sun

20
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Miss McKellar was young and free
With a fierce wild love of liberty
When'er she mounted her favourite horse
Little she cared whatever the course
Then to her a big brush fence
Was a matter of little consequence
They got a governess out from home
An elderly person Miss Jerome
A very excellent lady who
Had once mixed with and therefore knew
Lady This and the Earl of That
And many another aristocrat
Miss Jerome assumed an air
Which made the family quite aware
That she was made of the finest clay
And reared in a very elegant way
And that she was to her own sweet mind
The very perfection of womankind
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Miss Jerome had a troublous time
In teaching this very wild [lady] to climb
After very considerable pains
The stubborn fact remains
That Miss McKellar is nothing more
Than a wild young girl what she was before

8
Burly] rLong l of Burly MS.
12] Various things for "his stomach's sake" MS.
13 Mrs McKellar his l Mrs McKellar rwaS[ his MS.
15 A woman] Afs1 woman MS.
23 to her a ] to her !was l a MS.
27-28] lHad once mixed with and""actually knewl
A very excellent lady who
Had once mixed with f and actuall:Yl and therefore knew MS.
29 lady This] lady/ r0uchessl This MS.
38 wild [lady] to] wild to MS.
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True she learnt to splutter and squeak
French and German three times a week
True she painted a cockatoo
Which her father took for a kangaroo
Then Mrs McKellar with bursting heart
Told him he wasn't a judge of art

SO
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Miss Jerome declared one day
That she believed that the only way
To train the maiden a la Jerome
Was to give her a year at Horne
Mrs McKellar then agreed
That 'twas the very best thing indeed
Miss McKellar began to cry
Whenever they told her her destiny
She begged and prayed in her wild young way
Just for a year or more to stay
But she must leave her home behind
To move in company so refined
Away away over the seas
Where Miss McKellar's troubles increase
Sick and weary and sore of heart
She hated the sea from the very start
And when at last they sighted the shore
She even hated the dry land more
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To a ladies college she was sent
Where first she was lectured to be content
Was it a very grievous fault
To take all this with a grain of salt
Considering too that her thoughts went back
To her favourite and [an] old <dust> track

45 painted a cockatoo] painted [a] cockat= MS.
47 McKellar] McK[ellar] MS.
51 the maiden] the f gir1l rraiden MS.
52 a year at Home] a year a LDanceJ MS.
56-57] Whenever they told her her destiny
rBut what could a poor little maiden do
For when the list had gone forth who
She loved her home1
She begged and prayed in her wild young way MS.
60 so refined] "so refined" MS.
69 Was it]
l Was Latj MS.
72] To her favourite and old bust track MS.

rMu

73 a sorrowful year]

a

f miserable 1 «sorrowful»

year MS.

47
So she spent a sorrowful year
And many and many a salt salt tear
Fell on her pillow and when one night
She dreamt of home with a fond delight
'Twas only to wake wake and cry
But another thing to make her sigh
80

Into Society she must go
Everyhorly told her so
She might have lived a butterfly life
She might have been a baronet's wife
But after her 21st birthday
Over the seas she sailed away

75-76[ JFell on her pillow in order that
She might be an aristocratl MS.
77 J 1Twas only to wake rheavy heartl wake and cry MB.
791 Into she lmust go l Society she must go MS.

Discarded stanza 8:
True she lpaintedl learnt to splutter and squeak
French and German 3 times a week
She played the piano she painted too
And rrade the sky an orthodox blue
She also painted various things
rBut her seemed rather unusedl
But her birds looked sorry about the wings

MORE MYSTERY
ML MS A3038/1, Sb (B0098) & '1906', 35a-35b (A0075-6) [JSN & A], fair draft.

Sardonic Science gives the wheeze
You don't know much at all
Your father was a chimpanzee
And well he couldn't fall
Your ancient creeds are stiff and stark
Your <reckless> record fails
Noah was never in an ark
Or Jonah in a whale
10

Too little acid or too much
In baking powder bought
Compels devouring man to clutch
Himself with pains distraught

4 well he] well -

he MS.
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The lawyers scoop up all they can
They die and leave no ghosts
Our tales are underneath a ban
What is our proudest boast

20

Social Position that's the thing
All do we give for swag
Also we say God bless the King
The Empire and the Flag
Why still delight bald-headed men
Swift ballet dancers' legs
What force compels the setting hen
To cease producing eggs
When singing why do tom-cats not
Select a sun-filled hour
What grievance has a mopoke got
Why is a sheoak sour

30

Think not my friend these thoughts of mine
Are mysteries absurd
Great scientists are full of faith
I could not take their word
Really my friend I seemed to be
Wrapt in a foggy cloud
So if you want more mystery
You'd better ask O'Dowd

14 '!hey] rA1 'lhe(y] MS.
15 tales] toles MS.
18 All] lStilll All MS.
36 ask O'Dowd] ask-O'Dowd MS.

MR JOHNNY SHEPHERD
ML MS 3354/2, Item 4, 21a-21b [JSN], fair draft •.

His father bought a mallee block
And he's had a few good seasons
And Johnny puts on lots of style
For some mysterious reasons
His father's quiet his mother seems
A very nice old woman
But Johnny well I won't be harsh
I'll say he's merely human
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Every Sunday morning as says a Yankee poet
Johnny feels himself a king
And wants the world to know it
He shines his stirrups and his shoes
His shoes are small and dandy
And wears a most imperial air
To anyone that's handy
He saddles up a slashing hack
And starts a swinging canter
Some pretty boys with whom he meets
Indulge in playful banter
Why don't you get inside sit back
And such advice and warning
As little boys are wont to give
Upon a Sunday morning
His girl she teaches Sunday School
And also plays the organ
Johnny is very sweet on her
And so is Billy Morgan
But Johnny's collars and his tie
Have won her heart completely
And every time he stares at her
She blushes Oh so sweetly
And when they all come out of church
The women praise the sermon
The men talk horses crops and rains
And blocks alive with vermin
And Johnny stares and struts about
Looking exceeding funny
But Oh the 8mlles he wins from her
They are as sweet as honey

40

7/

9]

Her people ask him home to tea
Away they ride together
Giggling and laughing very gay
But not about the weather
Some pretty boys they chance upon
Give sage advice and warning
They still repeat those awful words
They uttered in the morning

"Every Sunday morning" as says a Yankee poet MS.

Doodle'.
13]
18]
20
32
36

'His shoes are sm:i.11 and dandy' MS.
Some pretty <<boys>> with whom he meet[s] MS.
Why don't you] Why raid yl don't you MS.
come out of] come [out] of MS.
Johnny stares] Johnny rstruts al stares MS.

The rhythm suggests the tune 'Yankee

so
NOT FORGOTTEN
'1895', 14a-16b (A0019-22) [JSN], dra5t, 9 stanzas, entitled 'A nurse's memories' with
cancelled title 'Nurse Brown'; 23b-25 (A0029-31) [JSN], fair draft, 9 stanzas, entitled
a a
'A nurse's memories'. ML MS 3354/2, Item 3, 2 -3 [JSN], fair draft, 5 stanzas, entitled
'Not forgotten'.

l

'1895', 14a-16b =A; '1895', 23b-25b = B; 3354/2 - 3, 2a-3a =c.
MS 3354/2, Item 3, 2a-3a (C) is the preferred text, and C & B are keyed to A in the notes.

I have few friends I lead a sober life
'Tis three years since I had a holiday
I went down to the country where the air
Is pure and sweet I liked it well enough
But as for peace I could not be at rest
My thoughts were coming back here all the time
I wondered and I worried all the day
And slept but very poorly through the night
10

There's one I think of more than all the rest
Though he was wicked very deep in sin
I loved him fondly with a whole heart's love
He always seemed pleased when I talked to him
And in his easier moments sometimes smiled
When he was dying then he called for me
And I came quickly In a dying voice
He said good-bye you have been very kind
If I had lived and then he gave a gasp
Muttering some words I could not plainly hear
And breathed perhaps ten minutes afterwards
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He had no friends about here and I think
I am the only one who ever goes
To have a look at that poor grave of his
One time I planted a few flowers on it
They looked so fresh and hopeful for a while
But soon they withered why I cannot tell
I know I cried a good deal over them
And since have never planted any flowers
And so I live my sober little life
On Sunday afternoon when things are quiet
I read my bible I love most to read
Of that bright city far so far away
Where sickness comes [not] and no salt tears fall
Out of the eyes of weary weeping ones
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A 1-8] f B 1-6; C 0.
rhavel ~<ve>> ;een some sorrow since I came down here A 1.
So much of sorrow have I seen and heard ~ 1.
And I am much surprised to hear folks say ~ 2.
But Sorrow still is sorrow unto me ~ 2.
The sight of C"sinnersl sorrow G10kes1 hardens hmnan heart~ 3; B O.
One time I did believe it but not now~ 3; ~ O.
I cannot look upon a rwoestruck 1 «tearful» man ~ 5.
I rcannot see1 cannot look upon a troubled man ~ 3.
A weeping wanan or a wailing child ~ 6.
A tearful woman or a weeping child ~ 4.
Without a pang of pity and a wish~ 7; ~ 5.
To comfort them with sc:me poor words of mine ~8; B 6.

I

s

9-13] f ~ 7-11;
o.
'Tis twenty years and more since I came here~ 9; B 7.
A giddy girl and full of giddy thoughts ~ 10 •
.I\. giddy gid and full of vanity~ 8.
A dreamerfs1 of dreams full of vanity A 11.
[A. dreamers of bad mal
Dreaming mad dreams that made my real life bare ~ 9.
And always on the outlook for a prince ~ 12; ~ 10.
To lead me to the fairy land of lll3rriage ~ 13.
To come and woo me in a princely fashion B 11.
~

s

14-20] f ~ 12-18;
o.
I mind so well the first man I saw die ~ 14; ~ 12.
He had been hurt in sane big accident ~ 15; ~ 13.
He suffered much and swore some horrid oaths ~ 16; B 14.
But he was conscious till the very last~ 17.
But he was conscious to the very last~ 15.
And died so quietly like an animal ~ 18; ~ 16.
That I young ignorant und full of fear ~ 19; ~ 17.
For some time doubted that there was a God ~ 20; B 18.
~

s

21-25] f ~ 19-23;
o.
But since that time how lll3ny have I seen ~ 21; ~ 19.
Dear patient souls who suffered silently ~ 22; ~ 20.
Who spoke of God as if they knew him well ~ 23.
Who talked of God as if they knew Him well ~ 21.
Who were so wrapped in hope of heavenly things ~ 24; ~ 22.
That death to them was robbed of bitterness ~ 25; ~ 23.

~

A 26-31] f B 24-27; C 9-13.
fAnd there ;as one I-think of even yetl
And one I think of rrore than all the rest ~ 26; B 24.
There's one I think of more than all the rest c 9.
But he was wicked - very deep in sin ~ 27. 11Tho' he was wicked: very deep in sin ~ 25; f 10 (without the\ colon).
And yet I loved him with a whole heart's love A 28.
I loved him rwithl madly with a whole heart's love~ 26.
I loved him fondly with a whole heart's love f 11.
I wonder did he love me in return ~ 29; ~ O; f O.
I know he made his brightest face to me ~ 30; ~ O; f O.
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And always seemed pleased when I talked to him~ 31.
He always seemed pleased when I talked to him!! 27; £ 12.
And in his easier moments sometimes smiled ~ O; !! 28; C 13.

s

32-39] f !! 29-34;
14-19.
When he was dying then he spoke to me ~ 32; B 29.
When he was dying then he called for me £ 14.
And I came quickly.
In a dying voice A O; B O; C 15.
And Good b1 And said "good bye" you ha:;;e be~n vecy kind ~ 33.
And said "good bye" you have been very kind !! 30.
He said good-bye you have been very kind £ 16.
I hope God will be merciful to me ~ 34; !! O; £ O.
I hope you will be happy all your life ~ 35; !! 31; C O.
A good kind woman strong and brave and true ~ 36; !! 0; C 0.
If I had lived I might have been your friend ~ 37.
I f I had lived - and then he gave a gasp !! 32; £ 17.
He muttered something else I could not hear ~ 38.
He muttered [something] else I could not hear !! 33.
Muttering some words I could not plainly hear S 18.
And breathed perhaps ten ndr1ut!:i:> c.fte.L tl1dL A 39.
And breathed perhaps ten minutes afterwards !! 34; C 19.
~

r

s

40-48] = !! 35-43; f
20-27.
No friends or kindred wept beside his grave ~ 40; !! 35.
He had no friends about here and I think C 20.
'Ihe gay companions of his sinfulness ~ 41; !! 36; c O.
Kept far away and nCM I think I am ~ 42' ; !! 37.
I am the only one who ever goes £ 21.
'Ihe only one who goes to see his grave~ 43; !! 38.
To have a look at that poor grave of his S 22.
One time I planted a few flowers on it ~ 44; !! 39; C 23.
'Ihey looked so fresh and hopeful for a while~ 45; !! 40; £ 24.
But soon they withered -why I cannot tell ~ 46; !! 41; C 25.
I know I cried a good deal over it~ 47; !! 42.
I know I cried a good deal over them £ 26.
And since have never planted any flowers~ 48; !! 43; f 27.
~

s

49-56] f !! 44-51;
1-8.
LthereJ here I am I lead a sober life A 49.
I have few friend[s] I lead a sober life !! 44; C 1.
'Tis three years since I had a holiday s ~ 50.
'Tis three years since I had a holiday !! 50; £ 2.
I went out in the country where the air ~ 51.
I went down to the country where the air !! 46; S 3.
Is fresh and sweet to anyone like me ~ 52.
Is fresh and sweet. I liked it well enough!! 47; c 4.
Is pure and sweet I liked it well enough S 4.
But as for ease I could not be in peace~ 53.
But as for peace I could not be at rest !! 48; c 5.
My thoughts were caning back here all the time ~ 54; !! 49; £ 6.
I wondered and I worried all the day~ 55; !! 50; £ 7.
And slept but very poorly through the night~ 56; !! 51; £ 8.
~

So

53
57-62] ~ g 52-57; £ 28-33.
And so I lead my sober little life A 57.
And so I live my sober little life B 52.
And so I fleadl <<live>> my sober little life C 28.
On Sunday afternoons when things are quiet ~ 58.
On Sunday afternoon when things are quiet g 53; £ 29.
I read my Bible I love most to read ~ 59; g 54; £ 30.
Of that brigh[t] city far~ so far away~ 60; g 55; £ 31. (g & C no dash.)
Where sickness canes not and no salt tears fall ~ 61; ~ 56.
Where sickness canes [not] and no salt tecu·~ fall £ 32.
Out of the eyes of !weeping onesl weary weeping ones A 62.
Out of the eyes of weary weeping ones g 57; C 33.
~

THE OLD MAN'S WORRYING
ML MS 3354/2, Item 4, 14b-17b [A/JSN], fair draft, 10 x 6-line stanzas & 1 x
8-line stanza, with stanza 7 cancelled and rewritten irrmediately following.
NLA MS 3772 [WN], fair copy, 9 x 6-line stanzas & 1 x 4-line stanza, annotated
[AGS], entitled 'Wu.uylng'. ML MS 4937/10, Item 1, typescript, 'J x 6-line ot.:mzo.,
a
1 x 8-line stanza & 1 x 4-line stanza, annotated [AGS]. ML MS A3038/2, 31 ,
32a-34a (B0043-7) [FN], transcription, 7 x 4-line stanza, 3 x 6-line stanza,
1 x 10-line stanza & 1 x 2-line stanza unnumbered, entitled 'Pioneering days
in the mallee', with sub-title 'The old rran's worrying', and a note [FN]. ML
MS 799, p.38, typescript [FN], transcription, 10 x 4-line stanzas, 1 x 6-line
stanza, 1 x 10-line stanza, with 5 x 2-line stanzas interspersed as a refrain,
entitled 'The old man' s worrying' , with a note [ FN] •
Australasian Journal 1 March 1897, p.214, with 5 x 6-line stanzas.
FN - JD January 1935, NLA MS 1145/15.
The first 3 lines of ML MS 3354/2-4 and the alterations are in N's hand. 'Finis'
[JSN] appears beneath stanza 5 at the bottom of 15b and the .i;:oern continues with
stanza 6 immediately following at 16b. NLA MS 3772 (the fair copy) has
alterations in Stephens's hand and the corrment, written for the recipient of
the MS, 'Sent to me by author' , and the pen-name_ Horace O' Hazy, Victoria added
and cancelled [AGS]. Stephens's typescript has been corrected, has the last
two lines of each stanza added [AGS], and has two notes relating to the text,
followed by the corrment 'A few verses of this appeared in Australian Journal
some years ago.' The notes and comment are cancelled and a further comment added,
'Part printed in 'Sun' newspaper Sydney'. (Not located.) The notes with the
transcription and the letter to Devaney ascribe authorship to JSN and his father:
'John wrote the first half of the verse and father the second p::>rtion' (ML MS
799); 'written about 1897, by both John Shaw N. and Father' (ML MS A3038/2);
'Dad • • • added sane verses picturing the old farmer dying in debt last verse
viz. The old man died quite suddenly' (NLA MS 1145/15).
The Australian Journal text is derived from ML MS 3354/2-4 and corresp::>nds to
the 'first half' , stanzas 1-5. The .i;:oern was extended, and then revised
substantially before it was sent to Stephens.
b
b
ML 3354/2-4, 14 -17 =A; NLA 3772 = B; ML 4937/10-1 =C.
The fair copy is taken as the preferred text. The second half of the first
version (A), stanzas 6-11, which includes discarded stanzas and transp::>sed lines,
is shown separately at the end of the notes.
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The
The
The
The

10

morning star is hardly up the clock strikes four
frosty air is creeping through the keyhole of the door
neighbouring cocks around about are crowing lustily
old man's hair is snowy white but up jumps he
For the old man's
Worrying

The boys have grown and left him the girls are married now
By hard work he reared them you can see it on his brow
Through long years and hard years he struggled on until
He knows his feet are moving on the run downhill
So the old man's
Worrying
The
The
The
The

crops are very backward the rains are very late
hens are in thP. garden for the bull has smashed the gate
harrow-bar is broken and the buggy mare is lame
old man's angry he's wondering who's to blame
Yes the old man's
Worrying

1 clock strikes four] clock is striking four AJ.
2 keyhole of] keyhole LinJ ?!·
3 crowing lustily] crowing r1ustily1 lazily ?! [JSN].
4 but up jumps] but out of bed jumps AJ.
5] for the old man's worrying a-worrying and hurrying ?!;_.!i!_.
6] The old man's worrying before the break of day ?!·
The old man's worrying a-worrying constantly AJ.
7] The old man's family all are gone and scattered far apart A.
The girls and boys are long since wed and scattered far apart AJ.
8] A lonely feeling creeps about his poor old heart ?!·
A lonely feeling's creeping round about his poor old heart hl.
8 By hard work] By l!iard workj hardest toil !?_ [A~S].
9 he struggled] he's struggled ?!·
9] Aye long and hard have been the years the joys were short and few AJ.
10 the run downhill] the short race downhill ?!; the shortl run downhill !?_; the
short run downhill c.
10] Old-time friends have long since gone and he must soon go too AJ.
11] So the old man's worrying a-worrying and hurrying?!; AJ.
12] The old man's worrying all in the blessed dawn ?!·
The old man's worrying his poor life's winter through AJ.
13 backward the rains] backward and the rains A; AJ.
14] the hens are in the garden lana the bull ha; smashed a gate 1 <<they can fly the
garden gate>>?! [JSN]; AJ.
16] The old man's angry he IS 1 «is» wondering who's to blame B [ AGS] •
The old man's rworrying andl «angry, he's» wondering who-;-s to blame C [AGS].
The old man's worrying and wondering who's to blame AJ.
The old man's worrying and wondering who to blame?!·
17] So the old man's worrying a~rrying and hurrying?!·
The old man's worrying a-worrying and hurrying AJ.
18] The old man's worrying and wondering who to blame ?!·
The old man's worrying a-worrying just the same AJ.

r
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The weather's dry and dusty the wheat is all in ear
The hot winds play the mischief just about this time of year
There's stinkwort on the fallow [there's] cockspur on the plain
There's a sudden rise in cornsacks that's a sudden fall in
grain
So the old man's
Worrying
The
The
The
And

30

strippers now are humming and the old man's got the blight
rust has spoilt the sample and the bags are very light
rain may come tomorrow and knock the whole lot down
last night came a letter from the mortgagees in town
So the old man's
Worrying

The old man's in the mallee now the place where most men go
When they have failed as most men fail down on the plain below
The old man's carting water it's fifteen miles or more
And now the sand and sweat have made his horse's shoulders sore
So the old man's
Worrying

40

The old man's rolling mallee it stands up tall and rough
The old man's wrestling with it he always finds it tough
He builds a hut he scoops a tank and half a mile of drain
The bright blue sky is hard and dry there's not a sign of rain
So the old man's
Worrying

19] The old man's worrying the crop is all in ear?:·
The old man's worrying the wheat is all in ear AJ.
21] The cockspur's on the fallow the stinkwort's on the plain?:·
The cockspur's on the fallow and the stinkwort's on the plain AJ.
There's stinkwort on the fallow [!:hej there's cockspur on the plain~ [AGS].
There's stinkwort on the fallow and cockspur on the plain ~·
22 cornsacks that's l cornsacks and ?: 22; AJ 22; cornsacks Lthat'sJ there's ~ [AGS];
cornsacks there's C.
23] So the old man's worrying a-worrying and hurrying~; AJ.
24] The old man's worrying all in the blessed spring?:·
The old man's worrying a-worrying again AJ.
25] The weather's hot and horrid and the old man's got the blight~; AJ.
26] The grain is small and shrivelled and the bags are very light ~; AJ.
27] The poor old man is losing heart for all he looks so brave AJ.
28 l The lawyer folks have written up about those bills he gave AJ.
29] So the old man's worrying a-worrying and hurrying~; AJ.
30] The old man's worrying all in the harvest-time?:·
The old man's worrying a-worrying to the grave AJ.
32 plain] plains ~·
34 have made] LhaveJ has made ~ [AGS]; has made c.
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Ol<l MRrkham mapped the mallee out a square mile to each plot

But Bunny knows not rule or road he always likes a lot
A family man he takes to heart all Teddy Roosevelt's saws
The old man's land is in his track and the old man must show cause
So the old man's
Worrying
50

60

43
45
46
55
60

The old man writes the Government and tells them he's dead beat
Last year he had no crop at all he'd like to get seed wheat
They made him give a lien on all he had he didn't mind
Perchance he thought I soon shall go and leave the lot behind
Poor old man's
Worrying
The old man died Death found him in arrears of rent and rates
He met Saint Peter with the keys beside the pearly gates
Whence earnest thou the Saint enquired ref erring to his book
Good Saint I tilled a mallee block 'way down in Karkarook
What further penance so that thou with souls in bliss might rank
Good Saint I had an overdraft with the Commercial Bank
'Tis not enough the Saint replied to 'scape the penal fire
Good Saint for months I worked the pump erected by the Shire
Pass in poor soul Saint Peter said no man of mortal birth
Shall suffer more who had like thee his share of Hell on earth
So the old man's stopped
Worrying
Old Markham] Lola Markhamj Surveyors B [AGS].
saws] Lsawsj <laws> B [AGS].
To 'show cause': explain to the board why his land ['block'] should not be forfeited.
of rent and rates] of rent lofl «and» rates [AGS] ~·
the Commercial] the « rvan Diernanl » «Financial». [AGS] B.

Version ~, stanzas 6-11, lines 31-68:
He wrote and told the mortgagees he really couldn't pay
The m:::irtgagees wrote back and said they'd fore-close straight away
His other creditors they came and tried to make a row
The old man said he didn't care how anything went now
lButl «For» the old man was worrying a-worrying and hurrying
The old man was worrying and wondering what to do

I The

*

*

*

old man's in the mallee now with vermin pests at war
The local board's inspector has ridden fast and far
To serve him with a notice for violation of the clause
Referring to the rabbits and the old man must show cause
And the old man's worrying a-worrying and hurrying
The old man's worryingl
The old man's in the mallee now the place where most men go
When they have failed as all men fail dcwn on the plains below
Dame Fortune frowneth on him still she seemeth m:::ist unkind
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But if a decent rain would come the old man wouldn't mind
So the old man's worrying a-worrying and hurrying
The old man's worrying his dam is nearly dry
With every rballl rabbit great and small the old man wageth war
And yet the board's inspector he rideth from afar
To serve him with a notice for violation of the Clause
Referring to the rabbits and the old man I!D..lst show cause
So the old man's worrying a-worrying and hurrying
rThe old manl He hardly knows the meaning of those foreatl «awful» words
show cause
The drought is at its very worst the furious hot winds blow
And whitherrsl every little blade that striveth still to grow
The old man's carting water some twenty miles or more
And now the sweat and sand have nade his horse's shoulders sore
So the old man's worrying a-worrying and hurrying
The old man's worryinq and wondering what he'll do
The old man writes the Government and tells them he's dead beat
And asks them for to help him in the natter of seed-wheat
His friends they tell him that it's not a bit of use to try
Because the House they'll never meet till somef<thing>l-time in July
So the old man's worrying a-worrying and hurrying
The old man's worrying and wondering who's to blame

*

*

*

*

*

The old manrsl died quite sudden in arrears of rents and rates
And met Saint Peter with the keys beside the pearly gates
Whence cometh thou the Saint inquired ref erring to his book
Good Saint I tilled a nallee block way out in Karkarook
Pass in poor soul the Saint replied No man of mortal birth
Is turned away who had like thee his share of Hell on earth
A long farewell to worrying Jand hurryil to wo=ying and hurrying
The old man slowly muttered as he passed within the Gates

NIA MS 1145/15 has two notes:

Note:

Karkarook is the name of the main county in the North Mallee of Vic

Note: The Shire Pumps were always =sed by everyone who was unfortunate
enough to be compelled to use them.
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ON SATURDAY NIGHT
1

1895', 8a (A0013) [JSN], fair draft.

He is tired of the rush and rattle
Of the weary weekday's battle
But he laughed at his children's prattle
On Saturday Night
His honest heart is lighter
And his careworn face is brighter
And his voice is softer quieter
On Saturday Night
Rest for the worn and weary
Begone dull care and dreary
Welcome kind words and cheery
On Saturday Night

ONLY A PARTING
ML MS 3354/2, Item 2, Sa [JSN], fair draft.

Only a parting such a common thing
The parting of a maiden and a man
The great world takes but little notice of
The bitterest pains her children have to bear
The two stand silent for a little while
The sky is heavy and the air is still
And everything seems wrapped in sleepiness
Save their two aching throbbing loving hearts
The past is all too beautiful and brief
The future is so hard to hope against
Life seems all worthless to each lover now
A few short minutes will pass perchance a year
But Time will soothe the sorrows in their hearts
Their love may still be just as true and fond
And brighten up the face of everything
The] LAJ MS.
sleepiness] sleepin[ess] MS. The writing is congested at the edge of the page.
future is so] future <<is>> so MS.
short minutes will] short <<minutes>> will MS.
13 But] LAndJ MS.
14 Their love] The[ir] love MS.
15 brighten up the face] brighten «up» the face MS.
2
7
10
12
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OUR FREE LIBRARY
ML MS 3354/2, Item 1, 6b-7b [JSN], fair draft. McK:imm MS 21, f21, f26,28, entitled 'The
Nhill free library', HI, not sighted.
Nhill and Tatiara Mail 30 August 1893.
The fair draft is the preferred text.

There is within the town of Nhill
All in Victoria Street
A blest abode for lofty minds
A glorious safe retreat
An intellectual oasis where
Men may refresh their souls
And where no horrid 'barracker'
Can talk of kicks and goals
10

20

30

Here doth the intellectual youth
The world-wide news acquire
From daily papers three days old
Of which subscribers tire
And here he smokes his cigarette
He seemeth not to know
Nor careth for the notice that
Forbids his doing so
With comic papers three months old
He seeketh to beguile
His weary soul but rarely feels
Himself constrained to smile
He reads the jokes with solemn face
On which no smile appears
Those jokes do make him feel that life
Is but a vale of tears
A local paper meets his gaze
His eyes are quickly set
He readeth of a concert planned
To overcome a debt
And of the things both said and sung
By various persons there
And how a vote of thanks was passed
To he who filled the chair

2
All in] Just in N&TM.
13 cigarette] cigarettefsl MS.
13] Here doth he smoke his ciqarette ~·
15 notice] noticersl MS.
19] His weary mind but rarely finds N&TM.
23 Those] These N&TM.
32 To he] To him N&TM.
33-40] anitted in N&TM.
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40

'Tis in these pages 'Viator'
Rolls all his thunders out
Against those measly straying cows
That oft-times roam about
'Tis in these pages 'Viator'
Indignantly doth tell
How such a place on such a road
Is quite impassable
And should the youth grow tired of this
And quite impatient get
He seeks that wholesome magazine
The Government Gazette
Its page contains no thrilling tale
Which would the passions wake
But it is calm and never does
The sacred truth forsake

50

Oh happy youth how blest art thou
Thou canst wait patiently
For several days and then the news
Is fresh enough for thee
Oh happy youth let gratitude
Thy grateful bosom fill
And bless the Fate that cast thy lot
In such a town as Nhill

51 then the news] still the news N&TM.
52 fresh enough for] fresh <<enough>> for MS.

THE PAIN OF RETRENCHMENT
ML MS A3354/2, Item 1, lb-2a [JSN], fair draft with 4-line stanzas.
Nhill and Tatiara Mail 26 July 1893, p.3.
The fair draft is the preferred text.

Our credit's down below zero our lines don't pay for the grease
Our taxes are very grievous and yet they still increase
That we must retrench and economise is very very clear
But how can the Governor manage on seven thousand a year
Look at these bloated fellows who repair the permanent way
For years they have robbed us to the tune of seven shillings a
day
5

these]

those N&'IM 9.
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What to them is money it only buys them beer
But how can the Governor manage on seven thousand a year
10

The haughty sewing mistress has robbed us far too long
We have given her twelve and sixpence which was absolutely
wrong
Her 'screw' shall be eight and fourpence she'll take it
never fear
But how can the Governor manage on seven thousand a year
How can he feed the lordlings who come from over the seas
'Twas ever his great endeavour their dainty palates to please
Depression prices will help him but champagne still is dear
Then how can the Governor manage on seven thousand a year

:.w

When we are honoured by visits from Persons of Consequence
Who ride all over our railways all at our own expense
We're morally bound to feed them or else the world will
jeer
Then how can the Governor manage on seven thousand a year

8 But how can] But how rmanyl can MS.
11 take it never] take [it] never MS.
13 the lordlingsl those lordlings N&TM 25.
15 but charnp3.gne] rBlbut charnp3.gne MS.
18 over our railways] over f thel our railways MS.

THE PAINTING OF A PICTURE
'1895', 4b-5b (A0010) [JSN], fair draft, s~gned; 6a-6b (AOOll-2) [JSN], fair
draft, with some renumbering of stanzas; 8 -9a (A0014) [JSN], fair draft. ML
MS A3038/2, 2a-3a [FN], a transcription with a note 'written before 20 years
of age'.
b b
a b
b a
'1895', 4 -5 =A; '1895'~ 6 -6 = B; 1 1895', 8 -9 =C.
The third fair draft at 8 -9a (C) is the preferred text.

What is your answer painter pray
Will you come for an hour a day
Thanks so much you'll come you say
Speak to her gently very mild
She is my all my only child
The love I bear her is strong and wild
,-

3] I'll hear what ris yourl <<doctor>> has to
4 gently very] softly and very ~6 love I] love that I A.

say~·
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Sweet is summer and bright and long
The breath of summer will make her strong
Doctors very often are wrong
10

The doctor spoke in an off-hand way
I hardly caught what he had to say
He seemed to be in a hurry today
Summer is gone cool is the night
My little rosebud is very white
I never have seen her eyes so bright
The servants' whispers fell on her ears
And the big blue eyes filled up with tears
And then I shuddered with many fears

20

I asked the doctor again today
He spoke in his usual off-hand way
I hardly caught what he had to say
Hasten painter hasten pray
My little rosebud withers away

*
painter

-x-

Thank you
your art is rare
Surely those are her blue eyes there
Let me look at her sunny hair
Thank you painter your work is rare
7] Sulllner comes and is bright and rstrongl long ~·
Thank God the summer is bright and long ~·
8 will make] nE.Y make ~·
9] You know the doctors are often wrong~; ~.,
10-12] A reads:
How is your picture painter pray
The doctor spoke in an offhand way
I hardly caught what he had to say
12] rHow is the picture pray1
He seemed in a hurry and wouldn't stay B.
13] rMy little rosebud is very whitel
Sulllner is gone cool is the night _g.
13-15] A new stanza: lines 13-15 ~ & ~ discarded.
18] And I was shook with a thousand fears ~; B.
20 He spoke] And he spoke ~·
22 Hasten painter] Hasten hasten painter ~·
25-26] A reads:
Surely that is her sunny hair
And those are her soft sweet blue eyes there
26 sunny hair] yellow hair ~·

6J

30

She wore a bud you painted it yes
Two white rosebuds and one white dress
One more angel and one bud less
Everybody seems so gay
But all my life is coloured gray
My little rosebud's withered away
And I look at her picture all the day

28-30] B 28-31 reads:
She wore a bud LAhJ You painted it yes
Two white rosebuds and one white dress
I love you painter. In my distress
You came and you made my sorrow less
28-30] A 28-31 reads:
'Ihe angels colour the sweet white dress
And the dear little satin shoes Ah yes
I love you painter I I!Illst confess
For you have lessened my sore distress
28 bud you] bud. You ~·
31-34] f ~ 32-35: lines 32-35 ~discarded.
33 rosebud's] rosebud has B 34.
Discarded lines
A lines 13-15:
No pain she suffers her face is sweet
Seldom I hear the pattering feet
When will the picture be complete
B lines 13-15:
She does not suffer her face is sweet
But I seldom hear her patterin~ f e~t
When will the picture be complete
A lines 32-35:
What is the price I have to pay
Thank you painter again I say
I will not hurry you now - no - nay
My little rosebud withered away
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POLLY AND DAD AND THE SPRING CART
a
b
b
ML MS 3354/2, Item 4, 2P -20 [JSN], 4 stanzas numbered 7, 8, 10 & 11; 22 [JSN], 2
a
b
[
l
.
part-stanzas, numbered 7 & 10, cancelled; 23 -24
A , 12 stanzas, some cancelled lines.
The Bulletin "5 December 1896, Red page.

a
b
b
a
b
a
b.
The stanzas at 20 , 20 & 22 are revisions for 23 -24 • The draft at 23 -24 is taken
a
b
.
as the base text and the revised stanzas from 20 and 20 are incorporated.
a
b
b
a
b
20 -20

= A;

22

= B;

23 -24

= C.

The old man's putting Polly into the old spring cart
He bought it when he was married and I'll bet he thought it smart
He always counts on Polly as a first-rate trotting mare
In fact he reckons the whole turn-out quite a stylish affair
The wheels are dished and
lot
And Polly is old and lazy
We often tell the old man
But his eyes flash up and
still
10

the poor old cart is knocked about a
and lame and doesn't like to trot
they're all on the track downhill
he answers there's plenty of go in thern

When the old man gets in liquor he's sure to get in a row
And the poor old chap it wouldn't take much to finish him right
off now
So whenever he yokes up Polly and toddles into the town
Some of us go to fetch him out before the sun is down
He usually goes to Riley's we always go there first
And when he's just a little bit on it's then we find him worst
We'd rather see him real dead drunk for then he's middling quiet
And we bundle him into the spring cart and see if the tail-board's
right
Poor old man and poor old mare and poor old spring cart too

and I'll bet he thought l and didn't he reckon Bul.
on Polly as a] old Polly a Bul.
In fact he thinks the whole turn-out is quite a stylish affair Bul.
is knocked] has been kn=ked Bul.
Old] And Bul.
lazy and lame and] lazy «and lame» and c.
tell the old man] say to the old Man Bul.
But his eyes flash up as he answers back, "There's plenty of go in us still." Bul.
When the old Man goes to the township he's sure to get in a row; Bul.
10 And the poor] And poor Bul.
12 Sane] One Bul.
13] His usual place is Riley's so we always try there first Bul.
15 real dead drunk] rbeastly drunk l «real dead drunk» [JSN] c.
15] We'd rather see him thoroughly drunk- for then he can't show fight Bul.
16 the spring cart and see if] the old spring cart and see that Bul.

2
3
4]
5
6
6
7
8]
9]
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20

Many a hundred miles they've gone when they were young and new
Many a mile they've gone in dust and many a mile in rain
But one of them some of these days will go and they'll never run
again
The
And
And
For

old man
most of
perhaps
all her

often grumbles that his family all are gone
them never seem to care a hang how he's getting on
old Folly's motherly thoughts run in a similar way
family too are gone except a black and a bay

The first she had was a fine roan colt but he got killed in a
whim
Loony Sam was running the thing and you couldn't depend on him
And a handsome chestnut yearling that didn't have no brand
Was sold out of pound on the Sydney side and another died with
sand
30

One we sold to a parson and the parson drives him hard
And another was swapped for a watch and chain to a cove at the
old stock yard
And one I saw in a butcher's cart out Goulburn Valley way
And another belongs to a German chap down about Rivoli Bay
And
And
She
And

18
20]
22
22]
23
24

the old man's family likewise are scattered here and there
dead is the mother who loved them and thought them very fair
was proud of her girls and proud of her [big] boys too
worked and did for all of us all that a mother can do

when they were young l when they all were young Bul.
One of them some of these days will go and the others won't run again Bul.
never seem to care] never «seemredl to» care .S:·
And most of them never seem to ea.re how their p:JOr dad's getting on Bul.
thoughts run] thoughts may run Bul.
family too are gone] family's scattered too Bul.

25-26] f B [25-26].
25] rThe first she had was a fine roan colt but he got killed in a whiml ~
26]
26
27]
28
29
30
30]
31 l
32]
32

jThe first she had got killed in bolt and it's years and years agol.S:·
And a fine black filly was stolen running about Glencoe c.
rr.oony Sam was ldrivingl running the thing and you couldn't depend on himl~.
running] driving Bul.
And the pretty young chestnut filly that never had any brand Bul.
with sand] of sand .S:; with the sand Bul.
One we sold] And one we sold c.
And another was] And one was c.
And another we swapped for a watch and chain to a chap at the old stockyard Bul.
And a cocky owns another one still out Goulburn Valley way .S:·
And one belongs to a squatter down about Rivali Bay .S:·
German chap] German cove Bul.

33] The old Man's family's just .. the same scattered here and there Bul.
34] And dead is the mother that loved them and thought them all sofair: Bul.
35] She was proud of her girls - I know it!-and proud of her big boys, too; Bul.
35 proud of her boys] proud of her !girls l boys _s:.
36] This line also occurs following line 34, f where it is cancelled.
And she worked and did for the lot of us all that a mother can do. Bul.
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40

Watty got killed in a hurdle-race the horse he was riding
fell
Harry has gone to the Golden West and he's doing pretty
well
Lily is down at a shop in town Dad and her had a row
And Nell she married a real nice chap they're living in
Adelaide now
Fred is up in Queensland and he hasn't written for years
But we hear about him now and again from a station where
he shears
And Annie is at Port Fairy and the last we heard of Bill
He was somewhere over in New South Wales working there at
a mill
And the only ones of the lot that are left are Jimmy and
Bell and I
And I think it always our duty to keep a watchful eye
On poor old Dad and the poor old mare and the poor old spring
cart too
Although he always reckons they're nearly as good as new

37-38] f ~ [37-38].
37] lwatty went into the Army it keeps him from the drinkl c.
rwatty got killed in a hurdle race they say he had take;;: drinkl ~
Watty was killed in a hurdle-race; the horse he was riding fell; Bul.
38] fHarry is in New Zealand fandl he's mining there I thinkl ~·
And Harry is in New Zealand he [is] mining there I think ~·
Harry has gone to the West, and I think he is doing pretty well; Bul.
39] And Nelly married a baker sanewhere in South Aus ~Nell is down in a shop in town - Dad and she had a row Bul.
40] And Lily is bar-rraid fatl «in» a pub over at Southern Cross c.
And Lily married a real nice chap -- she's living in Adelaide now Bul.
41 Fred is] Fred L' s J ~; And Fred is ~·
42 But we] But fhel we A.
43] And Tan is training horses and the last we heard of Bill ~.
43 And Annie] Annie Bul.
44] He was over in Tasmania working there at a mill ~·
44 working there at] working «there» at~45] So the only ones that are left at bane are Jimmie and I and Bell, Bul.
46] And I always think it's our duty to look after the old Man well; Bul.
47] And to keep an eye on the pcor old mare and the pcor old spring-cart, too:
Bul.
48] For Polly is twenty and the cart - well, it isn't exactly new! Bul.

THE PRINCE OF PAIN
'1895', 19b-25a (A0025-6) [JSN], fair draft, 5 stanzas of 11, 14, 16, 13 & 16
lines; 28a-28 (A0033-4) [JSN], fair draft, 5 stanza, 3 x 10 lines & 2 x 7 lines.
The second fair draft is the preferred text.
in the notes.

The first draft is shown separately
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10

I killed all joy within them
I killed their hope·and pride
And their love of better things
Slowly died
I sickened them with care
When they tried to say a prayer
They were heavy with despair
And their minds were black and bare
So my friends who are in Hell
Said I did it very well

20

The millions are my.slaves
They sweat and groan and run
They tell the blackest lies
Each struggles on and tries
To grasp at what he can
A woman or a man
Can never be at ease
While I am on their track
I follow where I please
They cannot keep me back

30

The children leave their play
And labour all the day
I call and they obey
The old men all fear me
And old women too
They have so little life
Their hopes are very few
But they leave loved ones behind
And they know I have no mercy
Warring with all humankind
So they creep into their graves
Glad enough to get away
And in their dying hours
I of ten hear them say
Bitter bitter things of me
They are dying mournfully
They are dying every day

40

I am very hard and old
I am strong and stout and bold
I have many friends in Hell
And all kinds of misery
I know well
I sicken heart and brain
I am Poverty the Prince of Pain

The first
I am
I am
I've

version (19b-2la) rea~:
very hard and old
strong and stout and bold
many friends in Hell
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And all kinds of misery
I know well
I never rest or sleep
But a steady watch I keep
While I shout triumphantly
All your happy dreams are vain
I am Poverty
The Prince of Pain
The men are weak with fears
And the women melt in tears
They have waged a war with me
Many years
But they crumbled into dust
As all men and women must
They have fought and they are dead
And their children fight instead
But the children too will fall
I wlll l.LlWllJ:!l! UVl:il cill
And will shout right merrily
All your fighting was in vain
I am Poverty
The Prince of Pain
I «have» killed all joy within them
I «have» killed their hope and pride
And their love of better things
Slowly died
I sickened them with care
They l When they tried to say a prayer
They were heavy with des_p3.ir
And their minds were black and bare
Then the husband =sed his wife
And the woman cursed her life
And they both fell deep in sin
And my friends who are in Hell
Said I did it very well
And I muttered with a grin
All your little dreams were vain
I am Poverty
The Prince of Pain

r

(They are all afraid of mel
I have made them all fear me
The young man tall and strong
Trembles when I come along
And the gay light-hearted maid
Hangs her head and is afraid
When she sees my majesty
Little children cease their play
And rnust labour all the day
When I call they must obey
They must answer instantly
All their little dreams are vain
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For I am Poverty
The Prince of Pain
The old men all fear me
And [the] old women too
They are dying wearily
And the hopes they have are few
But they leave loved ones behind
And they know I have no mercy
Warring with all humankind
So they creep into their graves
Glad enough to get away
And I often hear them say
Bitter bitter things of me
They are dying every day
While I shout triumphantly
Human strength is all in vain
I am Poverty
The Prince of Pain

THE PROMISE
1

1895 1 , lOa-llb (AOOlS-7) [JSN], draft.

They stood together and their hearts were sore
They had not known any pain before
His words were light far lighter than his mind
And she was fearful like all womankind
A brother's love is full of hope and cheer
A sister's love is full of clinging fear

10

He said Oh little sister we must part
One thi'ng I ask of you before I start
Oh will you always pray to God for me
When I am far away upon the sea
Now promise little sister will you say
That for your sailor brother you will pray
She said the sea I hear is very wild
I've always heard so since I was a child
And wild and wicked are seafaring men
And I may never see your face again
In after years she ne'er forgot the day
When in her tears she promised I will pray
~-

20

The sailor's was a wasted sin-cursed life
The sailor's sister grew to be a wife

6 we must part]

we Ipa1 must part MS.
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When midnight blackness fell upon the seas
It was her task a tiresome child to please
The sailor cursed aloud by night and day
The sailor's sister ne'er forgot to pray

30

And when at length her husband fell asleep
And she was sad and old dim thoughts would creep
Across her mind dim thoughts of other days
When she was young and walked the pleasant ways
When with her well-loved brother by her side
She talked and in sweet love was satisfied
One winter night she by her bedside knelt
To tell her God the troubles that she felt
She prayed for all who travelled by the sea
And one old sailor where'er he might be
He has not written home for many years
So long so long she thought with rising tears

40

21
31
33
34]
35

And then she felt a presence in the room
A holy light did banish all the gloom
Does Death come thus she thought with sudden awe
Ah no a blessed kindly face she saw
These were the words she heard the angel say
Your brother sleeps you need no longer pray
the seas] the rdeep1 seas MS.
her bedside] her fbeside1 /bedside MS.
She prayed] rTl She prayed MS.
!For one old sailor morel MS, preceding line 34.
written home] written ffi.ope1 home MS.

THE SACRIFICE
A limerick with this title occurs at '1915'E, llb and an extended version follows at
1 1915'E, 20a.

THE SACRIFICE
The Bulletin 14 September 1905, p.2; GDC; HS 57; BLP 65; CP 51.
Stephens underlined line 11, the second part of line 19, and line 20, and wrote 'weak
very' beside each in the margin of the GDC text, and N encircled the entire piece and
marked it with crosses in the margin to indicate dissatisfaction.
The Bulletin is the preferred text.
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White for the grave strange-eyed and sable-dressed
Is this my love so quietly doth lie
The sunlight of her sweetness her dear love
All that she gave falls to the earth to die
Love's utter sacrifice life's old long pain
Lost lost and shall this ever live again
0 God of pity

10

20

White for the grave all grace all glory gone
My love was young my love was sweet and worn
And so we dreamed as quiet voyagers
Most hateful wreck too cruel strife and storm
The grave will cry its hunger every hour
But oh to spoil the glory of a flower
Why why 0 God of pity
Yet in her rest she shall not see grey hairs
Nor children trampling on the holy things
Though every day be dark still in the dark
Love looks for light the old hope climbs and clings
Up through all tears in the black gloom and pain
My torn heart shrieks give me my love again
0 God of pity

3 dear love] dear grace GDC; HS; BLP; CP.
13 But oh] Yet thus GDC; HS; BLP; CP.
14] 0 god of pity GDC; HS; BLP; CP.
16 Nor children] Or children GDC; HS; BLP; CP.
20 shrieks] cries HS; BLP; CP.

~

'Shall I have grim black night or stars or dew'

The Bulletin 20 July 1905, Red page, under the heading 'Flotsam'.

Shall I have grim black night or stars or dew
Or golden day to fall upon my pain
To say goodbye for ever and to all
Too tired to hope for Love's warm light again
Welcome sweet rest but oh 'twas sweet to know
The green world flowery in the sun and rain
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SHEEDY WAS DYING
ML MS A849, p.512-113 [JN], fair copy, annotated and dated 1 27/1/l' [AGS].
'192~', 22a-22 (A0610-l) [A], 2 stanzas, revision::; of stanza 4. NIA MS 605/31 [L],
'New 4th stanza', with comment 'this verse may be put in as an extra or may supplant
5th verse' (not attached to letter, but enclosure JSN - RHC c.1933 for CP). NIA MS 605/33
[L], 'suggestion for last 4 lines of 5th stanza' (not attached to letter, but enclosure
JSN - RHC c.1933, for CP).
The Bulletin 7 December 1901; GDC; HS 34; BLP 40; CP 30.
JSN - Bertram Stevens 3 February 1907, ML MS A2453 (a draft occurs in '1906' at 36a-36b);
1 April 1907, ML MS A2453 (=ncerning inclusion of poem in an anthology). JSN - AGS,
a draft in ~906' at 37a (concerning request from Stevens to include poem in proposed
anthology). JSN - AGS 18 December 1923 (questioning comments made in School Magazine
and authorship of lines). JSN - RHC 19 November 1933, NIA MS 605/43 (sending '2 fresh
stanzas'); 25 February 1934, NIA MS 605/62-69 (=rrection to proofs CP). JSN - JD 27
January 1935, NIA MS 1145/64 (discusses Stephens'::; altez:atlons).
Stephens altered several words and two lines of the the fair copy and changed some of
the punctuation. The poem wns printed in the School Magazine (Sydney) 1 February 1923
with comments by Stephens, who said that lines 27-29 were awkward: N disputed the lines,
saying that they were Stephens' s, and suggested some new lines, and he later wrote two
new versions of the stanza in question. However, N was confused about the lines.
ML MS A849 =A; '1929' = B; NIA MS 605/31 = C; NIA MS 605/33 = D.
The fair copy (A) is the preferred text.

Grey as a rising ghost
Helpless and dumb
This he had feared the most
Now i t had come
Through the tent door
Burning and crying
The Thirsty Land lay
And Sheedy was dying
10

20

Why should he ever
And ever keep turning
All his thoughts over
To quicken their burning
Why should the North Wind speak
Creeping and crying
Who else could mourn for him
Sheedy was dying
Ay he had travelled far
Homeless a rover
Drunk his good share and more
Half the world over

6] Mocking defying [AGS]; GDC; HS; BLP: CP.
10] Keep turning keep turning [AGS]; GDC; HS; BLP; CP.
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So now had ended
All toiling and trying
Out in his tent alone
Sheedy was dying

30

40

Never a priest to say
Where he is going
Ah he shall take the road
As he is knowing
That he shall rest
And the North Wind is crying
Who else should mourn for him
Sheedy was dying
Kind in a surly way
Somewhat rough-spoken
Straight to his fellow-men
Keeping unbroken
A fine old contempt
For the world and its lying
Now on his bunk alone
Sheedy is dying
Birds of the Thirsty Land
In the dull grey
Mist of the even-time
Floated away
Still did the North Wind speak
Creeping and crying
White with his mouth agape
Sheedy was dying

25] '!he heat on the tree-Itops1 «top there» ~ lst stanza; Never a priest to make
~ 2nd stanza; CP; '!he heat on the tree-top there _g.
26] J""ihe fiery wind blowingl «Dancing and glowing» B lst stanza; Prayer to his travel
~ 2nd stanza; CP; Dancing and glowing _g.
27] '!here in the heart of him 18 December 1923; And never a priest to make ~ lst stanza;
f; Out to that mist of things ~ 2nd stanza; CP.
28] All the world slowing 18 December 1923; Prayer for his going ~ lst stanza; f; None
may unravel B 2nd stanza; CP.
29] So to his re~t [AGS]; Bul; GDC; HS; BLP; 18 December 1923; [Going outl Going out
~ lst stanza; Steering out staring out ~ 2nd stanza; CP; Going out going out _g.
30] And the wind crying ~ lst stanza; ~ 2nd stanza; f; CP.
31 should] could ~ lst stanza; ~ 2nd stanza; f; CP.
32 is] was Bul; GDC; HS; BLP; ~ lst stanza; ~ 2nd stanza; 9 CP.
35 Straight] Truth [AGS]; Bul; GDC; HS; BLP; CP.
37] With a strong man's contempt [AGS]; Bul; GDC; HS; BLP; A strong man he stood without
_Q; CP.
38] Flinching or sighing D; CP.
39] Now LinJ «on» his rt;unkl «hut» alone [AGS].
44 Floated] Floating [AGS]; Bul; GDC: HS; BLP; CP.
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AGS 18 December 1923:

I notice in 'Sheedy' in School Paper you have marked awkward against 3 lines
Ay he shall take the road
As he is knowing
So to his rest
My merrory is fairly clear about this.
I had this stanza bungled up sanehow when
I first sent it to you. I may have written the line starting Ay- but the other
two are yours. [Not so: the fair copy reads 'Ah he shall take the road I As he is
knowing I That he shall rest'.] You had to fix it up somehow. [AGS altered line
29 to read 'So to his rest' • ]
I never, liked the stanza much. My Dad never
liked Sheedy at all. I think he thought it rather heathenish. I suggest altering
to this
There in the heart of him
All the world slowing
So to his rest
N told Croll (19 November 1933) that he tho~ht the fourth stanza was 'very unsatisfactory
as it Lwas]' and went on to say 'A.G. L11uu1,jl1L su too. When it wa:::i firot printed years
ago, he altered it without asking me, and he didn't do 'the job very well.' Then in
resp:>nse to a question from Devaney, 'How many lines did A.G. Stephens supply for your
verse?', he replied (27 January 1935): 'I think it was about ten years ago that he
complained that one stanza in 'Sheedy was Dying' needed alteration. I p:>inted out that
the last four lines in the eight line stanza belonged to him. He admitted this but said
that when it was sent to the Bulletin in 1901 he thought that I might not bother replying
if he wrote to me. 1

THE SYMPATHISER
a b
'1895', 2 -2 (A0007-8) [JSN], fair draft.

Mother she said that man is weak
Thatgrey-haired woman's face is sad
That little girl is pinched and thin
And Oh she is but poorly clad
Why are these people all so poor
What is the cause why is it so
You silly girl the mother said
Why should you ask or wish to know
10

Her tongue was silenced but her heart
Beat quicker as her tears fell down
This simple child of nature wept
For all the poor folk in the town
That night she lay upon her bed
She tried to but she could not sleep
For ragged forms and faces pale
Were in her eyes and made her weep

75

20

Aye
And
She
For

call it folly if you like
laugh because her tears fell down
had a heart and so she wept
all the poor folk in the town

THE TALES WE NEVER HEAR
Prize poems, essay, novelette and manuscript magazine: From the competition held
in connection with the Australian Natives National Fete, Exhibition Building,
January 26, 1893, p.38, one of the 'Prize literary contributions', with heading
'Junior poem on any subject. By 'Donovan Blair' (J. s. Neilson, Nhill)'.

Though we all alike are fashioned
By the great God's wondrous will
Though we grow and live together
We are almost strangers still
We are far too rash in judging
We are far too prone to sneer
And the tales that are the saddest
Are the tales we never hear
10

20

30

What a strange wild march our life is
Care o'ertakes and crushes joy
Woman kills the sweet girl-creature
Man destroys the laughing boy
On and on and ever faster
Life is short and death is near
And the tales that are the saddest
Are the tales we never hear
Could we know the wild emotions
Of a single human heart
All its madd'ning cares and crosses
As it plays its little part
We should love each other better
We should count all kindness dear
For the tales that are the saddest
Are the tales we never hear
There are words we cannot utter
There are thoughts we cannot tell
Some are pure enough for Heaven
Some are vile enough for Hell
On this old world rolls and with it
Hearts that love and hope and fear
And the tales that are the saddest
Are the tales we never hear
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TO A LITTLE FRIEND
ML MS3354/2, Item 6,

2

b

[JSN],

fair draft.

Will you love me little friend
You are very dear to me
Little heart so good and pure
May I have your sympathy
I am earthy of the earth
Teach me something of your mirth
Let me clasp your little hand
Let me look into your eyes
Will you promise that although
Grievous troubles may arise
You will be to me a friend
You will love me to the end

10

When the friends who love me now
Find some grievous faults in me
When they think me harsh unkind
Void of all sincerity
Will you love me just the same
Though I may be much to blame
When the griefs of later years
Come and dwell within your heart
When the brightest hopes that are
Fail to make those griefs depart
If I'm living little friend
I will love you till the end

20

3 Little] f Yol Little MS.
9 promise that] promise flittlel that MS.
15 think me harsh] think «me» harsh MS.

TO A LITTLE SINGER
1

1895 1 , 2b (AOOOS) [JSN], fair draft.

Thanksfor your song my little friend
It brought sweet memories near
Ah many of our brightest smiles
Are caused by what we hear
How often does a simple song
A drooping spirit cheer

3

Ahl

LHOWJ MS.
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Sweet singer may your life be free
From Care as was your song
Oft may your voice in troubled times
Drive Care and Grief along
May angels ever guard your path
And keep you from all wrong
TO MARY JANE
'1895', 17b-19b (A0023-5) [JSN], fair draft, 5 stanzas (95 lines); 26b-27b (A00320033) [JSN], fair draft,-4 stanzas (54 lines); 29a (A0034)- [JSN], 1 stanza,
cancelled and alrrost illegible. ML MS 4937/10, Item 1, typescript, with cormnent
'Printed? where. Nhill, Oct.31, 1894.' [AGS], (published text not located),
3 stanzas (33 lines).
b
b
b
b
a
17 -19 =A; 26 -27 = B; 29 = C; 4937/10-1 =D.
It is unlikely that Stephens would have altered the text to the extent seen here
without N' s authority, rin<'I thP nrit11n~ nf thP. nrnftfl flt.rnng1 y !'l11ggests a furt.her
revision by the author. The typescript MS 4937/10-1 (D) is therefore taken as
the preferred text. ~ is keyed to ~ in the notes and C is shown at the end.

Mary Jane Mary Jane
You are very very fair
You are filling all this little town with sighs
A golden glorious auburn is your hair
And a soft dreamy grey are your eyes
With your sweet angelic air
Your're an angel I declare
Mary Jane
10

20

Mary Jane Mary Jane
Very dainty are your feet
As you trip along the street
All the people whom you meet
Think you are extremely sweet
And the young men doff their hats
And the old men gravely smile
And the other girls are looking
Daggers at you all the while
Mary Jane
Mary Jane Mary Jane
When I sit within the pew
And the parson reads and prays
I scarcely ever understand
A single word he says
For when I shoultl be thiuklng
Of my very sinful ways
I am thinking all the blessed time of you
And I can't control my eyes
For they stare
And they glare

78
30

And I cannot keep them looking
For a moment anywhere
But at you
Mary Jane

~

1-9 (pmitted in ~):
Mary Jane Mary Jane
If you could only know
The agonizing pain
That I suffer and the woe
My life is one long sigh
Through the sunmer hot and dry
Through the winter wild and wet
I am sighing even yet
Mary Jane

A

10-17 = B 1-8:
Mcuy

Jcillt!

Mcuy

Jdllt!

You are very very fair
Dreamy grey are your eyes
And a most uncommon size
And a !goldenl glorious golden auburn is your hair ~
And a glorious golden auburn is your hair ~ 5.
With your sweet angelic air
You're an angel I declare
Mary Jane
~

18-37 f

~

9-28.

Mary Jane Mary Jane

(~

Very dainty are your feet
As you trip along the street
All the people whom you meet
1'hink you are extremely sweet
Mary Jane
anits ~ 23)
And the young men lift their hats
And the old men blandly smile
And while the other girls are looking [ Daggersl A.
And the other girls are looking
Daggers at you all the while
has an additio~al line here)
Mary Jane ~ 18.
And even little boys
Playing marbles on the street
When troubled with the tripping ~ 30.
When troubled with the presence ~ 21.
Of your dainty little feet
Never dare
To rudely reprinand you
Or to swear
For even they are charmed
With the beautiful and fair
Mary Jane

r

(~
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38-46 reads:
Mary Jane Mary Jane
When I sit within the pew
And the parson reads and prays
I scarcely understand a word he says
And when m::ist certainly
I really ought to be
Thinking of my sinful ways
I am thinking all the blessed time of you
Mary Jane
B 29-3S reads:
Mary Jane Mary Jane
When I sit within the pew
And the parson reads and prays
I hardly ever understand
A single word he says
For my thoughts are all of you
When I should be thinking of
My sinful ways
~ 47-S3 (omitted in~):
And I can't control my eyes
For they stare
And they glare
And I cannot keep them gazing
For a rncment anywhere
But at you
Mary Jane
~

~

S4-74

~ ~

37-S4:

Mary Jane Mary Jane

You are proud and you are cold A SS.
You are very proud and =ld ~ 38.
And you always speak of me
With c;erenc severity
So I'm told
Mary Jane
A S9 omitted in B.
But I would not now ccmplain
I am getting used to pain
I shall never smile again
Mary Jane
For my heart is in a flame ~ 64.
All my heart is now aflame ~ 46.
And =nsumeth all my frame ~ 6S.
It consumeth all my frame~ 47.
But you're not the least to blame
A 66 omitted in B.
So I wish you happiness~ 67.
But I wish you peace and joy ~ 48.
All the same
Mary Jane
~ 69 omitted in B.
I hope that you will marry
Sane good man and true

80
A really good honest good man
And good enough for you
Mary Jane
~

75-95 (omitted in~):
In conclusion I may mention
That I do not entertain
The slenderest intention
Of committing suicide
Many men have suffered like me
And nobly lived and died
But I know one thing for certain
I shall never smile again
Mary Jane
I shall sigh a few more sighs
I shall write a few more lays
And I will-Well let me see
I'd go and be a hermit
And court all misery
But that sort of thing has gone
Out of fashion nowadays
So I'll sigh a few more sighs
And write a few more lays
And try to reconcile myself
To this world's ways
Mary Jane

C reads:
rNow <I'm> very sweet is [ •••• ]
And a rosebud's sweet to see
But Mary Jane is sweeter
Her voice to me is music
A soft sweet hai.-monyl

TO QUEEN ALEXANDRA
NIA MS 1145/60, 90 [JSN], 2 stanzas.

The Bulletin 31August1905, p.36; The Bookfellow
15 June 1920, p.130; GDC (omitted GDC 2).

The last three stanzas of GDC have been encircled and marked with crosses in the margins
and the two stanzas at NIA 1145/60, 90 are replacement stanzas for those marked in GDC.
The Bookfellow text is preceded by a notice of the publication of a forthcaning biogra:fhy
of Queen Alexandra with the cornnent that 'these verses (now improved)' were written 'long
ago'.
The Bulletin is the preferred text.

I saw your picture in a lady's paper
It was a most improper thing to do
Oh please forgive me dear Queen Alexandra
I fell in love with you

81

I know (the daily papers always tell me)
Millions of hearts with loyal fires aglow
Beat for thee in the various little Britains
And mine bumps even so
10

You never did (I'm certain dear you didn't)
Or even think a thing unkind or shady
So long you've been God bless you for it all
A quiet married lady
No other Queen could be so sweet as you dear
Not Cleopatra nor the one at Troy
If you but tried you'd smite us all completely
Old buffer man and boy

20

I dreamed one night (I had no pie for supper)
I saw you smile you nodded once or twice
I was the king of some important kingdom
And things were going nice
My legions moved the earth was red with bloodshed
I saw my navies go my navies come
I laid about me with big battleaxes
In fact I made things hum
And lo I woke my tent door had been flapping
'Twas bright moonshine I had not waked too soon
My dearest friends they say I got a touch of
The big round summer moon

30

Had I but spoken once as I speak now dear
In your old home out there beyond the sea
From what I hear of old-time ways and notions
'Twould have gone hard with me
Perchance I
Or else the
Had snicked
But that is

40

had been taken to the Tower
King in a tremendous passion
my head off with a big rough hatchet
out of fashion

Kings now have altered all their little plans
They just go on like any other sinners
They smoke and smile and sit and see the play
And sometimes speak at dinners
Sorrows have fallen on thee deep and sore
We all must have our troubles in our time

10
12
13

Or even think] Or even thought GDC; Boo.
married lady] English lady GDC.
so sweet] as sweet Boo.
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Just look at me I find it such a bother
To patch up this poor rhyme
May
May
And
Thy
50

Time deal fairly with thy fair sweet presence
Death keep off his old cold clammy hand
may the Drought and Rabbit keep afar from
fair green land

May the good King grow jollier still and fatter
Much dreaded by his foes each glorious year
Long may he smoke and be a fine old fellow
And drink good British beer

41-52]Discarded in The Bookfellow.
49] May the good king your son grow ever fatter GOC.
51 srroke and be] smoke till he's a GDC.
NLA MS 1145/60, 90 & Bookfellow lines 41-48 read:
And Queens no more urge on adventurous knights
To wear unhandy mail and awkward lances
They have committees now they kill Old Time NLA MS.
They have Camnittees now and kill Old time Boo.
At dull At Homes at dances NLA MS.
At dull At Homes and Dances Boo.
Of Queens of old of Queen[s] that still persist
A bushman's knowledge is exceeding slender NLA MS.
All that a bushman knows is dim and slender Boo.
But in your face I saw the rrother sweet
The woman brave and tender

TO QUEEN VICTORIA ON HER 74th BIRTHDAY
b

ML MS 3354/2, Item 2, 4

[JSN].

Oh say Queen Victoria say
How are you enjoying it eh
On this happy morning in May
While the people are shouting hurray
They hold you so dear so they say
Oh see Queen Victoria see
How your subjects wherever they be
Are drinking your health joyfully
And some go for weeks on the spree
To show their intense loyalty
What a lucky old lady are you
With nothing whatever to do
But to sit there and collar your screw

83

What a lucky old lady are you
And no doubt you know it well too

TO SARAH ANN
ML MS 3354/2, Item 4, 12b [JSN], fair draft.

All the garden's white with blossoms
And the dew is everywhere
There's a sweetness in the sunshine
There's a sweetness in the air
There's a naughty sunbeam dancing
On your rippling chestnut hair
I have half a mind to kiss you
Sarah Ann
Do you really know tho.t you a.re
Such a pretty little girl
That your eyes are bright and gladsome
That your hair's inclined to curl
That your lips are red as cherries
And your pretty teeth like pearl
That in fact you are an angel
Sarah Ann
11

eyes are bright]

eyes <<are>> bright MS.

TO THE DEPARTED
'1895', 9b (A0015) [JSN], fair draft.

Oh dearest do you
Oh do you love me
God knows my days
With bitter tears

think of me
yet
pass bitterly
my cheeks are wet

Dear friends I have I love them well
And they are very kind to me
They speak but Oh they cannot tell
As you could tell heart history
Oh dearest
Surely you
This heart
This heart

do you think of me
never can forget
that loves you faithfully
that fondly loves you yet
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TOM McCANN
a
a b
.
a
Item 2, 5 , 6 -6 [JSN], fair draft. ML MS 3354/2, Item~' 12 ,
13 , 14a-14 [JSN], fair draft entitled 'Oliver Hann' with stanza at 12 headed
'Last verse Tern McCann'. NIA MS1145/76, p.17, [FN], transcription with carment
'Note by F.N. The following old Scotch rhyme should be set in as a preface to
this ballad
'
The poem also occurs in the Fable and fantasy dialogues by
Frank Neilson (where it is attributed to 'Alexander Kirkwood' ) and has the pref ace
under the title.
~MS 3354/~,

The chronology is uncertain and I have therefore taken MS 3354/2, Item 2, Sa,
6a-6b as the preferred text because it is the more finished, in a narrative sense,
of the two authoritative texts. The second version is shown separately in the
notes.

Never was boy so nicely reared
Never a boy such good things heard
Never did boy so curse and swear
Neve~ did boy cause so much care
As this young hopeful Tom McCann
Son of an English clergyman

10

McCann was a man of a musing mind
A bit standoffish but not unkind
His wife they called her a dear good soul
But quite unable to half control
Such a boy as Tom McCann
Boys are boys
But some very
Never did boy
Never did boy
As this young

20

the wide world o'er
bad ones are even more
so scream and yell
such falsehoods tell
hopeful young Tom McCann

He plundered bird's nests many a one
And laughed and thought it jolly good fun
He grew in stature he went to school
The master caned but he could not rule
Such a boy as Tom McCann
Son of an English clergyman
He went to college he got in debt
He mixed with the very fastest set
He rowed one year in the Oxford crew
The best man in it he looked it too
A strapping fellow was Tom McCann
Son of an English clergyman

5 ] As this young f'Scarnp of1 <<hopeful> > a Tan McCann MS.
16] As this young rscamp ofl «hopeful» a young T. Mccann MS.
23 he got] he rwent to1 got MS.
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He took to betting he took to drink
Lower and lower he seemed to sink
The tears come into an old man's eyes
A grey-haired woman sits down and sighs
All for the prodigal Tom McCann
Son of an English clergyman
Disowned by his friends disgraced at home
Out to the colonies he must come
A broken-down dandy a jackeroo
He seeks fresh fields and pastures new
Poor foolish beggar poor Tom McCann
Son of an English clergyman
He found the station a trifle rough
He called the tucker villainous stuff
He quarrelled with the cook the overseer
Gave him the sack and he had to 'clear'
He carried his 'bluey' poor Tom McCann
Son of an English clergyman

50

He worked for a while on the western lines
He had a turn at the silver mines
He fought McGarry for twenty pounds
And knocked him out in a dozen rounds
A real smart fellow was Tom McCann
Son of an English clergyman
He died on a station somewhere out back
I heard from a fellow named Harry Black
He only lasted a day or so
The fever's sudden out there you know
That's where they buried Tom McCann
Son of an English clergyman

60

Of all his doings I cannot tell
Let us forget them 'tis just as well
The lads all liked him around this part
They said he wasn't so bad at heart
This is the story of Tom McCann
Son of an English clergyman

29] Poor foolish «beggar» poor Tan McCann MS.
a,
b
a
b
MS 3354/2, Item 4, 12
13 , 14 -14 reads:
Never was boy so nicely reared
Never a boy such good things heard
Never a boy was thought so fair
Many a fervent heart-felt prayer
Rose to Heaven for Oliver Hann
Son of an English clergyman
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!bys are boys the wide world o'er
The hearts that love them are often sore
Who can tell what a boy may be
All is hope and uncertainty
Numerous fights of his boyish days
Brought him trouble as well as praise
He had the whole school under his thumb
Wherever he went - he made things hum
He went to college he got in deht
He mixed with the very fastest set
He rowed one year in the Oxford crew
The best man in it - he looked it too
A strapping fellow was Oliver Hann
Son of an English clergyman
The world is wicked its ways are wild
It careth not for a mother's child
Many a time an old man sighs
And tears come into a mother's eyes
Down on his luck disgraced at home
Out to the colonies he must cane
Like many another jackeroo
He seeks fresh fields and pastures new

Away out back on the cattle run
He saw that the glorious days were done
The glorious <<days>> how good were they
And the dear old land how far away
The station hands were a rougher set
Than any other he'd ever met
Though he soon began to understand
The flowery talk of our sunny land
But the bush was dull for Oliver Hann
swift as a river his red blood ran
And he felt the wild life in his breast
And it could not would not let him rest
He worked awhile on the railways lines
And had a turn lonl «at» the silver mines
He fought McGarry for twenty pounds
And knocked him out in a dozen rounds
A real smart fellow was Oliver Hann
Son of an English clergyman
We wo:i;-ked together I knew him well
Where he has got to I cannot tell
We had a drink and we said goodbye
It'll be three years linl «next» July
A strange wild fellow was TomMcCann
Son of an English clergyman
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NLA MS 115/76, p.17.
Note by F.N.
'!he following old Scotch rhyme should be set in as a preface to this ballad
Monday's bairn is full of grace
Tuesday's bairn is fair of face
Wednesday's bairn is full of woe
'Ihursday's bairn is full of woe
Friday's bairn is loving and giving
Saturday's bairn must work for a living
Sunday's bairn will be straight and tall
Happy and honest beloved by all

'TWAS IN THE EARLY SUMMERTIME
'!he Bulletin 24 September 1903; GDC; HS 45; BLP 42; CP 40.
5 is a photographic print of GDC 1.

ML MS 3354/3, Item

GOC has lines cancelled and alterations in Stephens's hand.
'!he Bulletin is the preferred text.

10

Perchance it was of Chaucer's day
Old Chaucer cheerier soul than he
Ne'er drank the good red wine of life
And all his rhymes rang joyfully
Or did it spring from some sad heart
That dwelt 'mid cypress gloom and rue
Some dreamer who in shadows sang
Of sweetness that he never knew
Poor quaint old half-forgotten rhyme
''Twas in the early summertime'

20

I dreamed a dream of gardens garbed
In many a bloom of pink and snow
Of meadows where the rivers ran
And woodland noises sweet and low
The bold hills and the great calm sky
The song-birds warbling far away
The green wheat in the ear and all
The glory of a golden day
They lilted to an old dead rhyme
''Twas in the early summertime'

6-7] A dreamer wandering in the blue
Who in the slumbering sunlight sang [AGS] GDC; HS; BLP; CP.
9]
Poor old faint half-forgotten rhyme GDC; HS; BLP; CP. ('faint' corrected
to 'quaint' [AGS] in GDC 1.)
11
gardens garbed] gardens clothed HS; BLP; CP.
19] Poor old quaint half-forgotten rhyme [AGS] GDC; HS; BLP; CP.

88
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I dreamt of kisses and of tears
A sweet warm world and wondrous fair
Of lovers lingering in the gloom
And holy men at evening prayer
Of singers and their brave old songs
Of flowers and many a field of hay
Of strong men riding out to war
And children dancing at their play
(Their feet beat out the pleasant rhyme
''Twas in the early summertime')

40

Five hundred years ago and more
Five hundred years and I today
Am sauntering in the bloom and lo
A sigh a kiss they haste away
My heart beats happier for your loves
My heart is merrier for your joy
God's blessings come in sun and bloom
To every love-sick girl and boy
Poor quaint old unforgotten rhyme
''Twas in the early summertime'

21 dreamt] dreamed GOC; HS; BLP; CP.
29] Poor old quaint half-forgotten rhyme [AGS] GDC; HS; BLP; CP.
30] An additional line follows in GOC and has been cancelled [AGS]:
Where the twinkling colours blend
39] Poor old quaint unforgotten rhyme GDC; HS; BLP; CP.

TWO LITTLE DREAMERS
ML MS 3354/2, Item 1, 6b [JSN], 1 stanza, cancelled; 7b, 8a-8b [JSN], fair draft,
7 x 6-line stanzas. '1895', 7a-7b (A0012-3) [JSN], fair draft, 2 x 3-line stanzas
& 4 x 6-line stanzas; llb-12b (A0017-8) [JSN], fair draft, 6 x 3-line stanzas.
NIA MS 1145/74B, typescript, 6 x 3-line stanzas (a transcription of '1895' 7a-7b).
3354/2-1, 6b =A; 3354/2-1, 7b, 8a-8b = B; '1895', 7a-7b = C; '1895 1 , llb-12b
= D.
The third fair draft, '1895', llb-12b (D) is the preferred text. The 6-line
stanzas are counted and shown as 3-line stanzas in the notes.

One little sprite had black eyes and very wavy hair
The other sprite had blue eyes and ringlets long and fair
So they went to school together and knew but little care
1-3] f ~ 1-3, cancelled stanza.
1 black] dark B 1.
2] The other sprite had blue eyes and was very very fair ~ 2.
3] And they walked to school together a pretty little pair f. 3.
And they went to school together And they knew but little care~ 3; A 3.
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I listened to their prattle and she with eyes of blue
Said when I am a woman I'll go and visit you
And we'll have a talk together when we've nothing else to
do
I listened to their prattle and she with wavy hair
Said when I am a woman I'll go just everywhere
I'll do just as I like then for no one then shall care
The schooldays passed and vanished sweet childhood's brightest
things
They had Life's joyous promise they felt life's bitter stings
Too seldom did they listen to God's deep whisperings
The black-eyed maiden married and sailed to foreign lands
Where toil and tears and trouble wearied her heart and hands
She said we are but units as sand grains in the sands
4-6] = ~ 7-9; f ~ 10-12.
4-5] I listened to their prattle rand she with wavy hair]
r8aid when I am a WOil\3Ill and she with eyes of blue
Said when I am a wanan I'll go and visit you~ 4-5.
4 with eyes l with rwavy hairl eyes ~ 7.
4] The angels came to listen and she with eyes of blue !! 10.
7-9] = ~ 4-6; f !! 7-9.
7] The angels came to listen And she with wavy hair!! 7.
10-12] f ~ 10-12; f !! 13-15.
10 childhood's] childhood['sl D.
10] The schooldays soon were ended They said goodbye to glee ~ 10.
IThe dark-eyed maiden married And sail
The schooldays soon were ended And gone was childish glee B 13.
11] IThey thought1
No loving lips rebuked them They still were far from free ~ 11.
They looked less to the future They still were faLirJ<<r>> from free B 14.
12] They [prl leamt to strive and struggle They longed for s~thy ~ 12-:The present had its troubles and many a mystery !! 15.
13-15] f C 13-15; f B 16-18.
13] The black-eyed ~iden married rand sailed across the seasl And sailed to
other lands C 13.
The dark-eyed maiden married And sailed across the seas !! 16.
14] To a young land and a fair land But its beauty did not please B 17.
15 as sand] as rlittl~ sand c 15.
15 J She loved the old land better With a love that would not cease B 18.
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Far in a noisy city the blue-eyed dreamer's brain
All day with work is troubled sometimes she says in pain
The wide seas separate us we shall not meet again
16-18] f £ 16-18; f ~ 19-21.
16-18] The other earns her living in a busy city where £ 16; B 19.
There are few to know her sorrows And few her griefs to share£ 17.
There are few who know her sorrows There are few her griefs to share ~
20.
Alas :i;:x::ior little dreamers your dreams were very fair £ 18.
And yet those little dreamers drearn[s] Were Oh so bright and fair ~ 21.
Discarded stanza ~ 2, lines 4-6:
They looked into the future That mighty mystery
They thought the outlook pleasant There was so much to see
They wished their girlhood over They were eager to be free

THE WAYFARER
a b
ML MS 3354/2, Item 2, 1 -1 [JSN], fair draft.

Where is your home
Oh poor tired weary one
The day is done
The night is coming on
The way is very lone
Where is your home

10

20

Have you no home
Is there no place of rest
Where your poor soul distressed
Might find a sweet release
A little time of peace
Have you no home
I have no home
In all this wide fair earth
And ever since my birth
A traveller I have been
And many lands I've seen
Each night upon my way
I have craved leave to stay
And rest a little while
I've travelled many a mile
I have no home
I am a stranger here
But then what are we all
The great as well as small
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30

We came but yesterday
Tomorrow we must go
And who shall say they know
The place to which we pass
Many have gone alas
Never has one returned
Though we have yearned and yearned
To hear of what is there
They say that it is fair
Take courage soul of mine
There is a life divine
There is a home

30 gone alas] gone, alas MS.

THE WEDDING RING
ML MS 3354/2, Item 3, 3b [JSN], fair draft.

Harry you're blushing
That's a bad sign
Don't be offended
Old mate of mine
Mention the thing
A wedding ring

10

See there is Harry
She's by his side
Tall light-complexioned
Beautiful bride
Lucky dog he
Well we shall see
Happy's the bridal
The sun shines upon
See he is putting
The wedding ring on
Now it is done
These two are one

*
will

20

*
give for

What
I
it
Your wedding ring
Really I couldn't think
Of such a thing

-x-
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WHEN ARE THE ANGELS NEAREST
ML MS 4937/10, Item 1, typescript [AGS], with comment 'ptd in Australasian'.
ML MS A3038/2, la [FN], transcription, with a note 'written in early teens.
This poem I consider can be placed high up in Shaw Neilson's work. F.N.'. McKimn
MS, transcription, tyged, entitled 'When the angels are the nearest'. ML MS
3354/3, Item 4, 10/19 , a note [A], 'Find instructions in Mick's old exercise.
Angels nearest nay be in brown box <out> home'.
Australasian 28 October 1893, p. 780. Border Watch 1 May 1943, printed as
'believed hitherto unpublished'.
The Australasian text pre-dates MS 4937/10, Item 1 and is the preferred text.

When are the angels nearest
Is it when the skies are fair
And the birds with their pretty chatter
Make joyous all the air
When the wind is soft and mild
Tdke thA RleAp of a little child

10

When are the angels nearest
Is it under a leaden sky
When the clouds are full of sorrow
And the great trees groan and sigh
When the light is nearly gone
And the grim night hurries on
When are the angels nearest
Is it when the parents stand
By the grave of the little loved one
When sorrowing hand in hand
Hot burning tears they shed
And the sobbing prayers are said

20

When are the angels nearest
Is it in the long still night
When the moon makes ghostly shadows
That are neither black nor white
When sleep comes unto men
Are the angels nearest then

13 angels] ange's Aus (this may be the result of fading copy).

WHEN THE GOOD MAN DIED
'1895', 3a-3b (A0008-9) [JSN], fair draft, 4 x 3-line stanzas.
Nhill and Tatiara Mail 4 April 1894 (4 x 6-line stanzas).
The fair draft is the preferred text.
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We were standing in the dim light and his wife was by his
side
The grim vale lay before him but he was not terrified
We were watching for we loved him when the good man died
We had known him and loved him his whole life long
We had found him a true friend and a sturdy man and strong
He made mistakes but never did a fellow mortal wrong
Outside the moon was shining inside the room was dim
We were standing in the dim light and the dim light fell
on him
And the dear old eyes were covered with a white and misty
film
We heard his children sobbing we saw their mother weep
It is so very little oh so little Love can keep
For even as we watched him the good man fell asleep

1] In the dim light we were standing and his wife was by his side N&'IM.
4] We had known rhis1 and «loved» him «his» whole life long MS-.We had known him and loved him 'For the space of many years N&'IM.
5] We had known him in laughter We had known him in tears N&'IM.
6 He made] He rhadl made MS.
-6] When his bright hopes were blasted And his life was full of fears N&'IM.
11] And o'er his eyes was growing A white and misty film N&'IM.

~

'When your bullocks were bogged on the Berrigan Road'

a
a
.
ML MS 3354/2. Item 4, 25 -26 [JSNJ, fair draft.

When your bullocks were bogged on the Berrigan Road
And you couldn't pull out and you couldn't unload
When a cold steady drizzle set in from the south
And the tail of your whip made a mark on your mouth
Then what did you say

Eh
Billy McCrae

10

When a Methodist parson rode up on a horse
And asked as he would in a solemn discourse
If the bullocks were tired if your whip was of hide
And if he could help you by driving offside
Then what did you say

Eh
Billy McCrae
You mind up at Yulgar the year that Big Fenn
And little Jack Rickards caught in the same pen
Where you went for two hundred and wanted but one
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When the manager blocked you and gave you the run
Then what did you say
20

Eh

Billy McCrae
In the year of the strike when we camped up at Bourke
And couldn't get tucker and couldn't take work
And a bloke that was with us suggested that we
Should scab it at Murphy's at Walagaree
Then what did you say
Eh

Billy McCrae
30

When we met with a chap we'd known for years
Being stiff we expected a couple of beers
But we stood in the bar and we heard him request
A long 'Jimmy Woodser' of Hennessy's best
Then what did you say
Eh

Billy McCrae
24 And] fWhl And MS.
32 'Jimmy Woodser'] Slang for a solitary drink.

WHICH COLOUR
ML MS 3354/2, Item 6~ la-2a [JSN], fair draft. Fryer MS Fl347, transcription
[ FN] , typed, with note 'written in early teens 1 •
Nhill and Tati.ara Mail 23 May 1894.
The Nhill Mail text has a new second stanza and the second stanza of the
transcription has lines from both the ML MS and the Nhill Mail text. The new
second stanza in the published text suggests a revision by the author (it is
unlikely an editor would alter a text to this extent), whilst that of the
transcription nay indicate either another revision by the author, or a revision
by his brother based on the extant MS and the published text. I have therefore
shown the variants of the transcription in this case.
MS 3354/2, Item 6 = A~ MS Fl347 = B.
The Nhill and Tatiara Mail is the prefe=ed text.

Which colour do you love best
Which of the colours above the rest
I know not how to choose
I love the red so well
It seems to bring to me
5] It seems to me to bring

?!·
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10

So much sweet sympathy
So much of cheery hope
So much I cannot tell
How it disperseth gloom
Can there be anything
More beautiful to see
Than a blood-red rose in bloom
Which colour do you love the best
Which of the colours above the rest

20

I know not how to choose
I love so well
Green gardens and green trees
How good are these
Our tired eyes to please
The young child full of life
Rejoices in the grass
And as the long years pass
Down down the old folks go
Six feet below
And the green grass does grow
Upon each little heap
Above them as they sleep
Which colour do you love best
Which of the colours above the rest

30

I know not how to choose
I love the blue so well
For God himself looks through
All space that seemeth blue
I know a little dell
Where many bluebells grow
And where I of ten go
I love blue skies
I love blue eyes
And what more would you know

40

Which colour do you love best
Which of the colours above the rest
I love the white the best
Aye better than the rest
'Tis full of joyous light

13 love the best] love best ~; ~·
28 Which colour] Which colours B.
29 Which of the colours] Which colour A.
35] Omitted in ~, probably in error.
36 And where] And there ~; ~·
43 than the rest] than all the rest A.
44 of joyous light] of joy and light ~; B.
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50

It never does allure
It brings no evil thought
For it is pure
The sweetest flowers are white
The lily she is queen
Of all the flowers that are
Both near and far
The lily is serene
And yet another thought
I always l1ave been taught
That Paradise is bright
And that the angels' robes
Are all pure white

49 she is] shy is ~·
51 Both near] Both ever near B
Discarded stanza 2, lines 15-27,
I uedLly luvt: Li1t: green

~;

~

& B:

B.

It brings to me ~It always brings to me ~·
So many <<a>> pleasant scene ~·
So many a pleasant scene ~·
And pleasant memory ~·
And pleasing memory ~In bygone days I played ~; B.
In childhcxxl's hours I strayed~; B.
In meadow green and sweet ~·
In meadows green and sweet ~And there I learnt to love A.
And there I learned to love B.
The grass beneath my feet ~; ~·
All fresh green things that please ~ 25.
Green gardens and green trees ~ 25.
Green gardens and green trees ~ 26.
How gcxxl are these ~ 26.
I love all these A.
The tired eyes to please ~-

THE WHITE FLOWERS CAME
ML MS A2471-l, tn;es=ipt (Bertram Stevens's papers). ML MS 4937/10, Item 1,
Typescript [AGS], with comnent 'this was sent to Bulletin last sumner. Never
heard anything of it' , and a further ccxnment 'Book' •
The Bulletin 10 August 1905 (the Red page); GOC; HS 81; BLP 103; CP 73.
JSN - AGS, draft, '1906' <=ncerning a request from Bertram Stevens for poems
for an anthology; N's preference is for 'Sheedy, The child we lost or The white
flowers came'). JSN - RHC 25 February 1934, NIA MS 605/62-69 (a correction to
proofs CP). JSN - JD 21 October 1934, NIA MS 1145/68 (this was one of a number
of verses that N 'turned out • • • one winter' ) •
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'I'he Stevens text is derived from the A.G. Step-iens MS, which in turn differs
from the Bulletin text. In contrast, the GDC text is the same as the Bulletin,
which suggests that Stei::hens sent a copy containing minor alterations to Stevens,
post-publication, later revised the poem (probably after he returned to Australia
from New Zealand in 1910), and then used the original text, or the closest thing
to it, for GDC.
ML MS A2471-1 = A; ML MS 4937/10-1 =B.
'I'he Bulletin is the preferred text.

'Twas in the sweet month tremulous
With dancing joys that none may quell
The white flowers came upon the world
They taught the old-time Parable
Life looked so very sweet a thing
The watchers wept the lights burned low
He moved he felt the long cold kiss
And yet it seemed not good to go
10

Two damsels underneath the stars
Lay listening on the cool green ground
Faint as the falling dew they heard
The song that spins the world around
Strange bickering rose where Death and Life
Sat quarrelling on the green hillside
Soft as a blessing spoke the bells
Blue sky and blossoms for a bride

20

Toiling and tired at close of day
A thin white widow woman prayed
In many a lighted town was told
The parable of man and maid
'Twas in the grey of eventime
Cool earth and sky delightsome mild
God's pity came in tears he saw
The blue eyes of a little child

1 'Twas in the] I t was in the §::i I t was the ~·
5] Death would not let him stay for Love ~6 watchers] watcher HS; BLP; CP.
7 the long] a long §::.
7 moved] sighed ~·
10 green] sweet ~13 bickering] bickerings §::; B.
16 blossoms] blossom B.
17] 'Twas in the summer heat and storm B.
18 white] GDC has '?pale' and 'or? pale thin' [AGS] added in the margin.
20 parable] mystery HS; BLP; CP.
21 grey] calm B.
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WHY DID YOU KISS ME
ML MS 3354/2:6 Item 4, 19b [JSN], 1 stanza numbered 3; 22a [JSN], fair draft. The
stanza at 19 is a revision and the handwriting varies narkedly between the two
MSS, suggesting that the 5eplacernent stanza may have been written some time later.
I have therefore shown 19 separately in the notes.

Why did you kiss me 'twas a cruel pain
To give me for my aching memory
Brings back the sweetness of it all too plain
And leaves me then in utter misery
Oh why did you kiss me
It was a summer night the air was warm
The moon was rising and the sky was clear
And I was leaning dreaming on your arm
Dreaming and hoping I had little fear
Oh why did you kiss me
But
Far
But
The

for that kiss I think it would have been
easier for this poor heart to forget
now I cannot hope there comes between
memory of a sweetness bitter yet
Oh why did you kiss me

11 that kiss] that l hghl kiss MS.
b

Stanza 3, 19 reads:
There is no sorrow <sorer> than the pain
Of looking backward on the joys we stole
The old time sweetness cannot come again
The hope1 There is no hope my sorrow to console
Oh why did you kiss me

r

WITH TEARS
a b
a
a a
ML MS 3354/2, Item 3, 1 -1 & 2 [JSN], fair draft. '1936', 4 -5 (A0772-3) [FN],
transcription with note 'This appeared in Nhill Mail about 1894'. McKirmn MS,
transcription, typed.
Nhill·and Tatiara Mail 4 August 1894.
The published text differs substantially from the fair draft which is treated as
a discrete version.
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WITH TEARS [1]
a b
a
ML MS 3354/2, Item 3, 1 -1 & 2 [JSN], fair draft.
[FNJ, transcription.

a a
'1936', 4 -5 (A0772-3)

His blood was warm his pulses beat so fast
He loved the pleasures that can never last
When Summer ripened into Autumn bloom
And Autumn sickened into Winter gloom
He had no hope amid the weary years
Although he sought it carefully with tears

10

Up high above him stood the glorious blue
And all the sweet things of the world still grew
He breathed again the same soft blessed air
But there was something missing everywhere
Something he found not through the long long years
Although he sought it carefully with tears
He read the books of half-forgotten men
But the long looked-for never came again
He saw but there was much he could not see
In that great play of parts humanity
And so he struggled on throughout the years
Still searching very carefully with tears

20

What is it follows him while Life will last
The one companion of the times long past
Why falls and rises his poor soul within
It is not black with any grievous sin
He is a man beset with many fears
A man who searches carefully with tears

7 above him stood] above «him» stood MS.
15 saw but] saw, but MS.

WITH TEARS [2]
McKirnm MS, transcription.

Nhill and Tatiara Mail 4 August 1894.

The poem was printed in the Border Watch 19 May 1942 with the following
explanation:
Neilson once came here on a visit to see his aunt and after hearing a serrron
at church preached by the Rev. R.A. Caldwell, on the text 'For ye know how
that afterwards, when he would have inherited the blessing he was rejected,
and he found no place of repentance though he sought it carefully with
tears. ' Heb. 12 : 17. He condensed the se:rnon into verse [ 'With tears'
follows].
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For ye know how that afterward, when he would have inherited the blessing, he
was rejected: for he found no place of repentance, though he sought it carefully
with tears. Heb. 12: 17.

His blood was warm his pulses beat so fast
He loved the pleasures that can never last
When glowing Summer fell asleep in bloom
And Autumn came with just a touch of gloom
He had no hope throughout the weary years
He sought a place wherein to shed his tears

10

Still up above he saw the glorious blue
With God's great ioodness ever shining through
The Sun delighted all the Earth each morn
Souls took their flight and crying babes were born
Life's lessons came out clearer through the years
While he was searching carefully with tears
The children's mirthful music filled the air
And softly whispered many a loving pair
The grey-haired women and the grey-haired men
Looked on and dreamed that they were young again
Sweet sights and sounds did vex his eyes and ears
For he was searching 'carefully with tears'

20

30

Poor lonely man so desolate today
You had your choice this is your chosen way
You sold life's sweetest purest noblest things
For pleasures that long since have taken wings
Now what is left of all those wasted years
An old man searching 'carefully with tears'
Oh wretched Esau heartsick most forlorn
How dark an evening for so bright a morn
Our poor remorse so wearisome and vain
It cannot make the dead past live again
Poor Esau robbed of every hope that cheers
Still searches very 'carefully with tears'
Man knows not man Man only sees in part
And God alone looks down into the heart
Oh human heart that knows so much of pain
That longs and longs to set things right again
How many Esaus in these latter years
Are searching very 'carefully with tears'
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THE WOOLLY SHEEP
'!he Bulletin 16 November 1905.

My gentle friend dear golden-headed Tot
Walks out one wet warm morning in the Spring
To show me this her last her new delight
And I I am prepared for anything
The big bright eyes are proud it
Of sweet possession all her face
I see before me in his long soft
A woolly sheep delightful in his
10

is the pride
is full
clothes
wool

He skates around sedately through the room
And loud his praise the babbling cherub sings
My eyes go wandering out the open door
I think of woolly sheep and many things
I see our thirsty sunburnt continent
The wilderness where sluggish rivers creep
They bear away thy burdens to the sea
The land is all for thee 0 woolly sheep

20

For thee we grapple with the undergrowth
For thee we spoil the glory of the trees
All bloom must perish on thy heritage
Begone 0 singing birds and humming bees
We store the trickling waters for thy sake
We tap the bubbling rivers swift and deep
A thousand feet below all bright and cool
'Tis all because of thee 0 woolly sheep
Thy paths are in the far back-stretching scrub
Where rain scarce falls and grasses never grow
Strange shrubs and trees will give thee sustenance
Out and still out thy farthest heralds go

30

We strip thee of thy treasures everywhere
By dead dry plains and by the river-side
The grim black ranges and the grave grey heath
These too are thine our land is warm and wide
But one sad thought is with us we who toil
And moil and suffer nor one prize can keep
They make us clothes from rags across the sea
Thy wool is not for us 0 woolly sheep

40

Our
Our
And
The

flocks are out upon a thousand hills
statesmen screech and all our trumpets blow
greedily the big ships take from us
best and brightest wool the world can grow
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For all the millions in the smoke and mist
The white flesh must be beautiful and cheap
As soft as flowers in spring-time tenderness
Cold are thy little lambs 0 woolly sheep

PERIOD 2:

1906-1916
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,

'A certain good lady at Warrack'

'1907', 2b (A0092) [A].

A certain good lady at Warrack
Gives her eldest son much [purgatoric]
When he feels out of sorts
He can take it in quarts
And the thing is becoming historic
2 [pugatoricl l perigorie MB.

,

'A dashing young fellow at Francis'

'1907', 2b (A0092) [A].

A dashing young fellow at Francis
Trod in three consecutive dances
On a young lady's toe
Till she cried let me go
You would spoil a dozen romances

,

'A modern young lady of Stawell'

NLA MB 1145/76, transcription [FN].
been written by FN.

A version of 'The one request'.

A modern young lady of Stawell
[For] their Annual fancy-dress ball
[Said] she would go as Eve
And would you believe
She simply wore nothing at all
2-3] The MB reads:
At their Annual fancy-dress ball
She would go as Eve

This may have
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~
1

'A young lady sang at Penola'

1907 1 , 2a (A0091) [A].

A young lady sang at Penola
And when she had finished her sola
She was greatly amazed
For they said God be praised
She doesn't belong to Penola

ADVICE TO A RHYMER
'1915 1 E, 14a & 14b (A0301-2) [JSN], fair draft.
at 14a followed by a list of short titles.

The title and a part-line occur

Though creditors be fierce and friends be few
And all the world a Duck exceeding Blue
Though mid the vandals ye be forced to roam
Never dear lad rhyme any 'come' with 'home'
And as for 'seven' for a rhyme for 'heaven'
The man who uses that has turned a seven
2 a Duck exceeding Blue]

In Australian slang a 'blue duck' was 'anything which
does not come up to expectations'. OOAC.
6 turned a seven] In Australian slang 'to die; to faint; to have a vaniting attack'.
OOAC.

AFTER THE CAMPAIGN
'1906', 19a (A0057) [A], fair draft.
The Bookfellow 7 March 1907, p. 7.
'1906', 19

a .

is the preferred text.

La.T MS 9419/3678, transcription, untitled.

Variants are not shown.

The General who had been commanding
Was cheered by the troops when disbanding
But he said I must beg
That you won't pull my leg
For it might interfere with my standing
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AFTER THE FESTIVAL
'1908', 19b (A0173) [JSN], fair draft.

Blooming strange language in the street
The drunk unwilling to depart
A copper with tremendous feet
Unquiet Benno and his tart

ALL FOR THE BEST
The Clarion 1 August 1909, p.24.

A young
She had
We said
She has
And the

lady died at Beltana
constantly played the pianer
it is best
gone to her rest
rest of us rest at Beltana
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ALL IS NOT WELL
1

1908 1 , 6a (A0159) [A].

LaT MS 9419/3677, transcription.

There was a young man of Lake Mundy
He fell down a well on a Sunday
When they cried is all well
Then he said not all well
There's water I can't last till Monday
LaT MS reads:
A fiery old farmer named Grundy
He fell down a well on a Sundy
When they cried is all well
He replied no by Hell
I don't want to be here till Mundy

ALL THE WORLD'S A LOLLY SHOP
NIA MS 1145/60, 33-38 [A], 45 [FN] & 86 [A], fair draft, with 8-line stanzas.
The Bookfellow 15 June 1915, p.132; HS 77; BLP 66; CP 69, all with 4-line stanzas.
The MSS consist of 5 x 8-line stanzas numbered, at 33-38, an unnumbered stanza at
45, and a title and first line at 86. Stanza 2 is rnisnumbered 3, and errors of
haste occur. Stanzas 4 & 5 do not occur in the Bookfellow version where a new stanza
occurs and the sequence of stanzas is changed. It is unlikely that Stelilens would
have altered the text in this way and to this extent without authority and
the Bookfellow is tjlerefore taken as the preferred text.

Life is behind the counter and he waits on all who buy
He has a sweet for every mouth a smile for every sigh
And 'tis the greatest miracle that ever did befall
He has so many customers and yet he serves them all
Now
And
And
For

some do fear too much the powers that would all joy retard
some bite slow and gingerly and others quick and hard
some look ever left and right and some have little care
all the world's a lolly shop and always trading fair

1-4] f MS 1-8.
2] He has a hope for every heart
A sweet for every sigh MS 3-4.
4 He has] There are MS 7.
5-8] f MS 41-48.
6 and others quick] And some bite quick MS 44.
7 and some have] But sane have MS 46.
8 For all] Oh all MS 47.
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10

Life is behind the counter and he knows not how to frown
His talk is of a lad's delight and of a wench's gown
He puts the hot love on the lip the red blush on the skin
And ever to his spacious shop the customers come in
But when the sweetness leaves the sweet and sugars bring no
joy
May we have love of tenderling some gracious girl or boy
And when we have no heart to love we are not wanted then
So let us die as ladies calm and courteous gentlemen

20

When we shall face the weather bleak outside the trembling
wall
Can we be sure of taste or bliss or any shop at all
So let us not despise the place where we had f eastings rare
For all the world's a lolly shop and always trading fair

9-12] A new stanza.
13-16] f MS 9-16.
15 no heart] not heart HS; BLP; CP.
15 not wanted] not needed MS 14.
16 as ladies] like ladies MS 15.
17-20] f MS 17-24.
17 When we shall face] And when we face MS 17.
18 or bliss] of bliss HS; BLP; CP.
19 had feastingsl have feastings MS 22.
Discarded stanzas
MS stanzas 4 & 5, lines 25-40:
All the world's a lolly shop
With sweets of every kind
To please the eye to please the ear
To please the fretful mind
And ever cane new custaners
Hot foot to have their share
For all the world's a lolly shop
And always trading fair
And
And
And
And
And
And
For
And

sane will make a ITBiden laugh
sane will make her sigh
sane are good for the sweet grass
sane for the grave sky
sane bring up the blue days
sane the mellow air
all the world's a lolly shop
always trading fair
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ALONG A RIVER
'1906', 32a-32b (A0070-1) [JSN & WN], draft, with alterations [JSN]. '1908', 2a- 2b (A0155-6) [A], fair draft.
GOC entitled 'A bush scene'; HS 18, entitled 'Bush scene'; BLP 14; CP 18. Also
published in the School Paper 1October1926, p.133, entitled 'A bush scene'.
JSN - RHC 19 November 1933, NLA MS 605/30 (requesting a title change, back to 'what
it was first called').
1
1906 1 =A; 1 1908 1 = B.
The fair draft (B) is the preferred text.

Green leaves a patch of world along a river
The drab and silver draping every limb
The cackling kingfisher with throat a-quiver
Eager to sing for us a morning hymn
In yonder bend the rough red rock hangs over
The black duck's brood a little fleet at sea
In the far sky a wicked foe doth hover
A plover calls it is a call for me
Across the stream slowly and with much shrinking
Softly a soft-eyed wallaby descends
To the blue water's edge I see him drinking
Sweet is the morning for me and my friends
1 of world] of r1eavesl world A.
2 drab] lJ? •• [or] f? ••J~·
4 for us] to us A.
5 In yonder bend] By yonder trees GOC; HS; BLP; CP.
9] Across the stream with f =y a timid-;hrinkl «slowly and with·I!D.lch shrinking»
A.
10 soft-eyed] full-eyed BLP; CP.
10 l < foownl > to the edge~blue>> and now I see him drink A.
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THE ANGEL IN THE CHERRIES
ML MS A4937/10, typescript [AGS], annotated 'Never been printed'.
Contents as 'The angel in the churches'.

Listed in the

The witchery was in her eyes
A child and God had made her fair
The green leaves trembled o'er her head
And red ripe cherries here and there
But surely no not anywhere
Search the whole wide world round and round
Not such sweet cherry lips were found
Her face but no I may not tell
Of all that came to me that morn
Too long within my heart had lived
A loneliness that made forlorn
Now in one sharp sweet moment torn
From out myself what time she smiled
I kissed this angel of a child

THE ANGEL WITH THE CURLING PINS
'1909', 9a (A0207) [JSN], fair draft.

Angels I hear of
Dropping through
But my dear love
Evan her halo is

(always in old stories)
mist of mauve and white and blue
is wrapped in greater glories
exceeding new

Oh but her frock has rhapsodies within it
And lovable are all her little sins
An angel up to date this very minute
She is the angel of the Curling Pins
1 hear of] hear of lit-I MS.
6 And lovable] And/ I-Howl lovable MS.
7 to date this] to date - this MS.
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THE ANXIETY OF MICHAEL
'1906 1 , 19b (A0058) [A].

[A] young man one Michael O'Farrell
Was singing a Christmas carol
When they offered him beer
He replied with good cheer
I am yours but how big is the barrel
Title] The anxiety of Michael

I Michael

0 1 Farrell

THE APPEAL FAILED
1

1908 1 , 5a (A0158) [A], cnncelled, under heading 'Notes from the churches'.

Said a cultured young cleric at Leer
I beseech all you good folk here
To subscribe sixpence each
There are heathens to reach
But they said that's the price of a beer

THE APPROACH OF SPRING
'1907', 34b (A0124) [JSN].

The daisy dawdles on
The mopoke lifts his
My wife requires new
I am convinced it is

the lea
liver wing
drapery
the Spring

4 convinced it] convinced - it MS.

AS FAR AS MY HEART CAN GO
ML MS A3038/l, 22b & 23a (B0126-8) [JSN], fair draft, 6 x 4-line sta=as numbered
1-6, with stanza 5 cancelled.
Sun (Sydney) Sundu.y 24 September 1911, p.11. GOC; HS 47; BLP 63; CP 42, all with
2-line sta=as.
The fair draft is the preferred text.
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I care not now for the gardens
Nor the gayest flowers that grow
The little flower in the firelight is
As far as my heart can go
I care not now for the long road
Or the mountains far away
For the little world that we love in is
As far as my feet can stray
10

No smile for me from the city
No salty call for me
For the mouth of my little lady is
As far as my eyes can see
I sing no more of the red wars
I have no love for steel
For the glamour of my dear love is
As far as my lips can feel

20

What can I know of heaven
What should a lover know
The little face at the fireside is
As far as my heart can go

2 Nor] or Sun; GOC; BLP; CP.
3 flower in] flower ratl in MS.
6 Or] o'er Sun; GOC; HS; BLP; CP.
7 For the little] The little HS; BLP; CP.
11 little lady] little sweetheart HS; BLP; CP.
15 For the glamour] The glamour HS; BLP; CP.
20 can go] can go. MS.

Discarded stanza 5:

II could not hear the angels
Did they sing ever so clear
For the honey of her love song is
As far as ever I hear 1

AT A GIRL'S GRAVE
The Clarion October 1909.
The Clarion text cannot be located and the text reproduced is that printed in GOC
(A & B). The poem can be traced to the drafts of a longer piece entitled 'To a
sweet wanan' which occur in the 1 1909' notebook and at ML MS A3038/1, 26b.

There was in you sweeter than Spring's breath
Pity the pity that in tears would run
Death had not been to you so deep a death
Had love-kiss painted you oh little one
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Heart-ache and mother-hunger every tune
Of mourning filled you you were crucified
How could I say your grave was made too soon
Dear little girl who died and died and died
AT A LOWAN'S NEST
ML MS A3038/2, 28a (B0037) [JSN], title and 1 stanza, entitled 'To a lowan'
(fragment, leaf incomplete); ~9a (B0039) & 30a (BOO~l) [JSNJ, fair draft, 3
stanzas numbered 1, 2 & 4 (2 incc:mplete leaves); 29 (B0040) [JSN], draft, 3
a
stanzas (leaf incomplete, 2? lines missing at top); 26 (B0034), transcription
[FN], a stanza, with comment; 27a (B0036), transcription [FN], 1 stanza with
comnent [JD], 'for 'Lowan' (J.D.)'; 30a (B0041) [JSN], 2 lines (as cited) on
one fragment and a note [FN] on another. '1915'E, 3a (A0288) [A], fair draft,
3 stanzas, entitled 'To a lowan'.
The Clarion 15 October 1908, entitled 'To a lowan'; GDC, entitled 'To a lowan',
with title change 'To a rnallee bird' [ AGS J (copy 1) ; HS pro:if, entitled 'Nesting
mallee bird', HI , not sighted; Hl:l 21, entitled 'I.owan's nest'; llLP 18, entitled
'Lowan's nest'; London Times 13 March 1932, HI, not sighted; CP 21, entitled
'At a lowan's nest'.
JSN to Randolph Bedford, draft, ML MS 2576X, p.132 ('last week I sent you a bit
of verse ••• the first line of the last stanza is I think faulty. This I think
would be better 'This and no other was thy shrine'). JSN - AGS 15 February 1919
('I would like you to alter title of 'To a nesting rnallee bird' to the old style
'To a lowan''). JSN - RHC 25 February 1934, corrections to proofs CP (requesting
a title change~ 'a better title would be 'At a lowan's nest'').
a
a
a
b
a
3038/2, 28 =A; 3038/2, 29 & 30 = B; 3038/2, 29 = C; '1915'E, 3 =D.
The fair draft, '1915'E, 3a (D), is the preferred text. The final choice of
title is retained.

Here in the rubble and the sand
This Monument by thee was planned
Great was the Love that in thee hid
0 Builder of the Pyramid
By no delirious King compelled
But by the Mother-Heart upheld
Title] GDC (copy 1) has the comment 'What is a lowan. ?any other name. What
does it do? Build nests?' [AGS]. N told AGS when requesting a title
change (15 February 1919) that 'Lowans are sometimes called Mallee hens
but Hen is of course impossible'.
2] roidstl <<Hadst>> thou thy little nursery planned!!·
Thou worked when no man was at hand A.
3] <Th[ ••• ] night morn than all <things> did> A.
5 delirious King] malicious priest !!·
5] Part-leaf missing £, including this line.
6] But/ By the Mother-Heart upheld !2; But by the Moth[er] impulse held £.
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Little of pain or toil thou reeked
Brave Builder eager Architect
This and no other was thy shrine
The Monument to Birth was thine
Great was the Love that in thee hid
0 Builder of the Pyramid
7] 'Ihou laboured ere the brood was born C.
8] Oh long legged eager Architect .:§.
As <War[ior]> leading hope forlorn f.
9] Of[t] in the dusk I heard thee call B.
On many a night <shrill> was thy call S:: [13].
10 '!he Monument] '!his m:mument GOC; HS; BLP; CP.
10] Lest harm should on thy cherished fall .:§.
Lest harm thy cherished should befall S:: [14].
11] Great was the love I withl that in thee hid S:: [15].
Great was the love within thee hid GDC; HS; BLP; CP.

Discarded stanza f, lines 9-12:
!And many a green leafl <<Green leaves a many>> didst thou take
Into thy pyramid to bake
No tomb thou builded on the earth
'Ihine was the Pyramid of Birth
Frank Neilson's comment at 26a reads:

Verse of Lowan not included
Oft in the dusk I hear thee call
Lest harm should on thy cherished fall
'T'hnn l nhnnrffl P.re the brocd was born
Like warrior leading hope forlorn
Note by Frank - '!his verse belonged to a first manuscript of 'To a lowan'.
It was cut down to three verses!
'!he stanza at 27a reads:
Oft in the Dusk I hear thee call
Lest harm upon thy cherished fall
Labouring before the brood was born
Like warrior leading hope forlorn
'!his is followed by the corrment 'for Lowan'

(J .D.)'.

'!he comment at 30a reads:
An early version of 'To a lowan' by Shaw Neilson's own handwriting.
up from these verses. Interesting relic!

Built
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AT THE BOARDING HOUSE
1

1907', 16a (A0105) [JSN].

'1908', 33b (A0190) [A].

'!he Clarion July 1908.

Sir it is six and tea is due
The Landlady promotes a stew
Weary with water terrible
I wouldn't stand it sir would you
'1908' reads:
'Tis 6 o'clock and supper due
'!he cook accomplishes a stew
'lhing[s] ghastly smoked and terrible
The boarders scarce know what to do
The Clarion reads:
The boarders look exceeding blue
The landlady promotoo a otow
Weary with water terrible
I wouldn't stand it Sir would you

AT THE BUSH HOTEL
I

1908 I , 33b (A0190) [A] •

A farmer's son slow eyed and flash
The landlady promotes a hash
The pub~ican pot-bellied prates
Of cucumbers and cows and cash

AT THE END OF SPRING
ML MS A2471-l, typescript (Bertram Stevens papers).
[NOT IN THIS ISSUE]; GDC; HS 91; BLP 21; CP 80.

'!he Bulletin 4 October 1906

Put down thy bonny head
This is the end
Thou wert a pleasing love
Thou wert a pleasant friend
Soft silken is the grass
Where twinkling colours blend
3 pleasing] joyous HS; BLP; CP.
4 pleasant] pleasing HS; BLP; CP;
6 Where twinkling] Where the twinkling GDC; Where thy twinkling HS; BLP; CP.
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10

Bend low thy bonny head
This last sweet morn
An eager amber child
Smothered in flowers and corn
Waits for thy death to wear
The glories thou hast worn
Bend low thy sunny head
Upon the wing
The tender tinted hours
Make merry journeying
The tyrant Sun who slays
He waits for every Spring

20

Bend low thy weary head
Kiss all good-hye
Thy life it was a time
Of love for lip and eye
The grief is at our hearts
That our beloved should die

9 An] And MS.

AT THE FOOT OF MT ARIPALUS
'1929 1 , 4Sb (A063S)
'1908', Sb (A01S9) [A], under heading 'Our medical column 1 •
[A], entitled 'Patient fears the worst', under heading 'Our medical column'.

Said a man to his wife at Aripalus
Though we're bad with this darned erysipelas
It's not the disease
But the old doctor's fees
That will in the latter end cripple us
1

1929' reads:
Said a man to his wife at IAripelous 1 Ariples
It's awkward this darned erysipelas
But it's not the disease
It's the old doctor's fees
That will in the later end cripple us

AT THE SOCIAL IN AID OF THE HOME MISSION
'1908', Sa (A01S8-9) [A], under heading 'Notes from the churches'.

An irreverent young fellow named Kendell
Turned a large organite by the handle
He turned it so fast
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That the folks were aghast
They said this amounts to a scandal

AT THE SUBURBAN HOTEL
'1907', 16a (A0105) [JSN]. The Clarion July 1908, entitled 'At the wayside'.

Blinks the bold barmaid at her mash
The Dishes in the Washup clash
The Publican pot-bellied pants
The cook accomplishes a hash
2 Dishes]

dishes MS.

The Clarion reads:
Beams the bold barmaid at her mash
The Dishes in the Washup clash
Dimly the drowsy drunks collapse
The Cook accomplishes a hash

THE AUSTRALIAN POETS
1

1906 1 19b (A0058) [A].

Ye poets now don't get excited
You're not good enough to be knighted
But you all get a pension
You just have to mention
You're dead and your country's delighted
BARDIE AND BIRDIE
ML MS 3354/2, Item 5, 6a [JSN], draft. Fryer MS Fl347, transcription, typed [JDJ,
entitled 'Puir Scotch' , with the original title following and with cornnents in the
margin indicating difficulty in reading N's handwriting.
~354/2 - 5 = A; Fl347 = B.
The draft (A) is the preferred text.

Away ma wee birdie away richt away
I wad faen use awa but 'twould na rhyme wi hay
(On this beastly Scotch language I'm not very sound)
Does the airt' mean all earth or just only the ground
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I'm ay getting bawbees my sangs are so braw
Gin ye anger me birdie yer neck I'd thraw
It's sair wark this rhymen when rhymes a'are flown
What the hell is pure Scotch for I'm all on my own
Said the puir wee bit birdie astonished am I
Ye take like a Lowlander broughch up on Skye
And tho' you should threaten my puir neck to thraw
Oh bardie ye 1 re gi'een yerself richt awa
To put it in English dear Hugh I have felt
It's my duty the crafter is just a plain Celt
Broad Scotchmen don't always say 'so' and mean 'sae'
They don't give themselves or their stuff right away

6 yer neck I'd thrawl yair neck wad'I scraw !!·
7] Its yair' wurk' this rhymen I Which rhymes ire aw'floren ~, with conment
following 'floren' ~ 'Not sure of this word' [JD].
8 I'm all on my own] I'm aw on ma'awn ~·
9 the puir wee] the puir tbitl «puir» lpoorl wee ~·
9 astonished am I] aslirnished am I ~, with corrment
'again not sure of writing
could be afornished I astonished' [JD].
10 Ye take] Yer Ltalkl ~·
10] Ye talk like a Lowlands broughternuld up on Skye ~·
11 my puir neck to thrawl my rpoorl «puir» neck to LscrawJ ~; ma puir neck
to Scraw B.
12 yerself richt awal yerself Lrighj rigct awa ~·
13 English] Lenglishj A.
14 It's my] It my!!·
15] rHe don't talk broadl
Bro[a]d Sc[o]tch <<men>> fdon•tl always say 'so' and mean 'sae' ~·
Broad Scotchrnen thet always say nay
nay ~, with alternative reading
in margin, 'may and meen ma~11 !!·
16] ~They don't givel
When told 'give themselves or their siller' away !!·

BARMAID AT BINNEY'S
a
b
'1909', 14 -14 (A0212-3) [JSN], draft, incomplete. The first two stanzas
indicate uncertainty about stanza fo:r:m: the rest all have short lines, and this
fo:r:m has been adopted throughout.

Salt earth and barren sky
And the slow wheels
What man shall pity her
For all she feels
Old triumphs follow her
Promises gleam
Ribbons and flimsy things
Shake in her dream
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10

20

Getting down south with
The fever upon her
Life leaves her little
Of fair love or hours
A barmaid at Binney's
Scum of the wilderness
Scum of the town
Stared at her woman soul
Beating it down
Woman friend mother loves
These were not hers
Rough is the narrow road
Night and all blurs
Going down south

30

Night and the narrow road
All bushes blurred
Comes the uncouth complaint
Of a dull bird
Comes as a messenger
Bold to declare
All love is ruinous
Pain is a prayer
Getting down south
Up in the yellow bar
Someone will say
Sadie was down to it
Packed her away
Up in the yellow bar
Rude men will sigh
Poor little devil she's
[Incomplete]

21 Night and all blurs] Night and <<all>> blurs MS.
34-35] "Sadie was down to it
Packed her away" MS.
38] "Poor little devil she's MS.
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A BASE SLANDER
1

1908', 4a (A0157) [A], under heading 'A p:i.ge from the Stony Brolk Banner'.

A certain obscure publication
Gives this outrageous lie circulation
That our wife seeks divorce
This statement of course
Bears with it its own refutation
2 Gives this] Give[s] ral <<this>> [JSN] MS.
3 That our wife] That ral «our» wife [JSN] MS.

BEARS A DRUG
1906', 27a (A0065) [A], with alteration [JSN].
The Bookfellow 7 March 1907, p.7.
1

The preferred text is '1906', 27a.

There was a young lady of Clare
She thought she would like a pet bear
But her old mother said
Just wait till you're wed
Like enough you'll have one to spare
5] rThere are plenty of them to sparel
<<Like enough you'll have one to spare>> [JSN] MS.
Like enough that you'll have one to spare Boo.

THE BENCH CRITICISED
'1908', 6b (A0160) [A], under heading 'Accidents and offences'.
transcription.
The preferred text is '1908', 6b.

Variants are not shown.

Said a drunk to the Bench at Lake Wallace
Why here do you constantly haul us
While you and your set
Drink all you can get
Why not all the same treatment for all us

LaT MS 9419/3677,
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THE BISHOP
'1908 I

I

21b (AOl 75) [A] •

Long is his sermon long is his chin
The last he can't help being long
Like all the rest he won't give in
Till everybody says he's wrong

THE BLACK FRIEND
ML MS A3038/1, 20b (B0123) & '1910 1 , 16a (A0237) [JSN], fair draft.

He is the oldest wisest
Of sages that I know
But he lightly talks of butterflies
And childish flowers that grow
He tells of broken homes and strange
Of all no man may mend
Oh the old Night talks to me
He is my friend
10

20

He tells of little ships that lie
Buried below <in> green
Of the grey sky and the cold earth
And the life that runs between
Of a frail girl faltering
With a jewelled soul to spend
Oh the old Night talks to me
He is my friend
He has no love for traders
For the rasping market noise
His pity is all for pink girls
And little fresh eyed boys
He tells of little journeyings
And white flowers at the end
Oh the old Night talks to me
He is my friend

1 wisest] wis[e]st MS.

10 below <in>] below <on>? MS.
18 For] irnl For MS.
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THE BLOOM AND FALL
There are two versions of this poem in the '1906' notebook, the first longer agd
unfin;i.shed and the second a shorter draft. The texts occur close together at 7 .
. c onf used and th e h eading
.
8a , 9b -10 a and 13b -14a and the stanza numb ering
at 9b -10a is
at 13b-14a is confusing, no doubt because of the interruptions. The versions
presented are therefore necessarily conjectural.

THE BLOOM AND FALL [1]
b a
b
a
'1906', 7 -8 & 9 -10 (A0046 & A0048) [A], unfinished, 11 stanzas, numbered, with
b a
n a
.
[ll-E at 7 -8 and 5 stanzas numbered 1-5 at 9 -10 • There is a stanza at the top
of 9 which was originally numbered 1 (this numeral is aligned with those' of the
other stanzas) and then renumbered 6, and the number 1 has been overwritten 'last
verse'.

Our fathers walked and it was dim
[Stanza unfinished, space left for three lines.]
Our fathers roamed the forests through
Slaying the wild boar and the deer
Each leaf each living flower they knew
But not for flesh and blood they fear
10

Our
The
But
The

mothers watched their children run
mother-love was right and strong
when the darkness slew the sun
shadow-things might do them wrong

The green world came before their eyes
And the unwearied birds a-wing
Brought hope to them they said arise
The sun runs high it is the Spring

20

They knew not though they strove to learn
They heard mysterious voices call
The wind would blow the sun would burn
Oh riddle of the bloom and fall
But
The
The
The

with the darkness there will come
earth so very quiet and small
fog-bound people blind and dumb
faith defying bloom and fall

The blossoms lifted to the skies
The young life hastening to be old
17 not though l not

I for l

though MS.
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Love that has lived in many lies
The green that goeth into gold
30

Some evening mid the rustling grass
A kindly angel does descend
And speaketh he to all who pass
Bravely as speaks a white-haired friend
Old
All
The
The

40

years we loved old years that bring
the old shadows shapes of woe
slow crowd priestly whisperings
dead slumbering in a row

So was it when the pipes we played
It was a time of fire and joy
Kisses and carols for a maid
And ballads boisterous for a boy
He saith fear not for thP night
All the unwearied birds a-wing
Come chattering with the morn's first light
We are the witnesses of Spring
[Unfinished]

32 Bravely as

s~aks]

Bravely

<'.,~as»

speaks

!'18·

THE BLOOM AND FALL [2]
'1906', 13b-14a (A0052) [A], draft, 5 stanzas numbered 1-5 under heading 'Cdd
verses'. These stanzas stand on their own as a second, discrete version.

The daylight fadeth and it seems
As if one listening in a wall
Had heard God stirring in his dreams
And wondered if the skies might fall
Blossoms are lifted to the skies
The young life hastens to be old
The green Love seems not over-wise
All the green goeth into gold
10

So was it when the pipes we played
It WAS A time of fire and joy
Kisses and carols for a maid
And ballads boisterous for a boy

2 in] LbY J MS.
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Some evening midst the rustling grass
God's tenderest angel doth descend
And so he speaks to all who pass
Quietly as speaks a white-haired friend

20

He saith fear no evil light
Shall ye be broken if ye cling
All shall not perish in the night
Love is the witness of the Spring

17-18] He saith fear rnot little heartl <<no evil light>>
rFor fear of all where on you clingl
Shall ye be broken if ye cling MS.

THE BOOK AGENT
'1908', 19a (A0172) [JSN].

With prayerful voice and soulful look
He booms religious literature
And at the next <house> sells a book
That Ovid might have thought impure
2 literature] literature -

MS.

THE BORROWER
ML MS 4937/10, Item 1, typescript [AGS], with canment 'Never been printed',
corrrnent later cancelled.
Sun (Sydney) 12 January 1913, p.13.
The Sun text is headed with the canment 'The verses 'Julie Callaway', in last
issue, were written by Shaw Neilson. To emphasise apology for omitting the
author's signature, it is printed again in another manner.'
The typescript is the preferred text.

When McCarty first got married well his wife she made him
swear
By the Saints he thought the most of and the Other Powers
up there
That he'd never lend the buggy or the harness or the mare
When the baby came McCarty he was boisterous for a while
3 or ••• or] nor ••• nor Sun.
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And we drank that baby's future in the fine old-fashioned
style
But he wouldn't lend that buggy just to go for half a mile
When McCarty's young wife's mother took and died within the
week
Well it made McCarty quieter and his countenance was meek
So I asked him for the buggy and he glared he couldn't speak
10

But I didn't give up either I've always heard them say
If you want a thing you'll get it if you only know the way
I'd be careful I'd be cunning I'd talk him round some day
Och the next time that I axed him 'twas a murderous hot retort
He'd sooner see me baking and he said it with a snort
In that horrid place Gehenna but he called it H--- for short
Then I spoke of Michael Davit and John Dillon there['s] a
man
Och my mother's tongue was famous and in all our breed it
ran
Since the Irish and the fighting and the drinking first began
Then I talked about the ould times and the ould land over
there
Of the dancing and the fighting Och we both enjoyed a fair
Then I called the child a jewel and I praised the ould bay
mare

20

Nixt I went in strong for Home Rule what we suffer and endure
And the things our fathers fought for och my brogue was getting
pure
Ye can have it says McCarty ye'll be careful to be shure
6 that buggy] the buggy Sun.
10 either I've always] either for I've always Sun.

THE BREAK OF DAY
'1908', 7b (A0161) [JSN], draft, stanza 2 cancelled; Sa (A0161) draft, all cancelled.
GDC; HS 29; BLP 20; CP 29 (HS, BLP, CP entitled 'Break of day').
b

7

= A;

In th~

a

8 = B.
absence of fair draft or fair copy

The stars are pale
l] '!he stars are pale «tired out» B.

GIX:

is the preferred text.
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Old is the Night his case is grievous
His strength doth fail
Throughout the stilly hours
The dews have draped with Love's old lavishness
The drowsy flowers
And Night shall die
Already lo the Morn's first ecstasies
Across the sky
An evil time is done
Again as some one lost in a quaint parable
Comes up the Sun
2 Old is the Night] JTiredl Old is the Night~; The Night is old~·
3] He doth not wail B.
tl] I have retained the MSS reading here because the line is clearly defkiP.nt and
it is quite p::issible that 'the' was omitted in copying.
Throughout stilly hours GDC.
Through stilly hours HS; BLP; CP.
SJ The dews have builded up strange palaces ~·
The dews have reared strange tear bright palaces ~6 J Arrong the flowers ~; ~·
7] But the sad night will die ~; B.
8 Morn's] Lrnoon'sj ~·
10 An evil] the evil B.
11] Again like an uncertain parable~·
12] comes up] goes round~·

THE BRIDE
ML MS A2471-1, typescript (Bertram Stevens papers).
The Bulletin 19 July 1906, p.2.
The typescript is the preferred text.

0 little face so fair to kiss
As clean and sweet as Heaven's dew
0 lips that only babble love
0 hoping eyes I hope for you
0 little hands so white so fair
To war in weary days of toil
0 little feet so free so wild
To run upon the thorny soil

6 days l ways Bul.
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0 heart with many loves to hold
0 harper of the trembling strings
I doubt not God may show you yet
The radiance of eternal things

A BRILLIANT IDEA
a

b

a

'1906', 32 (A0070) [JSN]. '1908', 5 (A0159) [A]. MLMS3354/2, Item6, 13 [JSN],
entitled 'The resourceful physician'. '1929', 46a (A0635) (A], entitled 'Another
miracle of m:xlern medicine'. I.aT MS 9419/3677, transcription.
The Clarion 1July1909, p.3, entitled 'A resourceful physician'.
'1906', 32a is the preferred text.

Variants are not shown.

An old woman at Tarranginnie
Took her son who was frightfully skinny
To the local M.D.
Who said let me see
Feed him a bit Ma'am half a guinea
Line 1:

The Clarion has Farraniginnee.
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THE BULL-FROG TO THE MOUNTAIN DUCK
a

b

ML MS 3354/2, Item 7, 4 -4 [A], draft, 4 stanzas, stanza 4 cancelled. NLA MS
1145/46 [L], fair copy, 5 stanzas (enclosure with letter JSN - JD 31March1935).
Another version appears in 'The fable and fantasy dialogues', by Frank Neilson,
p.43, where it is entitled 'A protest', and attributed to 'Alexander Kirkwood'.
JSN:... RHC 20 November 1933. N sent this to Croll with two other pieces to
consicler for incluslou iu CP. Wheu he sent iL to Devaney in 1935 with sane other
'bits of [his] comic verse' he said he 'didn't think it was ever offered to A.G.
and [he] was sure it was never offered to anyone else'.
ML MS 3354/2-7 = A; NLA MS 1145/46 = B.
The later, fair copy is the preferred text.

'Twas at the week-end in my walk
Listening I heard a bull-frog talk
Sharply but with no grievous croak
'Twas to a mountain duck he spoke
Warfare he said is always war
But there are things I much abhor
Theft is the blackest on the list
Madam you are a parodist
10

Up through the blackness bleak remote
How carefully I kept my throat
My deep voice long before the Fall
Was an abundant joy to all
As we came upward from the sea
Long did I practise carefully
Aeons elapsed and I was proud
In the long night I spoke aloud

20

Madam I care not how you kill
Eat me digest me as you will
But I protest against this wrong
Leave me oh leave my little song

Cancelled stanza ~· lines 13-16:
rMadarn ryoul <<he>> said you live a lie
You have your hunger so have I
War will be waged but decency
Dies at the thought of parody l
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BURIED IN MAY
'1907', 4b-Sb (A0094-5) [JSN], fair draft, 3 stanzas. The poem is drawn off
after stanza 3 and is followed by the number 4, as for another stanza. The piece
stands as it is and the ruling off would seem to indicate a change of mind at
that point.

It was the month of May the mushroom time
A summer bird still loudly made hosanna
The girls picked many buttercups the boys did climb
The grey trees topped with green heavy with manna
Like a garden peopled with friends the world lay
But in that bright sun a cold voice did cry
I'll take your love I'll bury her in May
I stood beside a little limestone hill
Into the world the early lambs came crying
A small small bird spoke with persistent will
Of long days pleasant and the pain of dying
Why did this small bird speak this thing to me
Did he of fair love make mockery
My love is red-lipped as the reddest flower
Her hair is as the night that hath no stars
These many years I've seen her many an hour
No tears have come to her nor any scars
No bitter pain at all with her hath been
Still as a child she loves the blue and green
4 green heavy l green - heavy MS.
17 No tears] No rpainl tears MS.

THE BUSINESS INSTINCT
'1906', 26a (A0065) [A], entitled 'A safe treatment'. 1 1929', 43b (A0633) [A],
entitled 'Interesting personality interviewed'. La.T MS 9419/3678, typescript,
entitled 'New treatment for mysterious foot trouble'.
The Clarion 1July1909, p.3, under heading 'Our Medical Colwm'.
'1906' is the preferred text.

Variants are not shown.

The devil he sat on Mt Wycheproof
He said I am bad with an itchy hoof
But I'll rub it with granite
It can't hurt it can it
It's as hard as the granite at Wycheproof
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THE BUSHRANGER
a
a
b
'1907', 19 & 20 -20 (A0108 & A0109-0ll0) [JSN], fair draft, stanzas 1 & 2 (the
first line) at 19a are numbered and the second stanza at 20a has been numbered
2. The poem has been drawn off after stanzas 4, 5, & 6, as if to indicate
completion, with no discernible change in the handwriting.

Our Knights have never had a show
Crusades are over long ago
But Our Dear Friend he did his best
Never shall we forget to Blow
He was indeed a proud young Prince
We have not seen hi.s equal since
Even dread Trooper on his Track
Nor Death itself could make him Wince
10

'Twas for his picturesque Display
They hunted him well so they say
The Press the Plausible Police
Tell of his Prowess till today
There is a thing I really think
Historians very blindly blink
Bushrangers invariably were
Captured through giving way to Drink

20

Liquor the very vilest kind
Clouded his eyes and dulled his mind
Sleeping he gave [his] foes a chance
To dawdle upwards from Behind
Appalling oh most Patent Fact
Oh statement that I can't Retract
Really dear friends I sometimes feel
I'd like to write a Temperance Tract

4 Blow] Blow. MS.
10 him well] him - Well MS.
11 Press the] Press - the MS.
13 There is] The[rel is MS.
20 Behind] Behind. MS.
22 Oh statement] fI nevl Oh statement MS.
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A BUTTERCUP IN JUNE
'1906', 30a-30b (A0068-9) [J?], draft, 5 stanzas numbered 1-5, stanzas 1 & 5
cancelled and the remaining stanzas renumbered 1-3.

All the blue of the skies
The light of white flowers
Is in my sweetheart's eye~
All the blaze of the sun
The lightnings of the storm
Is with my little one
The moving joys of day
The bird's intrepid songs
Are with my love alway
7 moving] rclarionl <<rroving>> [JSN] MS.
8] The birds rquiet sleepyl «intrepid» songs [JSN] MS,

Cancelled stanza 1 reads:
rTell me blithe buttercup
What in the world doth wake
The blood of life is upl
cancelled stanza 5 reads:
roh baby buttercup
Child Joyous of grey June
The blood of life is upl
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THE CASE OF ADAM
'1906', 18b-19a (A0057) [A], fair draft. LaT MS 9419/3677, typescript, untitled,
under heading 'Limericks by John Shaw Neilson'. A variant of the first stanza oc=s
at NIA MS 1145/76, types=ipt [FN], as a limerick, entitled 'Doubting Thom:is'.
The Bookfellow 7 March 1907, p.7.
'1906', 18b-19a is the preferred text.

There was a bold preacher named Campbell
Who said without any preamble
There wasn't a fall
There was no drop at all
I think the historians ramble
Then the clerics who still had a calling
Declared 'tis a thing most appalling
But we'd better just say
In a roundabout way
That it was a symbolical falling
Whereupon an old party named Adam
Exclaimed to his wife my dear Madam
They have made a great fuss
All along about us
But I think I may say that we've had'em
6 the clerics who] the ["preachersl «clerics» who [JSN] MS.
7 Declared 'tis] Declared 'twas Boo.

NLA MS 1145/76 reads:
A Professor way out at Coonamble
Declared without any preamble
There isn't a Fall
There is no drop at all
I am sure the historians ramble

THE CALL OF THE WILD
1

1907', la (A0089) [A].

The old man yelled out to his child
And the little lad knew he was riled
He said I am took like the chap in the book
I respond to the call of the wild
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THE CAT AND THE FIDDLER
'1915'B, 5a-7a (A0361-3) [JSN & FN], fair draft, 15 stanzas numbered, with
. .
[ FN ] , 11 stanzas
renumbering. ML MS A3038 I 2, 22a & 23 a , transcription
entitled 'The cat and the fiddle'. NLA MS 1145/16, p.13, transcription,
typed (a photocopy).
JSN - JD 28 October 1934 (discusses poem).
Stanzas 8-13 are renumbered 9-15 [JSN] and the two stanzas at 7a [JSN] are
numbered 8 & 10. Several stanzas are duplicated in 'The wedding in
September', also in this notebook. '1915'B is the preferred text.

They killed her once in a dim time
They brained her cruelly
On a cold day in the falling rain
Beside a fallen tree
The fiddler stood with his soul full
He had too much to sing
Lightly he slew the slim creature
To gain a yellow string

10

But when he played in the dark night
Some noise he could not quell
Came crying in the yellow string
As devils cry in Hell
Oh he played long and tenderly
Of blossoms at the fall
But the cat came in the white firelight
And mournfully did call

20

He played of love and golden hair
Of lips and hearts and eyes
But ever on his tightened strings
A whispering curse would rise
{:-

-x-

Through all the centuries fiddlers are
A shiftless race of men
The whispering curse is on them still
And lives and leaps again
A fiddler is a handless man
He does not sow nor reap
He cannot know the care of kine
Or the many ways of sheep
20 would rise] would lcryl rise [JSN] MS.
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30

He plays of tawny sailor men
And the salt tears of a rover
He plays of love that may not love
And the yellow joy of clover
A fiddler is a witless man
His eyes are moist and dim
The simplest girl with a red lip
Can make a slave of him

40

He plays of birds that may not speak
And old men dropping slowly
And he hears all day a mother's cry
And a low laugh and unholy
He
He
He
Or

cannot see he sees too far
seeks some worthless charm
has no place in a proud city
on a happy farm

He plays to make the flowers grow
He shakes the heart of Spring
But the cat he slew so long ago
Climbs on the fiddle string

SO

Down in the dark he plays and plays
Of all the fires that burn
He tells the ways of the blue Winter
And the Summer's soft return
The fiddler is a homeless man
The whispering bids him roam
He loves and loves but he never loves
To give his love a home

60

He plays to make the flowers grow
To bid the blossoms fall
But the cat is in his yellow strings
And whispers in it all

53] The fiddler] IHe lovesl The fiddler MS.
57 the flowers grow] the lrosesl «flowers» grow [JSN] MS.
58 To bid the] !And rnakel «To bid» the [JSN] MS.
60 whispers in it] whispers rthroughl <<in>> it [JSN] MS.
Writing to Devaney, in relation to 'The wedding in September' (28 October
1934), Neilson said that the fiddler 'playing about so mmy different things
all started from the dreadful sounds that came from the cat', at night,
and that he 'tried in sane way to connect the mysterious sounds from the
fiddle with the mysterious sounds from the cat'. The poem is based on the
assumption that catgut, used for the strings of musical instruments, was
obtained from cats.
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THE CATERPILLAR
ML MS 3354/2, Item 6 & '1907', 26a (A0115) [JSN], draft, 2 stanzas, both cancelled.

I hear a sparrow cheep
Among the cherries
He finds them good and cheap
Also the berries
The Gardener pats his beds
Along the gravel
Just watch my <worthy> friend
He starts to travel
He gets just what he needs
No fear of flurry
The Simple Life he leads
No Wear or Worry
This life would just [suit] me
No one could wish a stiller
I think I'd like to be
A caterpillar
4 the berries] the

Icherr1

berries MS.

THE CAUSE OF THE TROUBLE
'1936', Sa (A0773), transcription [FN], entitled ''Ihe judge and Maud', with note
''Ihis limerick appeared in Clarion Sept 1908'. ML MS A3038/3, lOa (00071),
transcription [FN], entitled 'Maud Mueller', with a note, 'Printed in Clarion'.
'Ihe Clarion 1 March 1909, p.14.
'Ihe Clarion is the preferred text.

Variants are not shown.

The Justice was riding abroad
He stopped and he hummed and he hawed
'Twas not the sweet hay
That caused the delay
'Twas the eyes and the ankles of Maud
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A CELT IN A KILT
'1908', 7a (A0160) [A].

There was an old celt named McPhee
He was drunk as an old celt could be
He would wear a kilt
And he wasn't well built
If you look for yourself you can see

A CHEAP AND EFFECTIVE METHOD OF DISPERSING RABBITS
'1912', Sb (A0254) [JSN].

There's an old fellow at Chillengollah
Whose cough is <remarkably> hollow
The rabbits so few you can't get them or him
Folks <envy them> at Chillengollah

THE CHILD OF TEARS
ML MS A2471-l, typescript (Bertram Stevens pa~s).
'!he Bulletin 29 March 1906; GDC; HS 60; CP 54, entitled 'Child of tears'.
JSN - JD 21 October 1934 (says 'I was several months finishing [this]').
'!he types=ipt is the preferred text.

Impetuous as a wild-winged bird
Your mother could not be a slave
Her gift she gave unto the world
A child of many tears she gave
No mouth was mad your mouth to kiss
No bosom held you safe and warm
Poor little soul who came and cried
And no one heard you in the storm
10

The people of the market-place
Of all your shame made merry play
The worshippers to chapel went
And said Our hearts are clean today
Each mother to her white breast held
Her little mite of Love's own gold
Softly she sang for its sweet rest
And you were sleeping hard and cold
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20

They said of you His eyes are bright
Fair was his mother's face to see
His mother's heart was false and black
So as he mother he shall be
Why
You
You
And

the dark shadows hovering frowned
knew not with your wondering eyes
played about the brink of Hell
you were sweet for Paradise

In the long row your little grave
Can cover all your baby fears
The great world cursed you and you died
Dear little unloved child of tears
19 heart] lfacel /heart [AGS] GOC Copies 1

&

2.

THE CIRCUIT HORSE
ML MS 4937/5, typescript [AGS], with ccmnent 'This was sent to Bulletin about seven
years ago. It may have appeared'.
The Bulletin 13 May 1909, p.13.
The typescript is the preferred text.
text for publication.

It is quite likely that Step:iens edited the

Jimmy Giller had a cottage in a little one-horse town
Where there lived a missionary well we'll call him Mr Brown
He was working up the circuit deep in debt and deep in sin
Jimmy used to work at odd jobs for the butcher Mick O'Flynn
Jimmy's backyard and the parson's were divided by a fence
Old and splintered were the palings and of not much consequence
Jimmy's eyes and none were better often looked to get a view
What his neighbours did and didn't what his neighbours ought
to do
1 Jimmy] Billy Bul, throughout.
2 lived] dwelt Bul.
3 circuit deep in debt and deep in sin] circuit which was deep in debt and sin
Bul.
6 Old and splintered] Old and broken Bul.
7] Through the gaps old Billy used to poke his head to get a view Bul.
8 neighbours • • • neighbours] neighbour • • • neighbour Bul.
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10

Jimmy had a horse and kept him rolling fat and shining clean
But the parson's horse was seedy and the parson's horse was
lean
Many masters he had served with men of manners rough and
strange
He had thought when 'taking orders' there would come a blessed
change
He could jump and he could gallop when his heart was young
and gay
He was aged but 'twasn't age made him hang his head that way
True the years his limbs had stiffened but 'twas lack of honest
feed
Made him sour and melancholy though it wasn't in his breed

20

Yet he had a pious master one who never cursed or swore
Exercise he had in plenty but he looked for something more
Slowly in the circuit buggy sadly did he trot along
Out on country visits tea fights sometimes Services of Song
Tea fights at which brothers sat and sisters smiled and poured
them tea
Coffee suppers where the pastor and his flock fed sumptuously
Then there came when feasting finished choice selections by
the choir
All the time the old horse hungered standing by the post and
wire
Jimmy Giller wasn't honest as the strictest notions go
He'd been had for cattle duffing and had done a year or so
But within him was no meanness one thing cut him to the heart
'Twas his equine neighbour's sufferings and he strove to take
his part

30

So one shining Sunday morning when all Nature seemed to laugh
And the poor old horse was munching some wild-oaten long-cut
chaff

9 kept him] kept it Bul.
12 He had thought] And he thought Bul.
14 He was aged but 'twasn't age Ill3.de] He was old but 'twasn't age that made Bul.
15] Though the years his limbs had stiffened 'twas the lack of oats and chaff Bul.
16 though] thought MS.
16] Made him look as sour and sorry as a little skim-milk calf Bul.
17 Yet he had] True he had Bul.
18] Exercise and fresh air also yet he wanted something more Bul.
20 Out on country visits tea fights] Out on visits country tea fights Bul.
22 fed sumptuously] feed sumptuously MS; fed sumpt'ously Bul.
27 cut] touched Bul.
29 So one] On a Bul.
30] And the circuit horse was eating some apology for chaff Bul.
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Jimmy Giller stood and waited knocking at the parson's door
It was opened and the parson stood and smiled and nothing
more
Half bewildered was the good man but he thought he guessed
aright
Doubtless here a soul in darkness sought assistance to the
light
Rousing sermons he'd been preaching must have reached his
neighbour's ears
And a conscience-stricken sinner was about to melt in tears

40

But no sign of tears showed Jimmy he was muttering wondering
still
How to start without much swearing but he hardly had the
skill
There he stood and looked like thunder never even said good
day
Murmuring mumbling muttering fumbling for the proper words
to say
Do you think that this 'ere Jesus out it came all in a burst
Who you say was never hard on what we call the very worst
Do you think that this 'ere Jesus if he had your job on hand
He'd starve a horse and drive it till it couldn't hardly stand
Very red the parson's face grew Jimmy walked out to the gate
But like other great reformers he had spoken rather late
For the horse's days were numbered glad to quit he bade adieu
To the church and to the circuit 'twas the best thing he could
do

37 muttering ••• wondering] mutt'ring ••• wond'ring Bul.
38 but he hardly] and he hardly Bul.
40 Munnuring mumbling muttering] 'Ihinking glaring mutt'ring Bul.
41 Do you] D'ye Bul.
42] Who ye say wuz kind and friendly even to the very worst Bul.
43] D'ye think that this'ere Jesus if 'e'ad a 1 orse down here Bul.
44] E'ud starve it starve it starve it cuz a ton of chaff wuz dear Bul.
46 rather late] rveryl «rather» late MS.
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THE COMING OF FATHER
'1906', 20a (A0058) [A]. '1908', 6a (A0159) [A]. '1915'E, 9b (A0296) [JSN], as
a quatrain, entitled 'Graces'; 20a (A0307) [JSN], entitled 'An experiment in
strategy'.
The Clarion 1July1909, p.3, entitled 'The gentle strategist'.

There was a nice girl at McCarthur
She said to a man would you rather
Kiss me or my sister
The mean wretch Oh Mister
You mustn't He's coming that's Father
'191S'E, 9b reads:
She said to him now would you rather
Kiss me or Sis - you mean wretch - Oh
You mustn't - Mister Yes - ask - Father
'1915'E, 20a reads:
There was a maid not
Down at the township
She had a lover - he
She said to him, Now
Kiss me or Sis - You
You mustn't - Mister

long ago
of Macarthur
was slow
would you rather
mean wretch - Oh
-Yes - ask Father

The Clar.ion reads:
There was a young maid of Macarthur
She said to a nan would you rather
Kiss me than my sister
You mean wretch Oh Mister
You mustn't You mustn't Ask father

CONSOLATION
'1908', 34b (A0191) [JSN], fair draft, 4 couplets, numbered.

When dentists hold us by the jaw
And lawyers frighten us with Law
When friends we had are friend no more
And bailiffs rattle at the door
When doctors leave us to our fate
And eager undertakers wait
It does us good it really does
To read about That Man of Uz
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CONTENT
'1908 1 , 21a (A0174) [JSN], cancelled; 22a (A0175) [JSN].
12a [JSN], entitled 'The Englishmm home'.
'l':::IU8', L!L!

a

is the preterred te:itt.

variants

ar~

ML MS 3354/2, Item 6,

hot shOt-lrt.

I sit in my ancestral Hall
I say unto my family
I don't want anyone to call
With fools and asses let me be

THE CONTRACT HERO
b

.

b

'1915'C, 3 (A0315) [JSN], 2 stanzas & 3 lines and ML MS A3038/1, 43 (B0165) [JSN],
a
1 line & 1 stanza. '1915'E, 21 (A0308) [JSN], title, in a list headed 'Pieces
to finish this year', with the number 4 beside it to indicate 4-line stanzas. The
MS is written in pencil and is very faint and illegible in some places.

I am the Servant of the Smart
Young ladies who assault the heart
With <bluebrush> <corned> <beef> and bosh
And well-tamed monsters for the mart
Always I dip in deepest dyes
Strange <rioting> I supervise
I smoke and <gust'ly> drink
As my agreement specifies
Firmly I fall into a bar
I am a God I drink Three Star
I am so White so wonderful
Beside every boy,is Tar
<Sundays> a most impetuous haste
[Comes] a small <Death> the waste
Blithely I boil the Billy Can
Smacking my stiff lips at the taste
7 I srroke] fCoollyl I smoke MS.
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A COUNTRY EDITOR'S VOICE FROM A COFFIN
'1912', 2a (A0248) [A], fair draft, entitled 'For a country editor'.
Sun (Sydney) 27 August 1911, p.11, under the name 'Horace O'Hazy';

The Bookfellow 15 June 1914, p.142.
The piece was an entry in a cc:mpetition (announced in the Sun Sunday 9 July
1911) inspired by Neilson's verse 'From a =ffin', which was published under
the title 'The voice from a coffin'.
The fair draft is the preferred text.

Why should we make a fuss
We're here to stay
Reptiles that slandered us
Wriggle away
Write us no epitaph
Sling us no slime
We were the whule d - d Staff
Once on a time
1] We made a final fuss Sun; Boo.
2] And said our say Sun; We said our say Boo.
3 that] who Sun; Boo.
4 Wriggle] Wriggled Sun; Boo.

THE CRY OF THE MOTHER
a
b
a
'1915'C, 8 & 10 -11 (A0319 & A0322) [JSN], draft. The stanza pattern varies
as follows: stanza 1, 3 long lines & 2 short; stanza 2, 4 long & 1 short;
stanza 3, 3 long & 3 short; stanza 4, 2 long & 5 short; stanza 5, 3 long
& 3 short.
Stanza 1 is retained as it is and stanzas 3, 4 & 5 are made
unifo:rm with stanza 2.

Mother love is more than fire fiercer than a jewel
Crying out as cries a fire fainting for its fuel
He my sweet bird flew and flew never fearing falling
With his little mouth for kisses
And his brave eyes calling
Title] The r<wine>l «cry» of the rrother MS.
2] Crying out racross the dark Oh Beloved fuell as cries a fire fainting
for its fuel MS.
3 sweet bird flew] sweet bird r bird l flew MS.
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10

Heart o'me heart o'me every beat you're breaking
When the yellow stars go small and all the world is waking
A red day and Oh my God all the days to follow
With my crying arms empty every hour so hollow
Oh the sweet child
I dream a million times that he comes laughing running
With his sweet mouth for kisses and his dear eyes funning
He is never faint or famished always warm and glowing
With his little mouth for kisses and his gold hair blowing
Oh the sweet child

20

All his days I loved him with a love loud as thunder
But tenderer than white flower with crying dew under
He is out upon the sunlight never fearing falling
With his little mouth for kisses and his brave eyes calling
Oh the sweet child
He is lisping through the moonlight what a lonely place to
wander
The angels' love is white love by my love the fonder
My blood was in his sweet heart filling fighting flowing
On the little mouth for kisses and the gold hair blowing
Oh the sweet child

6 every beat YOU I re breaking] every rwill YOU never StOp1
breaking MS.
7 and all the world] and <<all>> the world MS.
8 and Oh my God] and «Oh» my God MS.
9 empty every hour] empty I rand l every hour MS.
11 I dream] I dream [€al MS.
11 laughing running] laughing =awling1 «running» MS.
16 All his days] All f thel «his» days MS.
17 tenderer than] tenderer that MS, an error of haste.

(( foeasel))

«beat YOU I re»

r

THE CRY OF THE WOMAN
'1906', 20b (A0059) [A]. '1929', 43a (A0632) [A], entitled 'Early case of dcmestic
unhappiness'. NIA MS 1145/76, typed transcription [FN], untitled.
The Bookfellow 7 March 1907.
'1906', 20b is the preferred text.

Variants are not shown.

When Adam was walking about in
The garden he found his wife pouting
He said how's the game
She replied it's a shame
I haven't a thing to go out in
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CUPID WITH A SHANGHAI
ML MS 3354/2, Item 6, lOb [JSN], draft, 1 x 8-line stanza.
typed transcription [JD], with 3 x 4-line stanzas.
33~4/2-6

Fryer MS Fl347,

= A~ Fl347 ~ B.

It is most unlikely that Devaney would have added another stanza and the
transcription is therefore taken as the preferred text.

Cheerful and chubby pink and round
I saw him walking up to me
But no crossbow on his soft arm found
Nor any arrow could I see
Inquiringly I glance at him
To AeR whAt WP.Apnn rlirl hP hPRr
His fat hand held no arrow grim
I saw a little shanghai there
So now he strolls on business bent
Roguish his impish mouth and chin
He creeps through every continent
Cupid the little Larrikin
1 Cheerful and chubby] Cheerful «and» chubby
3] But no bow on his soft arm hung ~3] ~has two cancelled lines following line 3:
r Glad were his eyes and all for sport
He held instead of arrow griml
7 His fat hand] rAnd srnol His fat hand A.

~-
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DAME HUBBARD'S PILGRIMAGE
There are two discrete versions of this piece: one, the draft of a short poem,
and the other, the draft of a longer, unfinished poem.

DAME HUBBARD'S PILGRIMAGE [1]
'1907', 37b (A0127) [JSN], draft.

The dog did skip like a hastening kangaroo
Anticipating bones with keen delight
The dame waxed sorrowful sore grieved to see
The cupboard held no toothsome scrap to woo
That dog from Death who came blacker than night
So do the wronged gain immortality
1 like a hastening] like [a] hastening MS.
3 sorrowful sore grieved] sorrowful ffor plainl sore grieved MS.
5 who came blacker] who Italkingl came blacker MS.

DAME HUBBARD'S PILGRIMAGE [2]
'1908', 12b (A0166) [JSN], unfinished, a stanza and 2 lines; 13a (A0166) [JSN],
end words for stanza 2.
The end words suggest that N intended to rewrite the first draft as a second stanza
for the second version.

Dame Hubbard hears her dog its cry is loud
Sorely it doth complain both night and day
With a vehemence wasting not away
A puzzled dame is she for she doth crowd
Into her mind the riddles of O'Dowd
More to be feared than warriors in array
But to our tale I must beg leave to say
The dame proceeds dog follows with head bowed
Now doth he skip like any kangaroo
Anticipating bones with keen delight
[Unfinished]
Title] IThel Dame Hubbarn Pilgrilllage MS, with a line under 'Pilgrililage' which may
be intended as a cancellation.
4 A puzzled dame] An lidlel «puzzled» dame MS.
a

.

The end words at 13 axe 'kangaroo', 'delight', 'see', 'moo' [woo?], 'night', and
there is something else which is indeciiilerable.
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THE DAY IS THINE
ML MS 4937/5, typescript [AGS], with comment 'This was sent to 'Austral Light' last
April it may have appeared', the conment cancelled and further note added 'Book'.
GDC; HS 33; BLP 73.
JSN - AGS 15 February 1919; 15 October 1922; 7 June 1931; 26 July 1931; 2 August
1931; 22 September 1932. FN - JSN 24 October [1933]. JSN - RHC 19 November 1933.
N advised Stephens (15 Febi-uary 1919) that he considered this 'amatuerish' and that
he didn't 'feel fit to try and alter [it].' He was resolute in regarding the poem
in this way and negotiated with Stephens, unsuccessfully, to have it dropped from
BLP and the later projected collection. On N's advice (19 November 1933) Croll
dropped it from CP. In a letter to Neilson (24 October [1933]) Frank advised that
he remembered 'one rather bad misprint in The old sundial in the first book' and
said that 'love should read lose and loving should read losing.' This reading makes
better sense and accords with the variant in the published texts, and it is
therefore incorporated in the text.
The typescript is the preferred te.'t.

'This striking motto is on an old sundial at Market Deeping.

1

'Twas in that far off land of mine
Dear land I never more may see
The grey church like a ghost stood up
The old sundial spoke to me
Down deep into this soul of mine
Only this day the day is thine

10

The bright-eyed baby buds and flowers
Showered sweetness on the dancing Spring
Down in the dark green shade I heard
The singers of the deep woods sing
The old sundial said its say
This only this no other day
The players of the playtime pass
How swift the troublous seasons turn
All that we strive for most we lose
And losing never yet may learn
The old sundial still speaks on
This day already 'tis far gone
The kisses and the fallen tears

The motto is omitted in GDC and the published texts which enclose the title in
inverted cormnas.
5 Down deep] Spoke deep BLP.
6 this day] the day HS; BLP.
15 we lose] we love MS; GDC; HS; BLP.
16 And losing] And loving GDC; HS; BLP.
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The hearts that could not hold their pain
Seem holier in the mist of years
The old sundial speaks again
Stern teacher to this soul of mine
This day quick perishing is thine

THE DEAR LITTLE COTTAGE
'1906', 29b-30a (A0068) [J], fair draft.
The Bookfellow 11 April 1907, p.2; GDC; HS 54; BLP 61; CP 48.
JSN - AGS 26 July 1931 (this is one of twelve pieces N wanted to drop from a proposed
collection) •
The text is separated into two parts by numbering, the second part commencing at
stanza 5. The fair draft is the preferred text.

'Tis not for the lilies white lilies and tall
The grass has outlived them it grows by the wall
Of the dear little cottage that I know
'Tis not for the cherries the cherries are wild
And into their branches has clambered no child
To drink up the blood of a cherry
'Tis not for the river hemmed in by the weir
Or the lilt of the winds in the glow of the year
When the birds o'the water made merry
10

A spell is upon me and why should I stray
When I have fine company all the long day
In the dear little cottage that I know
~-

-x-

It is for the voices the voices that blessed
The lips that made music the hands that caressed
In the dear little cottage that I know
It is for the shadows that sit by the door
Strange feet that go tripping the old broken floor
At night when the fiddles go shrieking
20

It is for the counsel long loving and wise
The hopes that were born in a legion of sighs
(The lips Oh the cold lips are speaking)

9 made merry] make merry Boo; GDC.
17 Strange feet] And feet Boo; The feet GDC; BLP; CP.
18 fiddles go shrieking] fiddles are shrieking Boo; GDC; BLP; CP; fiddles go
f trippingl «shrieking>-;-("JsN]MS-.-
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It is for a temple enshrouded in mist
A rosy girl raising her face to be kissed
In the dear little cottage that I know

THE DEAR LITTLE GOD
ML MS 4937/10, Item 1, typescript [AGS], with comment 'Unpublished'.

The dear little god was forced to rest
And a little girl slept one afternoon
What did she dream of good or ill
The day was golden the wind was still
You never could gue33 you never could know
The days were sleepy the hours were slow
All that I tell you is surely true
Listen the dear little god he knew
10

20

The dear little god he stood on the road
And the white bloom stood on the apple tree
The winds all whispered he listened still
The morn rose up and the wind was chill
He heard sweet sounds and he smelt sweet flowers
The dear little god who may not see
He did not frown and he did not chide
The tears are falling the world is wide
All that I tell you is surely true
Listen the dear little god he knew
Though the night be dark and our eyes are shut
The day and the dark are alike to him
He creepeth over the snow white beds
And snow white pillows when all is dim
The sun springs up and the sun falls west
A little toil and a little rest
All I tell you is surely true
Listen the dear little god he knew

THE DEATH OF BILL HARDY
ML MS 4937/10, Item 1, typescript [AGS].

Bill Hardy was bad he was worse they told it to me
I wasn't too frisky myself getting over a spree
But I managed to get to McGubbins out there in a hut
A hole of a place I found him well nearly all but
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Thin talk about thin he was cutting the blankets to
bits
And laugh like the devil he could but only in fits
And he talked away by the mile sometimes uncommonly queer
A lot about fighting and God knows what else and a lot about
beer
10

He'd never be missed in the world and now he was ill
There wasn't no friends to fuss I'd seen a good lot o'Bill
I'd travelled with him and was up to his game all along
I haven't got much to be proud of but Bill he came it too
strong
The cough it would pretty well beat him and then he'd get
clear
'Twas a close kind of night with thunder about the end of
year
And Bill he was pointing away down to the foot of the bed
That's her and the kiddie says he and I thought they were
dead

20

I couldn't see nothing I looked there was nothing to see
Bill reckoned my eyes were no good and he roused on to me
Take her out drag her out by the hair of the head or the ear
And what in the h--1 are you good for to let her come in here
He might have been married for women will take to infernally
sour-looking chaps
He never talked much about things gone by they weren't too
pleasant perhaps
Was it some girl he hadn't done square by God knows
She was gettin' fair home on him now and he couldn't stand
up to hard blows
A cantankerous fellow was Bill with a very insultin' style
But he stood to me once I was sick out there at the Seventeen
Mile
There's many a worse-hearted chap keeps easy enough out of
gaol
It ain't the doin' it's gettin' away that's where the most
of us fail

30

I saw him come into the room as plain as could be
The devil it was come for Bill and a nice thing to see
I never believed in no ghosts but I know what you'll think
But no I'm d----d if it was it wasn't the drink
Lookin' about he was his little eyes cunnin' and keen
Scorched and dried up he seemed you could easily tell where
he'd been
His nose was as sharp as a razor it might be a hard thing
to say
What I really did see but it grinned it was horrible hoary
and grey
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40

Of course he'd come up for Bill I'd heard of such doings before
That's what he's there for but sometimes it's angels or spirits
that rap at the door
It's a difficult job for a man to make out what's rot and
what really is true
But a man must believe what he sees for himself and that's
what I do
Bill was a lot quieter now he was goin' off fast
I knew by the cough and rattle he had it was comin' at last
We all try to dodge it you talk and you talk it's all very
well
This world ain't too bad at all and the next one you never
can tell
We buried poor Bill on the run I cried like a child
And in at the pub I told one or two what I saw and they smiled
But I don't care a d--- for them all or the matter of that
what they think
'Twas the devil I saw come for Bill and it wasn't the drink

THE DEATH WE DIE
ML MS 3354/2, Item 5, 25a-25b [A], fair draft.

There is a death that comes soon after summer
More as a friend than foe it seems to come
It has no band nor any rude red drummer
So soft its voice i8 that we think it dumb
But in the deep of night it makes us sigh
This is the death we die
We wonder why the young child shakes his rattle
We feel not half the gladness of the Spring
We marvel that the lovers pray and prattle
We know but dimly what the mad birds sing
We catch but half the colours in the sky
This is the death we die
We think of some quiet hour and not far hidden
Someone departing that no loves can hold
Of prayers and hopes and longings some forbidden
And something very dark and long and cold
And of a mound where withered white blooms lie
This is the death we die
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THE DECAY OF HUMOUR
'1907', 14a (A0103) [JSN]. '1915'E, lla (A0297) [JSN], untitled, with the title
in a list of titles above it.
a
'Ihe preferred text is '1907', 14.

Variants are not shown.

Thus spoke the wisest of all men
Nothing is new and really when
We read the modern joke we find
Things have been getting worse since then

THE DECLARATION
11912',

a b
3 -J (A0249

&

A0251) [JON], draft.

Now I shall love you till the birds
Have lost the way to sing
Until there be no tenderness
Upon the face of Spring
And I shall love you till a babe
Shall neither laugh nor cry
When men no more are wanderers
And women's tears are dry
And I shall love you till the trees
Know neither sun nor rain
When morning brings no mystery
And Love can leave no pain
And I shall love you till there be
No grace in hearts of men
When a girl's eyes will grow no love
I'll love you until then

3] When all the tenderness lblooms will faill «Until there be no tenderness»
MS.
4] fTo play upon thel «Upon the face of» Spring MS.
6 laugh nor] laugh « rorl » nor MS.
9 love you till] love f whenl [you] till MS.
15 grow no] grow l IlBkel no MS.
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DIED ON SERVICE
ML MS 4937/10, Item 1, typescript [AGS] with cormnent 'Used for postcard' and 'This
was sent Australasian some years ago, it may have appeared there.' ML MS A821/N414/B
A 1, postcard, entitled 'Died of other causes'.
It is likely that this was written with reference to the Boer War and revised by
stephens for publication during the pericrl of World War 1.
The typescript is the preferred text.

'Twas there he found his rest
Under strange earth and skies
In a land of cruel crimes
And many tears and sighs
But why he fought or fell
It is not mine to tell

10

A soldier so he died
A8 truly 8lain a8 they
Who in the headlong charge
On some mad glorious day
In one sharp moment fell
The great world growing grey
We knew him at his toil
Lusty and full of cheer
A brave and buoyant soul
His laugh was good to hear
His merry face we'll miss
In the morning of the year

20

Still to us does he live
Warm-hearted young and keen
Now he has taken_ship
Out to the world unseen
The lights are all Beyond
The mists are all between

1 'Twas there] In France card.
5] Ready to fight he fell card.
6] There is no more to tell card.
11 fell] feel card.
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A DIFFICULT MATTER
'1906', 27a (A0065) [A]; 31a (A0069) [A], entitled 'An anxious seeker'.
Sa [A], entitled 'The seeker'.
'1906', 27a is the preferred text.

1

1908',

Variants are not shown.

A girl in a choir up at Brim
Said I know that the church lights are dim
But there's not enough chaps
That's the reason perhaps
I am so long in finding a hymn

THE DISADVANTAGES OF ABSALOM
'1907', 17a (A0106) [JSN], draft. 'J'he RP.cond stanza occurs as a quatrain in '1907',
37a (A0126) [JSN], entitled 'Had Absalom lived nowadays' and in '1915'E, lla (A0297)
[JSN] , entitled 'The disadvantage of being dead' •

In the dim centuries long ago
They had poor ways of doing things
It was a time of sham and show
Cantankerous concubines and kings
If living now he would no doubt
Make a good living anywhere
Writing strong testimonials out
Booming a Hair Wash for the hair
4 Cantankerous concubines] Cantankerous randl concubines MS.
8 Booming a] Booming rhisl a MS.
a

'1907', 37 reads:
Were Absalom living now no doubt
He'd rrake a living anywhere
Writing strong testimonials out'
Booming some hair wash for the hair
'1915'E, lla reads:
Were Absalom living now no doubt
He'd find a soft job anywhere
Writing strong testirronials out
Booming a Hair Wash for the hair
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THE DISMAYED SINGER
'1912', 10a-10b (A0258-9) [A], fair draft.

Gaily for Life dear Life she sang
And when they heard her sing
The tawdry shameless songs they loved
They sighed 0 evil thing
Truth in its unclad holiness
Strove in her warm and strong
Gladly they listened glibly scorned
The woman with the song
10

Gaily for Life dear Life she sang
Of paltry souls and sins
But in the dark she leaned to hear
Love and his violins
She who had warred and worked and wept
Hungered and was denied
Seemed to me like God's messenger
Who was dismayed and died

20

I cannot pray for her for she
Could neither creep nor cling
But from the clean young heart of her
There came no evil thing

THE DREAM IS DEEP
'1906', 39b (A0080) [A], fair draft.
The Bookfellow 1 October 1912 (in article 'Shaw Neilson' by A.G. Stephens); GDC;
HS 93; BLP 111; CP 82.
AGS - JSN 8 April 1907 (has the poem and will use). JSN - AGS draft of letter in
'1906', 25b-26a dated '18th 07' (saying this was sent in January).
The fair draft is the preferred text.

Sing me the song that never dies
Of little Love blinded and bold
Blossoms unblemished and blue skies
And the green going into gold
All the uproarious pipes we played
Frenzy and Folly Fire and Joy
Carols we caught up for a maid
And ballads boisterous for a boy
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10

I hear the blended bells and bands
The fiddlers fiddling on the green
The clapping of a thousand hands
The trembling of a tambourine
0 happy hours run kindly slow
Black lies the night nauseous and grim
Who knoweth what a man may know
(No all he hath shall die with him)

20

The man God made he dreameth deep
Down in his heart high in the air
His Heaven lies how shall he sleep
He had a dream the dream was fair

12 a tambourine] the
16 (No all] 'Not all
MS m:ikc
s:irnilar

tambourine ~; Gr:x:::; HS; BLP; CP.
Boo; Gr:x:::; HS; BLP; CP. The parenthesis and wording of the
ocnoe and it io likely that this was a direction from N since
use of parentheses occur in poems in N's hand.

THE DRIVE
'1907', 39b (A0129) [JSN], fair draft. The title occurs at 43b in a list of titles
with the cormrent '5 lines long' beside it.

We crossed the stone culvert we streaked up the lane
The horse was a game one he pulled on the rein
The tree tops all glittered against a bold sky
The last dew drops wandered and left the world dry
We drove out together dear Sadie and I

EARLY GONE
'1908', 20b (A0174) [JSN], with a cancelled draft of 3 lines entitled 'The old'uns'
preceding it.

The thing[s]·I could have said of yore
Were all swapped for yarn or song
And when I use them critics roar
I do these ancient <drippers> wrong
The cancelled lines read:
rThe thing I could have nicely said
They took them for a yarn or song
And when I use them it is said l
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EARLY KISSES
ML MS 3354/2, Item 5, 26a-27b [JSN], fair draft. The second stanza was published
in a revised form in The Clarion May 1909 as 'The happy thief'.

How glorious is the taste of early kisses
How sweet the thefts that make them doubly tender
Sweet is the hearing and full sweet the seeing
We look and laugh at blossoms fleeing fleeing
rr~i~~ God we 3oy proioc the oll~loving Sander
Sad sad is the slow soul who faints and misses
He shall not [know] God's heat within his Being
The man who steals a kiss shall never rue it
Who buys a kiss doth harken to the Devil
Who steals a kiss shall move in happy places
In darkest night he shall see angels faces
Never shall he sink down to dull Earth's level
The Spring shall take his life [and] quite renew it
He shall go down to Death with all the Graces
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THE EDITOR
1

1908', 2lb (A0175) [A], with title [JSN].

His scissors move now fast now slow
He cuts out many a dreary thing
And to a young bard whispers low
Really I am full up of [the] Spring

AN EDITOR INDIGNANT
'!he Bookfellow 15 June 1914, p.141, under the name 'Charlie Chaucer'.

The Editor was wroth he said
Some wretch disputes our circulation
Some jelly-fish not wholly dead
The Editor was wroth he said
Some jelly-fish squirms in his bed
And vends this vile vituperation
The Editor was wroth he said
Some wretch disputes our circulation

THE EDITOR TO A SPRING POET
'!he Clarion 15 September 1908, p.9.

The Law should make a raid on all off ending
Poets in Spring
Who take a corpse dress it and keep on sending
The darned old thing

THE EDITOR'S REPLY TO CONSTANT SUBSCRIBER
1
1929', 45b (A0635) [A], headed 'No. l', under heading 'Our medical colt.Um'.
MS 9419/3677, transcription, typed, entitled 'Possible causation of gastric
trouble'.
'!he Clarion 1 April 1909.

'!he Clarion is the earliest text and is therefore the preferred text.

Constant Subscriber says he feels
A wondrous fullness after meals
We in our wisdom must admit
That eating sometimes causes it

LaT
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THE EDITORS' WOE
'1907', 24b-25b (A0114-5) [JSN] & ML MS 3354/2, Item 6, 4a [JSN], draft.

This is the sorrowful story
Told when the lamplight fails
And the Editors edge together
Telling their woeful tales
The
His
Are
And
10

Bulletin man he's stricken
eyes once bright and clear
bloodshot weary and bleary
he drinks not even beer

Weary am I he moans
Weary and dull of soul
Man that is born of woman finds
There are things that he can't control
First it was gentle Dorothy
Dorothy oh so fair
With the poetry pouring out of her eyes
And harbouring in her hair

20

But Dorothy were aye too sweet
And her face too fair to see
For a cleric captured her we admit
That a very good judge was he
But how can we ever again take pride
In Poems or pars or puns
When Dorothy's dimpled hands preside
At the Feast of a Thousand Buns
Then there was sweet Eugenia
Eugenia dark and tall
So pert and pretty so wise and witty
The very pick of'em all

30

Eugenia went a'roaming
In a big ship over the sea
Oh day of woe that she met that knight
And a doughty knight was he
Now he has ta'en Eugenia
In a cold land smoky blue
And never again shall she appear
In the old guise that we knew

8 not even] not - even MS.
11 woman finds] woman fhel finds MS.
25 there was] their their was MS.
30 over the sea] over [the] sea MS.
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40

How can we rage of the Wrongs of Man
Or fight for the Fall of Fate
When the very choice of our Chosen Few
Committeth a crime like that
This is the mournful story
Told when the daylight fails
And the Editors edge together
Telling their mournful tales

41 This is] This [is] MS.
44 Telling] rHoll Telling MS.

THE EFFECTS OF THE CHARGE
a
b
'1906', 31 (A0069) [A], draft, entitled 'No need of a will'. '1908', 5 (A01S9)
a
[A]. 1 1929 1 , 46 (A0635) [A], entitled 'The dying philosopher'. ML MS A3038/3,
9a (B0070) [FN], transcription, entitled 'An overcharge'. NIA MS 1145/76,
transcription [FN], entitled 'An overcharge'.
The Clarion 1July1909, p.3, under heading 'Our medical col='·

'1908', Sb is the preferred text.

Variants are not shown.

An old man was dying at Nhill
They said Sir you should make a will
But he said my dear folk
I am just about broke
The doctor has sent in his bill

THE EMPEROR
'1912', 13a-13b (A0261-2) [A], fair draft.

Since ever Death was dark
Since ever Earth was green
Or mist ran into mist
No fairer Lord was seen
Since ever lovers sought
The scented evening air
Since ever love was red
Seeking his royal share
10

He had no trumpeters
Cannon or battleships
But gold was on his hair
The honey on his lips
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Did but his sweet lips move
Or his white eyelids stir
All tremulous we said
It is the Emperor

20

He had but learned to love
He had not learned to run
There was an awful quiet
A shadow on the sun
'Twas but a dozen moons
Never so sweet a reign
Spring's wayward greenery
Gave wiser summer pain

*
does

~E-

i~

He
not love or move
He does not heed or stir
The loveless waxen thing
Is it our Emperor
30

Oh but his eyes were blue
The lilies of his skin
Have held us eyes and heart
Since ever he came in

ETERNITIES
The Clarion 9 July 1908, p. 7, under heading 'Sane parodies ' , with sub-heading
'Some hopeless attempts at the rranner of James Hebblethwaite'.

Some jokes there are death cannot smite
The Constable his Hoof and Jaw
The Drunkard homing through the night
The old malicious Ma-in-law
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ETIQUETTE AT LAH
'1906 1 , 3la (A0069) [A]. '1907', lb (A0091) [A], under heading 'Lah'. NIA MS
1145/76, typed transcription [FN], entitled 'Dining etiquette at Lah'. 'The fable
and fantasy dinlogues', by Frank Neilson, p. 93, entitled 'Table etiquette at Lah',
attributed to 'Alexander Kirkwood'.
'1906 1 , 3la is the preferred text.

Variants are not shown.

Said a stylish young lady at Lah
Whatever shall we do with Pa
He eats with his knife
And he calls Ma the wife
Just as if she was anyone's Ma

THE EVENTIME
The Clarion 15 July 1908, p.7, under heading •sane hopeless attempts at the manner
of James Hebblethwaite'.

At evening with [the] wife I sit
And talk of monies owed and spent
Of flitting as the swallows flit
And the enormity of rent

EXCITEMENT AT BOIGBEAT
'1912 1 , Sa (A0253) [JSN].

A pretty girl down at Boigbeat
Wore a harem skirt in the main street
The Mayor said I'm shocked
While the traffic got blocked
We can't allow this at Boigbeat
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EXTRAORDINARY RESURRECTION OF AN APPARENTLY DEAD JOKE
'1915'E, lOa (A0296) [A], entitled 'The rrother's sin'. The title appears at 2la,
in a list 'Pieces to finish this year', with the annotation '4 long'.
The Clarion 15 January 1909.
'1915'E, lOa is the preferred text.

Variants are not shown.

There is a wountl LhaL Llme can hardly heal
On childhood's face it paints a cloud of care
What agonies of soul doth he not feel
That listless lad whose mother Cuts his Hair
THE EYES OF LITTLE CHARLOTTE
ML MS A3267 [FN], signed [JSN], enclosure with letter to Mary Gilrrore 26 March 1914,
with corrment on envelope 'The message of man to my boy going out into the world.
M.G. 14.2.14. I [MG].
The Bookfellow 15 May 1914, p.108; HS 36; BLP 44; CP 32.
JSN - MG 26 March 1914 (letter is incomplete and there is no reference to this in
the pages extant); JSN - MG 19 March 1934 (remembers the time her son went to
Queensland, and writing this poem), with corrment [MG] 'He sent me a special copy
of this for Billy. M.G. 26.7.42.' JSN - JD 28 October 1934 (was 'surprised when
[Stephens] sp::>ke well of it' because he thought it was 'rather a comrron piece'.
The dates suggest that the Gilm::ire version was probably copied from the fair copy
not long before it was sent to Stephens. Because of N's regard for Gilm::ire it is
likely that he made sure that her copy was a 'fair' copy, and MS A3467 is therefore
taken as the preferred text.

Now God has made a wistful world
And a woman strangely coy
Her eyes say come and go and come
And stay and be a boy
Oh the eyes of little Charlotte say
Come kiss me if you can
But in a trice they change and cry
Go out and be a man
10

Oh the eyes of little Charlotte say
You shall not flinch at pain
You shall not sigh for the cool cities
Or moan for the soft rain
The wind shall bite you throat and cheek
The sun will leave its tan
But the eyes of little Charlotte say
Go out and be a man

14 sun will] sun shall HS; BLP; CP.
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20

30

40

And you shall speak as a man speaks
Not mealy-mouthed or mild
But you must go with a girl's love
For every lisping child
Nor shall you live in the far clouds
As only dreamers can
For the eyes of little Charlotte say
Go out and be a man
Anri yn11 ,c;hAl 1 fight RA A mAn fi ghtR
And fare as a man may
And you shall see as giants see
And hear what giants say
You shall not bide in a safe place
Near by a lady's fan
For the eyes of little Charlotte say
Go out and be a man

And your reward the old reward
That is for all who dare
The long love of a warm woman
And kisses proud and fair
Oh you shall toil for Love the Law
Since ever Law began
For the eyes of little Charlotte say
Go out and be a man

38 Law] Love !IS; DLP; CP.

FACTS INDISPUTABLE
'1907', 35a (A0124) [JSN].

The
And
The
The

Earth seems flatter at each Pole
as a rule Night follows Day
Woman has the largest soul
Man was merely made to pay
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THE FAMOUS PINK WINE AT THE BUSH SHANTY
ML MS A3038/3, 8a (B0069) [FN], transcription, with a note, 'Never in print'.
This appears in 'The fable and fantasy dialogues', by Frank Neilson (written
between 1914 and 1918), where it is attributed to 'Alexander Kirkwood', and
another: version oc..:curs in 'Remenll.Jering Shaw Neilson', by Jack McKinun
(a draft).
ML MS A3038/3, 8a is taken as the preferred text.

Variants are not shown.

Have you heard of the death of Mick Geary
He has gone where there's rest for the weary
When the gods mentioned drink
He said yes I'll have pink
Like the last one I had with Jim Cleary
The McKimm recollections give the background to the piece:
In 1912 the Chillingollah Football team won the Premiership. My father,
who was one of the stalwarts of the team, prevailed upon Neilson to
write a number of limericks about local personalities for the guests
to sing at the celebration srroke night ••• There was no hotel in the
area. The only watering hole was a wine saloon owned by one Jim Cleary.
The choice of drinks was rather limited: you had the red, known as
'pinkie' or nothing. One of the local customers was a Mr MC'Geary.

THE FAR COUNTREE
ML MS 4937/10, Item 1, typescript [AGS], with comment 'Appeared in 'Weekly
Times' but has been altered'. The Weekly Times text has not been located.

Rest it is time to rest
Sweet queen of the dimpled chin
The day has made ready to die
And the shadows will soon begin
Their swift march one by one
Up from the grave of the sun
Rest it is time to rest
And we in the firelight glow
Fain would wander away again
To the land you love and know
We may not enter we may not see
The land we left is a far countree
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THE FIRE UNQUENCHED
'1906', 15b-16a (A0054) [A), draft, entitled 'Love is a fi5e'a '1907', 32b-33a
(A0122) [JSN], fair draft, entitled 'The fire'. '1908', 2 -3 (A0156) [A], fair
draft, entitled 'Love is a fire'; 18a-19a (A0171-2) [JSN], fair draft, entitled
'The fire unquenched', signed and annotated 'Finis'.
Notebooks '1907' and '1908' were both in use in 1907. However, the camnent with
the second fair draft in the '1908' book suggests that N regarded this as the final
d
a.
draft, and '1908', 18 -19 is therefore taken as the preferred text.
'1906', 15b-16a =A; '1907', 32b-33a = B; '1908', 2b-3a = C;
'1908', 18a-19a =D.
A, B, & C are keyed to D in the notes.

It was a rippling day in rising Spring
Soft was the grass I could not hear your feet
The world had crazy gone a-blossoming
Glories of yellow ran among the wheat
And many blooms did make the blaze complete
To either side we looked never behind
Love burned between our eyes and we were blind
After the battle all the furies cease
The storm will spend itself the wind be still
The men of strife have centuries of peace
Down in a dale or on a sloping hill
But Love Death chasteneth he cannot chill
It hath no end and who shall it call sire
From out whose womb came Love that is a Fire
A, B, & C,

k~yl:!<l

to D:

was a rippling day in rising Spring ?;; £; Q.
I was dl.Ullbfounded in the deeps of Spring ~·
Soft was the grass I could not hear your feet~; f; D.
Soft the grass I could not hear your feet ?:·
The world had crazy gone a-blossoming ~; f; Q.
The world had crazy gone ftol <<a>>blossoming ?:·
Glories of yellow ran among the wheat ~; Q.
A yellow glory ran anong the wheat f ·
Nor lacked a flower to make its joy complete ?:·
And rrany blooms did make the blaze complete ~; f; D.
You walked close to the barley by the wheat ?:·
To either side we looked never behind D.
A joyous world where none did grieve nor tire f.
Love envious Love did easy conquest find ~·
The cloud[s] were gone the red sun reached up higher ?:·
Love burned between «our eyes» and we were blind Q.
Love love my little one Love was a fire f·
It burned between our eyes and we were blind ~
Love love was nigh and love it was a fire A.
It
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After the battle all the furies cease D.
After the battle falls a heavy peace ~; f ·
After the battle some will sing a psalm ?!·
The stonn will spend itself the wind be still D.
The wind shall spend itself the stonn be still ~; C.
The stonn will cease and every wind be still ?!·
The men of strife have centuries of peace ~·
The men of strife shall from their striving cease c.
The men of strife from all their strivings cease ~·
rTho hlite:r c::hall notl All tho<J'i' who sr.it- in c;t-ri fp Rhn 11 knnw
Down in a dale or on a sloping hill ~; D.
Down in a dell or on a sloping hill f ·
To rest in a deep valley or a hill ~·
But rove Death chasteneth he cannot chill D.
But rove it resteth not nor ever will ~; f ·
But rtilll love my little love I tell thee still ~·
It hath no end and who shall call it sire ~; D.
It hath no end nor hath it any sire f.
It hath no end and who shall it call sire B.
When flowers crowd out and the red sun runs higher .?!·
From out whose womb came rove that is a Fire ~; f; ~·
Love love my little one Love is a fire A.

i1

r.n l m A.
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FITCHETT THE FINDER
'1906', 6a-7a (A0044-5) [A], draft.

The great Horatio how l dearly love him
Though some would still bespatter him with mud
The great iron Duke only I place above him
For he slew more and what I want is Blood
Warm thick and red spurting and splashing rushing
'Tis best of all to set the people gushing

10

Blood let me have blood I ask no other favour
'Tis sweet in blood to dapple and to find
The things men write of every sort and flavour
Deep hidden are I am the giant Mind
To brush them up to show them to the masses
I am the man and no one me surpasses
I take a spicy joke a rousing sermon
I am so Catholic I have no fear
Bishops and bombs ventriloquist and vermin
I note them all and with my good Friend share
Ay never once the good old path forsaking
I take and take and take and keep on taking

20

30

I am so wearied with this great research
This strong remorseless unrelenting finding
I write still for my country and my church
The Motherland and Us I still am binding
Thank God my scissors are both stout and-trusty
Far be the day when they grow stiff and rusty
Great is the sword and yet the pen is greater
Surely the scissors beat them in a test
Of all the gifts bestowed by the Creator
On me the right to use them seems the best
All petty codes of Man in one swoop sinking
I take from all who write and do the thinking

Title] Fitchett, William Henry (1841-1928), clergyman, writer and educator. Admitted
to a 'memory, loose-fibred and inexact as to dates and details of facts'. He became
a household name through authorship of 'corrmemnorative sketches of notable events
in British History •.• finally published as 'Deeds that won the Empire' (1877)'.
ADB.

1 how I] how « l ah1 » I MS.
5 rushing] Lgushingj MS.
9 things men write] things «men» write MS.
10 are I] are ronly al I Ms.
16 share] shear MS, a mishearing by Annie.
17 Ay never] !Butl Ay never MS.
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I'm fond of fishing just for recreation
Strange that Our Fish have such a horrid smell
Much would I like to welcome that Great Nation
Japan to come and live with us but truth to tell
It grieved me when I tried to write up Tokyo
Blood blood I cried and yet I found it no-go

40

Also it grieves me much that Our Dear Brother
The Black Man should.be shipped from Our Protection
Over the oeoo (They hove to cat each other)
The whole thing is a crime unique stupendous
I heard somebody say so last election
In this one Cause alone my Work's tremendous
All Petty Theft and Meanness still abhorring
All Sham exposing with a fervent heart
Knee deep in mouldy magazines exploring
I add to Life and Literature and Art
St.rung al::l I am I have no paltry bias
I smile on Satan also Ananias

37 it grieves me] it rgrievousl «grieves» me MS.
40 The whole thing] The rwrongl «whole» thing MS.
48 also Ananias] also « ronl » Ananias MS.

FOR A CHILD
ML MS A3038/l, 4lb (B0162) (a part-leaf) & 42a (B0163) (a part-leaf) [JSN], f,air
draft, signed, 4 stanzas, entitled 'Missing'; 4la (00161) (a part-leaf) & 42 (00164)
(a part-leaf) [JSN], fair draft, 4 stanzas, entitled 'I.ove could not keep him';
43a (00163) [JSN], fair draft, 4 stanzas, entitled 'I.ove gould not keep him'; 44a
(00166) (a part-leaf) [JSN], 2 stanzas numbered 4 & 5; 44 (00167) (a part-leaf)
[JSN], 1 stanza numbered 5, with the title 'I.ove could not keep him' following';
45a (00168) [JSN], 4 stanzas, revisions, the first unnumbered, two headed 'Second'
and 'Third' and the fourth numbered 4, the numeral cancelled and the stanza headed
'3rd verse'.
Sun (Sydney) Sunday 23 April 1911, p.13, HI, p.13 missing from this issue at the
Mitchell Library; The Bookfellow 1 October 1912, p.254, in article 'Shaw Neilson'
by A.G. SteJ;ilens; GOC; HS 92; BLP 106; CP 81.

JSN - JD 21October1934 ('For a child' and 'Love's coming' 'were about the first
two that A.G. praised very highly').
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The stanzas headed 'Second' and 'Third' are all variants of the final stanza and
are first, second and third preferrences, and the first appears in GOC and the
.
-.
b
a
published texts. gtanzas 3 & 4 are separated by asterisks in the version at 41 -42 ,
and stanza 5 at 44 is preceded by a rCM of asterisks.
41

b

& 42

a

=A; 41

a

& 42

b

= B; 43

a.

= C; 44

a

b

= D; 44

= E; 45

a

=F.

A poem of 5 stanzas was clearly N's intention and in the absence of a fair copy
or complete fair draft of 5 stanzas the first published text is the preferred text.
Until a copy of the Sun text is located The Bookfellow is taken as the prefe=ed
text.

Into your angel mouth
The sport of Spring
And the Summer's honey
Came rioting
Your
Fine
Warm
Love
10

eyes were as flowers
gold your hair
in my heart you sang
like a prayer

The sunbeam the moon mist
Were one with you
And all the sighing bloom
That takes the dew
Love was about you
Through your silken skin
Love like a sun-ray
Ran out and in

1-4] 1- ~ 1-4; 1- ~ & ~ 5-8.
l] In your lips and reyesl sweet eyes ~Into your rosy mouth ~ & ~ 5.
2] The taste of Spring !=; ~ 6.
4] Were rioting ~5-8] Omitted BLP; !=• ~ & ~ = O; 1- £: stanza numbered
stanzas).
9-12] ~ = O; 1- ~ 1-4; = ~; = BLP 5-8.
9] Sunbeam and moon mist B 1.
The sunbeam - the moon mist c 1.
13-16] ~, ~ & f = 0; = D [13-16]; = BLP 9-12.

141

(shown with discarded
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20

Wild kiss and heavy love
Lose every hold
Oh sunlight oh sunlight
How dark the cold

17-20] f ~ & ~ 13-16; f Q, § & K [17-20]; = BLP 13-16.
17] I.ove word and to=id kiss~ 13.
Fierce love and torrid kiss B 13.
Hot love and to=id kiss D & E [17].
Wild love and hot kiss K [17].
18] I.ose their last hold B 14.
19] Oh Snnlight my Sunlight K [19].
But the Sun is cruel A 15.
But the SU!liiler is cruel B 15.
But the sunlight is cruel Q & § [19].
20] How dark the cold~ & ~ 16; E [20].

?: stanza 2, lines 5-8:
Your voice was a carol
'lllat angels knew
Man[ 's] old time play ground
Where God walked through

?: stanza 3, lines

9-12:
We heard your heart beat
As ryour bll the days ran
We dreamed of brave rdayl years
And a brow brnve lllfln

~

& f stanza 3, lines 9-12 (f?: stanza 2, lines 5-8):
Sweet as the carol
'lllat angels knew
In an old time play ground
Was the voice of you

f stanza 4, lines 13-16:
Bright for your baby eyes
Walked the white rroon
All the <snn' s> mystery
Ended too soon
F stanza headed 'Second', [lines 17-20]:
Wild kiss and heavy love
Lose every hold
'llle Sun is all sorrow
How dark the cold

K stanza

headed 'Third', [lines 17-20]:
Keen love and crying kiss
Lose every hold
'llle sweet sun is so=ow
How dark the cold
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F stanza numbered r4l & headed '3rd verse'
Your eyes were as flowers
Fine gold your hair
Into my heart you put
Red love - a prayer

(;=

GDC 5-8):

FOR A TIRED POET
a

b

'1912', 2 -2

(A0248-9) [A], fair draft.

Nothing on earth was really worth much strife
If wolves would come I would open wide the door
I warmed myself at the good fire of life
And now I go to warm myself some more
I was too tired to beg and as for theft
It was too strenuous some folks thought it wrong
I loved and laughed and loafed until I left
Ah soon there came the time to say so-long
3 the good fire] the

I bigl

«good» fire MS.

THE FRIEND OF LITERATURE
'1907', 6a-7b (A0095-6) [JSN], draft.

Who seeks for every flower that grows
Who feels the throbbing of the heart
Who follows where the brave man goes
Who trembles when the tear drops start
I ask you not from whence he came
He shall be friend in more than name

10

Who hath no jealousy of joy
Hopeful for all things further on
Who chides no eager girl or boy
Who hails not every goose a swan
Whose eyes can see whose speech is pure
He shall be friend to Literature

6] He shall

I lbe

sane

I

thing nl friend

I

«in more» than

I

name MS.
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Who wandereth in the ages old
Knowing the early toiler there
(Ah we who reap one hundred-fold
Know not the sower's life and care)
He shall have blessing to the end
He shall be something more than friend
20

He shall ride far by land and sea
Men shall make haste to call him King
Knowing a wild girl's mystery
The message that a child may bring
He shall look deeper into time
He shall falter he shall climb

14] rLearning of

I

ancient queen

I

and kingl

MS, preceding line 14.

FROM A COFFIN
ML MS 3354/2, Item
MS 3354/2:6 Item 6,
'1912', 3 (A0251)
92 [JSN], 2 lines,

5, 18a [JSN], entitled 'The voice in the coffin'. ML
9a [JSN], entitled 'The voice in the coffin', signed.
[A], entitled 'The voice from the coffin'. NLA MS 1145/60,
revision (for lines encircled in GDC copy 1).

The Clarion 1908, as 'Wrapped in the yellow earth', HI, (missing from LaT
copy of paper); Sun (Sydney) 9 July 1911, p.13, entitled 'The voice from
tlle c:offin'; fl11n (flyc'lney) flnnc'lny ?O Au0ust 1911, p.11, entitled 'Voice frcm
the coffin'; GDC, untitled; HS 76, entitled 'From a coffin'; CP 68, entitled
'From a coffin'.
The piece may be derived from 'The voice of the stiff', a draft of 4 stanzas
at ML MS 3354/2, Item 5, 23a or, alternatively, rnay have been the stimulus
for the longer poem. The verse was the stimulus for a canpetition in the
Sun announced in the Book Fellow page by Stephens on 9 July 1911: 'In writing
his 'coffin-words' Shaw Neilson gives us an idea ••• We offer half a guinea
for not more than eight lines of a coffin voice after the fashion of Neilson's
or Lander's.' Stephens quotes the verse again 20 August 1911, saying 'Shaw
Neilson ••• sent this', with the corrment 'We printed the penultimate 'I loved
and laughed and lived' sacrificing a rhyme and a touch of Australian_piquancy
in order to gain greater dignity.' Two entries from Neilson (under the name
Horace O' Hazy) were printed 27 August 1911, 'A tired poet's voice' and 'A
country editor's voice from the coffin', and the latter was named as 'The
best burlesque stanza' •
The text printed in the Sun 20 August 1911 appears to be the one sent to Stephens
and is therefore taken as the preferred text.
The variationG in the title u.re not considered significant and the better-known
title is taken for convenience.
3354/2-5, 18

a

=A; 3354/2-6, 9

a

b

= B; '1912', 3

C; NLA 1145/60, 92 =D.
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Wrapped in the yellow earth
What should I fear
Sour hate and shallow mirth
Never come near
Shape me no epitaph
Sugar no rhyme
I had my little laugh
Once on a time
2]
3]
5]
7]

Why should I fear ~·

Falsehood or acid mirth !'!; Falsehood or foreign mirth
Shape me no elegy ~·
There was a war in me c.
I had the heart to laugh _Q; HS; CP.
I loved and laughed and lived [AGS] Sun 9 July 1911.

~·

FROM E TO C
b
b
a
'1906', 34 (A0075) [JSN], 1 stanza numbered 11 under title 'From E to C'; 37 -38
(A0078) [JSN], 5 stanzas and a part stanza, entitled 'From E to C', the first stanza
a
a
unnumbered and subsequent stanzas numbered 2-6; 40 -41 (A0080-l) [JSN], 4 stanzas
and a part-stanza entitled 'From E to c•, the part-stanza a continuation of 6 from
38a and the others numbered 7-10, with the number 11 following. ML MS 3038/1, 4b
[JSN], a stanza, untitled. The MSS together rrake a complete PJffi!, draft.

Really dear Charles I owe you one more letter
I loved you fondly with a warm young heart
But after all I think that it is better
That you and I should part
Since you wrote last often have I been thinking
About that parable of casting pearls
To pigs and that time I got you winking
At one of Murphy's girls
10

Also one time poor
She said it's true
I heard him say it
Her hair is nearly
They
That
They
That

dear old Jane McCarty
so strike me dead
at an evening party
red

say you said my youngest sister squinted
father's feet were big and mother's flat
even said that you distinctly hinted
I was getting fat

7 that time I] that «time» I MS.
11 I heard] f sh 1 I heard MS.
12 hair l Lhear l MS.
14 father's] father['s] MS.
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20

Time after time your conduct has been shocking
You mind that day in Aunty's summerhouse
Because I screamed you smiled (your smile was mocking)
It was a horrid mouse
And then again you know that ring you gave me
I always thought it was a real gold ring
It's only washed but Aunt says she will save me
From all that sort of thing
I think it is my duty now to tell you
I am engaged to Mr Geasie-Wohl
You were too slow and I could not compel you
In fact you were a fool

30

Dear G he's got a rather narrow forehead
Aunt tried her best to put me in his way
To quarrel with Aunt of course would be too horrid
Besides it wouldn't pay
He said the first night we walked out together
My little ewe lamb I'm in love with you
Oh are you said I but [how do] I know whether
The things you say are true

40

We pastoralists are truthful but of course dear
At times we let imagination play
As a horse dealer when selling an old horse dear
Don't give the show away
Now don't be cross I've had too many crosses
My first cross was when I came over here
Then when the Bank's curs had tremendous losses
It made me worse my dear
But all my various crosses are as nothing .
When I beheld your lustrous eyes of blue
No matter where I went or what my losses
I'd come back dear to you

28 you were a] you [were] a MS.
29] Dear Mr 1 G rwas 1 <<he Is got>> f fintroduced to me l flast surrmer1
narrow forehead>> MS.
31 be too] be ltwol too MS.
34) My little ewe lamb I'm in love with you «ewe» MS.
35 Are you said I] Are you <<ewe>> said I MS.
37 We pastoralists] !He saidl LweJ pastoralists MS.
41 be cross I've] be cross rdearl I've MS.

r

I

I <<a

rather
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THE GAME OF AWAY, AWAY
1
1906', 23a & 25b (A0061 & A0063) [JSN], fair draft, 1 stanza under; the title 'Away
away' and 2 stanzas entitled 'The dear little cottage'. '1908', 1 -2a (A0155) [A],
fair draft, 3 stanzas entitled 'The game of 'Away Away''.
The Bookfellow 2 May 1907, p.13, entitled 'The game of away, away! by
Jss
MK !'

This was entered for a cc:rnpetition run by the Bookfellow, for the best parody of
any well-known Australian verse-writer.' The 'Bookfellow' commented that this was
one of several 'clever transcription[s)' and 'mimi=y [rather] than true parody'.
'J ss
M K ' would be Jessie McKay.
a
b
b a
1906 1 , 23 -25 =A; '1908', 1 b2 =B.
The preferred text is '1908', 1 -2a (B).
1

10

I called at the address you gave
And you were away away
I said no doubt he is spending his stuff
On a supper after the play
He is doing it in with the Dukes and Earls
Or cutting it up with the Chorus girls
But 0 the pity
Your windy promises long I have read
But I know your breed and the way you're bred
And the game of away away

20

I called again at the same address
And you were away away
He's gone to the mountains I said they're cool
But he is as cool as they
He is spinning fine yarns (His old games yet)
I suppose he's head over ears in debt
But 0 the pity
I had one or two little bills to meet
For a man must keep his creditors sweet
And you were away away

3) I said he IlUlst have plenty of stuff A.
4) Perhaps he has gone to the play ~·
5 He is] He's ~; Boo.
5 with the Dukes] with dukes A.
6 with the Chorus] with chorus A.
8 I have read] have I read Boo; I read ~·
9) But I swore <strongly> I was very carefully bred~·
10) When you were away away ~·
11) I called at the address you gave ~·
13 He's gone]
saidl He's gone~·
15 He is] He's Boo.
15) He's spinning some yarn his old game yet~·
16 head over ears] head over hears A.
19) ~ vi.

rr
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30

I wearily called at the old address
And you were away away
I said perchance he has gone to church
But he hasn't gone there to pray
A summons will cost me half a crown
But I have been badly taken down
I'll have no pity
I'll get it out of you yet if I can
You're making a prime convenience old man
Of being away away

21) I called at the address you gave ~ 20.
23) I said he couldn't have gone to Church~ 22.
24) He wouldn't have cheek to pray ~ 23.
25) It cost me little this trip to town A 24.
25 summons will cost] swrmons I would 1 «;:ill» cost B.
26 But I have] f And l «But I» have ~26] I owe the cabby a half a crown ~ 25.
27) But oh the pity ~ 26.
28 you yet if] you <<yet>> if ~29) No doubt it's <convenient> for you old man ~ 28.
You're playing it too low down old man Boo.
30) This plan of Away away ~ 29.
With you game of away away Boo.

THE GIRL WITH THE BLACK HAIR
'1910', lla-12a (A0232-3) [JSN], fair draft. '1915'C, 14b-15a (A0326) [JSN], fair
draft, untitled. LaT MS 8910 [GDC 1) [JSN], fair copy, pasted into GDC 1.
The Bookfellow 15 December 1913, p.292; GDC; HS 43; BLP 62; CP 39.
JSN - AGS 26 July 1931; 2 August 1931 (N wanted to drop this from a proposed
collection: he thought it was one of the 1 6 worse' and disliked it [now] because
it was 'mawkish and silly').
The MSS '1915'C and the fair copy are presented as discrete versions.

THE GIRL WITH THE BLACK HAIR [1]
'1910', lla-12a (A0232-3) [JSN], fair draft. LaT MS 8910 [JSN], fair copy, pasted
into GDC 1.
The Bookfellow 15 December 1913, p.292; GDC; HS 43; BLP 62; CP 39.
'1910', lla-12a =A; LaT 8910 =B.
The fair copy is the preferred text.

Her lips were a red peril
To set men quivering
And in her feet there lived the ache
And the green lilt of Spring

177

'Twas on a night of red blossoms
Oh she was a wild wine
The colour of all the hours
Lie in this heart of mine
10

I was impelled by the white moon
And the deep eyes of the Spring
And the voices of purple flutes
Waltzing and wavering
Of all the bloom most delicate
Sipping the gold air
Was a round girl with round arms
The Girl with the Black Hair

20

Her breath was the breath of roses
White roses clean and clea.1
Her eyes were blue as the high heavens
Where God is always near
Her lips were a red peril
To set men quivering
And in her feet there lived the ache
And the green lilt of Spring

4 Spring] Spring. ~.
7 colour] colours GOC; IIS; DLF; CP.
8 Lie] corrected to 'live' in GOC 1, with a question mark [AGS].
8 mine] mine. B.

11] And the swooning of violet flutes ~·
12 wavering] wavering. ~·
15 a round girl] the round girl HS; BLP; CP.
16] 'lhe Lgirlj fs1 with the Lblack j Hair~·
17-20] Omitted in BLP.
19 heavens] heaven GOC; HS; CP.
24 Spring] Spring. ~·

THE GIRL WITH THE BLACK HAIR [2]
'1915'C, 14b-15a (A0326) [JSN], fair draft. 'lhe fourth line in each stanza has an
end stop.

T was impelled by.the white moon
And the deep eyes of the Spring
And the swooning of violet flutes
And a fainting fiddle string
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I was the freest guest of God
I had no need to pray
And every song was my own song
And every dawn my day
10

Girls of the greenery came out
Playing with feet and eyes
The winds were lovers of their hair
And listeners for their sighs
Of all the bloom most delicate
Unearthly bloom and rare
Was a round girl with round arms
The girl with the black hair

20

Her breath was the breath of roses
White roses clean and clear
Her eyes were blue as the high heavens
Where only God is near
Her voice had a sweet pity
And on her cheek and chin
Young loves danced on deliriously
Over her balmy skin

11 were lovers] woe lovers MS.
23 Young] runl Young MS.

GOOD TIMES AHEAD
'1906', 28a (A0066) [A].

There was a young lady of Morgan
She practised all day at the organ
One day she seem[ed] crook
And they said if she's took
We'll have a great time here in Morgan
GOODBYE TO BITTERNESS
b

'1915'C, 9 -10

a

(A0321) [JSN], draft.

Strange heaviness was with me
And fears were in my soul
1 with me] with ronel me MS.
2 fears] fear[s] MS.
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The stones that were upon me
Were more than I could roll
Just now I breathe the better air
And hear a <warmer> cry
Surely I shall not fall again
So Bitterness goodbye
10

20

I'll take the road to the green time
My soul shall have its fling
I'll shake a leg with every girl
That shakes a leg in Spring
I'll hear the noise of honey-bees
Heavy and brown and slow
I'll go to where the young birds fly
Where all the blossoms go
I'll walk and read in a girl's eyes
Riddles of grace and pain
And the soft silk of warm fruit
Shall give me hope again
I shall not rest with those who rest
Nor toil with those who buy
I'll take a great green holiday
So Bitterness Goodbye

3] l,hej stones [that] were upon me MS.
5 breathe the] breather the MS.
7 fall again] fall ffearl again MS.
8 So Bitterness] So/ rohl Bitterness MS.
9 to the green time] to the rshearing 1 «green» time MS.
18 Riddles] riddle[s[ MS.

THE GREATEST BOOMSTER
'1908', 9a-9b (A0162-3) [JSN], draft, signed.

Who is the greatest boomster
The world has ever seen
Bishop or bard or baron bold
Or ancient king or queen
I thought of every warrior
That ever wore a sword
And then of knights and troubadours
And then of Ada Ward

8 then of] then-of MS.
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Lo when I looked at Ada's name
Straightway my heart was glad
For no man ever read that name
Who did not see an 'ad'
Then did I turn her name around
And stranger still I saw
A magic word all artists know
Our Ada loves a draw
9 I.o when] lo-when MS.
10 Straightway my] Straightway I was 1 my MS.
11] fAlways she takes about wi.th her 1 MS, following line 10.
15 magic word] magic wordrsl MS.
16] fI spell it this DRAWl MS:-following line 15.

THE GREEN GIRL
There are three discrete versions of this poem, all written about the same time
and closely related to the later, longer poem 'The green singer'.

THE GREEN GIRL [1]
ML MS A3038/1, 14a (B0112) [JSN], fair draft, signed.

A brown bride is the Summer
The Winter weeps at will
But I have a green sweetheart
And I shall love her still
For where is love like first love
Though many loves arise
Oh the Spring is a green girl
With diamonds for eyes

THE GREEN GIRL [2]
ML MS A3038/1, 14b (B0113) [JSN], fair draft.

There's no love like first love
Delightsome divine
The Spring is a green girl
An old love o'mine
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THE GREEN GIRL [3]
ML MS A3038/l, lSa (00114) [JSN], fair draft, signed.
'The green singer' , with variants.

This occurs as stanza 1 of

Old singers have shadows
That follow like fears
But I know a singer
Who never saw tears
The first love is free love
Delightsome divine
The Spring is a green girl
An old love o'mine

THE GREEN SINGER
b

b

.

'1915'C, 6 (A0318) & '1910', 13 (A0235) [A], fair draft. NLA 820.SA, MS inserted
in The Bookfellow, 3rd series, Volume 1, 1911-1912, [A], fair copy, with punctuation
and a correction [AGS].
The Sun (Sydney) 10 September 1911, p.11; GDC; HS 2; BLP 79; CP 2.
HS, BLP, and CP have the title as 'Green singer' and are printed with 4-line stanzas.
The poem developed from an earlier piece 'The green girl' and stanza 1 is a variant
of 'The green girl [3]'.
The fair copy is the preferred text.

All singers have shadows
That follow like fears
But I know a singer
Who never saw tears
A gay love a green love
Delightsome divine
The Spring is a singer
An old love of mine
10

All players have sorrows
And into the play
Old sorrows will saunter
Old sorrows will stay
But here is a player
Whose speech is a wine
The Spring is a player
An old love of mine
All singers grow heavy
The hours as they run

14 is a wine] is divine Sun.
15 Spring] Lspring J [AGS] fair copy.
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20

Bite up all the blossoms
Suck up all the sun
But I know a singer
Delightsome divine
The gay love the green love
An old love of mine

THE GREY DIGGER
'1906', 2la-2lb (A0059-60) [A], fair draft.

A cheerless day and the sun was low
There was little life or warmth or <glow>
On a bare brown hill I saw him there
The grey rain spitting on his grey hair
Faint was my heart I had naught to say
I feared I hated that digger grey

10

Soon as I looked I saw his trade
In his skinny hand was a short sharp spade
His mouth was cruel his eyes were droll
He started digging a narrow hole
I stood beside him and strove to say
Tell me who art thou Oh digger grey
He answered me nothing at all and when
I still did question he paused and then
Till my blood ran cold and my hatred grew
The rain was falling my hands were blue
I dared not run for he bade me stay
I dig a hole said the digger grey

20

All the shadows rose up for me
I saw what the digger grey can see
The children laughed and the priest read prayers
The pedlar peddled his many wares
In the hush of dark or the light of day
They all come home to the digger grey

2 <glow>] grow MS.
15 my hatred grew] my !faint heart 1 «hatred» grew MS.
16] <<The rain was falling my hands were blue>> MS.
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'Had I but known the darkness the guile and the art of thee'

'1906', 12a-13a (AOOS0-1) [A], fair draft.

Had
The
Now
Why

I but known the darkne::>s the gulle antl the art of thee
house of my father never had opened to thee
doth he wait with a sword to cut out the heart of thee
why Hamish McGillivay have you been cruel to me

I ll~Leu aluue lu Ll1e tla1k. Lu Ll1e ~uLLlug oI waLers
The hours are slow and each one I know by its chime
I am forsaken I the proudest of all the chief's daughters
Why why Hamish McGillivay did you not tell me in time

Weary with tears often I prayed for the life of thee
In the black storms when the wives of the fishers were crying
Dreaming that I so soon should be the well-loved wife of thee
Why why Hamish McGillivay have you been dark with your lying
When the red sun spreads over the hills faint is the breath
of me
All the bright stars in the heavens can please me no more
Black is my life and oh I dread the dark death of me
Why why Hamish McGillivay did you not tell me before

THE HAPPY THIEF
'1936', la (A0769) [FN], transcription, with cormnent 'This appeared in Clarion'•
NLA MS 1145/45 [L], transcription, with corrrnent 'This appeared in Clarion about
1908 or 1909. '
The Clarion May 1909.
The poem occurs as the second stanza of 'F.arly kisses',
The Clarion is the preferred text.

with variants.

Who steals a kiss he shall not ever rue it
But he who buys he bargains with the Devil
Who steals a kiss shall move in merry places
In all his days he shall see angel faces
Nor ever shall he sink to earth's low level
The Spring his life shall take and quite renew it
He shall go down to Death with all the graces
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THE HARPER PLAYS
'1908', 13b-14a (A0167) [JSNJ, 2 stanzas numbered 1 & 2, aga 29a (A0185)
[JSN], 1 stanza numbered 3, unfinished. The stanzas at 13 -14a are drawn
off and the stanza at 29a has a different stanza form and lacks the last
two lines, although the rhymes correspond to the scheme in the other two
stanzas.

Many of the sweet sweet things to him are lost
And the few days dark or fair how swiftly they perish
Why do people sit smugly with cold knees crossed
While in the world there is so much alive to cherish
Here hath God sent a poor blind man to lighten the dark
ways
Will ye not listen
Listen will ye not listen while the harper plays

10

20

He is not hard for all the evil times
He thanked God for blue eyes and soft
morning
To him hath been softened the fear of
He is full of many loves he fears not
If we could but follow to the unknown
Will ye not listen
Listen listen while the harper plays

bring
kisses in the
Death the sting
any warning
ways

No home is made for him by wife or child
The boy lies hid deep in him always a lover
He knows the strong scent of the Spring and once he smiled
He thought [of] someone long-haired beautiful that the
<Earth> did cover
[Will ye not listen]
[Listen listen while the harper plays]
[Unfinished]
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HE NEVER TOUCHED THE EARTH
NIA MS 1145/60, 47 [FN], fair draft.

The poor lad started on his walk
It scarcely was a mile
Not far away he knew his love
Was ready with her smile
Had God been looking out the sky
He would have shook with mirth
For the poor lad was in a dream
He never touched the earth
He said it is a sea of air
And all the clouds will swim
The poor lad he half forgot
The earth was under him
HE TAKES OFF HIS HAT
ML MS 4937/10, Item 1, typescript [AGS], with cormnent 'Never been printed'.

'I always take off my hat to a cow.'

Tommy Bent.

A great man is Tommy and strange are his tricks
They say that his heart is as hard as his bricks
God gave him good armour his hide it is tough
His speech is a sword and a bludgeon his bluff
But lo how he changes he makes his best bow
He always take off his silk hat to a Cow
A great man is Tommy he puts in their place
All Simper and Satin all Frill and Fine Lace
He roars and he rages he fumes and he frets
We're sliding the wrong way we can't pay our Debts
But lo how he changes he makes his best bow
This one thing is left him the dairyman's cow
A great man is Tommy for always he sees
The shiploads of butter the mountains of cheese
'Tis well with the People 'tis well with the Land
'Tis well with our Credit the Jews understand
And Tommy he tumbles he makes his best bow
He always takes off his silk hat to a Cow
Bent, Sir Thomas (1838-1909), a politician and land speculator, was defeated at
the 1894 general election. He kept himself solvent during the depression by dairying
at Port Fairy and was premier and treasurer frcan February 1904 to January 1909.
ADB.
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THE HEART LONGS
ML MS 4937/10, Item 1, typescript [AGS], with the canment 'Book' at the end.
Sun (Sydney) 26 January 1913; GDC; HS 49; BLP 59.
JSN - AGS 15 February 1919; 15 October 1922; 7 June 1931; 26 July 1931; 2 August
1931; 22 September 1932. JSN - RHC 19 November 1933, NLA MS 605/30.
N advised Stefhens in 1919 that he didn't 'feel fit to try and alter [any] of the
amateurish pieces such as 'Heart longs' and 'Day is thine'' and thereafter negotiated
with him to drop the poem from any future collection. This is one of four pieces
dropped from CP because he thought them 'inferior and amateurish' (JSN - RHC).
The typescript is the preferred text.

The warm wind wandering at its will
The long grass withering day by day
Bring back life's sunrise promises
Full-voiced and rosy-winged were they
I feel your eyes' warm witchery
Sweetheart my longing is for thee

10

It seems so clear the day we met
The big sun sauntering up the sky
The feathery clouds afloat afar
On such a day oh who could die
Or think of death you smiled on me
Sweetheart my longing was for thee
At every turning of the year
A madness moves into the hours
The roses in the rainy time
The frail sweet family of flowers
How tenderly they speak to me
Sweetheart my longing is for thee

20

Did ever love so burn as ours
'Mid all tempestuous loves of yore
The light that dances from the sky
Shows for a moment and no more
Down in this world of mystery
Sweetheart my longing is for thee

12 longing was] longing Lisj [AGS] MS. ·
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HER EYES
ML MS 4937/28 [GDC 2], fair copy [JSN], with direction '5 <cap> double', date 'June
1911', and line 10 added [AGS]. (The MS is pasted into the volume.)
Sun (Sydney) 25 June 1911, p.11; GDC; EIS 48; BLP 57; CP 43.
JSN - AGS 26 July 1931; 2 August 1931 (wants to drop this from a proposed collection
because it is 'rrawkish and silly').
Th'i fair copy ic tho prof=cd tCJrt.

Dark eyes are hers but in their darkness lies
All the white holiness of Paradise
A tender violet within them shows
And the unsullied beauties of the rose
Dark eyes are hers
Dork eyes are hers that move my heai'L tu sing
They have consumed the summer caught the Spring
Stolen the starlight and exultingly
Lifted the moonbeams' old embroidery
Dark eyes are hers
4 beauties] Lbeautyj [AGS] MS; Sun; GDC; BLP; CP.
6 hers] hers - MS.
7 surrmer caught the Spring l surrmer - caught the Spring MS.
10 l Line omitted in the MS. An error of haste.

'-
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HER FOOT
'1915'C, 14a (A0325) [JSN], fair draft.

What is her foot this slyly wakeful thing
It has the voice of Love and it can sing
It beats it beats its ways are ravishing
I am not in a street or near a town
But with an ancient people fierce and brown
Out of the hills strange warriors have come down
In my right hand I hold a jagged spear
Wild men in feathers mock me oh I fear
Music of flowing blood is in my ear
HER LADDIE
ML MS 3354/2, Item 5, 7

a

&8

b

[JSN], fair draft.

He was fond o'the flowers he was fond o'the sun and the rain
The voice of him surely was sweeter than all the Spring honey
He cared not for any girl's kisses but oh it was vain
He lacked not the best o'good clothes I gave him bright money
Oh my God my Laddie
When I wander away for a walk in the afternoon sun
The little birds anger me so I hear them all mocking
I sharpen all swords that I have I suffer for all I have done
I have had keys I have locked doors but oh the unlocking
Oh my boy my Laddie
He was but four years old when he babbled of going away
He was but five when his father had taught him to whistle
He was eager for joy and the glamour of lands far away
And my love blew from him as <light> [as] the top of a thistle
Oh my God my Laddie
2 of him surely] of <<him>> surely MS.
11 four years old when] four year«s» old when MS.
14 my love] my lovelsl MS.
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THE HEROINE
1907', 16b (A0106) [JSN].
The Clarion 15 July 1908, p.7, under heading 'Sane Parodies', with sub-heading
'Desperate Attempts at the Manner of Arthur Adams'.
1

'1907', 16b is the preferred text.

Breaks from her brightest eye a blob
A silver tear is on the job
The Earl has just succumbed to gout
Leaving the hero but a <bob>
The Clarion reads:
Breaks from her brightened eye a blob
A silvery tear is on the job
It seems the Earl has just succumbed
Leaving the Hero but a bob

HIS FATHER'S COAT
NIA MS 1145/60, 46 [FNJ, fair draft. The numbering for a third stanza follows line
14. This may indicate an expectation on the part of the amanuensis rather than.
the intention of the author.

There is no lack of crimson in your blood
Good lad fill up the coat your father wore
And eat your dream before the moonbeams scud
To leave you dancing on the desolate floor
Oh have your love and fear not any flame
Love will not ever bring you any shame
But all its tenderlings about your door
But there will be disasters by the way
Manoeuvrings of the heart and leagues of lies
Your sons will rob you sweetly night and day
Your daughters will be sweethearts in your eyes
Clear loves and sorrowful but are no more
Good lad fill up the coat your father wore
The walls of paradise are dim with sighs
9 heart] heartf sl MS.
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HIS HEART WILL KNOW
b

'1907', 8 -9

a

(A0098) [JSN], draft.

Count him not hard-hearted he sorrows not among flowers
The sun is over his head.but the sunlight has <faded>
All that was sweet in the little black box lies hidden
Keen looks shrill voices nothing that stabs him can matter
Let him bury his dead and give him no pity of ours
1 arnong flowers] among lthe 1 flower[s] MS.
4 stabs him can] stabs «him» can MS.

HONEYTHIRST
b
a
1912', 15 -16 (A0264) [JSN], fair draft. NurIDering for stanza 7 follows line 25:
however, this reads as a finished piece.
1

'Twas yesterday I walked abroad
So that mine eyes might see
The yellow world to calm and cure
This honeythirst in me
The sun like a fierce player stood
Chiding his violin
Loves were the songs that came to him
Red as an orange skin
10

And as he ceased two simple stars
Like tender brides and shy
Stood mournfully and Oh I cried
This honeythirst have I
As they were mourning slow the moon
Walked in her gown of gold
And in me woke the bitterness
The honeythirst of old

*

20

One morn I spoke to a green friend
Oh tell me wizard tree
Whence did it come why should it come
This honeythirst in me

1 walked] walk[ed] MS.
2 So that mine eyes] so that

f my1 mine eyes MS.
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The green tree the white spoke
Ever so faint and clear
But a dark cloud was on my soul
I was not born to hear
23 dark cloud] dark rsoull cloud MS.

THE HORNY FELLOW
' 1 906 ' , 2a -2 b (A0040-l ) , 11b-12 a & 13 a (AOOS0-1 ) [ A] , draft, 9 stanzas with
.
.
extensive
.
· 1 e,
renumbering. '1908 ' , 32 a , 32b - 33 a & 34a (A0188-9) [ JSN ] , a pa.rt-1ine
under tit
headed '7 Last verse', 4 stanzas numbered 1-4 and 2 part-lines, one each under
numbering for stanzas 5 & 6 with space allowed for completion of the stanzas.
The chronology is uncertain because the notebooks were both in use at the same time,
Lut lt lookl:l al:l i f the '1906' MS is a first draft with 2 stanzas discarded and the
'1908' MS a revision of '1906' which was abandoned.
1906 1 = A; '1908' = B.
'1906' is the preferred text and the ordering of the stanzas is necessarily
conjectural.
1

He
As
lle
To

walks along slowly by creek and hill
mild-eyed as a boyish student dreaming
pulls the mighty logs into the mill
meet the blue twin saws whistling and screaming

He pulls the golden wheat sacks four tier high
Over the weary sand confusing blinding
Red is the driver brick-red is the sky
The great wide wagon tyres tearing and grinding
10

He pulls the wool o'er many a creek and hill
O'er dazzling plains God-cursed and man-forsaken
In the long seasons rivers dry and fill
The dust dries hard the flowers the grasses waken

1 walks along slowly] creeps along ~·
2 As mild-eyed] As softly ~·
3 pulls] hauls ~·
4 blue twin saws] big <twin saws> B.
5] He pulls the buff brown wheat bags 3 tiers high ~·
6] Through the long days of dust confusing blinding ~·
8 tearing and y.eincHng] forever grinding~·
9-12] Discarded in B.
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He pulls the creaking wagon axle deep
Through treacherous creeks over the sandy ridges
He crawls into a little town asleep
He flounders on the planking of the bridges

20

Famine he knoweth well and heat and thirst
Seldom he sees the best but all the worst
The gold is light for all the quartz and gravel
All the vicissitudes of inland travel

13-16] 'f ~ 9-12.
13] he winds far out among a world of sheep~ 9.
14] Through dismal plains and o'er the sandy ridges B 10.
15 crawls] walks B 11.

Discarded stanzas

?:• stanza 1:
I do not sing of that illustrious prince
Whose throne is in the brimstone red and yellow
<Years> in years out I['vel known him ever since
I was a boy this honest horny fellow

?:• stanza numbered 3, renumbered 7:
Strange merchandise is his from far-off lands
He hauls the rgrogl «flour» he hauls the fiery liquor [JSN]
What is his profit at the white = ' s hands
Curses and many a cruel c11t and flicker
A new stanza 4, ~ reads:
Where mirage glistens in the miles of salt
And where the dense scrub groweth darker thicker
How patiently he moves from halt to halt
He mills the flour he pulls the fiery liquor
The part-lines at~· stanzas 5, 6 & 7 'Last verse' read:
All the dumb creature [17].
And what is his reward [21].
Here's to thee [25].
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THE HOUR IS LOST
NLA MS 1145/73 [A], fair copy, dated 27 June 1906, the top right-hand portion of
the leaf torn off.
The Bookfellow 14 March 1907; GOC; HS 50; BLP 60: CP 44.
Receipt dated 6 July 1906, NLA MS 1145/62.
stephens has marked lines 11-14 in GDC 1 with a slash and written 'This <is> the
bit' in the margin.
The fair copy is the preferred text and in=rnplete lines have been completed from
The Bookfellow text.

The hour is lost was ever hour so sweet
Fruitful of blessings friends and honeyed words
The sunlight in the faces at our feet
The world bright beautiful its flocks and herds
Foliage of forests choruses of birds
0 happy time why did we stand downcast
We should have leapt for love but now the hour is past
The hour is lost scarce had we time to mark
The glory of the green the sky's soft blue
And it came silently as comes the dark
Our hearts burned hot within us ere we knew
All suddenly we said can this be true
This golden time was ours and now downcast
We stand dumb and amazed alas the hour is past
1 hour so sweet] hou[ r so sweet] MS.
2 blessings] blessing HS; BLP; CP.
2 and honeyed words] and [honeyed words] MS.
3 the faces] our faces GOC; HS; BLP: CP.
3 our feet] our [feet] MS.
7 is past] is pa[st] MS.
10] It came as silently as comes the dark HS; BLP; CP.
12 can this] can it GDC.
12] Then suddenly we said can it be true HS; BLP: CP.
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THE HOUR OF THE PARTING
H. Pearce papers, fair copy [A]. The Bookfellow 15 February 1916, p.10, entitled
'The parting hour'; HS 86, entitled 'The hour of the parting'; BLP 96, entitled
'Hour of Parting' ; CP 77.
The fair copy is the preferred text.

Shall we assault the pain
lt is the time to part
Let us of Love again
Eat the impatient heart
There is a gulf behind
Dull voice and fallen lip
The blue smoke of the mind
The grey light on the ship
Parting is of the cold
That stills the loving breath
Dimly we taste the old
The pitiless meal of Death
1 J How shall we fight the pain Boo.
2] Now it is time to part Boo.
5 J Alas the gulf behind Boo.

HOW SHALL I LIVE FOR MY LOVE
'1910', 4a-4b (A0226-7) [JSN], draft.

How shall I live for my love
'Mid roses frail and fine
And the green grape shall have my blood
And hold this heart of mine
I'll find in purple flowers
Glories of rain and dew
And I'll pray to the blue heaven
Because her eyes are blue
I'll take the scent of violets
The passionate mignonette
With an old air will hold me
And I shall not forget
12 J

IThe

tenderest bird or blossoml MS, following line 12.
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Only a lover listens
Only a lover sings
All else is Doubt and Bitterness
And the depth of dark things

HUMAN WEAKNESS
'1908', 22a (A0175) [A].

Poor Jonah was exceeding grim
He felt so wet it made him frown
But after all we're just like him
We don't like being taken down

HUMBUG
'1907', 54b-56a (A0144-5) [JSN], fair draft.
the following stanzas are Ill.1.Snumbered 8-10.

Stanza 7 (at the top of a leaf) and

My furious fight with Fact and Fate
I wage incessantly
Truth I abhor with hideous Hate
It don't kow-tow to me
I am Proud Private Enterprise
I bleed exploit and lend
Pointing to Heaven with sad eyes
I'm the Poor Man's Friend
10

I am the ally true and brown
The Brother Black and Tan
I am the King's God-given Crow
The Godly Public man
The Country's going to the dogs
[And] if it grieves me
Sometimes to help to roll my logs
The country's proud and free

20

I smoodge I supplicate I shove
To every trick I'm up
In Christian Charity and Love
Also the yellow Pup

3 Truth] LThJ ruth MS.
14 [And] ] I am MS.
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I
I
I
I

am the stout [Sisyphist]
fume I screech I roar
trample on I take I twist
really can't do more

I lay foundation stones I talk
About the good I do
And then by May and Might I baulk
Gnnn measur0s getting through
30

I am not young nay I am old
In every age and clime
I blasphemed and I bought and sold
I'm Humbug all the time
I am the God of all things cheap
(Of course I don't mean Land)
Through all the centuries I creep
I wink and Understand

21 [Sisyphist] ] Secesh MS.

THE HUMMER
'1906', 3b-4b (A0042-3) [JSN], draft.

Dost know that gentle bird
They call the hummer
He is both seen and heard
In early summer
His hopes are high
And he keeps an eye
On each newcomer

10

When summer heat is sore
And stout hearts sicken
He chirps his tale once more
As chirps a chicken
Till some kind heart
Doth means impart
His voice to thicken
His clothes are somewhat frayed
His eyes are bleary
He hath no call or trade

1 Dost know that] Dost «know» that MS.
3 He is] rHis hopes l He is MS.
-

12 kind heart] kind heart Is 1 MS.
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20

He seemeth weary
He views mankind
And he seeks to find
A brother beery
Full oft I see him stand
Unblessed and blinking
He takes me by the hand
And never winking
Till in the end
A coin I spend
To see him drinking

30

40

Thirsty and yet he smokes
As smokes a steamer
Seldom indeed he jokes
Is he a schemer
With plans designed
To shake mankind
Or just a dreamer
Sometimes when hustling round
I hear a roaring
Or snort or whistle shrill
That shakes the flooring
The ceilings bend
It is my friend
Dead drunk and snoring
Grave as a bishop he
Is not officious
Most like a raven free
Quick-winged suspicious
Him all men know
A carrion. crow
Black-souled and vicious

50

Dost know the gentle bird
They call the hummer
He is both seen and heard
In early summer
His throat is dry
He hath an eye
For each newcomer
The earth is thirsty yet
His thirst is greater

24 He tnlces] And «He» l:.ak~H MS.

38 Or snort] Or

fwhl

Ms.

snort

40] The ceilings (bent 1 bend MS.
58 His thirst] lButl Lhisj His thirst MS.
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60

The sand is dry you bet
At the Equator
But from them all
He'd take a fall
For he's a crater

59 The sand] The

rworld 1 «sand»

MS.

I AM ATHIRST
ML MS A3038/l, 18b (B0119) [JSN], fair draft.

I am athirst I beg of the bare sky
Whitened with stars weary with parables
I ask of the Earth and every wind that sighs
Brides in their blossoms velvet damosels
I am athirst I plead with the blue rain
Craving the unquiet sunlight for my own
Sobbing at shadow music scented pain
Prayers in the paint the pity in the stone
3 of the F.arth] of [the] F.arth MS.
4 blossoms velvet] blosscrns - velvet MS.
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I SEEK THE PERILOUS CURE
NLA MS 1145/60, 24-25 [FN], fair draft, 5 stanzas, entitled 'I seek the perilous
=e', with note 'Finis' at the end; 27-28 [FN], draft, with alterations [JSN],
5 stanzas, entitled 'Thou art as sweet as ripe honey' and then retitled 'To Cicely'.
The draft at 27-28 was written as a five-stanza poem with stanzas numbered 1-5 and
then changed to a 4-stanza piece with a title change. The lst line of the stanza
numbered 1 is cancelled and a line has been ruled between stanzas 1 & 2 with the
new title at the head of the stanza numbered 2. The drafts oc= close together
und =c P=t of the aamc irnp.il::ie of composition. The p.:;au wa.!! later r<!:writtt:n as
'To the loved one in her absence' (c.1919) and later still as 'I.ove in absence'
(c.1924).
1145/60, 24-25 = A; 1145/60, 28-27 = B.
The fair draft (A) is the preferred text.

Oh Cicely from thy pure heart
I seek the perilous cure
And the little flowers delight in thee
And call thy body pure
Oh thou are sweet as ripe honey
Sipped in the forest air
And a summer kindness doth abide
About thy face and hair
10

The timorous scent of babyhood
Doth dimly follow thee
And thou dost spread an earthly spice
For the woody soul of me
What time mine eyes behold thee not
I fiercely wish thee near
The day like a long sickness is
And I count the moon a year

1-4] ~ !ll.
1 heart] heard MS.
5-8] t- ~ 1-4.
5] Thou art as rsleepl sweet as ripe honey ~ 1.
7] And as a wine thy kindness doth ~ 3.
8] Make all thy body fair ~ 4.
ll an earthly] jan earthlyl «unearthly» [JSN] B 7.
12 woody] f woodyl «heavy» [JSN] ~ 8.
13-16] t- ~ 9-12.
13 mine eyes] rrnyl mine eyes~; fthyl «mine» eyes [JSN] B 9.
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20

When thou doth go but a little way
I am in deep alarm
I cry Oh God her dear body
If it should come to harm

17-20] ~ ~ 13-16.
17 doth go] art gone~ 13.
18] My heart doth take alarm~ 14.

Discarded stanza
~

stanza numbered 1:
rob Cicely of thee I learnl
The parables of Spring
And the God that Ill3.de thy dear bosom
Hath made a perilous thing

IF ONE OF THESE WERE MINE
The Bookfellow 7 March 1907, under the name Horace Halloran.
JSN - JD 10 August 1935, NIA MS 1145/68 ('That verse you quote 'If one of these
were mine' does not belong to me' ) •

10

20

The book-shop windows call me near
To linger and to think
Amid the pleasant atmosphere
Of books and printers' ink
The lordly quartos seem to look
With open scorn at me
The covers of the 'latest book'
Set errant fancy free
And then the strange heart-hunger grips
I cannot here define
The unvoiced thought is at my lips
If one of these were mine
If one of these were mine to sway
The people's fickle mood
If I were but for one short day
Reviewed of all reviewed
The lukewarm friend would pat my back
With thought of future gains
At last old chap you're on the track
I knew you had the brains
The haughty snob my hand would shake
And ask me out to dine
The lion's paw they both would take
If one of these were mine
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Twin stars of grey that light my life
Would gaze at my vignette
The Dedication To my Wife
Her happy tears would wet
IIow gdlly i:oht! wuultl walk lH:!Sltle

30

40

Her Author down the street
And point me out with proper pride
To friends we chanced to meet
And when my editions gaily ran
To 'thousands ninety-nine'
What future greatness she'd plan
If one of these were mine
And thus my day-dreams of ten trend
Where shining volumes lie
The fussy snob and lukewearm friend
Unnoticed pass me by
And though the classics seem to flout
And look their scorn at me
The covers on the 'latest out'
Set errant fancy free
'Tis then the strange heart-hunger grips
I cannot here define
'Tis then the thought leaps to my lips
If one of these were mine

JSN - JD 10 August 1935:
That verse you quote 'If one of these were mine', does not belong to me.
Did you see it in manuscript or was it printed in an old Bookfellow. I t might
easily have appeared in the 'Bookfellow' without me seeing it. Sanetimes
I didn't bother looking through the papers when my eyes were sore. The verse
seems to be more like my father's than my own. In 1918-1919 I did not see
him one time for about 18 months. I think he would have been sure to tell
me if he ever got any verse in 'The BookfellGw'. I shall ask my stepnother
if she recollects it.

IN CHICAGO
'1907', la (A0089) [A].

Said a very stout man in Chicago
I'm sick if I die let my [soul] [go]
To a vault dark and deep
Flats ain't too cheap
There'::; no saying where a man may go
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IN NIMITYBELLE
'1907', 56b-57b (A0146-7) [JSN], fair draft. NIA MS 1145/60, 90, a stanza numbered
2 under title 'Nimitybelle', a revision for GDC.
The Bookfellow January 1912, p.44, entitled 'Nimitybelle'; GDC (anitted in the
unnumbered 4th copy), entitled 'Nimitybelle'.
The second stanza in GDC is blocked and marked with =osses in the margin to indicate
the need for revision.
The Bookfellow and the GOC textsi nrP. TTl()rP. nhvi nnl'll y [inPt"i r. ;rna rF?flect Ster;l:l'insi' !i
editorial practises. The fair draft is therefore taken as the preferred text.

Nimitybelle is a dear little town
Under the hill the homes are cosy
The boys grow up and the men grow down
The old dames talk and the girls are rosy
They live so long I need hardly tell
They keep no doctor in Nimitybelle

10

Sleepy the cows and the goats are slow
And the horses know that nothing can matter
The weekly wash in the wind doth blow
And each of the seven days wax flatter
No one his neighbours would undersell
Trade is dead level in Nimitybelle
But
The
The
And
The
The

things do happen they always will
windmill turns in the windy weather
lad with a shanghai loves to kill
the belle and her beau go out together
old men fish and they sometimes tell
weights of fishes at Nimitybelle

2] Its trees are green and its homes are cosy Boo; GDC.
3 the men] their dads Boo; GDC.
4] The dames wax stout and the girls are rosy Boo; GDC.
5 so long] so long ~ MS.
5] The rest of the world is all very well Boo; GDC.
6] But not important to Nimitybelle Boo; GDC.
7] The cows are sleepy the goats go slow Boo; GDC.
8 And the] The Boo; GDC.
9] Even the cocks have a careless crow Boo; GDC.
10] And one day dies and the next seems flatter Boo; GDC.
11] The grocer casually hopes to sell Boo; GDC.
12] But no one worries in Nimitybelle Boo; GDC.
13 But] Yet Boo; GDC.
14 t=sJ works Boo; GDC.
15 a shanghai] the shanghai Boo; GOC.
16 And the] The Boo; GDC.
18 weights] weightrsl GDC Copies 2 & 3; weight GDC Copy 1.
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The little tale ah well oh yes
She was as bright as a dogwood blossom
She managed the courting I must confess
Her eye was the eye of a pert opossum
I bought her a ring yes thanks she's well
And I loved her forever in Nimitybelle

lg nh WPll] Ah WPll ~MR,
19] A story of love you ask ah yes Boo; GDC.
21 m:maged the] managed rI Iml the MS; did the Boo; GDC.
22 eye of a] eye of [a] MS.
22] Her eyes were the eyes of a pert oposstnn Boo; GDC.
23 a ring] a ring. MS.
23] I rrade a Madam of Madam'.Jiselle Boo; GDC.
24] And we rented a cottage in Nimi tybelle Boo; GDC.

NIA MS 1145/60, 91 reads:
The ccws are sleepy the goats are slow
The horses know that nothing can matter
Even the cocks have a cautious crow
They seem to feel that the Earth is flatter
Than Scientists think but they grieve to tell
Their ingenious knowledge to Nimitybelle

IN THE CITY OF REST
'1906', 30b (A0069) [A], fair draft.

Said a poor dying girl in Geelong
Oh mother dear what is a throng
The mother said dear
I can't explain here
There never was one in Geelong
A parson one day came along
Had you never done [anything] wrong
Death's a debt still unpaid
But sir said the maid
I paid I lived in Geelong
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IN THE COOL COUNTRY
'1915'B, 7b-8a (A0364) [A], fair draft, 8 stanzas, entitled 'A cool c=l country';
a b
9 -9 (A0365-6) [A], draft, 7 stanzas, entitled 'In the cool country'.
A later version of this poem, entitled 'In the dim counties' , was published in The
Bookfellow 15 June 1920.
a b
'1915'B, 9 -9 = B.
'I'hP. fnir nrrift is th'il pr'iilfarrad toxt and the more felicitoill!l title of the
draft is retained.
b

'1915 1 B, 7 -8

a

= A;

All Kings are hollow
All Queens are calm
No mirth or menace
Dim light or psalm
Unholy wenches
Lie sweet and clean
In the cool cool country
Below the green
A lover's quietness
Fills up the day
The eyes know not of
The lips' delay

10

Menace of sunbeam
Or witless moon
No more enslave us
With light or tune
1-4] t= ~ 5-8.
1 hollow] desolate ~ 5.
2] Queens are all calm1
Queens have a calm ~ 6.
3] No hope fofl or holy man~ 7.
4] Sequel or psalm ~ 8.
5-8] t= ~ 21-24.
5] The little brown wench B 21.
6] And the holy and clean ~ 22.
7] All are good citizens ~ 23.
8 Below] Under B 24.
9-10] Omitted in B.
13-16] .,. ~ 9-12.
13-14] Malice of sunbeam or
Menace of mJOn B 9-10.
15] No IIDre shall chasten us B 11.
16] With light randl «or» tune A.
As with a tune B 12.

r

S<:!8u11U.
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No shrill endeavour
No gentle sin
Or blaze of honey cup
Can enter in
No silken heavens
Delude the eye
The drowsy centuries
Go feebly by
Maids have no magic
Their feet are dumb
'Tis the cool cool country
And all may come

30

No love can smite us
No blood can flow
In the fine fine country
That lies below

17-20] Omitted in B.
21-24] Omitted in B.
25-28] f ~ 13-16.
26 Their] All B 14.
27] Night has f outwids wedl <<witted Love>> B 15.
28] How shall he come B 16.
29-32] f ~ 25-28.
29] Love cannot sabre us B 25.
30] Blood cannot flow B 26.
31] 'Tis the fine country~ 27.
32] Often below B 28.

Discarded stanzas
~

stanza 1, lines 1-4:
!Little street wenchesl
The little street wench and
The holy and clean
Fill the fine towns in
The land of the lean

~

stanza 5, lines 17-20:
Love o'the sunny road
How should he burn
Love o'the cooing lip
Why should he turn
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IN THE DIM COUNTIES
MS 605/110, typescript [AGS], with corrections.
The Bookfellow 15 June 1920, p.133; BLP 97; CP 102.

NIA

JSN - AGS 5 January 1916 (suggests this title as the title for a proposed book of
his verse). JSN - RHC 26 February 1934, NIA MS [?],HI, not sighted (concerning
proofs CP, HI). FN - JSN 23 July 1934, McKimn MS 14, HI, not siyhted.
The poem is a later version of 'In the cool cool
to the title in 1916 suggests that a revision of
by that date and the fact that the poem does not
one or another revision was not sent to Ste.i;ilens
The typescript is the prefe=ed text.

Tn the dim counties
We take the long calm
Lilting no haziness
Sequel or psalm
The little street wenches
The holy and clean
Live as good neighbours live
Under the green
10

Malice of sunbeam or
Menace of moon
Piping shall leave us
No taste of a tune
In the dim counties
The eyelids are dumb
To the lean citizens
Love cannot come

20

Love in the yellowing
Love at th'e turn
Love o'the cooing lip
How could He burn
The little street wenches
The callous unclean
Could they but tell us what
All the gods mean
Love cannot sabre us
Blood cannot flow
In the dim counties
That wait below

country' (c.1913). N's reference
'The cool country' had been written
appear in HS (1919) suggests that
until after this date.
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IN THE STREET
NLA MS 1145/73 [?], fair copy, annotated 'Published as written: without alteration'
[Harry Chaplin?].
'!he Bcx:>kfellow 4 April 1907, p.4; '!he Bcx:>kfellow 15 August 1914, p.173 (in an
article); GDC; HS 59; BLP 71; CP 53.
Receipt dated 11 September 1906, NIA MS 1145/20.
JSN - JD 21 October 1934 (this was one of 'a great rrany verses ••• I turned out
one winter').
'!he fair copy is the preferred text.

The night the rain who could forget
The grey streets glimmering in the wet
Wreckers and ruined wreckage met
There was no dearth
Of all the unlovely things that yet
Must plague the earth

10

Gloom in the streets' unhallowed joys
The sly-eyed girls the jeering boys
Faint carolling amid the noise
A woman worn
A broken life a heart a voice
Trembling and torn
She did not sing of hillsides steep
Of reapers stooping low to reap
No love-lorn shepherd with his sheep
Made moan or call
A mother kissed her child asleep
And that was all

20

Slowly into our hearts there crept
I know not what it flamed it leapt
Was it God's love that in us slept
I saw the mark
Of tears upon her as she stepped
Into the dark

14 stooping low] stooping down GDC.
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IN THE WIND
'1910', 18a-18b (A0239-40) [JSN], fair draft.
petticoat plays'.

In maddest merriment
Her silly tears would come
Her heart a mourner made
All music dumb
May she have love asleep
For lovingly she sinned
This is her petticoat
Upon the wind
10

All white the devilry
Of old almost gone
Oh wilful whisperer
We gazed upon
How delicate with grief
Here to our sleepy eyes
The outlines of the leaf
Sewn in Paradise

20

How lazily the lace
Brings into life again
All her sweet wonderment
The pride and pain
The jewels that she wore
Make strange flesh divine
She was not woman she
Was a wild wine
There was a night of blooms
The restless blossoms fell
One hour she told to me
Black things to tell

30

May she have love asleep
She wed not any sigh
This is her petticoat
The wind will dry

4 dumb l dumb. MS
6 sinned l sinned - MS.
8 wind] wind. MS.
9 white] white -MS.

23 woman she l wanan. She MS.
28] !Half that herl
Black things to tell MS.

This is an early version of 'The
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INTERESTING EXPERIMENT AT HARROW
'1908', 6a (A0159) [A]. '1915'E, lOb (A0297) [A], incomplete, untitled.
The Clarion 1 July 1909, p.3.
The preferred text is '1908', 6a.

There was a young lady of Harrow
She tho ugl1 L she c.u ultl s tantl in a barrow
Her lover he wheeled
And the young lady squealed
And shot straight ahead like an arrow
The incomplete version reads:
What time her lover wheeled the barrow
Alas poor lass O cruel fate
He went out whistling like an arrow
The Clarion reads:
A certain young lady at Harrow
Stood up for a ride in a barrow
Her lover then wheeled
And the young lady squealed
And shot straight ahead like an arrow

IS CIVILISATION A FAILURE
b

b

'1906', 26 (A0065) [A]; 31 (A0070) [A], entitled 'The tailor fails'.
a
7 (A0160) [A], entitled 'The tailor fails'.
1

1906', 26b is the preferred text.

Variants are not shown.

A young man when at Teddywaddy
Bought a suit of this made-ready shoddy
He said when it burst
Oh Fi tailors are cursed
These garments would vex anybody

'1908'',
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IS IT YOU SADIE?
1

1912', 17b-18a (A0266) [JSN], draft.

Is it you I hear Sadie
Or a wind's whine
Oh for my man and my home
And the sweet child of mine
Is it you I hear Sadie
Never quite clear
Oh my heart's at the green time
All the sunny year
10

The sweet children chatter
This old man's eyes
Can see what the wind sees
When the wind dies
The young lover murmurs
His mind is dim
He is lisping and listening
And no-one hears him

20

Is it you I hear Sadie
It is long so long
Come nearer it is sunlight
Red summer-strong
Is it you I hear Sadie
That slow wine the moon
Put upon old sorrows
In a pale swoon
Give to me no pity
No mouth-made thing
I have lived I buried
Sadie and Spring

Title] fDo I y l I hear you Sadiel «Is it you Sadie» MS.
3 my home] my fclll home MS.
22 That] tWheril That MS.
25 Give] lrs1 Give MS-:-
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IS THIS A RECORD
'1908', 4b (A0158) [A]. I.aT MS 9419/3678, typescript, untitled.
The Clarion 1 July 1909, p.3.
b

The preferred text is '1908', 4 •

Variants are not shown.

There was an old lady at Adelaide
She swore that a hen she had had laid
Two eggs in one day
But the other hens lay
Less than that by a long way in Adelaide
IS IT THE LAST
'1906', 18a-18b (A0056-7) [A], draft.
GOC; HS ·1~; BLP ~2; CP ·11 (all with the title as 'It is the last').
Receipt dated 13 December 1906, NLA MS 1145/19.
AGS - JSN 7 December 1906 (puts proposal to act as N's agent and cites this as one
of two poems which are 'truly poetic, but ••• very imperfect'); 8 April 1907 (he
has the poem and 'will use').
The draft shows careful revision and is therefore taken as the preferred text.

White is the world the weather warm and sweet
But time is dear
To you and me my friend for we may meet
Just once a year
Soon shalt thou rest a warrior home from war
It seems not strange
Gently time maketh thee more ready for
The old sharp change
10

Thou hast done well indeed to come thus far
Cheery and bright
Bold as a tranquil summer evening star
Smiling goodnight
Thou hast beheld the sunlight sung the song
Fought with the fears
In the grim days thou hast been all along
The track of tears

3 To you] To thee HS; BLP; CP.
6-7 strange I Gently] strange fgently l
11 Bold as] Bold r<ers>l as MS.
12 Smiling] Al LsJ miling MS.
15 grim days] grim f"yearsl days MS.

r

I Gently

MS.
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20

Thou art not teased of Love afraid of Fate
Nor storms within
Too weary art thou now for Hope or Hate
Small strife or sin
Still is thy talk of far-back years and friend
That thou hast known
But all thy stories run to one sad end
I am alone
How goes the time ah friend of mine I think
Thy voice doth fail
Here is my best tobacco let us drink
This good brown ale

30

18
20
21
25
25
29
31
31

Smoking I watch thy fading features through
The Smoky Way
Oh ancient friend shall I shake hands with you
Next Chriotmns Day
Nor storms] !Thou art notl Nor storms MS; Or stonns GOC; HS; CP.
sin] LSinJ MS.
of far-back years] of olden time GOC; HS; BLP; CP.
How goes] rThat was a1 How goes MS.
ah friend] 0 friend GOC; HS; BLP; CP.
fading features] fainting features CP.
Oh ancient friend] Oh rfriendl ancient friend MS.
shake hands] clasp hands GOC; HS; BLP; CP.

JEMIMA'S HAT
ML MS 4937/10, Item 1, typescript [AGS], with canment 'Unprinted I Sun
newspaper' [AGS].
Sun (Sydney) 3 December 1911; The Bookfellow 15 February 1914, p.36.
The typescript is the preferred text.

The singers
Of Paradise
The soaring
Lost in the

sang so sweetly did they sing
and angels all a-wing
summer birds made faint reply
love of Summer and blue sky

Roses and sunlight at the very door
The prayers went up God heard them all before
Sunlight and flowers without and we within
Thought not of soul or psalm nor any sin
6 God heard them] we prayed then Sun; Boo.
8 nor] or Sun; Boo.
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The singers sang I wonder did they know
All that their voices gave me soft and low
In shade or shine whatever joys depart
My Paradise is with me in my heart
Tlie til11ge11::; 8aug .so sweetly did they sing
Of robes and harp and angels all a-wing
And still I stared I may have stared before
'Twas such a pretty hat Jemima wore
14 harp] harps Sun; Boo.

THE JOKE ETERNAL
'1907', 34b (A0124) [JSN].

The nations fight the nations fail
Poets and Parables grow stale
There is a joke that never dies
'Tis Jonah boarding in a whale

1] 'Ihe I-re is al nations fight the nations fail MS.

JONAH
1

1907 1 , 2b (A0092) [A].

I'm not to be kept down said Jonah
I'll see if I can't get the loan of
A dry suit of clothes
I couldn't wear those
They'd put me away wHh the donna
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JONAH TAKES LEAVE OF THE WHALE
There are two pieces with this title, both with the same theme.

JONAH TAKES LEAVE OF THE WHALE [1]
1

1907 1 , 15b (A0105) [JSN], fair draft.

Said Jonah how jolly to see the dry land
How pleasant on old 'terra firma' to stand
That old whale was spouting I jumped at the chance
Enough of adventure away with Romance
I'll write my memoirs they should have a good sale
I'm not to he kept down by any old whale

JONAH TAKES LEAVE OF 'l'HE WHALE [2]
'1907', 12b-13a (A0102) [JSN], tmder heading 'Bible stories in rhyme', with gloss.

Said Jonah delighted to see the dry land
How pleasant on old 'terra firma' to stand
The future's before me I really can't fail
I'm not to be kept down by any old whale
The gloss reads:
Recently it has been suggested that Scriptural instruction might be given
to State School scholars by inserting in the School Paper short poems
descriptive of the leading kings, miracles etc in Biblical history. The
Offsider rises to the occasion. When these verses first struck this office
the Religious Editor who was naturally the first to read them was so touched
that he wept aloud for nearly two hours.

JUDKINS IN PARADISE
ML MS 3354/2, Item 5, 2b-3a [A], fair draft.

Speaking at a crowded meeting yesterday the Rev Mr said that
he did not know of anyone who was doing as much for the Lord in
Australia as was Mr Judkins.
(News item)
He shall be freed from earthly taint
And all his clerical grease paint
Angels beholding him shall faint
With sheer surprise
He'll soon boss every blessed Saint
In Paradise
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He shall most probably recall
St Peter and dispense with Paul
Moses will sing exceeding small
Why bless your eyes
Old hands won't get a job at all
In Paradise
Judkins, William Henry (1869-1912) and George Alfred (1871-1958). This probably
refers to William, a lay preacher in the Methooist church and editor of the journal
Review of Reviews who campaigned vigorously against the 'social evils' of the
day, notably gambling, racing, drinking and dancing. His canpaigns came to a climax
in 1905 and 1906 when he staged a campaign against John Wren and gambling and
preached to large audiences at Wesley Church, Lonsdale street, Melbourne.
ADB.
A cancelled sentence follows the first in the gloss:
rHe believes that if that Rev gentleman were suddenly Cnlled away the Lord
would find it almost impossible to find a man to fill his place.l

JULIE CALLAWAY
There are two discrete versions of this poem.

JULIE CALLAWAY [l]
ML MS3354/2, Item 5, 14b-l 7b [JSN], draft, with some renumbering of stanzas, 2
cancelled stanzas, and additional stanzas under headings 'Last verses Julie Callaway'
and 'Last verses of Julie Callaway'.

When Julie was seventeen
There came a bearded man
He burned his kisses into her
And her soul's ache began
He praised her for her white skin
And her eyes of the wild blue
She clung to him she clung to him
More than her mother knew
10

They sauntered in the dark time
Unlit by moon or star
The wind spoke in the sandlewood
And in the blue balaar

4 soul's ache] souls rworkl <<ache>> MS.
6 her eyes] her rherl eyes MS.
~
12 the blue balaar] This may be a reference to Exocarpos cupressiformis, known
as the Cherry ballart or native cherry.
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Oh the small wind spoke fearfully
As one who long had sinned
And the lovers murmured mournfully
It is the praying wind
They walked until the green time
Put Love in everything
The bees were hot with honey-thirst
And hastened with the Spring

20

The big box was blossoming
The nights forgot their dew
The white lambs in long days
Were clamouring for the ewes
They walked until the white time
Made miracles of flame
The wind was from the wilderness
With a red rush it came
Not even tender April dews
Could cure their sore disease
And soon the little globes of gold
Sat in the orange trees

30

Now
And
The
Ran

came the time of blue rain
the weird winter moon
little red-legged water hens
round the red lagoon

The black duck with her little brood
Sat like a fleet at sea
The over-wise white pelican
Took all things dreamily

40

He was a bonny bearded man
And she was lily-skinned
But ever in the blue balaar
There spoke the praying wind
The lover of Julie gave of
His strong love the sign
13 small wind spoke] small «wind» spoke MS.
15] m:Jurnfully] mournfully rwind"] MS.
17 walked until] walked luntol «until» MS.
18 l <<Put Love in everything>>
When the young birds take wingl MS.
20] rFor the sap o the springl MS, preceding line 20.
21] rNow there 1 MS, preceding line 21.
33 the time ofl the fdays 1 «time» of MS.
35 '!he little]
T'!he little MS.

r

rA
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And Oh the rosy mouth of her
Was delicate as wine
~-

~-

The preacher
Looked round
He heard the
And rustling

SO

~-

with the round face
him in dull hours
talk of tired girls
crepe and flowers

The preacher with the round face
Stood mournfully to pray
But the quick tears the quiet tears
Left him no word to say

60

The preacher with the round face
Spoke not of Death or Sin
And the stern men with shovels stooped
Putting the brown earth in
~-

-~

They mourned her for her white skin
And her eyes of the wild blue
Her lips they were the truest lips
That lover ever knew

*
she

-i:-

i!-

And
had dreamed of the bride's bloom
And all the bride's array
But Death was in the praying wind
For Julie Callaway
51 He heard] fAn 1 He heard MS.
54] SPJke not MS, preceding line 54.
57 the round] thelrl round MS.
67 the praying] the r1eainglpraying MS.

Cancelled stanzas
Following line 20:
'Ihey walked unto the white time
And world of red days
'Ihe wind of the wilderness
Was flost1 <<weary>> on his ways 1

r

a
Under heading 'Last verses Julie Callaway' at top of 16 :
rShe fell from of[f] her tall horse
And there at Julie's side
'Ihey knew by her faint faint heart
She would not be a bride
And the stern girlsl
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JULIE CALLAWAY [2]
ML MS 4937/10, Item 1, typescript [AGS], with spelling 'calliway' and cormnents 'Never
been printed' and 'Book'.
b'un (Sydney) Sunday 5 January 1913, p.13; GOC; HS 19; BLP 38; CP 19.
JSN - AGS 26 July 1931 (one of fourteen pieces N wants to drop from a proposed
collection) •
The typescript is the preferred text.

This world I always call it mine
Because no other world I know
Love it or hRte it how you will
With kindness like the overflow
Of some bare river rambling on
So does it only seek to bless
Uh dry your tears for all things gone
The old world kindly wanders on
10

20

30

This world of mine this world of yours
November and a glorious day
So drowsily the bees did hum
And pretty Julie Callaway
Stood laughing lingering at the door
Of all this sweetness grace and gleam
The old time singers sang of yore
So let us all sing evermore
The air grew sweeter days were long
And everywhere beneath the sky
Death who would never be gainsaid
Sat waiting with a watchful eye
On every tree there comes a flower
To every lad and lass a time
A dancing day a month an hour
The gold world trembles in a shower
Oh pretty Julie Callaway
God surely loved her for her dream
A little home not far away
How wonderful the world may seem
When one we love and Love is strong
Walks with us in the flowery way
All else that in the world is wrong
How soon forgotten Love is long

*
6 seek] speak Sun.
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40

It is not far you see her grave
'Tis in the shadow of the trees
I sometimes fancy Julie hears
The midday murmuring of the bees
And knows our footsteps everyway
And this sweet world to her denied
'Twas in the bloom of bride's array
She died upon her wedding day
And is God merciful or kind
He knoweth all full well he knew
Millions of hard sin-maddened men
And wasting worn-out women too
Praying for Death as devils pray
And she pure-hearted beautiful
In orange bloom in bride's array
Death found her on her wedding day

43 men] man MS.

THE KING IMPETUOUS
'1906', 21b (A0060) [A].

A parson had got in at Windsor
Said Edward how goes the world's sin sir
The parson said well
And the King how the h~ll
Did the chap at the gate let you in sir
THE KING IS BALD
'1907', 29a-30b (AOllB-20) [JSN], draft.

Why glides the crystal dew-drop down my cheek
Why is my step unsteady drunken slow
Why do I laugh not nor have words to speak
At passers-by who hurt and throng me so
Why does the bright sun mock me with its glow
Too well I know why these rude tear drops scald
Broken indeed I am The King is Bald
The King is Bald the Beastly Mob care not
They make him butt of their Democracy
2 is my step] is [my] step MS.
4 who hurt] who <hurt> MS.
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10

20

I feel at times such wretches should be shot
So do they stab with their disloyalty
I think that all Imperialists will agree
That every jingo should be herewith called
To shed some tears because the King is Bald
Out ye vile wretches with you sinful puffs
Each Hapless Wash purporting to give vigour
Out Liars all perchance He used your stuffs
(Did I hear some vile democrat men snigger)
Ah me my tears fall faster yet and bigger
Across my cheek along my neck they crawled
The King is Bald I am a broken man

The above lines were written in great agony of spirit just after
The Offsider heard the following item in a smart English periodical.
'Many of King Edward's personal friends and admirers are not a
little distressed to notice the rapidly increasing baldness of
his Majesty. '
11 So do] rThel So do MS.
12 that all Imperialists] all that Imperialists MS.
13] That every rBriton worl «jingo» should be herewith called MS.
16 Each Hapless Wash] Each/ fYourl Hapless Wash MS.
17 He used] LheJ used MS.

KINGS ANCIENT AND MODERN
'1907'

I

13b (A0103) [JSN].

'Sweet is the Light' that was sublime
But no Kings play in pantomime
Loudly the Kaiser Whilhelm cries
Give me the limelight every time
Title] King[s] MS.

THE KNIGHT'S TALL DAUGHTERS
'1908', 25a (A0179) [A].

The Knight's tall girls went tailor clad
To church and concert ball and play
When they are married said their Dad
Some other fool will have to pay

